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This report covers the Initial ßurvcy of the "CKDIM Prograr,r i. , 

Fcira de Pantana", v/hich is intended to promote the industrialisa 

tion of areas of the interior of the State of Bahía, Uracil, in or 

der to achieve a planned balance in the social and economic develop 

ment of the aforementioned State, v/hich ia the largest in Mort h--t a.'.t 

Brazil and has a population of more than seven Million people. 

The fundamental purpose of the r.urvey is to decide on nui tabic 

industries to be established at the Teira de Santana Industrial 

Development Centre and in the State of bahía in general, and to set 

out the measures necessary for the reorganisation and aid of those 

industries already in existance, 

In order to cover these objectives an examination was made of 

the resources which could be used in industrialisation, a survey of 

the infreestructure of the zone, a study of the industry already in 

existence and finally, an investigation of the possibilities for - 

creating now industries which would encourage development and com- 

pleto the industrial structure of the State. 

The investigations carried out have revealed the following: 

With regard to the infraestructura-, the State is sufficiently 

well endowed in the area marked out for the industrial development 

poles in view or the "area for development", although the same does 

not apply for the rest of the State. 

L 

The Resources of Bahía offer a substantial basis for industria 

lisation.  The wet coastal strip provides a wealth of products of - 

tropical agriculture, outstanding among which arc cocoa, tobacco, 

sugar cane, oleaginous seeds and sisal hemp; while in this sane area 

and in the dry areas of the inner Sert?o, there arc large herds con 

Bisting of more than 20 million head of cattle, pigs, sheep, g o .it s 

and donkeys.  The forests in this State are also of considerable in 

portance, especially with regard to the supplier; of fine tropical 

timber in areas of the South of the State. Mineral resources aire.-. 

dy being exploited include copper, lead, chromium, magnesium and !..<»i 

gañese deposits, as well as considerable oil and natural gas. 

Present, industri al drvrl opnrnt is on a modest scale and a not.a 

TtCNIBEHIA U. N. D. P. / U. N. I. D. O. INDUSTRIAL SURVIV OF BAHIA 
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for reorganisation or conversion is observed In several sectors: olla, 

vegetable crops, household goods, textiles and tobacco manufactures. 

The pot technical and irctallurgical sectors ore those wich enjoy the 

*,est prospecta. 

The promotion of new Industrien enjoya excellent prospects, par 

ticularly on the basis of the iranufacture of the resources fron agri 

culturo and live-stock, mines and forests, with a view to exporting 

to other markets, both in Brazil and abroad.  It would also be advi 

sable to develop the steel industry and mechanical industries, toge 

ther with others of high added value, in accordance with the specific 

opportunities referred to in the survey. 
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% 

L 
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© GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

The State of Bahia is the most southern State  of North 
2 

East Brazil. It covers 560,000 Km area (equivalent to 

that of France) and a population of over 7 million 

inhabitants. It gathers all the physiographic conditions        . 

which make this area the "problem zone" of the largest 

country of South America. 

In fact, Brazilian economy offers adequate development 

dynamics in the industrialized southern part,which has 

important livestock and agricultural resources such as 

coffee, which is the basic product of foreign trade of 

the country. The Amazonia and the West which are today 

"The great demographic void" of Brazil offer the natural 

hope and prospects of the areas where resources have 

not been assessed or exploited. 

The Problem of the Brazilian North East 

In strong contrast with above areas the N.E. appears as 

^        a large regressive zone with low standard of living, 

strong emigration and few prospects of development if 

a corrective economic policy is not established. 

Fortunately it was started by Federal Government more 

than ten years ago. 

It is not to be discussed herein whether the present 

regressive situation was caused by a climatic change 

-not sufficiently demonstrated from a historical point 

of view- or caused by a demographic growth of a agrarian 

economy that never developed towards secondary and 

tertiary levels of productive economy. Regardless of 

the reasons, the North East offers nowadays a physiographic 

structure which can be briefly described as follows: 

- A narrow humid coastal strip, with rains 

of 2000 mm/p.a. typical tropical vegetation 

with basic products such as sugar cane, 

cotton, cocoa, (in Southern Bahia) natural 

A ruber, tropical fruits, fine woods,etc. 

L V.U. •. ». / U. N. I. D. O. MMMTMAL tUHVIV OP MMt* 
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A rustic, transition zone, with medium rain- 

fall and mild climate, agriculture of high 

productivity and good livestock resources. 

Thir. is the most populated zone of the North 

East and is located - behind the coastal 

strip - mainly in the states closest to Equator 

(Rio Grande do Norte, Paraiba, Pernambuco, 

Alagoas y Sergipe) whereas towards the South 

there is no zone of transition, passing 

sharply to the: 

"0 SERTAO" is a large semi-desertic zone 

periodically subject to the destructive 

effects of the "SECAS" which really worsen 

the rough characteristics of this natural 

region which is only apt for extensive cattle 

raising, supplemented in the very few spots 

where some humidity level is maintained 

-with agricultural productions of very 

little importance. In normal years, 500 mm 

of rain falls during a few weeks in the 

winter allow the growth of some downhill 

vegetation and cactus, which provide for 

cattle feeding. However, periodically there 

are years when there is no rain, and this 

condition is maintained during several consecutive 

years. These periods are called "secás'^and 

the vegetation of the Sertao dries out,culti 

vation disappears and cattle dies. This 

situation originates famine, social conflicts 
and emigration. 

Finally, West of the Longa river and extending 

over part of the State of Piaui and the State 

Maranhao, there is a transition zone towards 

the Amazonia where vegetation and forest 

appear gradually. 

1 
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Based  on these  structural characteristics Brazilian 
authorities  in charge of the economic planning understood 
more  than  fourteen  (14)   years ago  the necessity of planning 
a regional  development  policy for  the North  East,   so that 
this  area by means of adequate planning  in the use of its 
own resources could face a growing demography in accordance 
with  an increase of per  capita income and consumption 
level   simultaneously.  In connection with this and as basic 
development  techniques  the Brasilian experts established 
the following guidelines: 

.  Industrialization is an imperative of the 
economic development of the area. 

• This industrialization must be balanced by 
an  adequate agricultural  and livestock 
development,  promoted by: 

•)   improving the productivity of tropical 
cultivations of the coastal   strip. 

b) establishing irrigation systems in the 
Sertao  to the extent that basic resources 
malee possible. 

c) extensive livestock development in inland 
areas,   helped by the possibilities offered; 
by planned irrigation systems. 

• Finally it  sems timely to  supplement  the 
above measures by iniciating a large  scale 
populating process of the pre-amazonian zone. 

These guidelines were put in force through Federal Agencies 
(SUDENE)  "Superintencie do Desenvolvimento do Nordeste" 
"BNB" - Banco do Nordeste do Brasil;   ••ETENE,,: Technical 
Office of Econic Studies of BND)  and the first favourable 

1 

• 
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effects are clearly observable in the initiation of a socio- 

economic reactivation process in North East Brazil. 

Development Policy in the State of Bahia 

In coordination with steps taken by the Federal Government 

and within their core of action the Authorities of the 

Government of Bahia have put into effect several actions 

directed to support said general reactivation policy for 

the North East. 

In fact, the State Development Policy iniciated by the 

Government of Bahia is directed to eliminate with sufficient 

anticipation the tensions of unbalance originated by a 

concentration of industrialization and population in spe- 

cific and limited areas of said State. 

Such unbalances can be seem to be clearly favoured in a 

natural way by physiographic conditions for the North East, 

in which Bahia fully participates. In fact, 37% of the 

Dahian population is concentrated in the coastal tropical 

strip, which is no more than 10% of the State Area. In 

addition, within this coastal strip, the area of the 

capital, Salvador, has a population of near one million 

inhabitants, equivalent to 14% of the population of the 

State. As if this were not enough, 50% of the State's 

industry is established within the area of the Capital 

and its surroundings. This way to the unbalances of 

density of population (favoured by natural distribution 

of agrarian resources) we have to add unbalances in the 

welfare of population as a consequence of location trends 

which are observed in the Secondary Sector. 

To these facts we have to add the consequences deriving 

and which will be derived from the establishment of the 

industrial center in Aratú, within the lines of the 

general development policy of the State. With 20 enter- 

prises and 5,010 jobs in operation; 38 plants with 5,141 

Jobs under way and requests totalizing 119 enterprises, 

19,726 Jobs and an investment of 2,100 million Cruzeiros. 

1 
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in 1970 (about 450 million dollars)»Aratú industrial center 

presents characteristics which may convert it into a 

first class industrial area. Taking into consideration 

the oil industry (oil extraction and refining) already 

installed in the Rocóncavo and petrochemical installations 

to be located in the area, we arrive at the conclusion 

that possibilities of a socio-economic unbalance in the 

State are becoming progressively more serious as far as 

demographic distribution is concerned. 

It is to be reminded that the reasons for the immigration 

and the immigration itself are originated not only because 

of the new Jobs but by popular expectations of employment 

and even under-employment. 

Consequently, it is clear that present industrialization 

process of the State may originate immigration at a 

higher rate that naturally originated by creation of 

new jobs unless some kind of corrective methods are 

applied. It would then reduce the benefits of said indus 

trialization due to a concentration of unemployment, 

real or hidden, or sub-employment in the more industria 

used areas around Salvador. 

It was necessary to initiate a policy of socio-economic 

development in the inland zone where the basic part 

would be, the establishment of medium and small industries 

in a certain number of inland locations of strategic 

geographical location. This would be directed to balance 

the opportunities and expectations of employment, 

avoiding the differences between the inland and the 

capital area as well as the tensions which would necessa 
rily occur. 

L TienUMMA U. N.B. P./U.N. I. S.O. INBUBTNAL «unVtV Or BAHIA 
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"FEI3A DE SANTANA" Programme 

In order to commerce an industrialization programme for 

the interior of the State, the Government of Bahia 

proceeded to create the CFI ( Coordenaçao do Fomento e 

Industria) to facilitate all kind of assistance (fiscal, 

financial, advisory and training aid, etc.) to the 

industry in the inland sector. Feira de Santana city 

was selected as the keypoint of this industrializing 

activity. Feira de Santana is the second city of the 

State (113,000 inhabitants) located at 110 Km.from the 

Capital, Salvador, in an important communications 

center which provides excellent links with all the State 

of Bahia. This city with a considerably important industry 

(about 200 enterprises including medium size factories 

and small workshops mainly car repair shops) is being 

a natural center of industrial attraction. 

The organization in charge of the above programme is 

the CEDIN (Industrial Development Center) and is located 

in Feira de Santana where it had commenced its activities 

in provisional premises while the permanent offices were 

being built in that city. 

This industrial development program, initiated by the 

Government of Bahia has been favourably considered by 

the United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO) with head office in Viena. UNIDO has established 

ön assistance procramme to Feira de Santana Industrial 

Development Center. The target of this programme is as 

follows: 

- Generally, help to Brazilian Administration 

in the establishment and operation of CEDIN. 

- Specifically co-operate with said center in: 

a) the establishment of new industrial enter- 

prises in the interior of the State. 

L TICNiMMA U. N. O. P. I U. N. I. 0. 0. INOUSTMAL tURVIY Of MHM 
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b) improvement and modernization of already 

established enterprises within said area. 

c) Generate additional incomer, in order to 

reduce or avoid the inmigration of labour 

from rural areas. 

d) to balance economic development of the 

State of Dahia between the inland areas and 

Salvador area. 

Thin assistance from UNIDO to " CEDIW, Fcira de Santana 

rroject" will be materialized in the preparation of stu- 

dies, assistance to planning and rendering al] kinds oí 

assistance to industries of the interior, including scho- 

larships, books, documents, laboratory equipment, etc. 

The feasibility studies of the industrialization pro- 

cess are a basic facet of the programme.  It is expected 

that the period of completion of these studies be two (2) 

years. Upon completion of studies UNIDO will decide 

whether the "CEDJM Feira de S ntana Project" requires 

additional assistance. 

Targets of this Study 

This study is the preliminary research of all tha attedio 

deiiaaad toy UWIOC M part of their assistance to "CEDUI, 

Peira de S intana Project". 

L 

The purpose of this study is to carry out a geneal survey 

of the possibilities of industrialization within inland; 

Bahia, and recommend the studies to be conducted in te fu- 

ture with a view to put specific actions into effect. 

To this end an analysis was planned of the basic condi- 

tions for economic development (labour, infrastructures, 

supply services a<vi  assistance to industry)as well as a 

review of existing industry, i'«.eluding oil and petrochemical 

TtCNIMMIA U  N. O. P. I U N. I. D. O. INDUSTRIAL SURVtY Of BAHIA 
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industrien, major industries in areas near Salvador and 

industries in the inland. The results of a survey carried 

out by the "Nucleus of Industrial Aid to Bahia State" co 

500 industrial concerns (PROIMTER programme) will be used, 

although basically said analysis will be carried out by 

means of direct research conducted by the team itself. 

After review of above analysis prior to Gtudy , the possi- 

bilities of industrialization of inland Bahia will be con- 

sidered as follows: 

a) Agricultural and livestock resources. 

b) Mining resources of the area. 

c) Specific opportunities of production of inter- 

mediate products for supply to industries of 

Southern Brazil. 

d) Opportunities for local, Northwest and export 

markets. 

Upon preparation of a list of possible product!» lines 

to be established, recommendations will be made for sub» 

sequent feasability studies and main infrestructurai 

deficiencies or any other deficiencies for the develop- 

ment of said industries proposing actions directed to 

eliminate said inconvenience». 

Methodology g* the Study 

A study of this nature requires above ail cfcear criteri! 

and straight focusing of the socio-eeonowic reality of tha 

cone within the freswj of the merket economy where thet 

area develops, in order to establish guideline« and prio- 

rities. 

L u ne » iv.m.i.».e. mauenNM. tmwtv e» 
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However, in contrast with the specific requirements of 

the job to be carried out, the time factor was a basic 

element in this instance and thus it was necessary to 

give special attention to methodology in the preparation 

of the study. In this respect and considering the urgen- 

cy and a thorough familiarization as deep as possible 

it was considered necessary to divide the accomplisment 

of the study into stages of specific nature, each one of 

them to be used as a basis for the next one, thus being 

a "start" and "end" at the same time and in a perfectly 

defined manner* 

Above stages are summarised as follows: 

1 

Staqe Duration 

Arrival •one week 

Familiarisa- .two weeks 
tion. 

Preparation •one and a 

of research. half weeks. 

Research. •threa weeks. 

Analysis of .one and a 

research. half weeks. 

Report pre- .four weeks 
paration. 

Purpose 

•installation and commence- 

ment of work on the area. 

•Basic knowledge of the struc- 

tures of Brazil and Bahia. 

Pre selection of lines to 

be surveyed. 

•Visits scheduling. Prepa- 

ration and study of docu- 

ments prior to visits. 

• Visits to industrialists, 

tradesmen, bankers, etc. 

•Study of data obtained 

through investigation, 

conclusions and recommen- 

dations. 

•submittal of report. 

L 

Detailed programming of each stage was carried out with 

great flexibility. Normally, one programme was establi- 

shed for each week (and shorter periods of time) by the 

use of "Pert" networks, of elemental nature by reason of 

its duration and number and variety of actions simultane- 

ously in process. 

V.N.S.»./U.N.I.S.S. iHsmnwoi »uwvtv e» 
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A complete "pert" of the effective accomplishment of the 

study was obtained by combining all these partial actions 

as reflected in the attached chart. 

The order of the study keeps of course a certain relation 

with the order of accomplishment, but excluding the facets 

of familiarization and others which were merely a condi- 

tioning and not an aim of the investigation carried out. 

Consequently it has been possible to establish an index 

of matters very much in agreement of paragraph 1.6 of the 

contract previously summarized in this introduction. 

Another factor which determines the order of exposition 

was the general exposition rules specified in Annex B 

to contract, which have been observed at all times. 

1 
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imvmnw 
In accordance with  contractual  conditions   and  in order 
to determine possibilities of promotion of industries 

in the inland part of Bahia ,Tecniberia»s team visited 
many industries,  business  and  institutions  of diffe- 

rent nature,   having  an exchange of ideas  with the most 
representative    executives of  the State.  Additionally, 
the team has  analysed the most  recent  studier,  and re- 
viewed  in  cooperation with  the  personnel   of the  Secre- 
tary,   the record cards  of  the  companies   established   ir. 
the inland of the State,   which were made  in the  PROHfTElt 
program    as well as  available  statistics on production 
and consumption. 

These analysis as well  as  studies carried out in the  first 
stage of the work on the area on human resources,  natural 
resources,   infrastructures,   services  and  productive  rtruc- 

tures of the state,   have  permitted to establish  conclu- 
sions and make recommendations of both generic and specific 
nature,   that  i^,   production lines which  can be  developed. 

1 

L 

«BUE*te ASPECTS 

There are aspects of the general economic  situation which 

exceed the scope of this  programme,  which  is fundamentally 
directed  to  promote  industrial  development  in the  inland 

part of the State of Bahia.    However,   said  facets of the 

general economic policy of Brazil have a strong  and deep 
repercussion on the specific aspects of the present  pro- 

gramme. There fore,   it is necessary to study practical 
formulas which will  permit to adapt the actions  to be    - 
taken under such conditions,  with a view to future deve- 
lopment of tlM protra«. 

In lina ejath the above,   it is recommended that the second 
phase of the study contain the following  items: 
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r •A detailed analysis of financing   problems of 

both fixed and working    capital   lor  small or 
medium enterprises within   the  monetary  frame- 
work of  present Brazilian   "controlled  inflation". 

1 

•All  investigation of  federal,   statu  and Municipal 

taxation  systems of  Brazil   in or. 1er  to evidence 
subtle competitive differences,   which may arise 
for  similar production  lines depending on various 

locations. 

.formulas to adapt official financing procedures 
to the peculiar characteristics  of small and me- 
dium industry,   including   simplification of same 
and possible connection with private  financing 

groups. 

POSSIBILITIES Of GLOBAL ACTION 

There are also certain problems of generic nature which 
appear to be a constant for most of the  existing    indus- 
trial concerns,   which are a prdiminary  condition prior 
to any policy of industrial  develop* nt.  to  be imple- 
mented in  the  state.     Among these  problems  are fundamen- 
tally the  little attraction to  industrial   investments 
on the part of private saving sector both  local and fo- 
reign, the insufficient professional  capability of some 
of the most agressive business men and  the  shortage of 
medium level technicians;  technological  problems which 
can be solved by a specialized technical assistant and 
the lack of a system of basic industrial supplies. 

In view of the above,  tha following recommendations are 

il 
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• Conduct and divulge market studies in order to 
attract possible national and foreign investments 

• 

.  Strengthening and extension of existing training 

programmes  for high managing personnel,   especially 
in the sense of organizing and promoting contacts 
among the entrepreneurs  in order to have    an ex* 
change of experiences« 

..Temporary contracting of foreign medium level 
professional technicians in order to solve the 
most serious problems  in the operation of produc- 
tive units  in operation. 

.   Intensification and promotion of medium level 
technical training programmes and professional 
package programmes. 

• Organi sat in and supervision of a procedure for 

specialized technical assistance for medium level 
entrepreneurs In the area. 

• Research of necessities of industrial supply 
for the concerns  in the area,  and specific defi- 
ciencies found and possibility of establishing 
formulas Including cooperatives to establish 
warehouses  in order to cover such necessities. 

PRIORITY OF CÜOGttAPUIC LOCATION AND  COOPIHATIOH  OF ACTIO» 

In view of certain difficulties observed in primary stages 
of industries  already in operation in inland Bahia,  it 
seems timely to consider maintaining a general  line of 
coordination and concentration of efforts in the first 

L U. N. 0. P. IU. M. I. e. o. IMOUtTMftL tUNVIV O* «AMIA 
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phases of the programme considered. 

1 
Therefore the following recommendations are made: 

.That many of the actions to be taken on the 
sector be considered globally,  due to the 
existing inter-relations among them, 

«That a certain order of priorities be esta- 
blished for the location of new industries, 
focusing the efforts on those which offer 
better specific possibilities,  either by •     ' 
virtue of location or by the degree of in- 
dustrial interest that they have demonstra- 
ted.    Namely,   Peira de Santana Ì3 presently 
considered as the city that offers a larger 
inmediate interest for the establishment of 
medium and small size industries,  and conse- 
quently the efforts of the first phase of 
the programme must concentrate on this city. 
This does not imply that development produc- 
tion lines should not be promoted in other 
possible locations in accordance with their 
best characteristics. 

SPECIFIC ACTIONS  FOR  INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION 

it has been deemed adequate to follow an order of priori- 
ties within the scope of possibilities offered by the 
State of Bahia for the establishment and development of 
industrial productive lines. 

The order corresponds to the following criteria: 

L 
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1) Naximum urgency will be given to actionst 

•) that may avoid on time the inadäquat« use of 

resources existing in the Stat«. 

b) that ar« industrial opportunities of easy and 

rapid promotion and have a wide market together 

with an easy establishment.; 

c) which are a condition proir to future indus- 

trial development of the State. 

2) Industria whose development in the interior of 

the State do not present in principle serious proe- 

pects of collapse, neither for market reasons nor 

for resources reasons, are to be developed sub- 

sequently. 

3) Any specific action with respect to promotion 

in inland Bahia of industries whose adequate 

development should be assured by market forces alone 

is not to be taken into consideration at the 

moment; nor is action to be taken in support of 

those industries whose difficulties, as evidenced 

in the study,  do not seem to be compensated by 

the existing opportunities without the previous - 

assurance of a strong and advantageous position - 

in the interior Brasilien market or in world 
markets. 

1 

roirramr IMDUSTBIAL H^TT^ 

The following production lines are included in the first 

group of actions with top priority! 
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A,- fOODSTVrr INDUSTRIES ^ 

• Heat Industries   (   beef and pork  ).  It would be 
necess ry to eliminate certain deficiencies - which 

are observed today -  In sanitary and fiscal control 
of  slaughter houses;   facilitate the reduction in num- 
ber of retailers   and complete the production cycle by 
establishing    an  integrated slaughterhouse,   refrigera- 

tion,   cold meat  manufacture and  canning. 

- Poultry Industry.   To be promoted in accordance with 
the development of  compound baits and in exploitation 
of  adequate dimensions. 

- Dairy Industry.   Imraidiate promotion of  industrial 
treatment of milk   (pasteurization,   sterilization,   etc.) 
by establishing dairy plants with an adequate collect- 

ing system. The  sale of untreated natural milk is  to ba 

abolished. 

- Sweets and canned  food Industry.  Production promotion Q 
among companies with  sufficient  capacity to  insure 
collection and  supply of raw materials,   large scale 
commercialization  and  Innovations,   with a view to 

introduction  in  international markets. 

- Compound baits.  To be developed in connection with 

poultry industry* 

•.-  fifj WOOD? 

Insure an adequate  forestry policy for conservation and 
development of resource» of fine woods and promote in- 

tegral development within the area of the State. 

C- TEXTILE AMD HEADY MAPI ARTICLES. 

Co-ordinate the various production phases with a view to 
»pacific development of the ready made line and promote 
Its  competition capacity,  which is  limited today due to 
the lack of raw materials and other additional difficulties^ 

L TECNWtMA UNDP     UNIDO INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF BAHIA 
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D.« LEATHER AND FURS 

Re-structuration and modernization of existing 

industry,   coordinating with improvement of pro- 

duction  and supply of  raw hides  through action  to 

be taken   in slaughter houses   (recommended in the 

line of  meat  industry). 

E.- NON   FERROUS  METALS 

General  promotion of mining and metallirgy in the State. 

Support   to  inmediate exploitation of copper ore  re- 

sources  and cstablishi.ienl:  o" a derivative no':^". .urqy 
studying   the convenience of  locating  this  industry 

near  the   copper mines. 

F.-   BASIC   IRON AMD  STEEL   INDUSTRIES 

Insure  local  supply of basic  siderurgical products, 

especially  light shapes and  sheet metal and proceed  to 

re-structure or establish production  lines of foundry 
and  forging, 

G.- METAL  PRODUCTS 

To promote   development of productive units of hardware 

tools   (mainly  for agriculture)   and light carpentry, 

bearing  in mind the extent of the market and the im- 

provement of ba3e resources  in accordance with recco- 

mendations  in  "basic  iron and  steel  industries". 

H.- PETROCHEMISTRY AND  BASIC CHEMISTRY 

Activate as much as possible the correct accomplish- 

ment of  existing plans in order to create fabrication 

lines of  basic chemicals and coordination with basic 

chemical   industry connected to  them. 

L TICNIMMI* U. N. D.* /U N. I. D.O. INDUITWAL IURVIV Or MHIA 
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Search of opportunities for sub-contracting erec« 
tion and handling of these activities based on a- 
bundant availabilities of low priced labour. 

OTHER  PRODUCTION   LINES  TO BE   PROMOTED AT LONGER  TERM 

As  for industrial production lines to be promoted as a 
w^y to consolidate the economic development of inland 

Bahia,  the following are to be mentioned: 

A.-  FOODSTUFF  INDUSTRIES 

- Integrated dairy Industries«    After fulfilling basic 
necessities of milk supplies,  it will be necessary to 
develop this production  line not only with a view to 
local market but with a view to supply other states. 
Action to ta'ce must be  integrated including creation 
and improvement of pastures   (clay irrigation)  improve- 
ment of livestock and milk  industrialization,   for li- 
quid,   dried and condensed milk  (taking advantage o<f 
the sugar resources of the area) and derivatives pro- 
duction  (butter,  cheese,   yoghourt,  etc.). 

- Canned green vegetables  industries.    This  is a normal 
way out for the production of new irrigation areas 
under way .and will have to be in accordance with such 
irrigation plans. 

- Canned fish industries.     The fishing sector of the 
State should be strongly improved by the establish- 
ment of these industries with a view to both local 
and federal market. 

1 
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B.- LEATHER AND FURS 

• Snidai Lo-ithcrs. The great availability in the 

State of leather such as Gato do Mato, Veado, Li- 

zzarti, etc. make it advisable to avoid sales in 

bulk, organizing the tanning of these leathers and* 

even commercialization and manufacture of handicraft 

goods, taking the plans for tourism into considera- 

tion, which is an equivalent to increase of the po- 

tential market for ties« products. 

C- FOOTWEAR 

To promote development of this production line which 

is still in an elementary stage after review of the 

possibilities both in the market as in availability 

of raw materials such as leather, plastic and rubber. 

D.- NON METALLIC MINERALS 

- Sanitary porcelain. Taking into account market avai- 

labilities and existence of basic raw materials, as 

well as almost non-existing production it is necessary 

to improve this line in accordance with housing cons- 

truction programmes sponsored by the D.N.M. 

- Insulators. It would be important to develop this« 

line which has evident market possibilities, and is 

apt to be integrated in the future - together with 

copper industry - in lines of production of electrical 

equipment of high specialisation and high aggregated 
value. 

E.- RUBBER 

- KlscollwnftouB rubber products. It is deemed advisable 

to consolidate the development of this industrial 

L U.M. O.P./O.*I.».©. NMMMTWAL vjmrwr m MMM 
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sector supplementing its operation with the ana- 

lysis of possible production lines such as pressed 

planks, tube3 and hoses and general technical ar- 

ticles. 

F.- KETAL TRANSFORMERS 

- Establishment of a production line of small mo- 

tors and pumps, mainly for agricultural uses, based 

on a sufficiently ample market and availability of 

castings. 

Development of fabrication of other products de- 

rivatives fron castings (bath tubs and other glazed 

sanitary items). 

Analysis of the possibilities of installation of 

erection industries, mainly .equipment and small c- 

lectric machines (measuring equipment) and electro- 

nic material. 

NECESSITIES OF RECONVERSION 

Finally, and ar.ide from the promotion programme for now 

industries of inland Bahia, it is necessary to mention the 

fact that an adequate policy of industrialization could not 

omit actions for the reconversion of certain traditionnl 

production lines such as industries deriving from tohncro 

(cigarettes and cigars) vegetable oils, textile, and stan- 

dardized furniture manufacture. 

In fact, in above mentioned lines we have observed problems 

of proliferation of plants of inadequate dimensions, and th~ 

result is that existing opportunities to achieve large scale 

production v/ith lower prices are missed.  Large scale economy 

would increase competition capacity of these lines, since 
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possibilities of evolvement are evident» 

Another fundamental aspect to be considered is the im- 
provement of commercialisation,   especially for those en- 
terprises which have been placing most of the production 
out of the State of Bahia» 

L fcN.e.ft/U.N.1.»,* 
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1.1.  INTRODUCTION 

Jjn  accordance with conditions established in paragraph l.OI 

of the contract, this study must commence by an analysis of 

basic factors to which economic development is conditioned, 

namely, work, infrastructures and services for the industry. 

Study of industry already established in the area will be 

made afterwards. 

These first sections are certainly the necessary preliminary 

analysis in order to study possibilities of industrialization 

of inland Bahia, which will be studied subsequently. 

It has been considered however, that these various initial 

sections of study of factors which determine the development 

and   existing productive structures, could be correctly 

integrate in one section only, thus becoming the First Part 

of the Study. 

This way besides simplifying the presentation of the work, it 

is expected to facilitate the understanding of both the start 

ing bottlenecks for the industrial development of inland 

Bahia and the knowledge of the most urgent problems of indus- 

trial re-structuration which affect the industry already es- 

tablished in Bahia.  These problems may be due to deficien- 

cies of the infrastructure, services, availability or skill 

of labor, or due to structural or organizational defects of 

the industry in operation. 

It has also been timely to include in this First Part the 

fiscal and financial incentives presently in force to favor 

the industrialization process of the state, since this lnstitu 

tional basis is one more structure and will be a condition 

for both the results observable today and future possibilities 

of action. 

Sumr irizing and in accordance Kith the aforesaid this First 

Part of the Study will consist of the follwoing items: 
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, Elemental geographical description of the State. 

• Manpower resources. 

. Infrastructures. 

• Natural resources. 

.    Institutions and incentives of Public Sector for 
the promotion of the industrialization« 

.    Services for the industry. 
• Structure of industrial production. 

It is to be pointed out that above order is intended to 
analiza firstly all the conditions of the process of indus- 
trialization carried out "de facto" up to this time in  Bahia, 
describing afterwards its process and present levels reached 
by the production of the Secondary Sector.    All  this will be 
used as the starting point for the study of the possibilities 
of establishing industries in the inland.      This matter will 
be considered in the Second Part. 

1 
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1.2. ELEMENTAKY OCOOKAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE 
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1.2,  ELEMENTARY GEOGRAPHICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE STATE 

The state of Bahia, in the Northeastern part of Brazil, with 
2 

561,026 Km area and a population of about 7,000,000 inhabi- 

tants, is located within the following extreme geographical 

coordinates (drawing 1.2. i"* : 

«MMM 

Latitude 

Extreme North 

Extreme South 

Longitude WRG 

Extreme East 

Extreme West 

80 32»00" 

180 20»45" 

370 19'39" 

460 34»36" 

The longest distance in the North-South direction is 1,086 Km 

and 1,013 Km in the East-West direction. 

The orography of the State consists of a costal strip with al- 

titudes below 100 mj altitude increases gradually in the East« 

West direction to the center part of the State with altitudes 

above 900 tn;,from there iltitude decreases until reaching 

values below 100 m in the basin of the Sao Francisco river . 

Finally in the most western part of the State exist altitudes 

between 700 m arid 900 ra 

Hidrographically, the state has important .streams of water, 

among which the Sao Francisco river is the most remarkable. 

It origin is in Minas Gerais and runs across E^ahia from South 

to North forming a geographic border during a part of its 

course between the states of Bahia and Pernambuco.  Some other 

important are the Itapicuru, Paraguassu, î.VJ Contas, Pardo and 

Jequitinhonha, which runs across the heights between the coast 

and the basin of the Sao Francisco river (drawing 1#2«*2#)# 

L 

From the pluviometrie point of view the variations are very 

important.  On the Coastal zone levels are reached between 

1,000 mm and 2,000 mm, rapidly coming down at the Sertao area 

(located in the central part of the State, and more specificai. 

ly in the Center-North East) reaching levels of about soo mm. 
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:t should be noted that those rainfalls occur during a very 

short period of time, generally during a fov/ weeks in Winter 

time, vhlch originates long periods of drought during most 

of the year, with the natural limitations for the develop- 

ment a' vegetation in this area.   West of Sao Francisco 

river rainfall levels increase again up to 1,2 50/1,500 mm/ 

year, this boeonlng a land with the characteristics of the 

í-íato oí Western Brazil (drawing 1.2.3.). 

In Brvr.g.i there is no intermediate politico-geographic divi- 

• • :.o.i I:-: i:v/een the State and the municipality.   Presently 

e'^'orts are being made to define nhysiographical areas, 

s'..ùlur to our Idea of county or natural region.   A study 

r-:«rried out by the Secretary of Industry end Commerce in 1964 

.ed ¡ct.-J a total of 16 physiographlcal areas in the state of 

:"\!'d.i vh'.oh iij.-o shown on drawing 1.2,4. 

Those physi.o':.v.\ehical areas have boon recently reduced to 5, 

•Vh.'.u.-'i there is no In/ornation in respect *0 the criteria 

••.;.'-:h Tec! to above division.  In a strict sense, the difieren 

cirJjcn between the coastal area and the cocoa area, the 

/routier-région of Sectao, the Sor/tao itself and the region 

'./est of Sao Francisco rWor, would suffice. 

As shovn by the analysis of the population survey, the great- 

est density of population is found at the coast, the most 

important populations being Salvador and the area of Reconcavo 

.>t the north, ni.d Hheus and Itabima at the South.  The remain- 

ing areas of the interior are very sparsely populated; only 

the r-v.j.-.ieipalitios of Foira de Santana, Alagoinhas, Vitoria da 

Conquista and Jequié are v/orth mentioning all of them with a 

population over 75,000 inhabitants. 

1 
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1 LITORAL   NORTE 

2 RECONCAVO 

3 CACAUERA 

4 SUL 

5 NORDESTE 

6 PE IRA   OE   SANTANA 

7 SENHOR    DO  IOMFIM 

• ENCOSTA   DA   CHARADA 

9 JEOUIE 

10 VITORIA   OA  CONQUISTA 

11 CHAPADA    DIAMANTINA 

12 SERRA   OERAL 

13 SERTÁO   DO   SAO   FRANCISCO 

14 BAIXO   MEDIO   SAO   FRANCISCO 

15 MEDIO   SAO   FRANCISCO 

I« BARREIROS 
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1«3»1«     EVOLUTION OF POPULATION AND DEMOGRAPHIC INDEXES 

The population of the State of Bahia in 1960,  according to 
census data of early September same year,   aro anted to 

5,990,605 inhabitants, which means 8.41% of the total popula, 
tion of Brazil,   and 26.7% of the population of the ten  States 
of the Federation which integrate the northeast region. 

In 1072,  when  the first Brazilian demographic census was made, 
Banian population reached 1,376,616 inhabitants,  which was 
13.9% of the entire country,   remarkably exceeding the popula- 
tion of other States of the Federation,   such as Sao Paulo, 
which is now demographically larger. 

However,  although demographic growth has been very important, 

as it became over four times larger in less than 100 years, 
its growth has been lower than that of the overall Country 

along all these years.But concretely, in the last inter-consua 
period 1950-60 the cumulative annual rate of growth tat 1.8% 

against 3.1% for Brazil and even higher rates for the most 
progressive states of the federation. 

Birth rate in the State,  4.6% approximately is,  on the other 
hand,  slightly higher than the total for Brasil and so is the 

fertility index  (nearly two hundred bom alive per one thou- 

sand women in fertile age) as corresponds to their predominant 
racial characteristics and socioeconomic factors:    mixed race 
populations in essentially rural environments with low income 
levels.      But death rate in the State,  over 2%,  is much higher 
than the average for the'Cduntry (only the capital,  Salvador, 
has- death rates similar to those of other large towns of the 
Federation).    Life expectancy of Bahlans is very low,  less 

thai» 45 years,  and is strongly influenced by a high infantile 
death rate. 

1 
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There is no information about migratory internal movements, 
but a comparison between vegetative growth rate and the real 
one of the Bahian population evidences a mean annual migra- 
tory balance of about fifty thousand people moving to othor 
nore progressive States of the Federation, urged by lack of 
o-.ploynent opportunities in their places of origin. A movts 
nc::-it of population within the State from rural areas to the 
capital and other important urban centers has also been record 
er:. 

In 1970 the estimated population of Bahia is over seven milli- 
on inhabitants,  and a population a little over  8.5 million is 
o::p-cted by 1980 and almost twelve million by  the anc: of the 
century,  if actual rates are maintained.       Even if birth rates 

chango a lower demographic growth is not expected since, 
logically,  death rate will be gradually reduced as health condi. 
tions and living standards improve. 

L W.M.B.P./U.N.I.0.O, 
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1.3.2.    GEOGRAPHICAL  DISTRIBUTION.      CITY AND COUNTRY  POPULA- 
TION.      MAJOR  POPULATION  CEIITSRS. 

The ticnograohic   density of the State,  with a surface over half 
a million Kin    is  very low (12.8 inh/km  )  although higher  than 
mean density for  the Federation,   but it is not  so  considering 
the Anazonic and  center-western territories,  characterised by 
a great demographic emptiness  (the  density corresponding  to 
the northeast,   southeast and  southern States altogether ir. 
2Z.4 inh/Kn  ).        Even within  the northeast,  Bahia is one of 
the  less populated States in proportion with the area of its- 
territory and if we take in  to account  that a  large percentage 
of  the population concentrates in   the narrow strip of the 
Atlantic coast,   similarly as  it happens in the rest of the 
Country it is clear that density in the interior of the State 
is much lower. 

1 

1-wó of the State's population is  concentrated in the capital 
of the State,  with a population of about a million people 
estimated for 1970 and the Reconcavo zone, which actually Ray 
be considered as a large integral area,  has over 1.6 million, 
or OOii 2f>/ 

Municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants in  106-3,   with- 
in the State,  besides Salvador,  are Feira de Santana (113,000) 
Ilheus (100,000),  Vitoria da Conquista   (90,000),   Itabuna 
(37,000),   Jequie   (84,400),  Alagoinhas  (75,000),   Jacobina 
(GO,000),   Ipirá   (54,400) and Sto.   Amaro  (53,000). 

L 

Fcira de Santana  is the major town  in a  region of almost  hilf 
a million  people where Ipirá is  located also,Ilheur»  and i:.a',v. —;, 
are within the   same natural  micro—region, with a  total fo-->;ii;i- 
tion of nearly  six hundred and fifty thousand  inhabitant.'-;  Vi .;o_ 
ria,  Jequié and Alanoinhas are the heads of their respective 
areas with over  three hundred and  fifty thousand inhabitants 
each; a little   lower is the population corresponding to  the 
region of which   the head is  Jacobina,   Sto. Amaro is  locate'    in 
the region of Reconcavo. 
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The municipality with» higher number of inhabitants besides 
those already mentioned,  without reaching the fifty thousand     ( 
figure is Juazeiro, which in turn it the head of a region with 
88,000 inhabitants and that really forms a  single urban unit 
with the Petro lina town in the adjacent State of Pemanbuco, 
head of a region with 120,000 inhabitants. 

Another important center is that integrated by the municipali- 
ties of Sonhor do Borni ira and Campo Formoso,  with more than 
35,000 inhabitants each,  within a region of 150,000 inhabitants. 

The population of the various areas subject of this survey, 
amounts to almost 50« of the total population of the State. 

In terms of city and country populations,  the ratio within the 
State is  3.5  to 6.5. 

The major city centers correspond with the location of the 
above mentioned municipalities. 

All the above are centers of demographic attraction, having        ' 
growth rates much higher than those of the Stata.   Specifically 
city population growth in Salvador was 4.5%/year during  th« 
last 

1 
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1.3.3. fgfWTiftw pwrttpgt rmram ACTIVE P9PW>TIWI 

There is no full information in regard to the composition 

by sox and age of the Banian population, since data of last 

census »ade in 1960, have not been used because important 

defects are contained in it«  The only available data are to 
be considered merely as a sample and imfor to the northeast 

States altogether but can be admitted as quite explanatory. 

According to said data, the distribution curve of the Bahian 

population shew similar characteristics to those of Brazil* 

In any case, it presents characteristics a little more remark 

able in its flat shape, which is a characteristic of eminent- 

ly young populations defined by high birth and death rates. 

Of the seven millions of Bahians existing in 1970, it can be 

estimated that 3.4 are men and 3.6 women. Of these» three 

million approximately are under fourteen, and a little over a 

quarter of million are over sixty five years old. Potential- 

ly active population, that is to say, between 15 and 64 years, 

amounts to 3.7 million approximately , and of this total 1.76 

million are men. 

1 
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1.3.4.    ACTIVE AND WORKING POPULATION.     SECTORIAL DISTRIBU- 
TION OF WORKING  POPULATION. 

Active population according to sample reports represents about 
2.5 million    people) of which 1.7 are men and eight hundred 

thousand are women.      So,  masculine active population is equi- 
valent to the potentially active one,  in spite of the fact that 
the employment of both infantile and senile labor is important.Fe« 
«•!•    participation in the economical activity is short,   espe- 
cially considering that most of the women that take part ili 
labor force are occupied mainly in  seasonal work,  basically 
related to country Jobs,or only help to their relatives running 
small  shops or industries. 

It is very difficult to determine the volume of labor really 
occupied in the various economical  activities.    It is also impos- 
sible to determine figures of unemployment, for very little 
meaning would be rendered by any report about people actually 

registered as seeking employment,  because more important than 
the definitive lay-off are the various existing forms of sub-   *£ 
employment,   whi^-h are really abundant,   specially in cities 

where all kinds of services are offered,   such as car washing 
and watching, ambulant sellers,  shoe shilling   and in  the country 

areas  it is evidenced by a general   low level of activity during 
most of the year. 

The only available data which offer greater reliability are 

those gathered from agricultural,  industrial, commercial and 
services census, of 196o,  because that for the present year is 
actually under wayi but in any case there is no reference to 

the total economical activities    (*s far as the tertially sector 
is concerned) and must be completed with estimations based in 

sample    results for   geographic ranges larger than the stato 
itself. 

Accordine to this iensus  it can be said that Agriculture occu- 
pied 1.8 millions of Bahians and that,  since the industry did 

1 
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not occupy at that time more than 65,000 people  (in« 
eluding  in this consideration mining,  processing and 
constructions industries),   there were more %hêH 
i It, 090   N  people developing  their activities in the 
services   field. 

From the total of 1.8 millions of people- 
occupied in Agriculture and other extractive activ^ 
ties a»nn«cted dlrtctly to the primary Meter, •***• 
half a million were women receiving no pay for their 
work since they were considered as relatives depen- 
ding from the principal responsible of the explota- 
tion: and masculine infantile labor partially or fu 
lly occupied in agricultural Jobs, were over one - 
hundred an seventy six thousand people. Therefore,- 
deducting this figures, it is found that the actua- 
lly occupied population, all sectors included, were 
1.8 millions instead of 2,5 millions quoted at the- 
begining» 

Estimations for 1970  show that, basically, 
there has  b«%en no change in  the number of occupied 
people in  agricultural, cattle and animal and vege- 
tal extraction sectors.  It   is possible that the in- 
crease has taken place up  two millions   (Keeping in 
mind demographic growth and  at  the same time the - 
exodus from rural locations).  This figure includes 
women and children helping  in agricultural  jobs. 

It is difficult to establish the number 
of people occupied by the industry. Cadaster from 
I960 gave  a total of 50,023 occupied people,  but - 
this figure of employment did not  include    either 
construction nor services for electric power;  though 
it did include people occupied  in handiêtSft    shops 
with less  than 5 people per  shop.   In 1965 this figu. 
re of 50,023 from the census of  1960,  had increa - 
•ed to 56,669 according to  XBGE's "Industrial Re - 
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teglstar". However,   industrial  cadastre mad« in 1970 
by tha Industries Federation of the State gave a to- 
tal of ovar 75,000 people,  also without Including    - 
that construction,  electrical services and handicraft 
fields•   So if in the construction,   industry and elec- 
trical   services it  is possible  to admit up to sixty 
thousand people working,   and in the  small  industry 
handicraft type,  the figures from 1960 are maintained 
as a minimum we can obtain a total figure of 150,000 
to  175,000 people,   as a maximum occupied  in the 
secondary sector,  which means  8% of total occupied 
population. 

Active population occupied  in Services  can 
be estimated between 250,000 and 300,000 people; 
being impossible to be more exact due to the estima- 
tive nature of evaluations and the conditioning fac- 
tors in regards to above mentioned employment,   lay- 
off and  sub-employment. 
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1.4.1.   INTRODUCTION 1 
This description has not been prepared for the 

purpose of reflecting in full detail the infrastructural 

conditions of the State of Bahia, as this task would go 

beyond the scope of this study. We only try to define 

the infrastructural aspects, and mainly the most impor 

tant of them, all within a wide framework which will 

allow to identify the major problems which can arise in 

the development of certain industrial sectors with 

true posibilities of promotion in inland areas. 

It is not beheved in principle and after obser 

vations made that the existing infrastructural problems 

of Bahia can be serious limitation for the desired 

development of the inland part, at least in so far as 

the geographical zone defined by the so called "Centers 

of development" is concerned. 

Such a zone, limited in general lines at the 

West by the BR-116 national highway from Feira de 

Santana to Vitoria da Conquista; at the North by the 

municepalities of Feira, Alagoinhas and Camaraçi and at 

the East and South by the Atlantic coast and the 

highway fren Vitoria da Conquista to Itapetinga and 

Ilhéus, is the only one with acceptable infrastructure?-, 

in Bahia, aside from the area of Senhor do Bomfim,jua 
zeiro. 

This point of view seems to be even more confirmed 

as the establisment of small or medium industry, which 

are the main targets, though not the only ones for the 

development of the interior, does not require, in general 

terms, great availabilities of power and water, nor 

transportation of excessive quantities of row materials 

or finished products.However, it is obvious that in 

particular cases when great availabilities of above 

mentioned services are requiered, the infrastructural 

conditions of the zone,which are acceptable only could 

become a real bottleneck and, consequently, an additional 

difficulty for the development. 
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As for the rest of the State,  it is evident that 
the lack of essential  infrastructures more towards the 
interior of the above defined zone,  mainly highways 
and power,  could be a serious limitation for the 
development of some industrial  sector that,  which in 
particular and with adequate resources,  could be 
planned in  that area.  These problems,  when spotted, 
should be studied in the future after completion of 
studies of detail of the industrial  sectors which are 
apt for development,  sectors whose general definition 
is the purpose of present study. 

Finally,  it can be estimated that the area that 
can be developed in a first stage,  defined firstly,has 
in general  acceptable infraestructures,  although there 
are undoubtedly local  problems of a particular nature 
which will  have to be  solved.  For example,  the lack of 
municipal  roads with a view to an adequate agricultural 
operation.  However,  it seems logical to assume that the 
solution of these local problems will be an automatic 
consequence of the development. 

«•MMMB 
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1.4.2.ELECTRIC   POWER 

In  1960 the electric effective power in Brazil 
was 4,400 MW figure that went up to  10,400 MW in  1969 
corresponding to a cumulativo mean increase of 10%/year 
(and 21.000 MW are expected  in 1975).   Power production, 

meanwhile,   jumped from 22,800 millions kw/hr.to 45,700 
millions of kw/hr.   (or 8% annual growth the consumption 
per capita from 327 kw/hr.to 495 kw/hr.respectively. 

As  for the State of Bahia,  there was an effective 
power of 230 MW in 1960 (5.2% of the total for the 
country),   This figure went up to 720 MW (  7% of the total 
for the country)  in 1969,  corresponding to an annual 
mean growth of 13.5%.   In power production, the figure« 
were 996 millions kw/hr and  3,407 millions kw/hr. 
respectively,  equivalent to 14,5% mean growth. Aproxi 
mately 50% of consumption in 1969 was used by the 
industrial  field. 

As an essential aspect of the electrical  in 
frestructure in Bahia and,   generally,   in a large part 
of all the northeast zone of Brazil,   it is neccesary 
to note its dependence from the hydraulic power plant 
of PAULO ArONSO,  located on the Sao Francisco river, 
at the North of the State of Bahia. The actual effective 

power is 665,000 kw and distribution in 1969 was as 
follows: 

Fernambuco     i 40% 

Bahia i  29% 

Ceará i  11% 

Paraiba 8% 
Alagoas i   5% 

Sergipe 4% 
R.C. do Norte  ¡ 3% 

However and as a complement for the electric 

supply to the Northeast,  the   new hydraulic power plant 
BOA ESPERANZA,  on the Parnaiba river,  State of Piaui, 
has been recently put in service with a nominal power 
of 108,000 KW. 

L 
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Power  supply to the State of  Bahia  is based 

mainly on the  PAULO AFONSO power Plant.  There  is also 

the FUNIL hydroelectric power plant near UBATA,   at the 

South of the  State,   recently increased  to  30,000 KW by 

means of a reservoir  located in Pedras,   down  the Contas 

river.  This  last power plant,  with  a  load factor of 

only 0,35,  is  supplying power to the entire southern 

zone of Bahia. 

Additionally,   there is a certain number of 

steam power plants of  small capacity,   about  1,000 KW, 

each driven by Diesel  engines and almost all  of them 

as mobile units,   which are being eliminated or  taken 

to other zones where there are no transmission lines, 

since only one  third of the State  is  fully  electrified. 

There is only one  steam power plant of a certain 

importance which  is  installed at  the zone of  Salvador, 

with 10,000 KW power and another one in Vitoria da 

Conquista, with a capacity of about  5,300 KW,   that 

works independently from the general network. 

As  for future projects,  and since some studies 

conducted reflect that the electric power should 

increase as follows: 

~1 

L 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

882 KW 

981 KW 

1,075 MW 

1,192 MW 

it is foreseem that the capacity of the PAULO AFONSO 

power plant be  increased to 995 MW in  1971, to  1,160 

MW in 1972 to  1,325 KW in 1973 and  to  1,655  in 1975. 

Likewise,   it  is expected  that the reservoir 

of PEDRAS,  already mentioned,  will  allow in  1974, 

besides  its present  service to the FUNIL power plant, 

the installation of another 15,000/20,000 KW:   It is 

also expected  that the  BRUMADO hydroelectric  power 

plant  (under   study)  with  10,000 KVA capacity and 

located on the  Brumado river,   tributary of  the Das 

Contas River,   will   supply power to  the nearby zone, 
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rich in important magnesite and lead deposits and will 
allow the link with the Correntina system, West of the 
Sao Francisco river. 

On the contrary,  it is not likely that the 
hydraulic power potentially available in Vitoria da 
Conquista will be fully used,  for this project seems 
to be little profitable with 20,000 KW maximum capacity. 

Generally,   it can be said that the power distr¿ 
bution scheme  for the State of Bahia  (drawing 1.4.1.) 
is based and will be based on a medium term, mainly on 
the production of the PAULO AFONSO power  station; 
although it is expected to solve peak demand problems 
with smaller  stations to allow PAULO AFONSO working 
with a very high load coeficient,  thus making more 
profitable the high investments made in power generating, 
transforming and transmission equipment. 

It is also expected that the FUNIL power 
station, unless it is increased up to 130,000 KW which 
seems quite feasible, will work in the future as 
supplier for peak demand. Also,  under study is the 
installation of the PEDRO 00 CALVAKO pum-generator 

hydraulic power plant on the Paraguasu river, near 
Sao Felix,  in the Recóncavo area with a capacity of 
about 320,000 KW.  to supply peak demand power,  at 
least during  the first years. The start up by phases 
according to needs,   is expected to take place in 1973. 

The above mentioned electrical  scheme indicates 
that the structure of electric power in Bahia, based on 
PAULO AFONSO,  might not correspond to an optimum scheme 
if only the State view point is considered,  due to the 
long distances between this plant and major consumption 
centers.  However,  it is also evident that  the enormous 
availabilities of hydraulic power in the mentioned 

location and  the need to  supply electricity not only 

to  Bahia but also to all other northeast States,  made 
advisable the convenience of installing a  large 
hydraulic power plant on this location,  with a view 
to a more economic  supply to all  the northeast of the 
country. 

~l 
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Therefore,   and summarizing,   it can be  said that 
the  electric power  system in  Dahia offers  the  following 
characteristics : 

M    There are  large zones  in the State,   in general 
the entire West from the vertical  of Juazeiro 
and part of  the Northeast of said  zone,  that 
presently  lack power for which the installation 
of transmission lines at short term is not 
anticipated. 

M    The zone of  industrial  development between 
the "Centers of development",  disregarding 
possible  isolated local problems,   is reasonably 
well prepared from an electric power point 
of view« 

x    If the expansion projects for the  PAULO 
AFONSO and  installation of transmission lines 
is completed as scheduled, no supply, 
production or distribution, problems are to 
be expected   for basic  power in the electrified 
zone,   which  is the third part of  the  State 
aproximately. However  it is possible that, at 
least during the next  two years,   there will 
be some peak demand problems. 

M    The possibilities of hydraulic power  in Bahia 
are very high,  not only in regards  to  the large 
potencial  of the zone of PAULO AFONSO but also 
in the  section of the  Sao Francisco river, 
west of  PAULO AFONSO until Juazeiro,   and at 
the South  with the Jequitinhonha  river,  in 
SALTO DA  DIVISA,  where possibilities  are 

estimated  at  1,000,000 KW.Moreover,   the 
petroleum deposits at  the north of  the Rccon- 
cavo would  allow,   if neccesary,   to  install 
steam power plants using a fuel which is 
available   in the very  zone. 

M    Rates for electric power are,  in general, 
quite acceptable and in some cases very small. 
Average price per KWh. for the consumer, taxes 
included,   is: 

~l 
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US S 0.0135 for supplies over 13,800 v. 

US $    0.0155 for supplies between 2,300 
and 13,800 volts, 

having estimated said figures for a load factor of 60%* 

For larger voltages and high load factors, contracts 

have been signed to supply energy (at 69,000 volts,90% 

load factor and high power factor) at US $  0.008 KW/hr. 
as well as others for voltage over 69,000 volts, 80% 

load factor, with prices of about US I 0.OO43 per Ke/hr, 

the latter at the Aratu industrial Center. 
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1.4.2.   :ricH-.:.\YS 

In 1960 the highway network covered 475,000 
Km,   of which   31,500 Km were Federal highways,   84,000 
Km belonged to the various States  of the country and 
the  rest were municipal   roads or side roads.       From 
this  total,   hardly 11,500 Km wore  adequated  paved. 
At  present time a 1,050,000 Kms network is estimated 
of which  55,000 Km are Federal and  135,000 Km belong 
to the various States,   with 43,000 Km of paved high- 
ways and some other 5,000 Km which  are being paved. 

As  for the State of Bahia,  which has about 70,000 Km 
of highways,   and 8,000 Km more under construction, 
it  is noticed  that,  in general there is lack of 
adequate infrastructure,   not only because of extension 
and  e'ensitv of the network,  which   is a problem especial 
ly noticeable in the entire zone West of CR-116 hioh- 
vv.v/jbut also because of its quality,  as most of it 
is unpaved causing transportation difficulties during 
the rainy season and low mean speeds in all seasons. 
This originates high costs and longer transportation 
time.    All this impairs the free transit of merchan- 
dise and increases commercialization problems. 

However,  from a realistic  approach to the    - 
situation,   the above does not necessarily mean that 
the conditioning of existing roads and construction 
of new highways would be justified   from an economic 
point of view,   for it  is clear that the high  resour- 
ces  of capital,  indispensable in this type of works, 

require an  adequate planning,  by order of priorities, 
which allow to use such  financial   resources  in those 
areas where the lack of good communications is caus- 
ing the most serious limitation for the economic 

development. 
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Presently,  and according to these criteria of 

priorities,   the construction is centered mainly on the 
paving of the Litorànea Drasileira highway  (BR-101) 
which runs across the State of Bahia,  next and parallel 
to the coast, and extends to other Northern and Southern 
States.      It is partially completed and it is expected 
to be almost finished and paved in 1973. 

Work is also underway in the construction and 
paving of the Salvador-Brasilia highway (BR-242) in the 
ARGOIN-SEABRA-IBOTIRAMA-BARREIRAS  section,   asphalt has 
been recently laid until IBOTIRAMA,  which  permits    direct 
connection of the Capital of Bahia with the Federal Dig, 
trict and Goias and the development of a wide area of the 
Alem-Sao Francisco,  in Western Bahia. 

As for the geographical region limited by the 
so called "Development Centers'*,  namely the sone contain- 
ed among the towns of Xlhcus,  Itabuna» Conquista,  Jecuié, 
Feira de Santana and Alagoinhas,   exception made of Juazei- 
ro,  the infrastructural situation is considerably bette: 
than that of the rest of the State,  with the already men- 
tioned ER-116 and BR-101 highways (the former fully paved 
and in good condition,   the latter partially built)  which 
define said zone to the West and East respectively.     There 
are also two other highways:    BR-324 from Salvador to the 
zone of UM3URANAS,   fully paved until  JACOBINA, which per- 
lait s a connection with BR-130 highway from JUA7CIRO,   n:.«i 
DR-110 which runs from Salvador to PAULO AFONSO,   crossing 
Alagoinhas,   and is paved until  RIBERA DO POKBALj   Loth ol 
them allow adequate expansion of the centers of develop- 
ment of Feira de Santana and Algoinhas towards the Korth. 

The existence of transverse connecting highways 
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:..-¿v : t-.-. :::.-! lú and BR-1C1, mainly I.;.--. o5, I3A-1.Ü and 

.:.-''.15, -ully -/,-vcd Lut in poor Cur.clii.ica that connect 

Uncus and ;-.i.i.urn. with Vitoria da Concuisra, allows 

to cor.sicier that the problem of the communications in 

t..c "zone of dcvclo*-''r.n_nt" already mentioned, is ac- 

ceptably solved,  although lacking full paving of - 

cransverse connecting i.*^.-.-..v.,, ..„.^•ova.ont or the sub- 

cases and construction ox ¿one others which do not exist, 

creatina a problem for sene cities in this zone. 

In respect of Juazciro, located in the lirait of 

UTC ¿tate or Dahia with Pernaubuco, next to Petronila, 

isolated in its proximity to other towns or zones of 

development in Dahia, has, on the other hand, acceptable 

communications to the South of the State, through BA-l.'O, 

paved until Capin Grosso, point of connection with ER-224 

to Feira dc Santana and Salvador, as well as by the Worth. 

ern direction, IiR-122 Federal highway, or to the Lact 

-'.-.rough ER-2 25 that links v/ith Sergipe and to the West 

rewards Casa Nova and Remanso, the last ones without pave 

There is also a project to extend DR-lIv highway 

¿r.til Scabra, which will permit the connection with Goias 

.-.d its capital Brasilia. 

With reference to traffic, the data available 

,;hov that in cenerai there arc no congestion problems, 

¿1 though for this reason the broadening of L:ì-1I?4 hi'..'. • 

... s been approved from Salvador to Feira de Santana.  i... 

.'-71 the broadening of the first 37 Km. will be startet... 

:.sices, feasibilities stueies are under way for the sec- 

.ion DR-1G1 from Alagoir.has to the connection with L^-T'l 

.rem Salvador to Feira de- Santana, as well as paving pro- 

jects for LR-116 and BR-110 in North Bahia. 
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Likewise,  paving works heve been   started in ../.<- 

CSC  highway,   from Fcira ce Santana to Mundo Novo,   Ircre 

and Xicue-Xicue,   that will connect the regions rich in 
cattle and cereals of Mundo Novo and Irice with the main 

centers of consumption of the State. 

Summarizing, the highways scheme (drawing 1,4.2.) 
in the State of Bahia present« the following characteris- 

tics: 

M The zone defined by the so called   "Centers of Deve- 

lopment",   will have acceptable communications 
through  ER-11G and 3R-101 highways,  providing that 
construction and paving works finished in the lat- 
ter,      nevertheless,  there are still some points 
which are badly connected and there is need of paved 
connection highways, hoping that  these problems,  at 
least the majority of them, will be solved in the 

next four years. 

M It is necessary to improve the maintenance of some 
highways that run across the zone of development, 
as well  as the signaling system,   actually dificient 

or non-existent« 

M In regards to the rest of the State,  there are four 

large highways: 
. BR-324/BA-120,   from Feira de Santana to Juazeiro, 

fully  paved. 
. BA-052,  from Feira de  Santana  to Mundo Novo and 

Xicuc-Xicue,   which paving has been started. 
. BR-242,  from Feira de Santana  to Scabra and Iboti 

rama,   fully paved. 
. BA-e20/BR-0:0/BA-252,   from Vitoria da Conquista  to 

Brumado and Bom J. da Lapa,  unpaved. 

All  these highways are an important step that will 
allow to connect,  in due time and by means of transverse 
highways to be built, with a largo part  of the rest of the 
nones in the  Stat-., of  Bahia,   ¡last of  lha  Sao 1'rancisco River, 
which  I-u.vo i-Qor coi'.-.u^icntin^a   nowdayr.. 

1 
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M There arc some minor problems, such as: 

• Setting of radial municipal highways to allow 

for an adequate agricultural operation. These 

problems depend on the roads' consortium, 

• Adequate maintenance of existing highways, a 

problem that, in general, is assumed as accep- 

tably solved for Federal and State highways, 

but not for the municipal ones, 

• Adequate organization of the transport means 

which ere presently operated by small companies. 

1 
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1.4.4. R.ML'„'AYS 

Küilvay transportation of the State of Bahia is 

carried out through LESTE BRASILEIRO Railways; with 

metric gage and single track line, except for short 

section, is a network with the structure based on a 

quadrangular arrangement and corners located, two of 

them very close to each other, at the SAO FRANCISCO 

and KAPELE Stations, both at the North of Salvador; 

and SENHOR DO BOKFIM and IACU, these two located in 

the North and Central zones of the State respectively. 

These stations are the starting point for the 

various lines that connect the network of B^hia with 

the rest of the Country.  Especially, SAO FRANCISCO 

Station, located 122 Km North of Salvador, is the ori- 

gen of a branch that links with the Northeast area of 

the State and extends until Sergipe and some other Sta- 

tes at the North. 

On the other hand, SENHOR DO BOHFIM and IACU 

Stations serve for the connection with Juazeiro-Petroli, 

na and the State of Pernambuco, on side, and those of 

Brumado and Minas Gerais by the other. The latter con- 

nection being used to link Bahia with Rio de Janeiro and 

the most industrialized areas of the South of the Country. 

Finally, the fourth corner, located at MAPLLE, 

22 Km from Salvador, permits the connection of the net- 

work with the Capital of the State. 

There is also an additional lino, presently go- 

ing through a reconversion and restructuration phase, v.ith_ 

out any connections with the main network, which rune to- 

wards the South of the State, closer to the coast, con- 

necting Jequié with Nazaré and the Reconcavo area. (dwg. 

I.4.3.). 

1 
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The network so described, hardly meets the nccc¿ 

sities of transportation of the interior of the State 

because it does not reached the most populated points of 

this inland zone.  Specifically the Southern zone of 

Uncus, Itabuna, Itapetinoa and Vitoria da ConruisLa has 

no railway lines, and even the important communications 

center of r'cira de Santana was being served by one branch 

only from COI.'CEICAO DE FLIRA. This branch is now closed. 

To these deficiencies of general planning it is 

necessary to add some others of infrastructural nature 

caused by an excessive accomodation of the tracks run to 

ground conditions and by poor quality of them. In res- 

pect of this last point, and according to the Railways 

Management, only 40% of these linos could be considered 

in good state of preservation in 1969. 

,  Refering to the passengers transport, at avendo 

speeds of about 25 Km/hr, it is necessary to note the 

difference between the services at the interior, in clear 

recession in spite of a certain recovery in 1969 (table 

1*4.1.) £w.d suburban services, which have kept more or 

less firm. 

1 

Transportation of merchandises shows on the other 

hand a satisfactory improvement, originated more by the 

increase of average run per ton than by any increase of 

the number of tons transported (table 1.4.2). It is a 

consequence of low prices per ton/kilometer (about iO.û), 

which insure the competition of the railway with the road 

transportation system. At present the main merchandises 

transported by these means are: minerals, construction 

materials, oily seeds fibers, beers, maize and mandioca 

flour. 
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rinally it can be estimated in general terras, 

that the railways serving the State of Bahia offer 

little possibilities of rendering a satisfactory 

service to any industry which may be established in 

the interior of the State.  Some of the projected 

improvements, such as the connecting branch of the 

crossing of the Paraguassu river or the adequacy of 

port terminals, should help to solve some of the lar£ 

est problems at present of the Banian railway system. 

Likewise, it could be very interesting to extend cer- 

tain branches up to the very mining exploitations in 

order to eliminate costly transshipments. 

However, the real problems will not be solved 

with this sort of arrangements, for it is a deeper 

problem that affects not only to the State of Bahia, 

but to the entire Brazil.  This Country has a very 

wide secondary railway network (most of it metric gage), 

designed from local point of view which is fully over- 

come at present, but lacking a nationwide railway net- 

work. 
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1.4.5. firA A"g m^ m^ 

The ports situation in the State has borne and 

is still bearing the consequences of a distroted situa, 

tion originated by non-existence of adequate land con- 

nections, mainly railways to allow for rapid and low 

cost connection between the ports and its area of in- 

fluence. 

This situation prevents that in many cases sea 

transportation may compete with road transportation. 

::.e result of this is a reduction in cabotage opera- 

ions and a rate increase as a compensation, which again 

is another limitation to the possibilities of sea 

carriage. 

Also the administrative red tape, the slowness 

of portuary operations and loading and unloading costs 

originate additional charges of dead capital. Conse- 

cucntly, highway transportation of a certain importance 

is taking place today at distances of 1,00071,200 Km. 

The Goverment who is av.v-.re of the problem is 

carrying out a detailed study of the road-railway system 

in Bahia, through the "Grupo Exccutivo de Integraçao dr. 

Politice de Transportes, GEIPOT", in order to define the 

indispensable connections between the ports of the ¿tate 

and its "hinterland". 

The two most important ports in Bahia are those of 

Salvador and Uncus, both of an official nature.  The 

operation of the Port of Salvador has been granted to a 

private concern, "Companhia Docas da Bahia". The conces- 

sion has recently been cancelled by the Federal Goverment 

in view of the poor operation of the port service, whereas 

the Xlhcus port is operated by the D.N.P.V.i;. 

1 
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The Alves Cámara private sea terminal is locat- 
ed in Madre de Deus, within the Reconcavo area, for tank 
ers loading  and unloading, in Todos os Santos Bay  with 
other minor port,  the Sao Roque Fort,   especially ct-siçjn 
cd for minorai handling.       Land connections for this 
port arc being studied in order to provide an adequate 
service to promote its development. 

In the rest of the State,   there are several ports 
of little importance:    Valença,  Taperoá,   Ituberá,  Cana- 
vieras,  Porto Seguro, Nilo Peçanha, Balmonte, Camamu, 
Caravelas and Capinho.    The latter, in the surroundings 
of Xarau, has,  in Pigminas,   a private terminal for trans 
portation of baritine. 

Projects under way are directed  to e development 
of new outgoing ways for the goods from the Rcconcavo 
region,  relying upon Aratu terminal and  the conditioning 
of the Salvador Port,  as well as to facilitate trans- 
portation of basic export goods,  cocoa now and rubber in 
a near future,  with the construction of new ports in 
Ilhéus   (Pontal do Malhado)  and Campinho,   in Marau Bay. 
Likewise,  construction of some private terminals has been 
authorized in order to facilitate the transport of some 
specific products: 

M Usiba,  in Ponta da Sapoca,   in the Todos os Santos 
Bay,   with 250,000 TPA capacity of iron ore. 

N Magnesita S.A.,   in Ponta de Periquito,  on the 
Paraguassu river,   in Sao Roque,   for transportation 
of magnesite. 

This company is having problems with transporta- 
tion of the mineral  located in Erumado,  because 
the railways connection does not  reach the sea 
terminal  station,   and therefore,   transhipment to 
trucks must be made. 

1 
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M Kevea da Bahia, in Gravata, near Campinho, for 

timber transportation. 

The main ports in operation or under project pre- 

sent the following characteristics: 

Salvador Port 

This port of general cargo is very limited in its 

development by the evolvement of the so called "low city" 

of Salvador, which considerably reduces its possibilities 

of expansion due to lack of adequate places for installa- 

tion of new warehouses and cargo handling yards. Also, 

topographic characteristics of the city make difficult 

the accesses to the port, mainly in regards to railway 

connection. 

In spite of this, reconditioning and expansion 

works have been carried out, which consist of: 

• Over 260 m extension of North dike. Its purpose 

to ^-ovide shelter and marine stability to the 

area of the coal and mineral piers of a large part 

of the Sao Joaquin bay and permit utilization by 

small boats coming from the Reconcavo shipping its 

agricultural and handicrafted goods. 

• Erection of auxiliary equipment, cranes and elec- 

tric supply networks. 

• Works in the Sao Joaquin bay for the ferry-"- oat 

terminal Salvador-Itaparica-Nazare which will great, 

ly solve the transportation problem of the Kcconca- 

vo area, shortening distances between said zone and, 

Salvador. 

"1 
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.Presently,   It has  1,500 m mooring capacity with 
depth variations between 4 and 10 m and adequate ins- 
tallations to handle 1,500,000 TPA.     In spite of this, 
the handling at present is kept down to 600,000 TPA 
cue to above reasons  (table 1.4.?.). 

Ilhcur.  ?ort 

The continious obstruction of the access chan- 

nel  to the Ilheus  Port and scarse depth have limited 
carco operations   (table 1.4.4.), mainly of  the various 
products for which  the only natural  outgoing way is said 
port.       It has even been necessary to use  small boats 
for cocoa transportation - 87% of exports  in 1969 through 
the Ilhéus Port - to larger ships moored in the Bay 
since it was impossible to approach to loading piers. 

For this reason a new port is under construction 
in Pontal do Malhado,  which will receive ships up to .10 m 
gage depth.      Said  Port, which will become operational 
shortly, has 420 m of available dikes  and  will be complet- 
ed in 1971.    It will be used mainly for shipment of cocoa, 
placava,   timber,   cattle and rubber.     This   last product is 
expected to be second nmong the exports of  the area.     It 
will  also receive  important quantities of  fertilizers 
required by its zone of influence. 

Crmpir.ho Fort,  in  the ;•:.-•• rnu Day 

This  Port presents the characteristics of a special 
terminal and is expected to become operational by the mid- 
dle of 1971,   although it is necessary to complete highway 
connections through BR-030 highway with BR-116 and QR-101 
highways. 

It is expected that this Port with   10 m gage: 
depth  will allow the handling  of nil  the  economic poten- 
tial oí"  the zone,   which is rich in baritine,  manganese 
and gipsite and even could handle cocoa from the   most 

1 
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northern part of the cocoa area, as well as the pro - 

auction of the "Valle de Sao Francisco", whose left 

sic'j offers great future possibilities« 

Aratu Terminal 

The construction of a port was for seen firstly: 

now it seems that authorization will be granted for 

construction of a especial terminal operating under 

the form of a point tenancy of the various companies 

established in Aratu. 

Located in the Todos os Santos Bay, it offers 

the best conditions of all the bays because it has a 

17 m deep access channel. 

Its construction will take place in four 

stages starting with 1,000,000 TPA load forecast in 

1973, until reaching 12,000,000 TPA. 

Basically it will consist of construction of 

a terminal for liquid bulk handling in Ponta de 

Mar inno and other in Ponta de Joao Pereira for solid 

bulk handling, connected to the storage yard by belt 

conveyors. 

This last terminal, 220x35 m which can be 

expanded up to 300x50 m. will receive during the first 

phase ships up to 35,000 D.W.T. with 12 m gage depth, 

and ships up to 90,000/100,000 D.W.T. with 17 m gage 

depth during the last phase. 

In respect of the liquid cargo terminal, with 

a 25 x 15 m reinforced concrete platform connected to 

land by an access bridge which will support all the 

necessary piping, will be capable of exceeding 

3,000,000 TPA with loading and unloading equipment at 

the rate of 1,000 Tn/hr. 

1 
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W -he connection  will be provided by means of an 

0 Km s  railway branch  with Pasto de  Fora and with a 
5,5  Km highway Connecting with ER-324 highway.     This 
ror.cl already paved will be connected to the Storage 
y;.re, which will have an initial capacity of 72,000 Tn 
of solid bulk, to be completed through various phases 
up to a total of 1,296,000 Tn. 

RIVER   PORTS 

In regards to rivers ports,   two are under cons 
truction in the Sao Francisco river,   facing each other 
in  the cities of  Petrolina y Juazeiro respectively.   Its 
main  purpose is to handle 200,000  PTA of gipsite.    How 
over,   it looks indispensable also that adequate facil¿ 
ties be built in Pirapora, in the state of Minas Gerais , 
to permit an integration highway-river with a view to 
transportation of above product. 

m w Dredging and buoying works are being carried out 
in the Sao Francisco river in the section between JueaeJL 
ro and Pirapora, which are 1,200 Km apart. 

L w.N,e.»./u.n.i.e.e. 
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1,4.G. '>."r-:cc:n;u:-i".-.Tir:-.'; 

The   serious telephone problem, and  of communie^ 
tions  in  generali existing  in the main metropolitan 
centers  of   the  Country   s corvi s to have reached a poc¿ 
tive solution,   technical-economic as well  as  autofi- 
r.cncir.n  and  with  realistic  tariffs, from  1965  with  the 
establishment of EHBRATEL,   a fublic concern linked to 
the Telecommunications   Department. 

The   stronr;  rate of development  in  this  infra- 
structural   sector,  which has considerably  increased 
during  the   last  two years,   forsees for 1971   the esta- 
blishment   of the communications system  in Amazonia, in 
tropodifusion, besides  the development of other three 
basic  systems: 

• Microwaves main  lines of high capacity and qual- 
ity   (960 to 1800 telephone channels)   in accordance 
with  international   standards,  which  will connect 
all   the cities  of Brazil running  across the cities 
with   a higher density of population.     This system 
will   be  installed by  ffiBRATEL. 

.  Complementary system, under responsibility of the 
State, to connect by means of high capacity and 
quality lines  the major cities of each  State wi(th 
access points to basic national  system in important 
cities, thus making  an integrated communications 
system. 

• Auxiliary  system ur.iJer Federal  responsibility  to 
inaure connections  requiring a smaller capacity 
by  microwaves  systems. 

Specifically,   the  system includes main lines  shown 
on c"rav.inr   1.4.4.. 

1 
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As for Bahia,   the execution of a project by the 
State in accordance to which TELÉFONOS BAHIA S.A.  will 
install a microwaves network and automatic  switchboêrds 
in more than 100 cities of  the State will be implement- 
ed,   which will allow connection among thenselves and 
with  Salvador. 

At present the telephone system in Bahia includes 
28,000 telephone sets approximately,  installed in 62 
cities, of which 19,000 are in the first administrative 
zone,   Salvador included,  where installation of other 
19,000 additional  sets  arc expected to be in  service in 
1971.       Said area that covers 10,500 Km2   (2% of the 
State) and 1,250,000 inhabitants  (21% of the State)  has 
66% of the total number of installed telephones,  with an 
index of 15 telephones per 1,000 inhabitants. 

As for the interurban system, mainly consisting of 
overhead lines in voice frequency and a low capacity UHF 
network,  includes the Salvador-Ilhéus tropo-diffusion 
system the first of this type to be installed in Brazil 
for public service. 

Said interurban network (drawing 1.4.5.) permits 
to connect Salvador only with 27 switchboards out of the 
61 operating at present. 

The reminder of the State fundamentally dépens 
on DCT telegraphic system  (drawing 1.4.6.)  which consiste 
of single overhead lines with ground return,  having phon£ 
graphic services in 154 cities and manual Korse tele- 
graph in another 129 cities. 

1 

L 

There are aleo some private- network of private or 
official agencies such  as for instance,   a HF radio service 
operating  in C.W. manuol Morse telegraph  system and tele- 
phony,   which connects   Salvador with 92  units and that be- 
longs to the Secretary of Public Security. 
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Summarizing  it can be considered that the infra. 
structural telecommunications system of the State of 
Bahia presents the following characteristics: 

M The telephone  system in Salvador is deficient and 
also seems to be overloaded in certain areas.    It 
is also evident that its quality does not meet 
international   standards. 

M The interurban service of the State is very defi- 
cient due to insufficient major connections and 
to transmission conditions,  noisy in general. 
Systems are operated mannualy,   except for Ilhéus- 
Ztabuna connections with DDD system« 

N Present  system is  far from fulfilling minimum nece¿ 
sities of the  State because it covers less than 
the third part  of the potential market.    There is 
a  large number of cities without rapid and  ef- 
ficient communication among thenselves and with 
Salvador.      However,   projects under way (drawing 
1.4.7.)   intend  to establish telephone  switchboards 
in all  the cities of the State in accordance v/ith 
a priority schedule, as well as an efficient inter- 
urban network which provides good quality communica. 
tions. 

M The zone defined by  the "Centers of development" 
of Ilhéus,  Itabuna,   Vitoria da Conquista,  Jequié, 
Feira de Santana and Alagoinhas,   is, as it happens 
with the other infrastructural   sectorn,  the one that 
has the  largest possibilities of communication.     In 
addition the plans  for above installations allow 
to assume that during the next  two years,   the avni^ 
able connections will be at least  sufficient,  so 
that,  regardless of  possible localised points, 
serious problems will not  exist  which may impose 
an important  limitation to the development of above 
mentioned zone. 

"1 
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Nevertheless, and in spite of the fact thn.'_ the 

c.ction taken insures a minimum of service in the raoct 

interesting zone of the State, it will be necessary to 

intensify the extension and improvement of the communie^ 

tions network as a way to facilitât« the industrializa* 

tion of inland Bahia. 

L 
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The problem of water supply and installation of 

sewerage systems v:as characterize«-'f not until long 

ago, by the absence of nationwide programming policy« 

However, and referring specifically to the ¡lorth- 

East of the Country, Sudene has made a great effort 

curing the last years preparing a water supply regional 

program which would coordinate to all Federal, State 

and Municipal organizations.  At the came time Sudene ' 

has sponsored the establishment of mixed economy socie- 

ties in order to perform the administration of services 

already established and insure an adecúate operation fwith 

a view to a realistic definition of tariffs paid by thc 

users in substitution of the "politic prices'* system 

This co-ordination permitted to avoid the dispersion 

of economic resources of the various organizations and 

approach the problem with an overall view of priorities 

which resulted in a large increase of referred services. 

In spite of all this, there is a great shortage 

of water supply in all the North East of the Country and 

even in Dra^il i:.  - ......ral, which is characteristic not 

only by insufficient installations but also by deficien- 

cies in the network and poor operation of the new instai. 

led systems.  Besides this, it is to be born in mind 

the  low level of economic development of a part of the 

population of the communities served, namely, the low 

.Ir.antial capacity of said population to request their 

connection to existing service network.  In respect of 

this problem, it has been recently established that hard- 

ly >:¿^  (average) of the population of cities with water 

¿-v.pply system really participate of this service. 
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Lncically, investments made were given priority 

Lo water r.ur.ply systems to the capitals of the States 

¿-.nei nunicipalitics of the inland, and secondary towards 

minor consumption centers, such as districts and vil- 

lages.  Also, as it is natural, water supply systems 

were given absolute priority over sewerage systems, al- 

though presently attempts are made to establish a bal- 

ance between those two services* 

1 

Specifically, for the state of Dania, the water 

supply system, which falls under the responsibility of 

J¿SLD for the inland and SAER for the Reconcavo arca, is 

ir. general very dificient in all the zone out of the 

area defined by the centers of development of Ilhéus, 

Itabuna, Vitoria da Conquista, Jequié, Feira de Santana 

and Alsgoinhas (drawing 1.4.8.). 

Only 126 out of the 235 municipalities of the 

State have water supply at present (52 of them untreat- 

ed water), while only 68 out of the 209 remaining have 

technical projects designed with a view to future supply. 

In the supplied zone, said 126 municipalities, 

¿nd  according to estimated figures, 824,000 people 

receive treated water and another 110,000 receive un- 

treated water, a part of them using individual filters. 

The number of properties with possibility oi 

supply is estimated at 430,000, although at prcc-nt, pro- 

bable-cue to short familiar financial availability enly 

1:3,000 properties (namely 2^%)   receives the supply. How- 

ever, individual connections amount to 187,000, what 

.-..-ans that the average is four connections per three pro 

i-iirty with supply. 

L 

In  accordance  v/ith above  figures,   the averno; 

number of  people per property is  G.7  which   applied  to  the 

:C1,C0C  properties   chat  could be  r v.; pi i ce'  which are not 
:t  pr(-::e.:-t,   .-iv.T.  a   ..V-JJ    o"  1,':5C,000  .-edition: 1   ;.o.lc 

•,hc  coule   '. j   :-u'-'plln_'   , _-.   -.ianned. 
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bevi rehílese,   as   it  is   obvious,   in   the  case  that 

this number would  desire  to connect  with  the system all 
et  the  same  tine,   the 150  1  of  water  per  inhabitant/cay 
minimum considered   for every project  accomplished,  could 
not be  reached  immediately because  the various  phases  of 
execution of  the projects under way  arc being completed 
rrrxually in  accordance with  the necessities of  consump- 
tion,   as  the  number of connection to  the network  increases. 

It  is   estimated  that  systems  installed   in  the 
¿tate  still  pending  execution of some phases are capable 
to supply an approximate water volume of  7,600,000 m"7 
month,   of which 1,150,000 mJ/month  are untreated  water. 

3 
Of  these  figures,   almost  4,COO,000 m /month  of 

treated  water are  for Salvador,   where it  is estimated  that 
550,000 people are  supplied in  spite of  the fact  that, 
due to  several  reasons,   only  G5.000 properties  out of  the 
existing  150,000  are supplied  with  water.       However,   the 
number of individual connections amounts  to 110,000.     This 
figure  as it  is natural  gives  an average between the 
number of properties supplied  and the number of  connec- 
tions much higher than    that  for the overall  State. 

In respect of type of water being obtained,   110 
r..jn*c-i.alities have surrace waters  and IG  use underground 
collections.       Out  of thos~- IG only  two have treated    « 
va-war:     Scrrir.ha y Alagoinhas. 

As   for the 209 municipalities which are  not   sun- 
aliac  yet,   vaith a  number of  IT8,000  property,   8Gr« of  sur- 
'.   cc collections  are planned  and  it   is estimated  that  the 
ce.-.-l  ccion  of these projects  will   allow,   in due time, 
th- tu- .1-  of another C50,C00  people. 
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The  tariff  system established by  the Go versent of 
v;.e  ¿¡w.-tc dependes  on various   factors,  and it  varies  ac- 
cordingly v;ith  the <;cographical  location of the  area   to 
be  supplied,   its   size   (probably by   reason  of lack of 
meters of  said properties),   and with characteristics  of 
t/.c  service  to be  rendered namely,   familiar,  commercial 
cr industrial.       Each  one of  these   services has   fixed 
tariffs up  to a level  of maximum consumption of  12 m"V 
month,   24 m"/month  and   26 m"/month   respectively and  ad- 
ditional costs per mJ  of water used  in excess of approx¿ 
mately  C.50 N.C.   for the    SESEB system and 0.40 N.C   for 
the  SALR system   (tables  1.4.5  and  1.4.6.). 

However,   there are especial  cases  where  tariffs 
are decided  in accordance with other criteria.     Especia^ 
ly in  the Aratu industrial center under the responsibil- 
ity of SAER,   with  abundant availability of water and 
important supply projects underway, the prices are approx¿, 
mately 0.05 U.S.$/m3   (0.24 N.C.)   for all  consumption  l'evels, 
also having cooling water almost free. 

Summarizing, it can be estimated that the State 
of Bahia in respect of water supply and availability of 
sewerage systems presents the following characteristics: 

M   deficient  supply  system   (in  spite of procrees iw.-dx) 
mainly outside the area defined by the center,   of 
development. 

M Greater availabilities of surface water in the most 
populated  zones of the  State,      This is proved by 
the fact that mean distances between the  source of 
supply and  the cities supplied in such areas is  5 Kmc. 
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N Grcaily    scattered  population  in  the inland  with 
lov: incci/ie  level.     vhis  prevents  the  execution 
of  lcrcc  installations  which  implies cost increase, 
due to non-existance of highly populated municipa- 
lities  and to limited financial capability to con- 
net to  the  supply network. 

ii Scare«  sewerage systems,  in spite of the fact that 
today Great attention is being given to this 
problem.    In  1969 only 8 system were in operation, 
expansion or construction in the State of Bahia. 

It can be deducted  from above general  lines  that 
it will  be necessary to determine possible  points  where 
the development of a sector geographically located  recuire 
the execution of new water supply projects or expeneion of 
the existing  ones,   after completion of détaillée studies 
of industrial  sectors whose definition is the purpose of 
this study. 

L 
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Penerai Consideration. 

In  tht State of Bahia,  with a tottl  surface 
of 56 million hectárea,  the number of agropecuary ex- 
ploitation« regiiterad in the 1960 Census was of 
381,473 with a aurfaca of 17,7 million hectares from 
which 3,3 million ware cultivated|  6,2 million hecta- 
res ware natural and cultivated pasturas) 4,6 million 
corresponded to natural and reforestated plants and 3,4 
million to uncultivated and waste land. 

Due to its great, extension the State of Bahia 
offers various climates and soils which permit the cul- 
tivation of a great variety of crops. 

The most important cropa produced in the culti» 
vated Bah i an land are,  in order of importance: 

a) Among the permanent industrial cultivations co* 
coa is the most important«  covering an area of 
443,000 Ha with a production of 186,000 Tm va- 
lued at  136 million N Cr. |    Sisal is second in 
importance with 122,000 Ha of cultivated surface 
with a production of 93,000 Tm,  valued at 16 
million N Cr. 

b) Among the permanent fruit crops and other tro- 
pical plant crops the Banana is the most impor- 
tant, with 12,000 Ha,   19,000 Tm and 16 million 
N Cr.    The Orange with only 4,300 Ha produced 
317,000 Tm,  approximately 9 million N Cr. | and 
the coconut with 29,000 Ha of cultivated land 
and a production of 171,000 Tm, valued at over 
22 million N Cr, 
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c) Antony cereals Corn ia the most important, with 

a cultivated area of 270,000 Ha with a produc- 
tion of 260,000 Tm, valued at 28 million N Cr, 
Brown rice covered 32,000 Ha and produced 
72,000 Tm valued at 19 million N Cr, 

d) Of basic importance as staple food are Beans 
(229,000 Ha, 175,000 Tm, 59 million N Cr, pro- 
duction value) and manioc (198,000 Ha, 3,375,000 
Tm, at 75 million N Cr. ). 

c) Among the temporary (seasonal) industrial crops 
Sugar Cane, Tobacco and Spurge are of major im- 
portance.  The first, together with manioc, ab- 

sorbs the greater production volume (3,383,000 
Tm)| while of tobacco only 28,000 Tm are produ- 

ced! the production of spurge being 140,000 Tm. 
The value of the production was 38,7 million N Cr, 

for sugar cane, 16,2 for tobacco and 31,9 for 
spurge. 

The previous data is reference only for 1967, In 
Tables 1,5,1 to 3 of the Appendix it also covers the 
years 1965 and 1966% 

Ofthjan Win Specific Probi—a of Agricultural Production 

Merely by counting crops and productions Bahia can be 
identified as a typical example of tropical agriculture! 
there is a total lack of wheat as the base for human nu- 
trition, it is partly substituted by manioc and rice 
followed by typical tropical export crops as are the: 
Cocoa, Sisal, Sugar cane and Tobacco. Many of these 

cultivations suffer important structural problems toiay. 
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The Ilhéua-Itabuna sen« Absorbs the production 

of cocoa almost totally for Brasil and is ono tho 

world's groat production contorsi although during tha 

last fuew yoars tho African production (Qhana, Nigarla, 

Ivory Coast) has incroaaod, thus raducing Bratil's par- 

ticipation in world production by 17,6% from 1952 - 56, 

to 13,3% in the period 1964 - 68. 

Several events have conditioned thia relative 

decrease in Bahian production. Pirst of all the culti*. 

voted area does not admit any increment. Secondlu, plant 

ago has excessively overpassed the ideal 8 to 13 yoars 

addltionely, plants are placed within 4m framea, where» 

as in Africa they use 3 m. frames and are planning the 

use of 2m. ones. Finally, there are some deficiencies 

in exploitation technology (posts, soil selection, etc.). 

In spite of all tho above mentioned, economical 

profits regarding profit margins continue being satis- 

factory for Bahian cocoaf although the sane cannot be 

said for capital profita, since the soil is unreal- 
istically overvalued. 

Relative to Sisal, as happones with other loaf 

floors, the problem lies in searching for now applica- 

tions to replace the traditional ones that no longer 

novo favourable market perspectives. 

Brasil playa a very active role in tho labour 

performed by the Loaf ribera Adviaory Committee of the 

PAO, and has established an ^executive group for ratio- 

nalyiing the sisal cultivation, located in Bahia. Brasil 

also foresees the establishment of an international 

eontor for the investigation of hard fibers. 
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r i I Ai to fruits and ether specific tropical I 
products, there ere various difficulties thet enden* A 
for crop continuity,  11*4. tsd in MIM esses te slapl* 
picking.    The cata« of this situation is s lack of ece> 
sensation between production and eansuoptlon, ••socially 
attributable to lack of edequetely organised industrial 
tran» farsa ti on. 

Finally, it is of interest te Mention sohlen 
tobacco, which constitutes one of the principal esperta 
ef the State, whether in leaf or in already   elaborated 
cigarsf being Oenosny and the U.S.A. the «est important 
loportors of the letter, while Spain absorb« 351 to 
3tm of leaf tobacco «xporti. 
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II« raal cultivation «xista for a certain nua- 
bar af craps,  thay ara aiaply axtractad or pickad by 
taaparary «aricara according to »arkat damanda. 

Anang auch crop« tha Placava,  Dan da,  Li curl, 
Caranday Pal« and borracha or natural rubbar, ara worthy 
of »antion. 

Zt la found along tha coaat, aapaclally In tha 
•auth, and in tha aunicipalitiai of Cairú, Itubare, Va- 
langa and Hila »aneanha. 

Ita products,  includad among tha group hard 
flfcara ara of an axai 1 ant quality and hava not auffarad 
amy apaclfiad cubati tut ion by any aynthatic i tan». 

Ita axploitatlon and furthar induttrialiaation 
la aada difficult bacauaa of transport coita, incraa- 
M* by tha diaparalan af tha plant and abundant rain- 
fall during coll action taaaon. 

In 19M tha production amountad to 19,000 TIR, 

fra« «hleh 2,15ft Ita wara aupartad. 

It it a Madluai alaod traa Mil adaptad to dry 
rabana, tuen aa -Ui Caatingai".    Zt can ba found 
thtaught tha graatar part af tha Uhlan tar ri tory. 
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The trM'i profitability index is acceptable* 

io ito products aro oil, wax and cake, cake is ob- 
tainod of tor oil «traction and usad for feeding cattle. 

In lt«7 tha Li curl production amounted to 

9,500 Ta fro« which only a anali percentage wae expor- 

tod. 

Thla plant*• ocolofical aona oxtonda along tho 
Sao Francisco ri vor. aehis occupi •• fifth placo e«ong 
producer Sta toa, having obtainod 335 tona of product 

in 1967. 

Aaeng vegetable producta of al«ple oxtraction 
Donde haa a vary groat importane«, if only for its vary 

groat deaand in tho typical Sahlan kitchan. 

Donde can bo found along tho Sou thorn coast, 

eepecitlly in tho Municipalities of Valonça, Cairú, Ta- 
mia »eeentra, Xtubará and Camawu. 

In I960 tha production was 30,000 Ta, produc- 

tion surface on which tho collection was xado was of 
15,000 Ha, thoro boing anothor 15,000 Ha on which no 
col lac ti on was effected. Thara is an axollont oil yiold 
par hoc taro, approximately 2000/3000 Kg por Ha, against 

1000/2000 fro« coconut, 800/1000 fro« anondoin and 
200/400 fro« soy baan. This «ay bo tha raason why a 
•ahian company is considering tho organisation of a 

rationalised Donde plantation« 
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Among its applications,  asid« from culinary, 

donee oil li used for elaborating margarino,  soaps, and 
for thermic treatmenta in siderurgy«    It also hat 
appi i co ti on a in tho pharmaceutic industry. 

iMfififtl ff HltUfti Rwfrfttl 

In 1967 tho Stata of ionia hod a production of 
natural rubber of 3,413 T. äquivalent to 11,50% of tho 
total production of Brasil which was 29,787 tons, 

Bahia appoars as on« of the five big producers 
of natural rubber in Brasil, being the other four States 
Bon don io, Acre, Ama sona s and Paré, all of them with 
superior production than that of Bahia, and that all 
together make a total of 25,266 tons in 1967, equiva- 
lent to 85,5% of the Country's production« 

The characteristics of natural rubber are well 
known,  its limitations and advantages, according to tho 
use made of it and in comparison to the synthetic one, 
to which it can bo considered as complementary| this has 
groat importance,   since due to natural gas sources in 
Bahia the possibilities for petrochemical industries are 
very interesting,  and, in consequence,  for synthetic 
rubber« 

The per spoeti vea for natural rubbor are most 
favourable (in many cases it already presents cultiva* 
tien conditions)  due mainly to the following circums- 
tances i 

L 

• Favourable ecological conditions of the sono« 
• Increasing consumption of rubber in Brasil 

due to increase of motor park and motor 
vehicle transport« 

• Orea ter possibilities in Bahia,  compared with 
other armas in Brasil  (above all  the Amasonia) 
for rationalising tho exploitation« 
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Tho principi« Municipali ti •• whor« rubber la 

produco* in tho SUtt of lahla arai Itubar4,  IM«, Ca« 
aaajft, Cenavi «i rat, Caracl, Itajuipa and Naraui ali of 
tho» loostod on tho Southam half ef tho aahian Coaat. 
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9 1*5*3.     rOMSTHY RESOUT^ 

The study of forestry resource« in Br»«il as « 
whole, and in Bahia in particular, becomes raally diffi- 
cult dua to tha lack of basic quantitativa data ralativa 
to foraatry surfacaa and valuation of tha raaarvas. Tha 
only available figurea ara thosa of traa falling and 
charcoal production. 

According to thosa figuras,  tha Stat« of Bahia, 
with a falling of 17,9 million m3 in 1967 is in tha first 
placa among tha Stataa of tha North East and tha second 
in tha federation,  after Garais Ninas,    in total tha 
falling in Bahia represented approximately 13,2% of tha 
135,7 million m3 in tha whole country. 

Charcoal production in Bahia is not ao remarkable. 
In 1967 it was of 54,764 tons, or equivalent to 5,7% of 

Q «raailian production,   fro« which alone tha State of Ga- 
rais Mines asRures an approximate 60%.    Other two States, 
Fernambuco and Sao Paulo have a auparior production to 
that of Bahia, but of a range or level vary much alike 
(58.SOO and 85,000 tona in 1967,  respectively,  in rounded 
figures)• 

Fro« all tha above it can be deduced that forestry 
resources in Bahia,  reference made only to the volume, 
thaugh impossible of including in the big reserves of the 
Country - role that obviously corresponds to the Ama son 
jungla - has in any case, a remarkable importance. 

Now, qualitatively, Banian hard noble wood re~ 
sources ara truly remarkable, especially jacaranda, a s 
•••**•• of which there are extensive forests with traes 
•f uneurpassebl« quality in tha Southern part of tha 
fUta. 
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How«v«r, and this eppliet not only to 
lehie hut to th« whole of Ira«il, th« truly important 
problem* that affect forestry reeeurce» aro not thoao 
of actual availability,  but tholr exploitation con* 
dltiona.    Tho rythm of foiling if excessive,  and re» 
forettation (raquirod by tho Law to be tho »ame at 
that of foiling) ia insufficient, oapecially in the 
COM of fine wood» - such aa the jacaranda - whoae 
growth and formation require a very long taae.  It ia 
aaid there it a aerioua danger of dittapearance (2o to 
30 yeara) of all thete inmensly valuable reaourcet 
of tropical fine woods« 

There it an additional inconvenient, which it 
the defective procedura» uted when felling, aerioutly 
damaging the foreatt being exploited« 

All of thoao circumttancet lead to believe that 
in the not too di»tant future Ira»il culd have terioua 
tupply problemi.    Therefore, a aero intenae action of 
overteoing and tutelage of auch valuable reaourcet ia 
advisable. 
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1.5.4. LIVESTOCK RESOURCES I 

Sonora lit ios 

Brazil is fourth or fifth in the world in 

livestock, and Bahia occupies an acceptable level 

within Brazil with 9.2% of the country1» cattlej8,6% 

of pigs; 12,4% of sheep $ and 23,2% of the Brasilian 

stock of goats. In concrete numbers, in 1.968 there 

were 8,433,000 head of cattlej 5,630,000 of pig«! 

2,979,000 of sheepj and 3,436,000 of goats. The 

statistical details of the livestock in Bahia can 

be found in the Appendix, in table 1.5.6. 

The climatic conditions, with their great 

influence on environmental characteristics as well 

as the tipe of vegetation and pasture land, are the 

basic determinant of the livestock of Bahia. For 

example, we find, specifically in the case of cattle, 

that only one particular species, the Indo-brazi - 

lian, seems to have fully and generically adapted 

^        itself to the conditions of the area. 

The relatively high proportion of poor 

livestock (sheep and goats) within the total is 

also a result of the climatic characteristics of the 

area, primarily the interior with its infrequent and 

irregular rainfall. 

The result of all the above mentioned 

circunstances is livestock characterized by: 

- Low yields in meat per hectare, which is 

forcibly reflected in an extensive nature 

throughout the exploitation. 

• Consequently, a somewhat wild life which, 

as a result, gives place to the yield of 

meat with a great deal of flavor but very 
tough. 

- A low milk production ns a result of the 

afore mentioned conditions of livestock 

Ä exploitation along with the specific 
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' characteristics of the catti« (298,000,000 

litres in 1967 for the entire State). £ 

At first glance, the above considerations 

could give place to a markedly pessimistic impression 

with respect to the possibilities of Bra*ilian livestock, 

an obvious error, as said livestock is on« of the most 

interesting resources of the State, with a very great 

potential. 

Posibilities for improvement 

In effect, it is necessary to have in mind 

in this respect that the results presently observable 

in Banian cattle are purely those of a simple, natural 

adaptation of the livestock to the environment, since 

the improvement programme advocated and favored by the 

State, which will surely give optimum results when it 

reaches an extensive nature, has not yet been undertaken 

in a large scale manner. 

Concretely, the following aspects offer 

great opportunities for improvement: 0 

•) Improvement of pastures. In certain regions of the 

State, those with greater rainfall such as the Re- 

concavo, Conquista, and Itapetinga areas, there 

are fair natural pasture lands which, with improvement, 

could provide the basis for cattle with a greater 

yield. 

b) Greater supplies of forage. The new irrigation 

systems may constitute a item of maximum interest 

for the production of forage, with a view to adequate 

regulation of cattle feeding and to facilitation of 

diets specifically adapted for an increment in milk 

production. 

c) Genetic improvement. In this field, there are wide 

possibilities for improvement of the species through 

investigation and selection, using modern techniques 

of insemination, yield control, veterinary supervision, 

etc. The work accomplished up to the present in the     ^ 

state of Bahia, although of vital interest, has not     • 

its fullest possible extent. 
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r d>  Improvement of exploitation. The above mentioned 

activities may serve as an impulse for rationalizing 

exploitation without arriving at the une of intensive 

livestock procedures it is, however, possible and 

financially feasible to initiate and generalize a 

minimum control of the livestock in the country, 

to improve the sanitary conditions of the same 

'through adequate veterinary care, to adequately 

perfect the diet for feeding; obtaining by all 

these means greater yields in production. 

All this activity for improvement of 

livestock will demand a coordinated policy not only 

in the fomentation and facilitation of technical 

improvements but airo in commercialization and price 

maintenance. In this latter sense, industrialization 

of mrnt could bo an element of major importance. 

Other species 

In the preceding commentary, no mention 

has been made of horses, asses and mules,used mainly 

as agricultural animals and beasts of burden. However, 

directed toward export to countries utilizing there 

meats for consumption, some production of horses has 

been begun in the region of Bahia for attainment of 
meat. 

The only possible market for such products 

is the foreign one, as long as Brazilian consumption 
habits do not change. 

Fowl 
The 1968 avicultural census for the State 

of Bahia counted 15,33G,000 fowl. Presently, modern 

production of fowl for provision of meat and eggs at 

reduced prices in order to spread this type of food 

to wider sectors of the Dahian population or to initiate 

exportation to other states, is not extensive. 

1 
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r 1.5.5.     y^RINE AND TMJVIAL FISHING RESOURCES\ 

HATING  RESOURCES 

1 
The marin« fiehing reaourcea for the region of 

Bahia ara thoa« typical of a tropical climate, influ- 

enced by the preaence of a warm current (the Brasil 

current)| and atill more, by the nature of the marine 

bottom, both along the coaatal plain aa well aa beyond 

it. Said bottoma are in effect calcareoua and irregular, 

with abundant coral formation aa well, all of which givea 

place to acaree aurface fertiliaation, and atill leaa in 

deeper watera, thua excluding from theae watera anchoviea, 

sardines and herringa which repreaent 51% of world catcheai 

alao, theae conditiona make theae watera unattractive to 

migrating oceanic species. On the other hand, auch watera 

are favourable for the Tunidae and similar apeciea, and 

for the Serranidae and Tuteanidae (Garoupas and Porgies). 

Alao there are abundant prawn» and lobatera. 

Confirming theae analyaaa, the investigatone realiaed 

by the Japaneae veaael TOKO-MARU and collected in the 

»Survey Report of the Braailian Piahing Grounds" indicate 

that the main apeciea of the lahian marine area are: 

Oceanic fiahlno product•; Scombridas family 
(Tunny and Cávalos) 

latiophonidae family 

(Eapadortea) 

Coryphanidae family 

(Dourado) 

Serranidae family 

(Garoupas) 

Lutpanidae family 

(Porgies) 

àfe flanino products: 
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r   ,„_ i ' Cmmatel flahlna mrmducfi    Corengidee fw.ily 

(Xmreous) 
Prewns and Lobsters 

smleias 
Al 9«« 

Another consequence of major importane« derived 
fro« tha rocky and hard and »van corali ferou s bottoaia is 
the impossibility of trawling,  practically limiting tha 
applicable techniques in tha eras s near tha coast to 
fiahing with hooks« 

In tha prosont circumstance», in Addition, tha 
lack of commercial Activity in the markets of tha South 
and the low global acquisitive power of the local merket 
result in the fact that fishing is nothing more than a 
craft in Bahia| thus,  in 1966 a total of 28,345 fisher- 
men brought in a total catch of 14,407 tonai of these, 
11,232 were fish end 2,768 were crustaceans.    In 1968 
the catch lncreaaod to 15,162 tona  (11,574 of flah, 
3,185 of cru Braceen a and 403 of other merina animala). 

The existing fishing eejuipment is likewise rudi- 
mentary, with only 9 motor vessels in the stete in 19661 
413 sailboats and 1,864 rowboets.    The total load empe- 
cí ty of this entire fleet was of 2,015 tons in the seme 
year. 

The balance of all these possibilities and difficulties 
existing for maritime fishing seems to be that recommen- 
ded by Admiral Paulo de Castro Noreira de Silva to the 
"Programme for Integral Development of Reconcavo" auch 
•s the promotion of fishing activity on en industriftl 
level apecialised in high quality fish destined for the 
markets in Southern Brasili end likewise for the sohlen 
merket, upon the gre dual increeaing of the acquiamone 1 
cepecity of aaid merket. 
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Another important possibility is tho intensi- 

fication likewise on an industrial basis, of fishing 
for prawns and crustacaans also dastinad for markets 

in Rio da Janeiro, Sao Paulo and the South in general, 

as well as for the local stärket. 

In generali the normal center of development 
for these fishing activities should be the Ilhéus or 
aome other Port in the Southern area of the State of 
Bahia| taking into account in this choice, the «Kit- 
ting resources as well as the experience already 

acquired in the area with respect to deep sea fishing 
which is now practiced in spite of having only extr 
ly rudimentary meana at its disposition. 

With regard to fluvial fishing, the possibili- 
ties offered by the Sao Prencisco river are outstanding, 

Hunting 

Brasil is a country with great potential for 

wild animal hunting, bath mammals and reptiles, the 
skins of which offer many possibilities. The total va- 
lue of furs and skins of wild animals captured in Brasil 

in 1967 waa 12,7 million N Cr, equivalent to some 4,2 

million US dollars. Of this total, a fur production 
of 949,405 N Cr. equivalent to approximately 315,000 
US doliera, corresponded to the State of Bahia, the 
principal catches comprised species of wildcat, veado and 

lisard, aa well as wild boari on the other hand, catches 
of valuable alligator and of other species, such as the 

erirenne and the capivara, were rare«, 

A detailed statistic en the wild animal catches in Bahia 

is Included in Table 1.5.1 of the Appendix. 
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r 1.5.6.  MINERAL RESOURCES 

Bahia is a State wall endowed with mineral re- 

source», some of which are already being exploited. 

Nevertheless, there are many other mineral reserves, 

only just detected but not assessed, and even less, 

evaluated) and it is probable that a geological in- 

vestigation and systematic mining would result in the 

knowledge of new deposits and possibilities in the 

State. 

Exploration of the Sub-soil 

The problem of the lack of exploration, which 

makes it impossible to establish a really rational and 

congruent mining policy, is not, however, peculiar to 

the State of Bahia, but rather exists with greater or 

lesser intensity, on a national scale.  Consequently, 

the Federal Government, conscious of the importance of 

this question, started a programme of investigations 

"0 Plano Decenal para Avaliaçao dos Recursos Minerais 

do Brasil, 1965-1975". 

This programme is co-ordinated within the Secre- 

tariat of Mining and Power by a "Departamento Nacional 

da Produçao Mineral" (National Department for Minerai 

Production). To obtain greater ease in handling, it is 

planned to divide the country into Mining Districts, one 

of which will exactly coincide with the State of Bahia. 

The surveying activities are delegated to the "Companhia 

de Pesquisa de Recursos Minerais" (Mineral Resouce In- 

vestigation Company) or C.P.R.M. 

This federal effort however, haa still not become 

an adequate means of co-ordination. Public entities auch 

aa SUDENE, the National Nuclear Energy Commission (CNEN), 

the San Francisco and Cacao Valley commissions (SUVALE 

and CEPLAC),"Petróleos do Brasil S.A." (PETROBRAS) and 

1 
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others take part in on« way or another in the Mining I 
' explorations this is «port from tho forc«ful  superim- £ 

position of P«d«r«l,  St«t« «nd Municipal action. 

Besides,   th« private ««ctor it««lf - including 
som« international organisation« - alao carri«« out 
•xploration«.    It is «vid«nt th«n that an Improvement 
in th« co-ordination of «11 th««« activiti«« - inclu- 
ding th« int«rchang« of information and the management 
of th« pr«««l«ction for  th« wort - could «wan an scce- 
l«r»tion in th« »urv«ying|  this in turn,  would  s«rv« a« 
« basis for mining policy with maxi**!« scop« and effi- 
ciency. 

THiMiiriiti Htm «silitiiiff 

In «ccordanc« with what has boon explained,  tho 
only mining r««ourc«s in tahla to which it is possible 
to r«f«r with «b«olut« certainty ar« thoao alroady bolng 
exploited| «nd th«rc 1« «till room for restraint in the _ 
assessment of the concrete now« and rumors of oth«r Mi* w 
ning possibilities not confirmed by scientific procedures. 
This l««t item,  however,  must not bo interpreted «s 
minimising the generic importance of r«sourc«« y«t to bo 
detected| but rather as a now insistane« upon th« neces- 
sity of systematic mining exploration in the State. 

In continuation,  thon, wo describe tho resources 
being exploited. 

Load is found in tho iao>iro-P»caubo« area, in 
th« central-western region of tho State, and appears 
primarily in the for« of galena.    Tho roaervoa are not 
known but everything indicata« that they aro of Impor- 
tane«.    Accoss to tho region, by moons of tho 
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Ä      Seo Francisco river and en asphalt-paved highway, it 

^     satisfactory. 

The production which in 1964 was of 161,000 tons 

IncrNHd in 1965 end 1966 to 180,000 tontf in 1967 to 

200,000 tons| tnd to 230,000 tons in 1968. Said production 

represents from 55 to 60% of total Brazilian production« 

Tha minarsi is concantratad at tha mina sita) 

tha matailurgy is carriad out in Santo Amaro, yielding 

laad ingots. 

L 

Coppar is found in tha form of chalcopyrita and 

malachite in tha area of Curaci,in tha North East of the 

Stata. Tha calculated rasarvas ara of 60 million tons 

of minarsi with a coppar contant of 1,3%. There is also 

news of deposits in other areas such as Santo Sé, Bom 

Jesús de Lapra, Canudos and Meragogipe, deposits whose 

value in any esse is of maximum interest. 

The exploitation of Banian copper ore may be 

considered to have just bean begun. The firm Minas de 

Caraiba S.A., member of the Pignatari Group, extracts the 

mineral in atill small quantities (2,623 tons of ore con- 

tant in 1968). The total project, approved by SUDENE, 

foresees an investment of 120 million US dollars for a 

projected production, perhaps vary long-term, of up to 

70,000 tons of metal. 

The primitive project foresaw concentration of 

the metal to 32% at the mine site, and carrying out the 

metallurgy in the Aratú Industrial Canter. Presently 

the possibility of installing the metallurgy near the 

mine is being considered, once the conditions which im- 

posed tha previous solution have been modified. 
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r \ I In general, the possibilities of mining and | 

metallurgical development of the Juanseiro-Senhor do       0 

Bomfim - Santo Sé triangle, based primarily on copper, 

are considerable, making it advisable to intensify th« 

investigations there. It must be taken into account 

that there is abundant electrical energy in this area, 

the supply of which could be increased with relative 

ease, originating in Paulo Alfonso, The railroad is • 

usable, though it should be improved| and the highway 

network only needs local conditioning since the Juan- 

teiro - Feira de Santana - Salvador highway already 

adequately assures the primary connections« 

Magnesium 

Meerschaum mines are found situated in Brumado 

and Santo Sé, Production, which has increased from 

85,410 tons in 1964 to 132,000 in 1968, represents around 

90% of the production of Brasil, The reserves have not 

yet been evaluated, ^ 

Two firms are carrying out the exploitation: 

"Magnesita,S.A." which does the extracting and roasting 

in Brumado and transports the fritted mineral by rail- 

road to Belo Horisonte, where it is designated for pro- 

duction of refractory| and "Mineracao Costala" in Santo 

Sé which extracts and roasts the mineral which it then 

sends to Sao Paulo and to Cerámicas Castano for the 

manufacture of refractory. 

The mineral, in the form of Manganese dioxide, 

is found in the areas of Jacobina, Bomfim, Nasaré, Santo 

Antonio de Jesús« The reserves are unknown. 

L 

The concentrated mineral is transported by rail- 

road to Co juca and Ara tú where it is used for the ferro- 
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r alloy Industrie» located there.    Production which reached 
tome 47,8000 ton» in 1966 hat declined to  3,429 in  1968. 1 

Chromium is found in the form of  chromite in 
the area of Campo Formoso.    Production which reached 
29,OO0 tons in   1965  declined to 13,514  tons in  1968. 
This is all destined to the ferroalloy plants already 
mentioned in Pojuca and Aratú where it is  likewise 
transported by railroad. 

Other metallic minerals 

Finally the production of beryllium (11 tons in 
1968)  and of Columbi te  (4 tons in 1968),   rudimentary 
in their extraction procedure,   should be mentioned.     The 
mineral is exported without any kind of transformation 
in the State. 

Non-Metallic Minerals 

The State of Bahia also possesses abundant and 
valuable resources of non-metallic mineral». 

With respect to Limestone,  there are deposit» on 
the floor of the bay of All Saints,  estimated at 80 million 
ton»,  which are used for the fabrication of cement by 
two plants whoae Joint capacity,   foreseen  for 1972,   is 
as high as 350,000 ton».    Still more important limestone 
deposit» exist in the interior of the State,  SUDENE ha- 
ving approved two new cement plant» in Campo Formoao 
and Itaucú, reapectively.    in total,  it is hoped that a 
cernant production on the order of 1,000,000 ton« will 
be reached in the whole of the State. 
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1 There are, in tht region of Itaperaba and 
Poco«» important depositi of Asbestos, of which 6 
116,000 tona war« obtaintd in 1966,    Exploitation« ara 
presently in the court« of reconversion,  asbestos con* 
sumption being assured through importation from Canada, 
which  it is hoped will ceas« in 1971. 

# 

A yield of 7,731 tons of Talcum was obtained in 
1968,   equivalent  in round figures  to 20% of  the total 
for Brasil and destined for domestic consumption and 
industrial use in insecticides as  the vehicular material. 

Marine Salt 

Is obtained in the brine pits of Itaperica though 
in relatively smell quantities (1,500 tons in 19651 3,000 
tons in 1966 and  1,000 tens in 1968).    It must be noted 
that  Brasil  is a  salt-importing country. 

There are deposits of Brami lian Pebble and Warble.      £ 
exploited very rudimentarlly,  in the area of Juaseiro« 
In 1968 the production of Brasilien pebble was 69 tons 
and of marble 5,782 tons«    Of this  production 60% is ex- 
ported to other areas of Brazil and even abroad. 

The production of Baryt ine,  dispersed through 
varioua points of the State,  is based on small, handicraft 
type quantities and reached a total of 99,000 tona in 
1968,   representing the total  Bra si li an production. Pifty 
percent of same is exported,  primarily to Argentina. 

Petroleum and Natural q,, 

Of a total of 9,5 million m3 of petroleum obtained 

L 

in Brasil in 1968 the State of Bahia produced a total 
of 8,2 million i 
Boconeavo area. 
of 8,2 million m3  from the oilwells situated in the 
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r The main producing oilfields were those of 
Agua Grands,  with 2,1 million m3j    Buracica, with 
1,1 million is3, and Miranda with 2,3 million m3. 

Bah i an petroleum is extremely rich in paraffins, 
so that to a great extent it is exchanged for petroleum 
with less paraffin content and more appropriate for 
manufacture of  fuels in refinery. 

With  respect to natural  gas|  Bahia produced 964 
million m3 in  1968 of a total   983 million m3 obtained 
in all of Brazil,     since at present there is no use for- 
ali this gas,   except for a small percentage used the 
manufacture of gasoline,  the majority of this gas yield 
is reinjected,   thus providing pressure for the oilwells« 

It is hoped that in tha near future,  and through 
the development of the petrochemical planning already 
begun,  it may be possible to achieve a greater utiliza* 
tion of such a valuable resource. 

Petrobrás continues to carry out surveys in 
the areas of Tucano, Almada,  Costa del Sur del Estado, 
etc« 
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I 1-6.     INSTITUTIONS AND INCENTIVES  OF  THE  PUBLIC SECTOR | 

' ' rOR THE  DEVELOPMENT OF  INDUSTRIALIZATION 

As was  said in the general  Introduction of the 

Study, the State of Bahia ia located in the North East 

of Brasil and therefore participates in the policy of 

general development,  that the Federal Government is  im- 

plementing in this zone through  the Superintendencia do 
Desenvolvimiento do Nordeste  (SUDENE),   the  Banco do 

Nordeste do Brasil   (BNB)  and the Technical Office of 
Economic Studies of the BNB (ETENE). 

The guidelines  for this development  policiy were 
reflected in the Introduction,   but due to their impor- 

tance,  it would  be convenient to remember  briefly. Con- 

cretely,   it is  foreseen that the development  of said  region 
be based on the  following points« 

a) An industrialisation process. 

W b) A improvment process  in the agropectuary sector 

by increasing the productivity of  tropical  cul- 

tivations  in the co3tal  strip,   the improvement 
of extensive cattle-raising in the inland by 

installation of irrigation systems  in this   cone. 

c) Commence to populate at large scale the pre- 
amazonic zone. 

In order to organize and make feasible this economic 

development policy of the Northeast,   the Federal Govern- 

ment has established several  financial and  fiscal  incentives 

for entrepreneurs and investors who will come to the  sone 

promoting new enterprises and  industrial activities.   The 

States,  in the area,  on their on part,  have established 

several complementary incentives within the scope of  their 

constitutional  responsibilities. 

L 
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The state of »ahla,  naturally, has not been an 
inception to tha rule, and finnally established In the 
State)  an institutional fiscal and financial system to 
•id the promotion of industrial activities in the State 
on th«  part of the private industry and Initiative. This 
system is described in the following pages,  along with the 
federal incentives system applicable to the Northeast States« 

1 

> 
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1.6.1.  PISCAL INCENTIVES 

a) At Faderal Level 

1. Brasilian enterprises may apply 50% of the 

amounts to be paid in taxes on the profit 

to industrial, agricultural, telecommunications 

and tourism projects for installation in the 

Northeast. Those amounts will be automatically 

taxfree. 

2. Brasilian individuals may deduct from their 

gross income for income tax purposes, the money 

used to purchase shares of industrial, agri- 

cultural, telecommunication and tourism enter- 

prises located in the Northeast, this deduction 

however may not exceed 50% of said gross income. 

3. Total income tax exemtion for manufacturers of 

products not yet fabricated in the Northeast, 

during a period of ten yearr., with possible 

extention to 15 years. 

4. 50% tax exemption to manufacturers established 

in the Northeast, manufacturing products similar 

to those now fabricated. Therefore in accordance 

with paragraph Io-,  tax reduction for these types 

of enterprises is 75%. 

5. Exemtion of all taxes and customs on imported 

equipment, which is not fabricated in the country. 

To obtain the three last incentives, the specific 

request of the entrepreneurs lo SUDENE is required. The 

two first concepts are automatically applied and do not 

require previous authorisation. 
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r n b) At State Level A -i        ^ 

1. Total exemtion of the State tax on traffic 
of merchandise,   ICM or imported equipments, 
that have no national  similar. 

2. Authorization to deduct from the State tax on 
traffic of merchandise the tax paid at  the 
purchase of national manufactured equipment. 

3«  60% exemtion of the State tax on traffic 
merchandise and deposit for the same amount 
with the DESENBANCO for a 5 year period.   One 
year after  the deposit  is made,  the  industry 
may request a refund to be applied as  invest- 
ment in the very enterprises,  purchase of 
shares of other  Bahian  industrial enterprise 
or on infrastructural works throughout  the 
agreement with the Government of the State, 
and even on labor training    and technological 0 
research. 

It is to be remembered here,   that in Brazil   there 
are only two indirect  taxes  applied to industry:  One Federal, 
IPX,   (tax on industrialized  products) with variable  types 
of application and the other one from the State,   ICM  (tax 
on traffic of merchandise)  whose percentages vary depending 
on the nature of the commercial operation; wether out of 
the State or within the State,  in the case of the State ob 
of  Bahia the percentage of  application for operations 
within the State is  18%,  and  for operation out of the 
State  15%. 

The IPI is applied only to the operation of the 
commercialization of the product,   and the ICH is applied 
to any kind of commercial operation. 
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ÊÊ The two taxes work with debit and credit, 
newely, the tax paid on th« purchase of the merchandise 
and it deducted fro« the tax to be paid at subsequent tale 
of th« same merchandise, product of the one purchased* 
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1.6.2.  FINANCIAL INCENTIVES Ä 

A) At Federal Level 

A company whose project has been approved of 

by SUDENE may receive up to 75% of the total funds re- 

quired for Installation in accordance with such project. ' 

This financial participation may also be made in the form 

of loans, as long as the applied rules are complied with. 

Actually percentages that the enterprise may re- 

ceive vary from 75 to 30%, application depending on the 

degree of importance of the project for the economy of the 

Northeast. Such importance is determined in terms of labor 

occupation, purchase of local raw materials, location in 

more underdeveloped sones, etc. 

In the case of Bahia the financial incentives 

are also applied to society participations in chemical 

and petrochemical projects of PETROQUISA, State company     Q 

for development and operations of chemical and petro- 

chemical activity in the country. 

As for financing sources, the most important 

to be quoted are: Banco Nacional do Desenvolvimiento 

Econónico S.A., and Banco del Nordeste del Brasil S.A., 

which are institutions belonging to the Government of 

the Republic and are specialised in long term credit 

for economic development. The latter operates only 

in the Northeast region and the former works nationwide an 

and only in largest volume loans. 

To request credits from these banking Insti- 

tutions, from a certain limit, projects must be approved 

by SUDENE. 

The Banco do Brasil S.A., is also an institution 

of the Federal Government, engaged mainly in financing      _m 

small and medium industry and commercialisation of production. 
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By crafting the tonco do Desenvolvimiento dol 

Es todo do tohio S.A. (DESEN1ANC0), th« Oovornmont of 

tho Stoto has provided on important in»tmoont for th« 

promotion of tho induitrial production by moans of Ion« 

toro loons and low salti of intoraat. 

Zt also holps to th« financing of workiof 

eopitol of orasilian industrio». 

Tho Oovornmont of tho Sato also croatad a com- 

morcisl bank, tho Bank of tho Stato of tohia S.A., which 

boforo tha astablishmont of DESENBANCO worked along tho 

lin« of long torm cr«dits for tho purchase of aquipmont, 

installation of «mall and modium industri«» and incroaso 

of working capital. 

Th« financial incentivo most rocontly offorod by t 

tho Stoto, still in phase of regulation, is tho possibility 

oponed to the toh ion industries to sell their shores (uo 

to tho limit of 5o% of the total funds required by the 

project) to industries which obtain 60% in th« ICH in the 

form of deposits in the DESENBANCO in occordanco with 

paragraph 3 of the fiscol incentives of the State of tohia, 

above mentioned. Projects for which th« use of these re- 

sources is anticipated, must be approved by the State 

Industrial Development Council* 

1 
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1.6.3.  fcl^TÏ?^  IMCEWTIVES # 

This section covers the «ids made available toy the 
Stat« of Bahia through the Aratú Industrial Cantar and tha 
induatrial districts which are being established in the main 
development centers, where land is sold to enterprises at 
low prices, having all the necessary infrastructures  for 

the operation of the concern. 
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Regarding the high proportion which the services 
sector represents  in the formation of the net product of 
the Stete of Behia  (as also takes  place in the rest of 
Brasil)   (1)  it would not be fitting to think that said 
sector might present  a limitation of any kind for the 
industrialisation program of the State. However the over- 
all quantitative aspects are not the only ones  to con- 
sider,   since the geographic situation and,   particularly, 
the orientation with respect to the nature of services 
and the clientele using these servicies» should primarily 
be taken into account  in this  rapid evaluation of the 
adequacy of the terciary sector as a supporting element 
for industrial development as,   in fact,  is demonstrated 
by the services in the State of Behia. 

Concretely,   it best serves our purpose to concen- 
trate our attention on the service subsectors most 3igni- 

W ficant for the functioning of  industrial plants,  that ist 
banking and financing  institutions,  insurance,   transpor- 
tation and the commerce supplying inputs of elaborated in- 
dustrial goods, tools and equipment* 

L 

(1) According to all the data of the Oetullo Vargas 
foundation,  the Services Sector contributed  54,M in 
19C7 of the Net  Industrial Product of said State» 
Por the entire country,  said proportion was  54,5% 
in the same year.  Xn this respect, see data published 
in the "Conjuntura económica", June,  1970* 
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1.7.1.     BANKING AND  INSURANCE £ 

From the point of view of the concrete existance 
of banking establishments,  there are in the Stat« of Bahia 
(data from 1966) a total of 9 central banking offices and 
349 agencies,  of which 42 belong to the Banco Nacional do 
Brasil. 

All the important municipalities and,   of  course, 
Salvador,  have essentially an adequate number of banking 
establishments,  at  least with respect to the starting 
phase of an industrialisation program. With regard to 
private  insurance services,  the same could certainly be 
affirmed. 

However,  the problem of the real efficiency that 
this banking system,  essentially adequate with respect to 
its material existence,   can offer to an existing  industry, 
or one yet to be established,   in materials  for facilitation 
of financina their  fixed  investments and circulating capital W 
merits   sepárete    consideration.   In respect  to this aspect, 
it would be helpful   first to distinguish official  from 
private banking,  given the different nature of their moti- 
vations,   their reason for existing and their form of 
operation. 

As speaking of institutional type problems has 
shewn,  official financing granted through the    National 
Bank of the Northeast and other similar entities  is ex- 
tremely generous;  even though its amount depends on the 
classification of each project,   there are occasions in 
which an investment of 15% to 20% of the necessary total 
on the part of the promoter    may be sufficient to obtain 
any funds needed for the total  investment;  and even dis- 
regarding cases treated so favourably, 4o% may commonly 
be considered the normal percentage of investment to be 
made by the private promoter. 
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I Another favourable facet of official financing | 

•     is the low interest rate usually less than the amount of 

annual inflation, and consequently negative. This same 

characteristic can also be cited for official loans, gran- 

ted through official banking entities, for financing of 

circulating capital. 

In spite of these circumstances, a good number of 

the entrepreneurs interviewed were clearly disinterested 

in obtaining these official credits which they qualified 

as inoperative  in relation to the medium and small-sieed 

firm. On the contrary, in the cane of very large firms - 

rome of them with investments of up to 50 million U.S. S - 

the excecutives interviewed did not show any hostility at 

all in respect to official credit or its concession, de- 

benture or control. 

These last aspects, however, are precisely those 

which seem to constitute the major motive of criticism 

A     and opposition  by the small and medium entrepreneurs who 

showed a hardly favourable attitude to official credit. 

Concretely, the concess ion of credit can demand a detailed 

and costly transaction of 12 to 18 months duration. This 

delay does not seriously affect the large firm which, 

seeminly on more tían one occasion, acts by anticipating 

financing so that the project progresses in its execution, 

being compensated for this effort by obtalning"a posteriori"' 

large sums of cheap money. 

The precision of the controls was another of the 

inconveniences of official credit, found on the part of 

small and medium entrepreneurs. On the other hand, the 

excecutives of large firms exhibited the rigorous documen- 

tation submitted and the detailed expedients for checking 

and authorization of the investments item by item, putting 

more emphasii on the facet of rigor and honesty implied by 

this high level of bureaucracy than on the slowness or the 

A     inconveniences of the same. 
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In an interview held in the Federation of Indus- 

tries in Salvador with a group of 9 Bahian entrepreneurs,    W 

the problem of official credit, and more concretely, the 

necessity of efficient and rapid official aid to the entre- 

preneu with innovative initiatives and ideas, was clearly 

planted, without, however, offering concrete solutions to 

such an important question. 

With relation to the problem of private credit 

to industry, we maintained contact with high executives 

of two private banks* Both coincided in showing the pre- 

ference of their firms for short-term operations, and 

quite especially, for those related to financing classical 

operations, mainly those referring to the traditional 

exports of tobacco and cocoa, so vitally important for 

the Bahian economy* People very familiar with the economic 

system of the State and the country, agreed on the need to 

eliminate conditions of competitive inequality between 

banking and financing associations (authorized to grant 

advantageous interest to their debtors and to make It easier £ 

to borrow money at higher interest rates ) • In their Judg» 

ment, this inequality of conditions constitutes a fundamen- 

tal cause for the markedly conservative policy in the 

concession of credit by private banking* 

It would be of maximum interest, certainly, to 

complement and objectify all this circle c* opinions 

gathered with objective data from the banking entities 

in the State of Bahia* Such data exist, but unfortunately, 

they are very incomplete, since they only allow the balance 

of the consolidated accounts of assets of banking in Bahia 

and Brasil to be known at the end of the exercise - con- 

cretely, the 31.12.1968 - while the minimum necessary would 

have been to have a notice of a monthly balance throughout 

an exercise, or of the annual mean of such balances* 
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r i |      A All in All, and sine« as a last resort they repre» * 

sant an orientâtion, the incomplete figures available have 

been gathered, in absolute terms, in table 1.7.1.; and in 

percentage terms (of Bahia in comparison with all of Braail), 

in table 1.7.2. The results naturally do not take into 

account the seasonal variations in production. Zn spite 

of this fact, it may be useful to comment briefly on them« 

Table 1.7.1. shows that the total figure for loans 

and credit for all banking represents in Bahia 3,2% of the 

national total, so that the net interior product of the 

State is equal to 4,15% of that of Brasil. On the other 

hand, the total loans (4,32%) of Bahian banking with respect 

to the consolidated account for Brasil remains above the 

contribution of said State to the internal production of 

the country. This circumstance can be explained by the fact 

that under the item "other credits'* those granted to the 

public sector are also included. The result ultimately ob- 

tainable is, that the contribution of loans by banking 

0     to productive sectors of the State of Bahia is in proportion« 

when less, with the economic activity of said State. 

From the point of view of sectors, industry cer- 

tainly does not seem to be neglected, in that the slightest 

preference of private credit - relatively more Interested 

and in absolute terms, in the financing of commercial 

activities - is compensated for by the great attention paid 

to the Secondary Sector of the State by Official Banking, 

which dedicates 3,65% of its consolidated balance in the 

country for an industry that only contributes 1,44% of the 

internal industrial product of Brasil• 

The data described, in spite of their obvious im- 

perfections, seem then to confirm many of the opinions 

gathered in the interviews with entrepreneurs, excecutives 

and bankers. Privat credit seems to favor with its prefer- 

ence solid commercial operations before industrial opera- 

te,     tions, nowadays of evident risk. Official credit is abundant 
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r ~i but iti efficiency seems rather to depend on grant, deben- 

tur- and control procedures and the application of somewhat   w 

academic criteria on ocasión - this being the opinion of a 

banker and 3 or 4 small entrepreneurs - in the very plan- 

ning of the operations and in the establishment of selective 

criteria. 

It is important however, not to separate all the 

problematic situations described from the generic problems 

of the monetary policy in Brasil, and more concretely, 

from the policy of "controlled inflation" to which reference 

is made further on. In our opinion, the present circumstan- 

ces and orientations may lead to ah excessive lack of money 

and to evident fomenting of monetary speculation, to both 

of which aspects more extensive reference will be made in 

the second part of the study. As a consequence of this, the 

middle and small firms, forced to acquire their inputs 

under"hard"conditions and obliged by the market to sell 

on credit, come up against very grave problems in financing 

their currency and incur grave interest costs, with serious   £ 

detriment to competitiveness and to their own possibili- 

ties for self financing, both of which aspects were clearly 

detected in the interview. 

Evidently, the process is the opposite for those 

who have at their disposition a favourable endowment of 

their own capital, or the industrial support of basking 

entities with whom they maintain some sort of financial 

entailment. In such circumstances, Official Credit may 

constitute an excellent business for those who - the 

paradox has merit - can finance it with their own means 

and may turn out useless for those who, having initiative 

and sales possibilities, lack their own capital and «re 

not in conditions to wait out the slow transaction of 

official financing. 
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r i 1 TU« apooding up of this lut olaisont, with a viow 

V    to tho »«til and ««diu« firm, could consequently conititut« 
A primary objaetiva of an industrialiaation policyt thora- 

fora, it would bo fitting to lnvostigat« at langth thoaa 
tapacta in tha aocond phaao of tho proaont proJact. 

It is aspacially folt thot application of for- 

mulas similar to "cradit inauranco" could bo of particular 

intoroat. Concrotaly, tha purposa of this would not bo 
to aoporata privata crodit (with its particular sonsa of 
small and claar vision for tha qualification of tha oppor- 
tunity for o paratIons) fron this financing; but rothar 

to allow tho Public Soctor on this baa la, to raduco tho 
risks to a raasonabla limit. 
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1.7.2. TR^MSPORTATION 

The situation and availability of service of tha 

diffarnt transport systems that operate in the State of 

Bahia, have been described with sufficient reflection in 

the study of Infrastructures within this same Part One of 

the Study. From said analysis it can be deduced that mari- 

time transport facilities are inadequate because of the 

deficient port installations of Salvador and Ilhéus, the 

port designated to attend to the necessities not only of 

the Cacauera region, but in general, to all of the Southern 

part of the State, and which should, therefore, be the 

natural embarcation point, from the "Southern Extreme» of 

Bahia, for all wood which is presently detoured to the 

neighbouring ports of the State of Espiritu Santo. 

In respect to railroad tr nsport, they only hold 

certain utility for mining firms, those of oil products, 

construction materials and cement. Railroads are not fre- 

quently used as a means of normal interior transport for 

other types of products. 

The burden of the great amount of interior trans- 

port falls, as is known, on highway transport. In general, 

the availability of this type of transport is adequate 

and few industries visited, signalled any problem in this 

respect. However, the following facets are to be noted: 

.Evan when there exist some large-scale transport firms 

- auch as one called »Estrella del Norte» - the small 

firm predominates in highway transport of good«. Fre- 

quently they are family or individual firms in which 

one or more owners employ two or three vehicles with 

the help - if necessary- of a small number of employe«*. 

.Sine« »-116 is presently th« primary means of trans- 

port from the South to the Horth of Bratil, th« b«st 

transport facilities are found in the localities situ- 

ated along th« saw« (Felr^ de Santana, Jequi4 and 
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I . 99 r i ' Vitoria da Conquista, as major examples); sine« mora 

•        favourable opportunities in volume and price for offe- 

ring of services exist toward the South, transport is 

based on taking advantage of the return of trucks from 

the North toward the industrial »ones from which they 

came« 

•The opening of BR-101. parallel to the coast, will 

improve the availability of transport in the Recon- 

cavo area and more especially in the Cacuera and 

the extreme South; thaae areas, being - as is the 

whole coast - the most densely populated areas of the 

interior of the State, are those which have at their 

disposal a relatively more modest level of transport 

service* 

As a summary of that already sat forth, it is 

fitting to conclude that, as a whole, and thanks to the 

highway transport facilities, the availability of trans- 

£    port services are adequate for the existing industries 

and for those yet to be installed in the State of Bahia* 
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I 1.7.3. COMERCIAL SERVICES FOR INDUSTRY 

In contrast to acceptable faciliti«! observed in 

other services, tha availability of warehouses and «ata* 

bllshments for tha sale of standardised industrial tools, 

standard fabrication of small equipment (electric motors 

and liquid fuels, pumps, valves, etc.) and spares, are by 

all means insufficient in the State of Bahia, which is one 

of the most serious bottle-necks for the industialisation 

process. 

In the care of large siae enterprises the problem 

is being solved by createing large stocks of this type of 

materials, which in the present inflationary situation in 

Brasil, is not considered as a very serious inconvenience 

by the entrepreneurs, because it is interesting for them 

to invest in active materials of easy use, in this situation. 

This policy is certainly not correct nor desirable in a 

normal monetary situation, nor is it an adequate formula 

to obtain competitive cost prices for final products.        £ 

On the other hand, tha small and medium enterprise 

cannot practice - not even if desired - this policy of 

large stocks of equipment, tools and spares. This is re- 

flected in serious inconveniences, such as long inter» 

ruptions of the productive process as a consequence of 

minor damages and high costs to obtain damaged parts or 

equipment. In this respect, visits to industries have 

provided evident examples, such as improvising home made 

spare parts as a provisional remedy, with high costs and 

poor quality, or the necessity of a small category entre- 

preneur, who would have to drive 4,000 km in his own car to 

ft*  to Sao Paulo and return» as the fastest way to replace 

a 30 HP (or less) motor, damaged to an extent in  which 

local repair was impossible and would have been uneconomic. 
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Looking tt these facts detected in a very general- 
ised way during visits to production centers,   it can be 
deducted    that the lack of good service for the industry 
may constitute a serious hindrance for the process of 
industrialisation in the State of Bahia. 

Consequently,  the possibility of establishing in 
one or two strategic points of the  inland industrial ware- 
houses of co-operative type or sponsored by the government 
with some kind of financial help,   is something that should 
be carefully anallsed in subsequent phases of the "Feira 
de Sentane" project.  Evidently it is required to determine 
not only the items to be stored in relation to the necessi- 
ties of the industry,   but also the minimum quantities,  re- 
placement  levels and maximum stocks  for each item,   invest- 
ment to be made and possible formulas to materialise the 
project form the legal and financial points of view. 
Finally,  the best location will have to be determined. 

The present inflationary situation may not be 
attractive for  the participation of large enterprises with 
strong financial availabilities,  however,   from the point 
of view of general interés and production efficiency,   the 
participation of above enterprises  would be highly  interes- 
ting.  Because of that, it will also be necessary to investi- 
gate the probability à program of this nature could offer 
to eventual  participants 
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'      £       î.a.i. immw «wivg 
In i960, date of the last available industrial 

census, there WAS in Bahia, ssid« from construction - 
activity, not included in asm«, « total of 5,960 indus- 
trial establishments employing 50,023 people. 

Th« greatest part of thaw ware small sia« indus- 
tries, which cannot be considered as real manufacturing 
establishments, due to the scarce number of workers 
employed, because of installed driving power or obtained 
production values. 

Lei* than 1,200 establishments had over 5 workers 
less than 800 with 10 or more installed horse power and 
1,300 reaching t production value of over a million of 
cruseiros in 1959 (Table 1*8.1«). 

Looking at these indexas and selecting as the 
£     more significant aspect the number of employed personnel, 

which affects all sorts of activities, it can be said, 
that about 4,600 in the census were hsndicrsft shops, 
out of which almost 1,000 could be considered as small 
or medium sise, and a little over 200 ss medium or large 
firms, with more than 20 employed workers. 

Considering which were the best represented in- 
dustrial fields, emerges a clear vision of the Incipient 
level of industrial development reached in the State at 
that time, essentially linked to the primory develop- 
ment of cartata resources, to the construction activity 
and to the consumption requirements of a population 
whose low standard of living prevents consumption of 
s mayor part of industrial products which are not of 
primary necessity. 

Mining Industry was represented by a total of 

A     29 industries and 7,360 employed people, but of this 
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total tha Ura.it    parcantaga waa covarod by quarry opar- • 
atlona and othor non-matallic minarais (29 firmi with      - 
«,73f pooplt),  Doing avldant,  in ipita of tho abundant 
aatalllc mining raaourcaa.tha «corco dovolopmont of matal- 
lie mining activity,  much »oro moaningful to tho indua- 

triol davalopmant. 

Among procaaaing industrial,  tho groatost numbar 
of oatabliihmanta and amployod pooplo corroapond to food 
lnduatriai and conatrtction mot. rial,  (non-mot al lie minor- 
alo), with «oro than 1,800 firma in ooch activity and al- 
most 10,000 and 8,5O0 «mployod pooplo, roapoctivoly, with 
vmry low ratoa of mmployod poopl« por aatabllshmont, which 
ovidoncoa tho amali aiao of moat of thorn. 

Within food industrio« thar« aro ovar 1,200 firma 
in tho bakary,  confoctionary,  pattry-and ico-croam buai- 
nass, which conatitutai a typical craftamanahip activity, 
omploying 4,500 pmopla. In aocond placo,  with tho highoit ^ 
numbar of firma (221) figura thoia dodicatod to procoaaing 
toaating and grinding of alimontary product!, which in 
many caaai can bo hardly conaidorad aa manufacturing activi- 
ty. And cartain industrial branchaa within thia group of 
industriai woro practically non-axistont  (tharo waro only 
alx fruit and groon vagotablo canning firms, with only 
34 omployaaa). Tha only food induitriai of a cortain im- 
portala waro tho augar planta at a numbor of 13 and with 
2,000 omployaoa. Alioantary paata and biacuita factorioa 
aa wall ai alaughtar housos ahowad an lncipiont davolop- 

mont. 

In tha non-matallic orai aactor atand out thoao 
•atabllanconta anoagad in tho fabrication of roof-tiloa, 
bricks and tiloa,   alio charactoriaod by tholr moraly 
handicraft natura. Tha avorago numbar of workora omployod 
par oatabllahmont ia loos than throa, boing 1,500 tho 
aatablishmanta and 5,500 tho pooplo omployod in.this 
activity. Dua to tha tamil maabar of paopla amployad tha W 
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small entity of lime factories  is remarkable:  183  in total. 
Practically only a cement  plant can be considered  as  true 
industry and  some others engaged in the fabrication of 
cement plecas  and asbestos- cement manufacture. 

Traditional sectors, such as tobacco, with 56 firms 
and 3,170 people, and the textile sector with 104 and 4,311 
respectively,   were also amongst those better represented. 

Among  the latter  it  is  to be noted that the only 
firms of a certain entity were those of spinning and cloths 
essentially cotton,  at a total of six with 2,736 employees. 
Textile establishments,  among them those,engaged in the 
manufacture of hard fibers,   so abundant in the State,   are 
eleo characterised by the small dimension and rusticity 
of many of thair installations. 

Although the chemical sector stands out with a 
high percentage of the total of the  employed population in 
the industry,   it can be said,  that almost the totality is 
concentrated in very specific sub-sectors. On one side, 
there is the petroleum refinery which employs more than 
1,800 people,   and on the other hand are those firms  engaged 
in oil and fat extraction   (mainly vegetal) which number  18 
with 1,371 employees. The remaining sub-sectors were prac- 
tically absent  from the industrial scene of Bahia,   along 
with other sectors that may be considered together with 
the chemical  sector,  for example those of the pharmaceu- 
tical and medical products,  perfumes and soap manufacture 
or plastic goods. 

The development of the wood,  leather and fur in- 
dustry is not In accordane« with the available resources. 

Tha wood sector, wi*h 200 establishments and 1,600 
employed people,  is also characterised by a situation of 
industrial mlnifundlum. 

1 
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The tannery tactor, with 300 firm» and 1,600 people        dfe 
reflecta a aimilar •ituation. On tha othar hand it it    ba- 
•ieally aafajftftf in performing primary operations,  baing   - 
•carealy represented those engaged in tha aanufactura of 
finiahad producta. 

Aa for consumption geoda induatrisa (primary needs), 
auch aa draaaaa, raady mad« clothaa and ahoaa or fumi tura, 
tha predominant aita ia alto vary email, with 31/ aatabliah- 
nanta and l,SSt pao pia tha formar,  and 512 and 1,903 respec- 
tively, tha lattar« 

Vi thin tha clothing aaetor,  moat of tha catabliah- 
menta ara anaaaad in handicraft ahoe-aaklng. 

Vi thin tha furniture lnduetriea there are, without 
deubt, many handicraft ahopa. 

aaetor hae a minimum representation, 
with SS finta and one thouaand worker a. Only two sstabiish- 
aenta have a certain aiae within the beale metallurgy field. 
One angaaad in lead fabrication and the other one in steel, 
with ISO employees each. Porge-ehepe and foundrlea offer 
the charecteriatlca of aaall work-shops. 

In rapeet to othar metal proeaaaing industries,    - 
only thêta of tranaportation material have a certain entity, 
but that meant bat leal ly into account their dedication to 
railway ear repeira, correapondlng to the own railway 
enterprlaea. 

Medianica, electrical and eommunicatlona material 
induattiea can be cena i der ed totally abtönt from tha banian 
lnduttrial teene during the a Ixt le a. 

Sueaearising, with exception of the oil refinery, a 
oament factary, tugar planta, tobacco factorisa, cotton ten- 
tile Industry and vegetal oil extraction, the eon tua ahowa 
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• primary Imi of industrial development, with practically 
handicraft establishments and isolated initiativ«« in the 
various sectors. 

This general view ha» been slightly changad during 
tha last yaara. Th« North««»t industrialisation policy, 
basad on th« SUDCNE incentivas  system,   ( of which th« 
Stata of Bahia has r«c«ntly takan advantage in a special 
way,  by bringing « good deal of th« investments mad« under 
those incentives, by the creation of an adequata  infra- 
structure) has,  in general terms,  originated nothing,  but 
new initiatives not connected to each other,  which for th« 
time being have not been capable to «chiave a radical trans- 
formation in the industial structure, nor to establish a 
firm basis for a future transformation. 

According to data from tha IBGE annual  survey on 
Industry for 1967, which includes  those establishments 
with a certain volume of productions and that may corres- 
pond with those considered as exceeding th« marely handi- 
craft level,  food industries and those of construction 
materials have a decisive importance within the Bah i an 
industrial field,  but followed more closely by tha textile 
and chemical sectors; the latter showing, however,  basically 
oil Industry development and soma large project in the oil 
extraction field. Follow with vary little represantatlon 
those of mechanical, electrical and communications material, 
pharmaceutical products, perfumas,  paper, cardboard and 
plastics (Table 1.8.2.). 

Matallurgy presents  a reaiarkable développant, though 
still far from being considerad oh an adequata lavai, and 
soma others which had a considerable growth,  such as trans- 
portation matarial or natural rubber,  conn«ct«d to th« de- 
velopment of a local market,  stay nevertheless,  at an in- 
cipient lavai. 

1 
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Projects approved by SUM NC and put  into servie« £ 
during the list years,  on which there is no information 
until 1970, undoubtedly are the most important contri- 
butions to tha industry of the statt,  but as has bean said 
thay lack real sansa of integration,  because of which it 
has not been possible to achieve a greater transformation 
of the primary industrial  structure prevailing in the State* 

There are forty three industries in operation until 
the middle of 1970,  created with financial  co-operation 
from this organisation,having also created 8,874 jobs. 

Seven firms were created in the non-metallic 
mineral processing industries sector, with 1,080 jobs,  con- 
centrated basically on cement, concrete and ceramics de- 
rivative« production. 

Of the five metallurgie firms created, with almost 
one thousand five hundred  jobs,  three are engaged in ferro- _ 
alloys production, thus being a largely developed sector, • 
but with little projection on the industialisation of the 
stato. 

Two firms were crooted within the transportation 
sector, with 918 people. Only one of these enterprises 
has a great entity and is presently going through great 
difficulties causad by th«  lack of adequate conditions for 
its development* because of the lack of a real integrated 
complex to avoid uneconomical transportation of finished 
parts and products from on« aid« to the other of the eounrty. 

In the wood sector,  four firms and 822 jobs wer« 
created,   filling a very important void by including in 
theae now industries one of particle boards and veneers. | 

The moat favoured of all was the chemical sector 
with nino projects and 1,920 jobs, but a groat part of these 
joba correspond to an additional development of the vegetal É| 
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0       til aactor, wlthaut havlns craatad a raal tette chaaical 

industry* 

Jafea eraatod in othor soctors havo boon quit« 
lass injertant. Only twa mochanleal firms with 31 • omployoos 
tnraa for aloctricsl and communications notorial, with 4M 
josot ana far plastic products, with 43 poo pio; ono tol- 
tilo with 52} two of drossas and roady «ado elothas with 
351; throa far faad products, with 225) and two for bovor- 
ssos, with 447 paopl«. 
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1.8.2.  GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION ^ 

In respect to geographical distribution of the 
industry within the State,  data on personnel employed in 
the industry by municipalities    included in table 1.8.3. 
are quite significant as to the importance of Salvador 
as  first industrial center of  Bahia as well as  to the • 
remarkable position of Feira de Santana, mainly,   and 
Ilheus,   Itabuna,  Jequié,  Juazeiro and Vitoria da Conquista, 
in particular keeping in mind that more than one half of 
the population occupied within the industry distributed 
in hhe rest of the State is concentrated in the Reconcavo 
area,  near to Salvador. 

If,   in order to get a more resumed and  comprehensive 
view,  we establish as areas of location of industries (and 
therefore,   of its personnel)  those of Salvador,   Feira de 
Santana and"Other possible development centers"   (this con- 
cept includes the municipalities of Ilheus,  Itabuna,  Jequié, 
Juaaeiro and Vitoria da Conquista)  and theMrest of the 0 
State",   as  L% is considered  in table 1.8.4.  in  percentage 
figures,  we may see that on the contrary to what could seea 
at first sight,  the importance of industrial employment in 
the "rest of the State" is continuously increasing,   as a 
consequence of the creation of the Industrial  center of 
Aratú and the growth of the oil refinery,  which corres- 
pond to the municipalities of Simoes Filho and Maragogipe, 
in the Reconcavo area.  This growth is only surpassed 
by Feira de Santana, which appears as the most aggressive 
industrial municipality of all  Bahia. On the contrary the 
relative importance of Salvador as  industrial  center «as 
continuously reduced until 1960;  when it started a recovery 
in that year until 1965,   last year of available data. 
Evolution of municipalities  included in the paragraph "other 
possifcle centers of industrial  promotion" is quite the 
moat surprising:  strong increment from 1940 to  1950,   in 
both absolute and relative terme,   stagnation from 1950 
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I      ^    to 1960 (brief absolute increase, important percentual I 

^    decrease); and clear recession between 1960 to 1965. 

The conclusion which seems to be deducted from 

the review of this evolution of industrial employment in 

Bahia by geographical areas, keeping in mind the apprecia- 

tions that may be obtained from a direct contact with the 

industry of the zone and having established the already 

mentioned strength of Feira de Santana at the start of 

its industrialization process, is that the largest proli- 

feration of industries has taken place recently in the area 

of Reconcavo and the zone Alagoinha» and to the North East 

of the State; in such a way, that the increment of the num- 

ber of industrial employment in the "rest of the State", 

is attributable to a small extent only to little changes 

in the productive structure of other locations in the 

interior of Bahia* 

Naturally, these remarks refer exclusively to the 

0    period between 1940 and 1965 from there are estimative 

data. Subacquei*Ily, the tendency to a more intense indus- 

trialisation of the area of Reconcavo seems to have been 

confirmated and reinforced. Table 1.8.5. includes the jobs 

created or those to be created in function of SUDENE action 

as of 23 September 1970, shows that the Reconcavo area 

will take 80% of this creation of Jobs. The participation 

of Salvador will be really low, but it will also be low 

in a point as important as Feira de Santana, not to speak 

of the "rest of the State" (which includes in this table 

the "possible centers" of the preceding ones) to which only 

11,6% of created or to be created Jobs correspond. 

The present evolutive trend of geographical dis- 

tibution of the industrialization process in Bahia, has 

probably strong sociological roots and perhaps it can be 

explained as the result of two forces. On one side is the 

action of public administration that promotes the industry 

£   towards the interior of Bahia; on the other side a natural 

desire of the executives to continue living in Salvador* 
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The result is * growing belt of industry in the ««concavo 

and the Northeast of the Stat«, namely a belt of 50/SO km 

around Salvador. 

Being large industries and planned with a view to 

markets wider than the local ones, it is obvious that thia 

solution "half way" between the urban congestion and the 

penetration in the interior is totally convincing. Such is 

the case of the industrial center of Aratu, so «xcelently 

located near the town, near the airport and near Todos os 

Santos Bay, which affords it the opportunity of having its 

own port. But aside from these industrial process of higher 

importance, all seems to indicate that the tendency to con- 

centrate the industry in the area of R«concavo may result 

extremely strong, therefore any action directed to expand 

the industrialisation process towards the interior of the 

State will be welcome, obviously on the basis of an action 

that"concentrates the dispersion" in a certain numb«r of 

industrial centers. 
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rood,   Beverage and Tobacco  Industries 

The group of industries deriving from agricul- 
tural and catlle is (as it was pointed out when review- 

ing the composition of  the census)the industrial  sector 

more widely represented.    Considering food,   beverage and 

tobacco  industries,   in   1960  there  were over  2,000 esta- 
blishments widely  distributed all   over  the  State,  al- 
though  the  majority were of  small   size and  practically 

cf a craftsmanship nature.     The most important  esta- 

blishments covered by    IBGE  surveys for 1967 were less 
than four hundred. 

Taking this last figure as the «ore meaningful 
of the industrial  activity,   we can  find 219  in  the food 

sector,   with over   7,000 employees,   120 in the tobacco 

sector,   with over  22,000 employees and 158 in the bevera- 
ge sector with 1,600 employees. 

Among the  first we  find the Sugar works  in respect 

to their larger sizej  the number of them has been reduced 
during the last years as a consequence of  the crisis ex- 

perienced by the sector,  which needs an adequate re-struc- 
turation  toward fully competitive units. 

The cereal  mills established in Salvador have    a 

certain importance,  as  the satisfactorily cover the ne- 
cessities of Bahia. 

Also included among the grinding,   toasting, and 
processing of foodstuffs,  sub-factor which is the most 

widely represented,   there is a good number of cocoa in- 

dustries concentrated in the vicinity of Ilheus and I- 

tabuna and is an activity sufficiently developed con- 
sidering the conditions of cocoa world market which is 
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r i subj«ct to strong competition among coco« growing coun- 
tri«» which impairs development of processing in th« W 
countri«« of origin to th« desirable «Kt«nt.    However, 
th«r« 1« « lack of dtriv«tiv« industri««,  adequate «t 
least for th« necessities of th« Brasilien market. 

Th« processing of coff«« in th« St«t« takee 
place in small sis« units,  adequate to yoc«r ntc«»siti«s 
of th« local market.    Ov«r 10,000 tons were obtained 

in 1967. 

Ths »lim«nt«ry p««t« «nd biscuit industry has 
•xp«ri«nc«d • consid«rsbl« growth th« last ysars,  fun- 
damentally promoted by th« dynamics of th« very market. 

Oth«r isor« important establishments sr« th« 
slaught«rhous«s, wh«r« an integral production process 
does not tak« plac« as it would be d«air«d and hav« 
to stand th« som«times unfair competition of those of 
smallar sis«, which are l«ss strict with certain legal Q 
prescriptions (sanitary and fiscal).  Only 2,366 tons 
of r«f rlg«rat«d cow meat production was recorded in 1967. 

The productive lines more weakly represented 
and in need of a    certain stimulation are the dairy 
and cannery industries for fruits and vegetables,  as well 
as moat and fiah,  th« lattar b«ing absent from th« indus- 
trial  fi«ld in spite of interesting lasting possibilities 
from th« vi«w point of th« mark«t as woll as procurement 

of raw materials« 

The beverages sector is «or« widely developed 
altogether. The production of alcoholic beverages from 
sugar may no doubt need a re-structuration parallel to 
that of the sugar industry altogether,  but the istalled 
capacity is sufficient to cover mark«t d«mand.    Only 
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Ä until recent tin»! could It be Justified by virtu« of 
' local market development, tho development of boor in- 

dustry among tho alcoholic beverages production, taking 
into account tho lack of local raw material for th« 
evolvement of tho wine induttry.    Among tho non-alco- 
holic bovoragos tho dogroo of development roachod by 
tho induttry aeems to ba sufficiont to covar local demand» 
although som« thinking ahould bo «ado towards widor 
markets for fruit Juica«, aapocially tropical fruits, 
on which sono attempts, not quiota satisfactory, wara 
nada in racant yaara. 

Tho tobacco industry is tha most dovolopod among 
all thoaa doriving fro« tha agricultural and cattlaraiaing 
activity«    Thar« aro productivo unita in Bahia which moot 
tho raqui ramón t s of th« hi ghost tachnological lovol. 
Howovor,  somo of th« most important companios ara going 
through a situation not fr«« of difficult!«« as a con- 
aoqucnc« of organisation and handling probloms. One« 

0 difficulties ar« overcom«,th« existing iniciativas are 
no doubt sufficiont to guarantee a continued expansion 
in this sector with large poaaibilities in view of tho 
abundance and quality of local raw materiale. 

The Bahian cigarette production in 1967 was 
over 2,316 million units, or 26* of Brasili cigars pro- 
duction amounted to more than 57,5 million or 61* off 
total Brasilien production, and processed tobacco pro- 
duction was over 205.000 tons which was also over one 
fourth of the country's total production. 

Bahian textile industry was r «pre earn t«d in th« 
Census of 1960, but a total of over one hundred ostamiieh- 
stents with 4,300 paepl« employed. 
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According to IBGE ttvon years Uttr,   in their _*_ 
»urvey covering only estabiiahments of larger site,  tho * 
number had increaeed to 162 with 6,200 people employed. 

At for r#idy Mde manufacture» (including »hoe- 
«»icing) tho number of eatabliahments covered by the 
Census wae 617 with 1858 employee»,    in 1967 there were 
only 64 of large aise,  with almost 1,700 employee». 

The activity of the textile sector ia centered 
baaically on two productive lines,  cotton spinning and 
feerica,  and processing of hard fibers (mainly aisal). 
The latter being the one that experienced a larger growth 
during the last years,  talcing advantage of the boom of 
these fibers in international markets.    However,  the 
moat important induatriea are the cotton spinning mills 
which were affected in the paat by a general  crisis, 
deriving rather fro« progressive replacement of cotton 
fabricaa by man mad« and aynthetic fibers aa well as 
mixed fibers. Q 

The siaal induatry does not go beyond the simple 
work of primary processing of this fiber for export pur- 
pose», and in some cases it does not reach tho level of 
rosi manufacturing procesa. 

The industry of the ready made srticlea in cen- 
tered on the shoe-making sub-sector,  as well aa ready 
•»do clothes of popular type to be absorbed by local 
markets.    The establishment» of "this type aro of a small 
also in general, and are of a practically craftemenship 
nature.    This induatry la in a primary stage of develop, 
mtjnt which does not oven meet the demand of the interior 
market,  in which tho industries of Southern Brasil have 
a firm position due to their adequate manufacturing and 
commercial organisation. 
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The main productions of the textile end clo- 

thing lector in 1967 were: cotton fabrics 18,868,549 m 

(for 14,342 thousands of N Cr.) jute fabrics: 2,463,965m 

(for 1,785 thousand« of N Cr), and shirt manufacturing 

reached 202,099 units (for 883,000 N Cr) which evidences 

the little development reached since it does not reach 

but 1,55%, 4,72% and 1,15% respectively of Brazil's 
production. 

Metal industries 

In spite of the availability of abundant mining 

resources, there is no real basic metal industry suffi- 

ciently developed and much less the derivative metal 

processing industries» 

In 1960 the scene of the metal industries was 

desolating« There ware less than 100 industrial esta- 

blishments, even including those of natural transporta- 

tion, although not all of them are in the metal field, 

the number of employons did not reach 2,000. 

In 1967, even considering larger establishments 

only, this group of industries was better represented« 

The Industries of a certain importance reached a similar 

figure and the number of employees exceeded 2,500. 

Basically, among these industries there is a 

non-ferrous industry engaged in lead production, and two 

companies of ferroalloys recently established which use 

mining resources of the State, besides an electric steel 

mill and foundry, Tho rest of the basic metallurgy 

industry is practically non-existent, because there are 

only foundry and workshops of very rudimentary charac- 
teristics. 
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Among the procuring induatrlea, boiler making      A 

establishments are the moat important, andthia is no 

doubt, on« of th« moat davolopad motal sectors, thora 

la «von an axcaaa of instailad capacity in connoction 

with th« praaont markat daman. 

Important ara alao aome of the existing ship- 

yards basically engaged in the repairs or construction 

of amali unita, thia activity ia combined with heavy 

ballar making. 

The automobile industry la represented by a 

chaaais making company, which was a recent and unfortu- 

nate establishment, since it lacka the adequate in- 

duatrial framing| there are aome body making ahopa which 

exception made of the one recently eatablished are 

nothing but handicraft lumber yarda, which have been a 

complete aucceaa in aome cases in spite of their rus- 

ticity. 

• 

Together with thia,  some highly specialised and 
recently established companies connected to oil pros- 
pection and market generated by« them, are using imported 
forged parts ss raw material. 

Factors auch aa the hardware closely connected 
to an expanding market auch aa construction are scarce- 
ly represented and do not even cover the barest local 
necessities.    There are sesso nsil fsctorlaa and one 
that manufactures hinges. 

L 

The same thing happons with the production of 

eojuipmont goods, oven those of simplest technology for 

which the interior market is sufficient, such aa tools 

and amali engines for the agricultural sector mainly. 
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The production of tools with true industrial charac- 

teristics has been started recently. 

Chwuical and Petrochemical Induatrv 

Chemical and petrochemical industry in Bahia 

was basically represented until recent date by the 

Landulfo Alves oil refinery and a numerous group of 

establishments engaged in the extraction of vegetable 

oils. In fact, the 1967 Census showed a total of 57 

chemical establishments with 3,497 employeesj 14 of 

medicinal and pharmaceutical products with 90 emplo- 

yees} 124 of perfumes, soap and'candlesticks with 403 j 

and 9 of natural rubber, with 110 employees. Among 

the first ones, the refinery absorbed 1,863 workers and 

18 establishments of oil extraction with 1,371 workers. 

The rest of the establishment classified within the 

chemical group were handicraft shops, such as the 2 7 

engaged in the fabrication of fireworks materials or the 

other 11 engaged in the fabrication of various chemicals, 

same as all the pharmaceutical perfumes and soaps and 

natural rubber due to little labour used. 

In 1967 the scene had changed slightly, since 

the important enterprises amounted to 150 in total and 

the number of workers was 7,000. This change was the 

result of the espansions of the refinery and the esta- 

blishment of some oil industries of high importance. 

Aside from these achievements, a certain development 

of the natural rubber sector could be pointed out, par- 

ticularly in the field of the rerubberizing of car tyre 

tubes, as well as fabrication of articles of medical 

use| a plant was installed which greately covers the 

Brasilien market demand and exports to other countries. 

A basic chemical industry continued to be non- 

existent to meet at least th« demand of local market, 

and in order to develop industries of finished chemical 
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productsi es trail es pharmaceutical and medicinal or 

fertilisers and insecticidea. 

Tha oil rofinary which could bo ona of tho be- 

aic links for tho induatrial development of tha Stota, 

continuad to ba on isolated reality. 

Tha chemical production of the «tate was besi- 

colly synthetized in that year as fol own 

1 

Liquefied gas 156953 m 

Gasoline ( cars) 950949 " 

Gas oil 558485 » 

Diesel oil 624504 " 

Kerosene 227787 « 

Asphalt 36837 " 

Paraffin 133 " 

Propane 1375 " 

Solvents 6468 " 

Others 557 » 

sui 

Cocoa butter 22237 Tm. 

Donde oil 9726 " 

Spurge oil 22997 " 

9thfF BF94ucta 

lose glycerine 27 Tm. 

Compound fertilisers 623 " 

Soaps 11080 " 

Recapped tyres 65318 H 

L 

Here recently the scone has chengod considerably. 

Together with tho start-up of several chemical projects 

which guarantee ot least a serios of bosic productions 

which appear excellent prospects for the development of 
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I     A      * petrochemical industry taking advantage of the oppor- ' 

tunities offered by local oil resources. Presently there 

are 13 petrochemical projects in phase of construction 
or operation, as well as another 12 which are being re- 

viewed by the responsible organisations in order to 
obtain financing. 

If efforts are intensified in this sector, the 
scene will be entirely different within a few years, the 
more traditional sub-sector such as oil and soap manu- 
facture will have to start re-structurating, taking into 
account the excess of exisiting capacity in the first 

one and rudimentary characteristics of the second% A 

concentration and re-location of these establishments 
would have to be made. 

It is also possible that certain lines of che- 
micals can be developed for consumption or support to 

agriculture based on possibilities of petrochemistry 
as well as on progressive growth of the Bahian merket. 

It is more difficult to think of an additional 
development of a base chemical industry unless adequate 
resources are searched and found. 

Non-Metallic Ore Mineral Processing Industries; 

As it happens within all primary industrial 
structure this is a widely represented sector. When 
commenting the 1960 Census it was pointed out that it 
was the sector employing a larger number of people 
(8,525), after the food industries with a high number 

of establishments (1,894) and of a very small sise. 

The activities of industries engaged in tiles 
for roofs, bricks and terra-cotta tiles manufacture 
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which amount to 1,533 with 5,442 people could be par- 
ticularly considered as of a handicraft nature. 

In 1967, however, the number of establishments 
of major importance amounted to 259 with 6,000 employed 

people, thus evidencing an unquestionable development of 
the Sector, which has increased in the last years as a 

consequence of the boom of the construction activity by 
reason of the plans of infrastructure and housing. The 
exisiting cement industry has been increasing slowly, 
eliminating tho bottlenecks experienced by market. This 
allowed the manufacture of derivative products which 
practically cover a large variety of products. 

Only the glass making industry is exclusively 
absent, as well as sanitary ware. On the other hand, the 

ceramics and tile manufacture has been widely developed, 
thus resuming an old Bthian production. 

The following figures are indicative of the basic 
production of the sector in 1967: 

L 

- Quick lime 39,677 Tons 
- Hydrated lime 32,671  » 
- Portland cem»nt 184,553  » 
- Asbestos—cement plates 466,611 m2 

- Cereale tiles 25,735 m2 

- Tiles 94,437 m2 

- Glased ware 250 units 
- Clay roof tiles 11,394 thousands/units 
- Cement bricks 610  "       » 

These quantities ranging between 4 and 9% of 
the total Irasilian production, cover the major r»ce- 
ssities of Bahia. 
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Other industri?? 

Other industries to be mentioned within the 

industrial scene of Bahia are the lumbeç furniture and 

tanning industries.  The rest of them, aside from Gra- 

phic Arts of a merely local value have no meaning 
whatsoever. , 

The lumber industry which was represented in the 

Census of 1960 by a total of ?00 establishments with 

more than 1,700 people, has not achieved a development 

in accordance with the resources of the State in spite 

of these figures.  It is basically an industry in pri- 

mary transformation.  It is true that it has experienced 

a growth, for in 1967 the more important establishments 

were 126 with more than 2000 people employed.  Particle 

boards and fine wood processing industries have been 

created recently, as said, but the banic lumber activity 

is limited to sawing, connected to forestry operations. 

The furniture making industry has a merely lo- 

cal projection.  It covers carpentry shops, handicraft 

shops or custom type furniture ships, more connected to 

existing market than to the use or local raw material. 

The number of furniture making industries in 

1960 amounted to more than 500 with nearly ?,000 emplo- 

yees, which implies a size of less than 4 workers per 

establishment.  The most important 93 industries employ 

5,000 workers, they also do not show a much larger sis«. 

The leather and furs industry represented by 

300 industries and 1,600 workers in 1960, also a size 

of almost handicraft nature. In 1967 the most important 

••tablishments were only 31 with 800 workers» same as 

in the lumber sector its development is inadequate to 

the resources of the State.  There is an abundant 
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export of untanned leathers and furs, and the Bahian 

tanning industry is centered basically in the first 

transformation.  There ara practically no finishing 

shops, nor any for the manufacture of final leather 

products, excepting footwear, which as mentioned is of 

a handicraft nature.  In general the sector lacks an 

adäquat« technology. 

Tanned leathers do not meet in all cases the 

quality requirements necessary. 
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I.e.4.     DEVELOPMENT  PROSPECTS 
1 

The most immediate prospects for the integral 

industrial development of Bahia, talcing into account 

the characteristics of existing industry with its lack 

of interconnection and incipient level of development 

in almost all sector must be found in the utilization 

of all those natural resources which can be exploited 

in the most immediate manner. 

There are, no doubt, oil and mining resources 

in general, since for agricultural and cattle resources 

a previous development of the sector is required. 

The petrochemical field could be therefore as 

hown by the numerous existing projects,  one of the 

pillars of the Bahia industrial development. 

The other field is basic metallurgy. The first 

place of the minerals to be exploited is taken by copper. 

Together with these basic sectors, a re-struc- 

turation of some traditional industries has to be made, 

anr' which have reached an unquestionable level of develop- 

ment, but are showed or even forced into recessive si- 

tuations due to their own inadequate structure at present. 

This, fundamentally, is the case of tobacco, sugar and 

vegetable oils, and up to a certain extent the cotton 

textile industry, for which a modernization is impera- 

tive in order to conform to new market trends. 

L 

If It is also desired to create a genuine in- 

dustrial climate and extend the industrialization to 

the various geographical envioornments of the State, 

the existing industrial picture should be completed 

looking for new opportunities, both in function of the 

market and of the resources, or looking for an industrial 

interconnection which does not exist today, as intended 

by the present proloct. 
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Ä 2.1.    i:-TTRCr'ì'CTTON 

With both   the conditional  factors  of development    and 

the  industrial   production  structures existing in Bahie ha 

vinrj been  analysed,   it now behoves us  to  Login the inves- 
tigation of the  possibilities  for industrializing the in- 
terior of  the   said  State.  This work,  however,  requires  aa 
a first  step in its  completion the adopting  of some sort 

of  development  strategy which nay constitute the guiding 
rule  in the selection of the  actions whose   subsequent  cx^ 

mining  is  to be recommended.  The general   lines of the    — 
strategies to be  adopted in the  specific case of this pr^o 

ject  are  clearly indicated,   in other respects,  in point 
..•'   1.03 of the  technical specification of  the contract — 
v/hich establishes the following criteria as & basis for 

the  selection of industries: 

a) The using of the area's natural  resources which 
at the present moment are not being used to the 
full,   whether the said resources  are mining far- 

ming or forestry resources. 

b) The utilising of the opportunities that, as re- 
gards auxiliary or subsidiary industries, may be 
represented by petroleum and petrochemical develo 

pments in operation and being planned; as well as 

those derived from the plants already set up, or 
to be   set up,  in the Industrial Center of Aratú. 

C) The using of the possibilities offered by the in- 

dustrial market of the South of Brazil for the — 
production and marketing by Bahlan firms of inter^ 
mediate industrial goods whose present supply is 

inadequate for the needs and demands of the large 

Brasilian final industry. 
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These contractual prescriptions have certainly been 

a great help for the orientation of the team of experts'       W 

enquiries which have been carried out both by the direct 

interviewing of businessmen and the examining of the data 

previously obtained in the "Prograna de Industrializaçao 

do Interior" polls fron various industries in the interior 

of the State. Nevertheless, as was to be expected, the on 

quiries madein accordance with this initial orientation 

have brought to light new facets and partial aspects of 

obvious significance for the industrial development of -- 

the interior of the State of Brhia (on facilitating grea- 

ter knowledge of the economic structure of the Country in 

g^r.oral and the area investigated in particular), with — 

the obtaining of the subsequent possibility of reinforcing 

and specifying the strategic bases for selecting industries. 

In fact, this interaction between the making of thc^o 

retic development models for firns in the interior and — 

the obtaining of new real data, through contact with the 

actual Banian industry, has been successively repeated —     4fe 

throughout the survey, thus allowing a gradual purifying 

of the investigation carried out. 

However, in order to avoid any possible deviation — 

fron the facts in the partial analyses made, working mee- 

tings were periodically held with the Project Manager of 

U.N.I.D.O. and with the Secretary of Industry and Confer- 

ee of the State of Bahia and his immediate collaborators» 

In practice, these meetings have, without any doubt at — 

all, been one of the most useful and positive aspects of 

the methodology adopted, since, apart from having facili- 

tated adequate information on the progress of the work, 

they have also made the exchange of ideas and the inter ox 

tion of efforts possible. 
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ä Naturally,   the  text in which  tho recuite  of  a work 
^ ero presented  cannot be based  on a  purely historical cxhi 

citionist order,   because that  would  probably bo  misguiding 
or,  at  least,   tiring for  the reader,   more especially when 
the analysis;,   as  in the  caso oí   this  survey,   has  been    in 
practice developed   in a cycle  form through repeated examl 
nation,   in growing   profundity,   of  en identical   theme.  Ho- 
wever,   it would  also be misguiding  and uneasy  to present 
the final results  in the text  without bearing witness    to 
the basic analysis  made for achieving them.  Therefore,  -- 
whilst taking  an intermediate position,  the results obta¿ 
ned will be shown hereunder in  accordance with  the main 
logical  stages of  the survey carried out,  which  are as — 
-ollows» 

1. The setting up of basic strategies for develop- 
ment,   as regards the preselection of productive - 
lines whose encouragement may be considered. 

2. Preselection of productive lineswith possible de- 
velopment  in the area. 

3. Specifying  of the methodology for specific inves- 
tigation of the preselected  lines. 

4. Investigation of the preselected production  lines; 
review of  selective strategies and criteria;     and 
final   selection of the  lines to be produced for 
those which are considered  convenient for recom- 
mending as  regards the  subsequent carrying out of 
surveys for implementing them. 

The detailed examination of each of these four basic 
investigation  stages is done as follows. 
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2.2.   "\ZTZ   STRATEGIES  ?C2  TI!"   INDUSTRIAL  DilV^lOPMEMT   OF 

•    BAHIA 

i 
Every regional development process promoted by moans 

of economic policy actions is, compulsorily, a corrective 
tack for the tendencies which can be observed in the eco- 
nomy of the said area; these are tendencies whose effects 
are considered as being not very adequate or which show, 
in an overall way, prospects of leading to unsatisfactory 
situations  over a moro or less  long term. 

Naturally, the strategies of this regional action ha 
ve to be laid down in relation to the economical dynamics 
•..'.-.one modification is being considered. These dynamics — 
should therefore be analysed and evaluated with regard to 
their present or future results and described in connec- 
tion with their fundamental components. Only in this way, 
whilst being aware of the general aims to be reached, is 
it possible to ascertain the aims and means of the regio- 
nal policy  to be taken up. 

The purposes of the industrialization policy for the 
interior of the State of Bahia were described in the in- 
troduction to this survey, just as was done in the techni 
cal specificat ions of the project. So also were the hu— 
nan resources, the substructures, the services and the i^ 
dustrial production of the State of Bahia examined in the 
First Part of this survey. It only remains, there-fore, to 
proceed to an analysis, even though it may be r.upe:. ficial, 
of the general nature of the present economic dynamics of 
Brazil, which obviously constitute the ultimate condition 
of greatest importance for the present develcpment pros- 
pects of Banian industry. 
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.2.1. ?:AI:: CH/.^ACT^.KICTICS OF TUS ERAZILIAíI ECONOMY 

I 
With no more  pretension than that of  an elementary 

examination of  the  most outstanding  aspects,  we may begin, 
then,  by  analysing   some of the basic traits of the pre- 
sent economic  structure of Brazil. 

With  an area of  8.5 million Km2,   Brazil  stretches — 
from the North parallel 5Q16'19" to the South parallel 
33P45'C9M,  and from this immense territory,  the following 
large natural  regions can be described} 

. The tropical  basin of the Amazon 

. The "mato" or high lands of the interior 

.  The "scrtao"  or wide,   semi-desert  like strip  in — 
the N.E. 

.  The tropical  humid coartai  strip in the N.E. 

.  The coast-hugging subtropical  strip in the South, 
between the  river Paraná and the Coast. 

Foruilr.tion 

The population of Brazil (tables 2.2.1. to 2.2.3) — 
lias risen from 9.9 million inhabitants in the first "ccn— 
sus in 1872 to 71 million in 1960. The estimated populat- 
ion for 1970 (the census results and their analysis end 
presentation have not yet been worked out) is 95.3 rail linn, 
and it is expected to reach 100 million by 1972, since — 
the present rate of growth in the country is 3% per your, 
one of the highest   in the world. 

This  population,   which has  evolved  so quickly,   hcz 
found  sufficient vital  space for   settling  and t'..cro   still 
exists  as  a reserve  the big demographic vacuum  in the     — 
Mcrth  and Mid-West,   areas which   arc  G3% of the  country's 
surface  area  and which only take up 8.9% of the population 

of  Brazil. 
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I ^ However,   there exist  areas whose demographic growth 
w ir:   clowcr  than  that of  the rest  of  the country.   Such in 

the cace of the North-East whose natural characteristics, 
so oft mentioned, provoke cmigration-to-tho-South phenonp 
na as compared to a high birth right. All together, this 
area had 4.64 million inhabitants in 1872 which represen- 
ted 46.7% of  the population,   of  Brazil,  whilst  in the  
1960 census  the population,   which was 22.4 million,  was 
only 31.6% of the total. 

Up to  1920,   the solution  to the problem of   settling 
a population on the increase was found,  almost  exclusive- 
ly,   in the  cultivation of new  land or in the  advancing of 
the  cattle raising frontiers,   so  that,   in 1920,   the popu- 
lation of  the big cities   (Delem,   Fortaleza,  Recife,   Selva 
dor,  Rio,   Sao Paulo,  Curitiba,   Porto Alegre and  Bello Ho- 
rizonte to which  later was  added the federal capital,   Bra 
silia)  only  represented 9.4% of that of the whole country, 
which is  a proportion that showed  a modest increase over 
the percentage that the same  population showed  with regard 
to the country's total  in the  first census of  1872,   which 
was  7.15%.   Later,  when industrialization began,   these ten, 
dencies were noticeably changed,   so that in 19 70 the popju 
lation of  these  large cities  is  estimated  at  18  million, 

.    equivalent to  19% of the  total  population of Brar.il.   Kow£ 
ver,   this must not be interpreted in the sense  that  there 
.j,:-Gts  a big  exodus from the  land,   because movement en — 
masse  from  the  lana to the  industries has still   not  come 
about  in Brazil. 

Tv'-'  first   rector 

Agricultural  and cattle  production  (tables   2.2.4  to 
2.2.11}   in  principle reasonably ensures the feeding of — 
thin  growing  population,   and  no  serious preoccupation on 
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Ir."  matter exists for the near future, although the obser_ 

valions to bo nade later on the distribution of income —     ^ 

zr.C  lev; purchasing power of a great part of the population 

r.uct be berne in mind. It is true that the specific pro— 

bl'.:.-. of the limited wheat production is raised, which pro, 

duc.icn is concentrated, because of the tropical and sub- 

tropical climate, in the extreme South of the country — • 

(Rie Grande do Sul), where wheat is obtained for covering 

only a part of the small per se consumption of the coun- 

try. The cheapness of this domestic production, closely - 

linked to the subject of foreign trade, is a subject 

v:hich is very difficult to analyse, and is completely ci.ú_ 

side the objects of the present survey. In any event, the 

present gobernnent policy is to increase the wheat produce 

tier, and reduce the imports. 

Other ceareal growing (essentially rice - 6,600,000 

metric tons - and maize, 12,300,000 metric tons, whereas 

the situation of oats, barley and rye is, like wheat, de- 

ficient) contributes to the covering of this food gap  of      _ 

a low wheat consumption. But basically, as in other tropj_     ^ 

cal areas, tapioca is the basic substitute for wheat. Ta- 

pioca production is 29,200,000 metric tons, which repre- 

sents a "per capita" production of 850 grammes a day. 

Other important products for the interior food con— 

sumption, according te lOC'ù  darà, are kidney beans     

{.ê/,00,000 metric tons) from amongst non-green vegetables; 

the sweet potato and the yam from amongst the tubcr 

pL.r.ts; onion, tomato, garlic and all the wide rango of 

tropical fruits whose total production possibilities (for 

domestic consumption and for export) are still not boi..g 

ta:;cn up, mainly through a lack of an adequate preserving 

a:.e transforming industry. 

Reference to the typical export crops has been it :\. 

to the last: Coffee, (a very variable production, bctv/c :-; 
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Ä 20 and 40 million bags) , Cocoa (150,000 to 190,000 metric 
• tens) and sugar cane (around 76 million metric tone) — 

or.ong.rt focd crops; Sisal hc;r.p (around 330,000 Tm); TobajC 

co (258,000 Tri); Cotton (almost 2,000,000 Tm production, 

but now without the prominence it had before the 1930 cr¿ 

sis) and other textiles and oil producers from amongst in 

dustrial crops. 

A total of 92 million head of cattle and about 65 nd 

¡..lion pigs is a basic reserve of food, together with 3D rni 

Ilion head of sheep and goats, and some 285 million poul- 

try (turkeys, hens, etc.). Meat production runs in excess, 

and therefore there is a nett export balance. Egg product- 

ion is close on 9 dozen per inhabitant per year. Milk pro^ 

duction (only 7,000 million litres) is insufficient, as a 

result of the biological characteristics of the indo-Bra- 

zilian cattle, and this makes it necessary to import big 

shipments of powdered milk. 

f| Fishing, with a figure of 414 million Kgs. caught, 

and 71 million crustaceans in 1968 could, without doubt, 

be increased if both the fishing fleet and the marketing 

were to be improved and, even further, if the preserving 

industry were to be encouraged. With regard to hunting, 

wild mammal and reptile skins are obtained on a large sca_ 

le. 

The big forestry reserves nowadays bring total self 

sufficiency in timber, with a positive export balance, 

and as regards quality, it is important to emphasise the 

fine tropical timbers. A fact that is likewise worth poin, 

tine out w^h reference to the usefulness of the forestry 

reserves is the big production of charcoal, nearing one 

r,illinn tons, which is an inevitable result of the lack 

in Hra::il of fuels. 
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Indeed, Brésil has a relatively low (5 million Tm. ) 

pv.. auction of mineral coal ana her present oil operations, 

wi.h a production of 9.5 million cubic metres, in 195S ~ 

scarcely covered «10% of the country's needs. Refining is 

definitely oriented towards obtaining domestic petroleum 

and fuel-oil in order to meet the problem of the lack of 

In closing the cycle of the analysis of the extract- 

ion industry, we must refer to the big reserves (many of 

them not yet evaluated) of hematite and ores of copper, 

iced, manganese, antimony, barium, etc., the exploitation 

of ¿he greater part of which has not yet reached full de- 

velopment in relation, at times, to economic interés Le so_ 

mewhat remote from those of the country itself. Exception 

must be made as regards iron ore since hematite exporte 

(15 million Tm. from a total of 25 million Tm. produced) 

in 1968 exceeded in value (1G4 million U.S. $) even 

foreign sales of such tradition as cocoa, and were only 

surpassed by cotton, sugar and, of course, coffee exports. 

L 

Processing Industries , 

Brazilian industrialization was begun in practice in 

the decade of the 1940s, in relation with the good oppor- 

tunity created by the second world war and post-war period 

fcr self supplying of manufactured goods in countries -- 

with a lew industrial development. 

The Brazilian process industry grew centred ii the — 

^-iangle of £:o Paulo - Rio - Bello Horizonte. In fact, 

ir. i£¿5, 67.2% of industrial employment in Brazil - (only 

processing industries, excluding building and cxtracting 
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• incustriec)  - was  concentrated  in the States  of Sao Pau- 
lo, Guc.ncbara and Rio. The percentage WûG even higher in 
certain key rectors: 92.4% for the mechanical engineering 
ir.." :rtry; 92.S% for the electric material and communie" — 
tior.s industry; 0 5.1% for transport equipment industry} 
55.2% for the cork process industry; 7G% for the chemical 
industry; 99.7% for the pharmaceutical industry; 79.2% — 
fer the perfumery industry; 95.3% for the plastic matéri- 
els industry; 70.9% for the publishing industry; 73.7% — 
for the property industry; 72.9% for the furnishing indus, 
try; 73.7 for miscellaneous industries. If production we- 
re measured in sales figures, perhaps more than 80% of — 
Brazilian industrial production is concentrated in the — 
triangle Rio - Sao Paulo - Bello Horizonte. The fundamen- 
tal vertex of this triangle is, however, Seo Paulo, which 
absorbs almost 52% of the industrial population of the c£ 
untry Just on its own. 

We are faced then - and this is the important thing- 
with an integrated industrial area, whose industrial di— 
mencions arc, in addition, reaching b/els of competitive- 
ness on an international scale, both in the final industry 
stage, and in the auxiliary and subsidiary industry. The- 
re even exist symptoms of oversize in certain lines of pr£ 
duction with an average added value that, situated in — 
this industrial triangle in the South, seem to have adop- 
ted production fleures per plant that are higher than tho 
so desirable, without yet beginning a decentralising pro- 
cess which would reduce unnecessary costs both as regards 
transport and especially,  bureaucratic ones. 

Other  average type sectors  that are not   so specific^ 
lly linked to the Rio-Sao Paulo-Bello Horizonte triangle, 
have also been  attracted by the  Southern States,  mainly 
by Rio Grande.   Such is the case with the food,   skin and 
leather  and textile industrias. 
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\ ;:o of  tho   Domo-tic Product   r.rxl   the Worfcln- 

Pcrulr-tion 

1 
prir-r 

Thc considerations carried out in relation to the -- 
ry end secondary sectors of the Br o eil i an economy •• 

sufficiently frame the role remaining to be played by the 
service sector, adequate at first in its development in - 
the industrial zone of the south and even in the great -- 
concentration of people in the rest of the country, but 
inefficient in the rural arcasi competitive in banks, — 
trensport and incurence, on a small scale in the wholesa- 
le and retail trade, especially in the food business} 
strongly developed, in conclusion, in the public services 
subsector. 

A significant detail that may give a clear idea of — 
the relative importance of the service sector and of the 
other two production sectors is that of the percentage — 
distribution of the nett domestic product at the cost of 
the factors of whose development the following table t^i 
mated by the Cetulio Vargas foundation bears exact witness* 

fetors 1242 1959 12£Z 
Primary 26.4% 21.1% 16.0% 

Secondary 23.2% 29.5% 31.4% 
Third SO. 4% 49.4% 50.6% 

The considerable importance of the  services, together 

with the advance made by the industriel  sector, are cer- 

tainly made patent in this table. 

With regard to the distribution of the working popu- 
lation according to sectors, data obtained by the experts 
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Develop- 

ment in their report "Economic Growth of Brazil, Problems 
and Prospects" give as a recuit the following distribution 

of the working population of Brazil in 1960t 
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r "•" ~i »     ^ The total value of the Brazilian processino indus— 

w      try's production was, in I960, 50.858 million crucoiron. 

But ever,  r.orc than the quantitative data on Brazilian in- 

dustriel production (the main ones being shown in tables 

2.2.12 to 2.2.14) perhaps it is more important to show — 

the qualitative aspects of the productive structure of — 

the secondary sector in the country; strong protectionism 

that has made development possible but that may prevent 

the attaining of an authentic competitiveness; a benefi- 

cial concentration which is already pointing towards the 

appearance of one of the biggest industrial zones in the 

world, but which threatens to have a tendency to become 

intensified, thus taking away possibilities from other 

^..eas, and giving rise to superpopulation problems in a 

country in which what really is in excess is space; ex— 

pert possibilities and possibilities for industrial 

growth with a view to the domestic market, together with 

more and more profound inequality in the space distribu- 

tion of income; a trend in conclusion, towards the recuc- 

A       '.e. of production costs and an increase - above all on a 

countrywide level - of transport and distribution costs, 

by reason of not so much the enormous distances, not al- 

ways justifiable, but of the type of products transported. 

The structure of the Brazilian processing industry 

is then, at one and the same time, healthy and defective. 

If it were not concentrated, it would lack possibilities 

for the future, but this very concentration gives rise to 

serious problems of economic policy. Overall, this sit1;;.- 

tion should be interpreted along the lines that the cri-LA 

cal point for a decentralizing industrial policy is not 

very far away once a market like Brazil, with almost 100 

million inhabitants and 8.5 million Km2 abundantly justi- 

fies the existence of more than one industrial area, esp^ 

ci ally for production lines in which geographical decen- 

tralization may become imperative. 
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54, .0 

13. ,9 
32, ,1 

S y ";t- r Morali r. "   no-m 1 ation 
Primary 12,2 71,200 

Secondary 2,855,000 
Third 7,525,000 

22,651,200 100.0 

¿hit  sane mission from  the IBRD estimated the working 

population of Brasil in 1965  to be between 27,370,000 and 

28,310,000 people, without giving any distribution by se¿ 

tors. 

Possibly the most significant problem,  however,  is 

t;.ùt of  the inequality in the distribution of  the working 
p^"\:lation by regions.   According to data from the IBRD i¿ 
celi,   in  1960 the    Southern region had a workinj popula- 
tion of  8,205,600, equivalent  to 33.6% of  the  total  popu- 
lation of  the zone, with  14,445,600 people  in  a workir.g 
position  for the rest of the  country. Now,   if  we  adopt — 
the  supposition that the population of the Third  sector 
ic uniformly spread,  with  the working population,   accor- 

ding to geographical areas,   and if we accept,   in accorcici) 
ce with what is expounded in the section on the transfor- 

mation Industry, that  75% of  the industrial  labour force 
is to be found,  in fact,   in the South,  the following eatJL 

mation of  geographic and sector distribution of the wor- 

king population (in millions of people)  could be made: 

¿£&t££ South Rest of Country Tot.?l 

Primary 3.2 9.1 12.3 

Secondary 2.2 0.7 2.9 

Third 2.8 

8.2 

4.7 

14.5 

7.. 

Total 22.7 

Even  if they are not perfect,  the foregoing  figures 

permit  serious income distribution problems to be glimp- 

sed which will be analysed  later. 
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The characteristics of the Brazilian foreign sector 

r:rc, to a large extent, determined by the structural pro- 
duction .-».r.d resource conditions previously analysed. Thus 
Drar.il is c. wheat importer whilst it exports tropical — 
agriculture.! products. It imports fuels and chemical and 
industrial products, but at the same tine it is beginning 
tc export manufactured articles which will represent in 
1970 approximately  16% of the total value exported.* 

In   1968 a total of  10 products  ensured  76.6% in va- 
lue of  the exports  with coffee by itself  representing    — 
••'.:.'.% thereof,  which  is  a low percentage  if  it  is compared 
with that of previous  times  in which this  product corco to 
represent   75% (and  normally 60 and  65?:)   of  the  total  of 
Brazil's  exports.  The effort to diversify has   led,  then, 
tc positive results,   and  it has meant,   in  addition,   an i¿ 
ci-czzc  in the turnover of exchanges:   fron   1741  million    — 
U.S.   $  exported in  1966  to 1881 million  in 1968 and about 
2,100 m-llion U.S.   $   (forecast) in 1970. 

However,  despite the efforts made,   the concentro Lion 
of the  bulk of exports  in a very small number  of item:   is 
excessive.  The exports of raw cotton,   sugar and hcr:,t-.tr..:o 
represented,   all  together,   a value higher  than  3^0 million 
U.S.   %,   whilst cocoa,   with 72.2 million U.S.   $,  wood,    — 
with  71.9 million U.S.   $,  maize,  with  57  million U.S.   $, 
vegetable oils,  with 42.5 million U.S.   $,   animal fcdcVr, 
with 38.5 million U.S.   $  and rice,   with  21.2  million U.S. 
$,  completed,  in value,   76.6% of the total of exports mc¿ 
tioncd earlier.  (Tables  2.2.15 and 2.2.16). 

Imports also show a structure which is not very much 

* VISAO,   7.XI.70 
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diversified.   Petroleum and wheat were respectively     199.5 
rnd  1C2.6 million U.S.   $  anounting  together,   17.9% of the 
toal  imports.   Kore   significant,   as  regards development, 
is the figure  for   inports of machinery and equipment, 
65".4 million U.S.   $ which represents 30•3% of  imports. 
Another two  large  overall  items,  chemical  products,   with 
323.9 million U.S.   i and metals with   181.6 million,   seen 
rather to obey defects which can be eliminated from the 
present Brazilian  production system than problems inhe- 
rent to the natural conditions of the country* 

The result,   generally positive,  of the trade balance 
over the last few years has normally been abundantly ab— 
-orLed by the deficits of the balance of services,  with 
which the total of ordinary transactions has been showing 
a result in red.  The balance of capital has not  always - 
compensated this disequilibrium (Table 2.2.17)• 

Pub^9 fürt?* 

In the opinion of the experts from the "International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development" in their report 
"Economic Growth of Brazil«  Problems and Prospects",     the 
Brazilian tax system is characterized by the strong  amount 
of taxes existing  and their regressive effect  as  regards 
their incidence in the general economic system. 

The first idea is confirmed by the estimation made 
by the IBRD experts that approximately 30% of the G:JP    of. 
Brazil  in 1966 was   absorbed by  taxes.  In contrast  to  this 
opinion, the Getulio Vargas Foundation estimated the gross 
tax pressure for that same year at  24.4% and bearing in 
mind that transfers and subsidies that same year were    — 

1 
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rsuivaient to 6% of the GNP, the said Foundation evaluated 

the nett tax pressure at 16.4%, which figure dropped in 
1967 to 13.2% of Erazil's GNP. 

In both cases, the data refers to the total public 

income in the three Government spheres» federal, state — 

and municipal which absorbed, in round figures, 57%, 33% 

and 10% respectively of public income and expenditure. 

The existence of these three simultaneous tax spheres may 

be the reason for the quantitaive differences in the opi- 

nions of the IBRD experts and of the Getulio Vargas Foun- 
d?.tion. 

The opinion of the international Bank's report seems 

less disputable with regard to the regressive nature of 

Erazil's tax system, since it is based on the preponderan, 

ce of the indirect tax regimen (practically unavoidable 

in a country still not fully developed), on the insonsiti 

vity of the tax scales to the nature of the goods cor.ru  

med end on the fact that the systems to encourage invest- 

irent ir. depressed areas (North-East) or areas to be deve- 

loped (Amazon, etc.) are based on exemptions from direct 

taxation of individuals and companies. 

Overall, it seems that there exist sufficient rea- 

sons for accepting the thesis of Brasil's fiscal regressi, 

veness, a particularly serious fact in a country with la£ 
ge inequalities of income. 

The International Bank's experts considered, however, 

that on a short term basis, it would be difficult to rem 

ve this regressive nature of the Brazilian tax system, it 

being urgent, on the other hand, to try and reduce the to 

tal volume of public spending and begin, through this pro, 

cedure, the rearranging of the Brazilian Public Sector. 

This opinion certainly seems sensible. 
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Some significant data referring to taxation in Bra- 

zil hü3 been brought together in tabla» 2.2.18 to 2*2.21 
of the Appendix. 

Kcrv.v and prices 

However brief this review of the main structural as- 

pects of the Brazilian economy has to be, it is unavoida- 

ble to refer to the rate of inflation with which it seems 

the country has learned to live and which, after having 

reached proportions of more than 90% per year, is nowada- 

ys thought to have been dominated despite annual increas- 
ec in prices of the order of 20% and 25%. 

According to the magazine "Cojuntura Económica" (Eco 

nomic Situation) 7/19 January, 1971), the price indexes 

in the period 1959-1969 developed in the following manners 

Ycc-r General Index Wholesale prices Cost of li- 
virrj 

1959 100 100 ICO 
1960 129 131 129 
1961 177 184 172 
1962 268 277 261 
1963 471 488 446 
1964 897 884 653 
1965 1 ,407 1,359 1 ,416 
1966 1 ,942 1,913 2 ,000 
1967 2 ,491 2,421 2 ,608 
1968 3 ,097 2,981 3 ,183 
1969 J ,727 3,54« 3 ,904 

1 
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A The annuel increases in prices from 1960 to now were 

^     as indicated belowt 

L 

% chance per year in the 

29, ,1 
37, ,0 

51, ,7 

75, ,7 

90, .5 
56. .8 

38, ,0 

28, ,2 

24, ,3 

20. .3 
25. .0 

1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1567 
1968 
1969 
1970  (forecast) 

Naturally,   inflation on this  scale has given rise to 
an endless run of problems of a practical order in corr or- 
ciai  transactions,  which problems,   from the point  of view 
cf using currency  as  an instalment   account unit,   have been 
resolved with obvious  ingenuity.  Commercial promissory no- 
tes,   and in ^neral all business transactions in instal- 
ments  are submitted, by definition,   to  the so called "cor- 
rector coefficients" in accordance with which,  when accep- 
ting  to pay  a certain amount,   the  person signing  the pjrom¿ 
ssory note commits himself to paying at  "n" days  sight, 
the amount that,   in proportion to the corrector coeffici- 
ents to be established,  the sum accepted today will be    — 
worth at that time in the future. 

Even more subtle,   if it were possible,  is the systcm¿ 
tic devaluation system,   in moderate percentages,  which ma- 
ke the cruzeiro change its parity with the dollar,  without 
prior warning, by 1,  1.5 or 2% every 30/60 days,  without 
ptovoking the slightest feeling of alarm. 
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However, another aspect of the problem worth mentio- 

ning is that of the effects that this inflation may have 

or. economic production processes and distribution of inco 
me. 

1 

Obviously, a permanent inflation system is also a — 

system of permanent counter-distribution. ,It is not easy 

to be precise about which direction or directions the re- 

al transfers of purchasing power take place in that infla 

tion cannot help but provoke. There are O.I.T. surveys — 

which indicate that the real purchasing power of the in- 

dustrial salaries in Brazil has increased at a rate of — 

2.5% per year from 1960 to 1968. The Minister of Economy, 

cor.-.rr.enting on this detail in a recent interview with 

"VISAO"*, stated: "I do not hesitate to affirm that the 

wages of the rural population have grown in accordance — 
with this same percentage". 

Besides this (a phenomenon directly related to i;.fl 

tier.), an increase in the rate of interest can be seer: in 

Brazil, and especially the discount rates applicable for 

"prompt payment", i.e. in cash down payments, facts which 

frequently give rise to difficulties for the small firm 

owner in obtaining fixed and floating capital. 

General rate of orowth 

The overall rate of growth of the Brazilian economy 

in real terms may be established at around an accumulative 

annual 5.6%. This high rate of growth of the GNP enables 

that even with an increase in population which has been 

2.6% per year, the GNP "per capita" is growing at the ra- 
te of 3%. 

The development of the GNP and the GNP "per capita" 

at constant prices in the period 1949-1969 was as follows 

L 
x VISAO 7.XI.70 
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• 
(dûtA from the Getulio Varcjas Foundation) i 

1949 
GKP 2?£>££ Ä l,ndox DGr enoita 

100 100 

1053 125.7 112.6 

1956 152.6 125.2 

1959 187.5 140.8 

1963 242.5 160.8 

1964 249.6. 160.4 

196S 2S6.4 251.8 

1966 269.5 162.7 

196? 282.4 165.2 

1968 306.1 173.4 

1969 333.6 182.1 

1 

The present level of th« ONP per inhabitant la cal- 

culated at about 3S0 U.S.S 

It seems worth relating the country's overall growth 

wich the rate of investment, for the purposes of which it 
may be expressive to compare the GNP with the gross form¿ 
tion Of fixed capital. The results, also from the Getulio 

Vargas Foundation,  are as fol lows i 

ïears Figures in millions  of »fdlnarv crurelroa 

GNP FBCF 

1960 2,755 467 
1961 4,052 697 

1962 6,601 1,181 
1963 11,928 2,099 
1964 23,055 3,804 
1965 36,818 5,404 

1966 53,724 8,199 
1967 71,485 10,324 

1968 99,270 16,512 

L w.«.a.»./u.«.i.*.e. 
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The figures have not been deflected  since the most ^ 
interesting value is the percentage between the formation • 
of capital  and the GNP. 

Problems  of  Distribution 

The final  significant fact  is that  the Brazilian eco i 
nony has for some years been undergoing a satisfactory — 
growth. However, an additional problem to be raised is -- 
that referring to the way in which the said growth is ta- 
king place, especially with reference to the distribution 
of space,  sectors  and personnel of earned income. 

In relation to this latter facet of the question, -- 
there nevertheless exist quite clear symptoms that the r£ 
suits of economic growth are not entirely satisfactory. 

Considering,   in the first place, the personal distri- 
bution of income   (data from CEPAL (1))   it has been possi- 
ble to come to the following estimation of the distribu— A 
tion of  the present population according to GNP "per capi, 
ta" levels: 

Economic class      GNP/Inhnb.    Millions of  people    Totr.l  CMP 
(in US S J (Millions 

US   $) 
Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Total       2,915 

These figures demonstrate the lack of consistency of 
the rdddle class and the fact, even more serious, that mo- 
re than 70% of the population live under financial condi- 
tions not much higher than those for subsistence. 

L 

(1) CEPAL, Course of Regional Development,  Buenos Aires 
1969. 
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r - ~i ' _ with regard to the probier,  of geographical distribu- 
^ tier, of income,  the  number of details available is not  ~ 

hi.-h r.l though  some of them are  sufficiently   significant. 
In a dccur.cnt  presented  at the United Mations  in 1D65  ti- 
tled "The experience of national  and regional  planning  in 
Brazil",   Celso Furtado estimated  that the income "per ca- 
pita" in the  North-Ec.st of Brazil   (with its   1.6 million f 

square metres  area and  its population of almost 25 million 
people) hardly reached  100 dollars.  An enquiry carried out 

by the Department of Economic Studies of the  Bank of    the 
North-East  (ETENE)   (1)  gave as a result that  the average 
income per inhabitant in a sample of 17 North-East cities 
was about 88 cruzeiros  (April 1969 value) per month,  which 
represented  a figure of about 200 dollars a year. 

Two circumstances may justify the difference between 
the two figures: on the one hand,   the passing  of time,   sin 
ce the income per inhabitant has grown these   last few ye- 
ars more intensely in the North East than in the whole  of 

£ arabili   and on the other,  the fact,  observed  by the seid 
ETENE investigators,  of the existence of a marked corela- 
tionship between the dimension of the populations and the 
levels of income, which favourably affects a  survey, which, 
like the one in the cited investigation, only referred  to 

urban areas. 

But even more expressive of the differences still  — 
existing on the geographic income distribution plane are 
the employee composition statistics according to weekly - 
salary levels in Suo Paulo, Parana,  Rio Grande co Sul  end 
Santa Catarina and the North East. This data,  which refers 
to 1968 and was given in the Publication "Sudane, Dez 
Anos"  (2),  is as follows i 

(1) "Distribuçao e Niveis de Renda familiar no Nordeste 
"urbano",  Fortaleza, Ceará,  December,   1969. 

(2) Recife 1969. Pag.   196. 
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% of  gr.larv r-nrnor-, ^ 
Parana ^ 
Rio Grande 

V::--'f:l-'  nnl.-rv levels     North-East   Sao Paulo   Sta.   Catarina 
Less than 30 74.0 40.8 50.3 
More than 30 and less 
than 60 15.8 32.8 34.0 
More than 60 10.2 26.4 15.7 

There is no doubt, in conclusion, that Brazil's eco- 
nomy is growing rapidly, in more than one aspect, even -- 
spectacularly. But there is no doubt either that the ten- 
dencies which nowadays characterize this development, do 
not tend to favour at all distribution equality -personal, 
¿>y sectors and space - of the income. 

Brazil,  then,   is growing,  but with strong internal 
tensions. And if the  strategy for industrial development 

to be adopted for the interior of Bahia is to be adequate, 
it will  in turn have to be a corrective one capable of — 
supporting such internal tensions.  Consequently,   it will £ 
not be improper to devote some paragraphs hereafter to a 
more detailed and specific analysis of these miscompensa- 
tiont and stranglings of the Brazilian economy. 

L U.N,O.F./U.K.I.B.O. NMMMTWM. tUNVtV W MMA 
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2.2.2. rv-.sic r^Ai/rcr:^ rAcrcas IN BRAZIL'S PREHT-NT ECO- 

NOMIC "r:v^Lcrr:zr;T 

«••••^M« 

The first factor to be taken into account in the enr 

lysis of Brazil's economy is its specific position as rc- 

garding availability of production factors in relation to 

other rr.ore developed countries in the western zone. In ~ 

fnct, nowadays in Brazil, the land factor is in excess — 

both in the sense of simple hectares of surface r»rea with 

possibilities for use in cattle raising or in agriculture, 

and in that of the mining and undeveloped hydraulic re:;o- 

urcos. Moreover, in relation to this abundant land, the 

population is small, not only in the sense that there -- 

cists an ample mergin allowing for a large increase in 

the population in the inhabited zones, but especially by 

reason of the large demographic vaccuum of the Mato and 

Amazon for whose settling -doubtlessly not easy - Brar.il 

seoms to be awaiting with impatience the appearance of a 

g.-o-.tcr demographic pressure as a factor guaranteeing the 

"retting off" for these still unexplored arcar.. Under — 

such conditions, acting with perfect economic logic, Dia- 

ri! is proceeding to increase its total production on the 

l. asi s of a greater use of the resources it now has avail¿ 

Lie which are cheaper, thus complying with the elouentary 

economic law of equality in the marginal productivities 

of the factors, thought out at their respective prices. 

In accordance with these ideas both the Brazilian ~ 

authotities' action in connection with costly projects — 

whose aim is to begin penetration of certain virgin areas 

and their positive attitude with regard to the problem, of 

the country's high birth rate can be understood. To this 

respect we can be certain that in Brazil it is instincti- 

vely expected that, within a tonic of growing productivi- 

ty, every new Brazilian will be automatically capable of 

contributing more to the country than it needs to ensure 

L W.N. ».ft/U.M. h9.0. INOUtTMM. aOAVfV OP MHU 
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his own existence, and there is confidence not or.ly in -     A 

thr  fact that a high population growth v;ill be compatible    ~ 

v:ith a high rate of growth in the product, but also espe- 

rie.1 ly in the fact that the high birth rate applied to — 

abundant land will be what makes this large product posc¿ 

ble. 
i 

In any event, the formula of "extensive" growth of 

the economy has been traditional in Brazil and its impor- 

tance for the country's future must not be forgotten ever, 

oven whilst accepting that the tactics of intensive growth 

of the product via industrialization are to acquire an ijn 

crcasingly growing importance. 

Krrket Unbalancing Factors 

For this intensive growth of the economy, market dif- 

ficulties arise however, and, more specifically, stresses 

end unbalancing factors between domestic consumption and 

foreign consumption of Brazil's products. 0 

In other words, bearing in mind that more than 70% 

of the Brazilian population live on levels not much higher 

than subsistence, the present domestic market does not o^ 

fer exceptional possibilities for the increase of the in- 

dustrial production. However, a country with almost 100 

million people offers a potential for consumption of a ve 

ry high order that would counsel the setting up of new i£ 

dustrial firms that, in turn, would encourage development. 

We therefore find ourselves with the first stalemate 

that it is necessary to overcome since, if the industry 

existing at present tries to monopolize the whole domes— 

tic market by itself, the absence of new industries will 

L TIOWNM* U.W.B.J./U.N.I.O.O. INMMTMM. tUMVIV O* «AMIA 
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^      r.aintain the present day levels of low consumption in the 

undeveloped areas. And the total sales of industrial pro- 

ducts will be slowed down until they increase in the tow 

of the vegetative growth of the population. 

The solution to this vicious circle naturally lies 

in foreign trade that may enable the supply tension of — * 

present industry on the domestic market to be alleviated, 

thereby giving opportunities for starting up new indue— 

tries which today are suffocated before being born by the 

existing industries. This foreign expansion of the exis- 

ting industry seems feasible considering the degrees of 

concentration and integration reached and the conpetitive- 

ne s attained in manufacturing and costs. 

In addition, the said expansion is imperative inas- 

much as the intensification of exchanges with foreign co- 

untries constitutes an expression of the increases in pro 

ductivity achieved by a country on the scale of world mar 

0 kots and, due to this, it is a characteristic which is in 

separable from economic development. 

Even accepting that Brazil, because of its size as 

regards the domestic market, would not need to reach tho- 

se levels per capita of exchange with foreign countries 

that are usual in the small developed countries in Europe, 

it must be recognized that the present level - less than 

30 U.S. $ per inhabitant per year - of annual exports is 

certainly not satisfactory, if moderately ambitious ai-ns 

are contemplated, with regard to the levels of economic 

development to be reached. 

Apart from this, it is worth bearing in mind the qu¿ 

litative aspects of the composition of Brazil's foreign 

trade. Irrespective of the old controversy of whether Ern, 

zil will or will not become a coffee importer, it is ob— 

L II. M.»*/U.M. IK«. WDMTMlWmiVl 



r '•"" "i » vicus that the present structure, preferibly agriculturai     ^ 

and mineral, of the Brazilian exports must be changed by     w 

the increase in exports of manufactured products, of a — 

high additional value. 

Unbalancing factors in production location 

Furthermore, this growing orientation of the South 

of Brazil's industrial production towards foreign markets 

may be a coadjuvant factor together with the process of 

production restructuring that it will be necessary to un- 

dertake in order to eliminate the present unbalancing fûc 

úors in the siting of industry. This unbalance in siting 

.';•.-!s not, of course, affect the large mass production in- 

dustry for which, even taking into account the foreign -- 

markets, in Brazil's case is not clearly Justified for -- 

the moment except for the existence of a single integra- 

ted industrial zone. Now, under the cover of this princi- 

ple of industrial concentration, many other production — 

firms of manufactured goods with a lower additional vr.lue     A 

have settled excessively in the south, supplying the whole 

of the very extensive national territory, not via an ade- 

quate decentralization but by means of the over exnancion 

of their production pjants and the maintenance of distri- 

bution and transport costs that are not justified "per se" 

in this type of low priced goods. 

In its present state, the problem of the unbalance 

in the siting of industry in Brazil is of a such a neturc 

that the question does not lie in certain areas or rcciono 

having less industry than others, but in the fact that — 

there exist areas, regions or States which are lacking a¿ 

most completely in Industries or which have practically no 

production of certain complete sectors. Consequently, tho 

so regions bring almost all the industrial products from 
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the South, 'with rezurcí to v/hich they function in an eco- 

nomic régimen of industrial colonialism, in view of the 

degree of dependence on the south for the supplying of ma 

nufacturcd products. 

1 
It must be borne in mind, however, that these unba- 

lancing factors in production siting are no less explica- 

ble for their being undesirable, even though it may only 

bo in relation to the atmosphere of endeavour and indus— 

triousness. of certain areas (as opposed to the more trad,i 

tional, agrarian mentality of others), the existence of - 

more perfect substructures and the proximity of high pur- 

chasing power consumer markets. 

We cannot expect, therefore, that the problem will - 

be resolved simply by bringing it up; nor that the correct 

ting actions may come from the idea of the total irratio- 

nality of the actions and situations that have gone befo- 

re. Very much to the contrary, it will be worth taking in 

to consideration as many positive elements as may be der^ 

ved from the present situation and, together with the en- 

couraging of the setting up of new local businesses, it 

will probably b« necessary to look to be promoting of ge£ 

graphical decentralization of medium sized firms situated 

in the South. For many of them there still does not exi.'it 

the outside encouragment capable of overcoming the pro- 

blems that changes in internal structure and the adapta- 

tion of people and techniques to new surroundings, such 

as decentralization requires, bring with them. 

Unbalancing factors in the Sectors 

In any event, the industrialization of the North — 

should be good business on a short and long term for the 

industry of the south, since, as is being demonstrated by 

the investigations at prêtent in progress being carried 

out by the Commissariat of the Spanish Development Plan 

in connection with its Industrial Estates programme, the 

TieWMNA U.M.ft.P./U.M. I.KO. IN0ÍMTMA&. SUHVflV OF «AMIA 
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Liggeot initial hencficiarier. of the netting up of now in     _      • 

dustrial creas arc the rones already industrialized, whose    W 

firms zr.kc  or. a large part of the supplying of equipment 

for the new plants. Aside from this, over a long term, -- 

the greater wealth in the areas where new industries are 

set up will create a bigger demand for high value products 

whose manufacture, for the moment, should still be kept 

centralized in the South. 

This industrialization will, in addition, favour ru- 

ral areas, on taking away labour from the primary sector 

and transfering it to industry and the services. With this, 

the present unbalance existing in the sector distribution 

of income, observable mainly in the North-East States, — 

the importance of which could previously be seen. 

This present lack of a balance between agriculture — 

and industry and the services or, if so wished, between - 

the rural areas and urban ones seems to be all the more 

-¿..comfortable because, nowadays, it is the land which en-     A 

cures the bulk of the country 's exports which are bacica 

lly used abroad on purchasing heavy equipment for supply 

to new industries and raw materials or intermediate pro— 

ducts for consumption by the industries already in exis— 

tence. 

Ever, though these inequalities and stresses between 

the primary sector and the remainder (for example, between 

rural and urban areas) have already given rise to heavy 

migratory movements (mainly from the North-East towards 

the South), the human avalanche falling on the cities — 

when, during times of "taking off" from the lind, the agri, 

cultural working population falls from 50 or 60% to 25 or 

30% in a few years, has still not happened yet in Brasil, 

a country where sufficient opportunities for work in the 

urban areas have still -not arisen to encourage the rural 

exodus on a large scale. However, it is evident that we - 
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^ have to worry v/hen thinking what nay happen when this roi 

• gration takes place in a country of 100 million people, - 

with a snail number of urban areas to attract it if solu- 

tions are mt found with regard to quickly increasing the 

number of towns with industry and services, capable of 

turning into places attracting the land workers' migratory 

movements. 

Monetary unb^.lrince 

Finally, it i3 evident that the Brazilian economy is 

largely resisting the inflationary process to which it is 

"icing subjected. 

It would be very superficial to consider that Brazil 

has more or less solved its monetary unbalance due to a 

number of ingenious measures having made it possible for 

the cruzeiro to continue functioning as a means of e::ch<:in 

nn  and even by means of the due arithmetical conversion — 

£      operations, as a basic element for bringing transactions 

to a satisfactory end« 

However, these are not the real problems of inflation 

but only the facets of a second or third order thereof. 

The true consequences of an inflationary process are the 

counterdistributional effects of the price raising move- 

ments and the impact that this inflation has on the gene- 

ral disorientation of economic life. 

As regards the first effects, the increased rates of 

long and short term credit beyond what inflation Justifies 

and the difficulties for obtaining floating capital on — 

the part of small and medium sized firms have already been 

discussed. 

L tf.N.S.K/M.N.1.*.«. NWUtTMAL «UftVfV •* SAMiA 
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Ac regards the disorientation that inflation causes 

in the overall economic life, it is important to point   

out that, in vicv/ of the fact of having or not having that 

n-r.cy nade more expensive by inflation, the effect that 

improvements in productivity or the adoption of mor!e>-n bu 

siness methods may have in the economic result? of firms 

is practically nil or, at least, not very significative. 

This fact in general distorts the small and medium 

sized industry in relation to the large one that has pos- 

sibilities of self-financing or sufficient backing from 

Beaks or other financing organizations; and, in general 

terms, it discourages actions such as the control of an 

Inventory, the planning of production, the setting up of 

method improvements, quality control, cost controls, 

etc., all these being actions of maximum importance in an 

industrial "take offM stage. 

The monetary unbalance is, in conclusion, one of the 

greatest difficulties which the industrialization program 

ne for the interior of the State of Bahia will have to f¿ 

ce; and it is for that reason that the investigation of - 

the financing problems of the small and medium sir.od fi... 

within an openly inflationary medium is considered to be 

, of. maximum importance, it being without any doubt at all 

an analysis that could be carried out at a later stage of 

the present Programme. 

L V.N.B.P./U.N.I.».«. IIMIWrWt WWW 
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»J    1 3.  SWEPIAXE PROflFECTS  II? THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF THE 

IOTI* mv 

The above deceribed unbalances, observable in the — 

present panorama of the Brazilian economy, are, without - 

doubt, sufficiently transcendental for the economic poli- 

cy that nay be developed in Brazil in the near future not 

to be in a position neither to try and ignore them nor to 

try and solve then drastically and immediately. Likewise, 

it does not seen there can be excessive doubts as regards 

the tuo basic instruments of economic expansion in the ij^ 

Mediately forthconincj years, i.e.: estensive growth of — 

the product via the usine; of new lands (probably the che- 

apest process, in relation to the investment for a massi- 

ve creation of jobs in Brasil) and its intensive growth 

through industrialization. 

It is important, however, to state that considering 

the degree of natureness observable <^t present in the Br^ 

silicn economy, the term industrialization can in no Way 

Le interpreted as an exclusive synonyn for "creation of - 

ï.OW industries'», but rather as an expression of a whole ij| 

provecent process of the structures of the industrial pro 

auction of the country, including both the setting up of 

new plant and production equipment and the expansion and 

operational adjustment of these already existing. However, 

in any event, this industrialising process will be delim¿ 

ted by the basic structural conditions analysed earlier, 

which it seems foreseeable to estímete will be translated 
in the following wayt 

a) The industries with a large production value and 

high additional value situated in the South will proceed 

1 
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r n I to increase their fOi eiyn uditati gradually,  in viewcf    the 
need for  not reducing  their rate of growth of  their saltes 
by  taking  advantage of their  condition J   of cil.zo  and iute- 
grotion,   antl  the  <">n~.ouragement  to  export  existing or to 
be established. 

b) This attracting of the industries in the South tjg 
wards foreign markets will not be tamed, in practice, at 
least at first, into che appearance ii the North-Easl of 
large sited industries, with a competitive nature with t e¿ 
pect to the manuf actur; ng firm-'-, of th« flout'.. Or liv*. con- 
trary, the industrie. 1 ir.ati o:i of the il • lh-Er<st wi"] c rry 
on taking place within the line of Import substitution «-- 
and use being made of die area's natural resources, espe- 
cially when these rosourct r> are high'y . i>é>r i.-e-i on fore- 
ign market&• 

c) The process of   decentralizing  the industries with 
.  not  very high  adtJitioiml  Vi'.lue  o.n<J  a  it  .i.iaiiy   Leg; .nal 

riurket  sphere,   at present   located  in  th<?  Sou', a   .-.mû  fr<.'--— 
ouently  ove\-siz,c<*,   wi^l  not   ':Jtr.-  j.>lace  f-asily   arò   sponta- 
neously,   especially  in   those cases wl-v r«-   t    the  ovtrsix« 
phenomenon are edded   cli/cumsta^o •:  o."   lew u.e.oe  ^r   i he  — 
production capacity  existing  e.t.  pe; en4, ,     s h,-.pAe;.t  in  — 
the  case  of  some  of  the production li;.es   , hd   r.ic'oi.-. 

In other words,   it  does  not  seen foresemble  that  in 
the incediate future,  the process of industrializing the> 
North East will exceed the phase of creatine, an industry 
with a local  atmosphere and mediu« additional  value, except 
in the very  specific cace of  industries  with  a  high addi- 
tional value  that do  not  need  a strict   sitino   integratior. 
with other auxiliary and  subsidiary industries,   noi  requ¿ 
re very large sizes.  These industries will,  then,  be able 
to be set up in the North East for reasons of  the location 
of resources or,  being substitutes of imports«  under the) 
protection of tax and financial measures. However,  irres- 

L w. a. e. ». / u. «. <. e. e. 
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¡voi. ivo oí t:-.oì ' ^v/nical  r.i:-.uation,   it is not to be expc¿ 

>.. ..   thr.t  the::.:.«   Industriel; will nckc- up an industrial nu- 

c'<-\is intoc;r:-.tod in the functional and dynamic sense of - 
t'.'.ie concept § 
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2.2.4. z'^.'-r"-.?.:.  -T.?. :•:'- -"SUSTRIALTZATIQH o? THE IîJTE— 

In these circumstances, it becomes necessary to  -- 

thir.k of the role to be played by the interior of Bahia in 

the industrializing process of the North East of which it 

forme part and of the characteristics that could be indi- 

cated as being most suitable for the projects to be si— 

ted, at first, ir. the industrial estates that are forese- 

en for that area. The prospects for industrial develop- 

ment in the h'orth East, analysed earlier, and the knowlc¿ 

ge obtained in the First Part of the present survey on -- 

the resources and industrial structures already existing 

in the S¿ate of Bahia, should enable an adequate reply to 

this question to be Given. 

At first the inexistence in the interior of Bahia of 

opportunities for large industry seems evident, if it were 

not for those which may be related to the exploitation of 

the zone's resources, mainly mining. 

These minino resources, and any others - cattle rea- 

ring, agricultural or fishing - that are capable of ser- 

ving as a basis for transformation industries which arc 

a*. 1c to find an cutlet for their products in other markets 

in 3razil or abrord, will have to constitute the basis of 

-h  initial indu; .:i;.lir.ation of the interior of Bahia — 

since the local market, especially in the first stages of 

.'.^ programme, will offer very few prospects of a signi— 

íleant consumption even for articles that, in societies 

vita a certain minimum level of development, are usually 

considered to be o5prime necessity. 

In relation with this latter aspect - lack of a lo— 

- " '-¡rv-ket - it may be especially important to encourage 

rue favour those transformation industries that because 

;.f the need for abundant labour force, may be more compe- 
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r "•" i I      Q       titive if they were sited in the interior of the State, 

in relation to the relative, initial advantage of lower 
salary levels* 

Another way for supplementing the lack of the local 

market'a potentiality may be the setting up of industries 

whose products are marketed in bigger sones in the North 

East, by reason of the lesser distance (calculated at :— 

3,000 . 4,000 Kms. on the round trip) between points in - 

the interior of Bahia and the industrial zones in the - 

South. However, as regards this type of policy, coordina- 

tion of the various North Eastern developments is indis- 

pensable, bearing very much in mind the availabilities of 
resources in each area within the North East. 

As far as the auxiliary and subsiduary industry is 

concerned, we should not maintain high hopes for the pro- 

gramme of industrializing the interior of Bahia, since, - 

as was explained earlier, it is not to be expected, in a 

Q        short tern, that an industry with a high additional vr.luc 

and production on a large scale will arise in the North - 

East, and subsequently in Bahia, with great needs for sub 

contracting with regard to its competitiveness in foreign" 

markets? so that the eventual physical integration of va- 

rious industries in areas especially provided for such — 

effect (like the Industrial Centre of Aratu), will not no 

cessarily give way, in a short term, to the spontaneous " 

appearance of functionally integrated industries. Neverthc 

less, this must not be interpreted in the sense that as -" 

many opportunities as may arise for the setting up of au- 

xiliary and subsidiary industries are not to be taken ad- 

vantage of, once some of the industrial estates included 

in the programme, more specifically, Peira de Smtana, are 

susceptible to being a natural prolongation of industria 

lized areas of the Reconcavo where the industries of the 
biggest size sited in Bahia are being set up. 

L V.N.D.P./U.N.I.B.O. (MMMTMAL «UOVtV OP MNM 
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^ 2.3.   PRESELECTION I 

The adoption,   in the previous stage of this survey, 

of some basic strategies for the promotion of industriali 
zation within the interior of the State of Bahia, made it" 

possible to carry out a preselection of lines of product- 
ion which could be developed as long as -considering the 
wide and provisional way in which it was done- it was con 

ceived more as a pure and simple determination of matters 

for further investigation than as an previous delimitation 
of their possibilities. 

In fact,   the objective of the preselection was the 
reduction of  the further direct investigation to an appro, 
priate dimension,  hoping,  in this way,  to avoid the atten- 

tion wandering towards less significant lines of product- 
ion and thereby achieving a sufficient concentration of 
effort on those which were of obvious interest. 

In spite of this, we did not intend that such a pre- 
selection should exclude the detailed analysis of lines 

which, although they were not considered at the beginning, 
wore gradually discovered to be interesting as the definì, 
ti ve investigation developed, and as it developed, the in 
vestigation would be expanded to include these additional 

possibilities of production which were discovered in this 

On the other hand, together with the visits to manu- 
facturers, it was considered convenient to maintain con— 
t.-ct with distributors, bankers and industries among who- 
üo sa rr.plings figured the products under investigation. 
Tliis second type of visit (the number of which was logic- 
aily more reduced because of its wider nature and as a 

synthesis of the information to be obtained in the sair.c) 
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aimed at a new perspective, different from and compiemen- ^ 

tr.ry to that of the manufacturers and producers, of the ^ 

problems of industrial development in the interior of Ba- 

hia. But, at the same time, it is obvious that such cont- 

acts would have to assure unavoidably the definitive det- 

ection of any interesting and evident opportunity *>r set- 

ting up manufacturing plants in the interior, independent 

of whether it had or had not been included in the prese- 

lection which was carried out previously. 

In this way the preselection only constituted a meth¿ 

dological instrument which, without blocking thie way to 

any possible later rectification, allowed, on the other 

hand, the process of the team's environmental adaption to 

be accelerated notably and the possibilities of giving — 

greater depth to the direct inquiries later carried out 

in the industrial plants of Bahia to be intensified. 

The statistical basis with which the preselection 

was carried out, is shown in Tables 2.3.1. to 2.3.14 and     Jfc 

includes, in a total of 273 lines of production, the fol- 

lowing facts obtained from the industrial statistics car- 

ried out by sampling by the Foundation Getulio Vargas for 

1965 and 1967i 

a) Zn relation to the national ttal 

Production 

Imports 

Exports 

Apparent consumption 

Apparent consumption per person 

Production value 

Percentages which represent imports with respect 

to apparent consumption 

Unit price 
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b)  In relation to  the State of  Bahia 
W Production,  in  absolute quantities 

Idem, in % of the National Total 
Production value,   in absolute quantities 
Idem, in % of the National Total 

From the analysis of such statistical facts, in agre 
ement with the facts about the area's resources and the 
criteria of the strategies, it was possible to deduce a 
certain number of "situations" from the lines of product- 
ion which could be interpreted as clear symptoms of the 
possibilities for development. Among these "situations" 
we should,  for example,   point out the following ones: 

• Abundant resources in Bahia;  considerable imports 
in Brazil?  production almost non-existent or hard- 
ly developed in Bahia. 

• Abundant resources in Bahia}  Brazilian exports be- 
£ ing expanded and,  on the whole, with possibilities 

of increasing considering the tendency of the world 
market. 

• Acceptable volume of local resources} no producti- 
on in Bahia and signs of importation from other — 
states with high transport costs. 

.  No production in Br.hia.  in the case of lines of low 
added volume and few size demands,   circumstances 
which make such industries into the typical produ- 
cers for a local market. 

• No production in Bahia for lines of "group" prodU£ 
tion in the process of industrialisation. 

The mere enumeration of some of these situations    — 
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r        ""° i which we have  taken into account,   indicates that the ana« 
lysis weis of   a very high quality,   with the result that — w 
the statistics  were only used  as  a means of reference. 

On the other hand, the preselection was submitted to 
a meticulously calculated process of elaboration. In the 
first place, each member of the Tecniberia team conducted 
his own preselection. Afterwards two working meetings we- 
re held, the first of which lasted for two days, in which 
the preselections were compared to obtain, following the 
revision which was conducted in the second meeting, "the 
team's" preselection. This preselection was submitted to 
the Project Manager of U.N.I.D.O., during a special wor- 
king meeting, and he in turn introduced the opportune mo- 

difications. Finally a document was produced which was to 
be studidd by the Industrial and Commercial Secretary and 
his colleagues, and this included the preselection appro- 
ved by the Project Manager. A week after he received the 
document in question, the Industrial and Commercial Scene 
tary called together the team and the Project Manager for A 

a second meeting   in which he expounded his remarks  (which 
were confined  to different points  about the writing up — 
and the inclusion of a line of production),  and finally 
the preselection which had been carried out was approved 
with the previously mentioned modifications* 

To sum up, the work of preselection constituted the 
mr.in activity of the Tecniberia team from the JOth. Octo- 
ber until the 3rd November, when the first meeting to de- 
cide the preselection was held with the Industrial and — 
Commercial Secretary and his colleagues. The second mee- 
ting, during which the Secretary gave his agreement to 
the preselection,   was held on the 9th November. 
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The grouping of lines of  production into  sectors was 
W carried out  according to the  Brazilian sectorial  classifi 

CT.uion. The mechanical, electrical and electronic indus- 

tries and other high ranking ones of additional value we- 
re excluded from the statistical analysis, receiving spe- 

cial consideration in the preselection in agreement with 
what will later be indicated. 

In short, the application of all the criteria and — 

procedures of analysis which have been explained, gave rjL, 
se, during the preselection, to the results which are sub 
sequently stated* 

Food Products 

This sector takes advantage,  in various lines of pro, 
duction of the potential resource» existing in Bahia in 
order to avoid imports from abroad to Brazil or from oth- 
er States to that of B^hia;  and in some cases,   it can gi- 

gB| ve rise to an increase in exports. The socio-economic im- 
pact, of this type of industry may be important, and it 

would not be necessary to us* great financial resources 
to establish it. 

As a result of what we have explained this sector — 
-..-ill be the object of a detailed study in the second pha- 

se of the present study. The lines of production which it 
r pecifically proceeds to analice are the following i 

- Heat industries 

• Industries of dairy products 

• Industry for canned fruits,  vegetables and preser- 
ves 

- Industry for the canning of fish and shell fish 

- Industry for the preparation of maize and compound 
fodder to feed the cattle 

• Process industries fo    cacao, including chocolates. 
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Drinks ^ 

This sector is developed in Bahia far enough to re- 

ach a sufficient level of self-supplyj however, a line of 

production exists, that of tropical fruit juices, which 

is of obvious interest considering its possibilities in 

stimulating exportation, and this will be studied togeth- 

er with the line of Preservation Industry of tropical — 

fruits. Thus the line "Juices of tropical fruits'* is in- 

cluded» 

T°frflCÇ9 

A sector with autonomous development in which wo — 

didn't anallse any lins of products« 

^fin-metallic minerals 

A sector whose scope is normally local according to 

the additional value of its productions« Zn general, the ÉÉ 

State of Bahia manufactures a satisfactory supply of such 

products. However, we must keep in mind some present ex- 

ceptions to this situation of self-supply, for example, 

the possibilities which certain resources in this »one of, 

fer. Finally, we though it best to pursue the analysis of 

the following lines. 

- Tiles 

• Sanitary earthen-ware 
- Electric porcelain and insulators dlfferont from 

those already manufactured in Bahia 
- Flat glass 

- Tubes of fiber cement and cement 

- Various productions according to tho specific re- 

sources of the State of B<hia (such as talc, asbe¿ 

tos, rock cristal, limestone, etc.) 
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V'r.cd  and Furniture ' 
t          

The wood resources in the State of Bahia are quanti- 

tatively importent. Dut qualitatively- the significance of ' 

its resources in noble tropical wood is of greater impor- 

tance r.nd the entire exploitation of this (including pro- 

cessing and commercialization) must be studied, which al- 

ready implies entering the area of the furniture sector 

concerned with such fine wood. 

The evolution of other furniture industries in the 

State can be analized in the same way, in order to consi- 

der just how far the present importation of furniture — 

from other States in the Federation can be justified. 

In short, the following will be investigated! 

- Pull exploitation of fine tropical wood. 

• Wooden furniture and its commercialisation in Ba- 

j| hia. 

Natural rubber and products derivino from it 

A certain number of factors exist which advise the 

study of this sector in Bahia, namely i 

- The existence of resources both natural and, in 

the near future, petrochemical. 

- The results already achieved by private initiative 

in B. hia in the f iciC oí soné products transformed 

from rubber. 

- The local and Northen market for "second and back 

wheels" which has founded a relatively strong re- 

treading industry in Bahia and the surpassing of 

this seemingly achieved by some»manufacturers in 

the South. 
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Consequently, also included aret 

- Products processed from rubber. 

Leather, r.kins end footwear 

At present the State of Bahia exports live and Mnat¿¿ 

ralM skins (sold "by pe" ) and it later re-imports at least 

part of then already tanned and elaborated. Thus a skin 

tanning industry is lacking, which would be duly dependent 

upon the chemical sector (manufacture of tanning materials) 

and would be supplied with raw materials by some modern 

industrial slaughter-houses which would be adequate in — 

number and sise. 

At the same time the State of Bahia has interesting 

resources of special reptile and wild mammal skins, the 

promotion of which should be undertaken, also with a view 

to exportation. 

As far as the footwear industry is concerned, less - 

possibilities can be seen. While the problem of tanning 

the skins remains insettled for this is the first necess^ 

ry step which, while reducing the cost of raw material, 

will probably encourage the automatic establishment of — 

shoe manufacturing industries. In addition to this, plas- 

tic footwear may turn out to be very competitive in res- 

pect to leather footwear, taking into consideration the 

introduction of petrochemicals and the low purchasing ca- 

pecity of large sectors of the population. Finally, it is 

desirable to consider the possibilities that rubber may 

imply for the manufacture of footwear. 

In accordance with what we have explained, the folic; 

wing lines of production will be studiedi 

- Tanning of normal skins (sheep, swine, etc«) 

1 
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- General pronotion of special akin» (reptiles and 
mammals) 

- Footwear of all kinds. 

Toxtllor, nnd clothlnn 

Zn this sector the following facts should be taken 
into consideration! 

- The geographical and populational dimensions of — 

Brazil seem to justify the immediate existence of 

more than one nucleus of industrial textiles in — 

the country. Consequently, the fact that important 

textile installations exist in the South does not 

appear to present a definitive obstacle to the co£ 
sideratians of this sector. 

- We should keep in mind the opportunities which co- 

uld exist for hard fibres (Jute, hemp, etc.) a gr£ 

at resource of the State of Bahia. 

- Neither should we forget the opportunities offered 

by petrochemicals in relation to synthetic fibres. 

• The market of this State and neighbouring ones, — 

justifier,, i... principle, the analysis of the exis- 

ting por. 1 ; iities for the lines of cloth for sto- 

ckings, blouses, etc., that is items which are pr£ 

duced by mechanized manufacture. 

• The clothes-making industry has already been suc- 

cessfully introduced in the State and it is a line 

of production that, while demanding relatively few 

resources, mobilises a lot of workmen. 
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These considerations lead to the inclusion of tht a- 
nalysis of the following  lines of productions 

- Possibility for leaf fibres. 

- Petrochemical opportunities for synthetic fibres 

- Possibilities for cloth factories. 

- Possibilities for clothes-making. 

Perfumery 

Related to this sector we have considered suitable 
to analize the following facts and lines of production! 

- Widening of the manufacturing range of the present 
soap manufacturers towards lines of higher quality 
products. 

• Incidence of petrochemicals in the manufacture of 
biologically active detergents. 

« 

Parer and cardboard 

This sector in Bahia has only developed along the li, 
ne s of "pecking paper" and "Kraft paper bags". The exist- 
ing market does not seem very strong at the moment and at 
present it lacks the chemical base for the introduction 
oi: an industry that, like the paper one, is also complies 
tod and demands a relatively high level of investment for 
the positions which it creates. 

On the other hand, the soft wood resources in the — 
.Otate of B hia are not very significant. Other pirns, — 
which directly affect the North (for example the plant in 
Holer, de Para)  seem very feasible,  an aspect which must 

1 
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taken into considerütion. 

Consequently,  this sector will not be analized, in 
principle, except in as far as it concerns packing mater- 
ial. 

Petrochemical 

The introduction of a far-reaching petrochemical in- 
dustry in the State of Buhia which agrees with the Federal 
policy in this respect, is already-a fact which should be 
considered as a datum. Consequently we proceed to analizes 

- Perspective and incidence of the petrochemical in- 
dustry to be established in Bahia. 

£&£Q¿£aJLS. 

The following aspects have been considered s 

- Brasil is a large importer of chemical products! in 
the order of 15% of its total imports correspond 
to chemical and pharmaceutical products. 

- Bahia, to all intents and purposes lacks a chemi- 
cal industry. 

- Bahia offers a potential of consumption for chemi- 
cal products due to the development in farming 
(fertilisers,  insecticides,  etc.) in industry (ta^ 
ning, perfumery, basic textile industry). 

- The socio-economic impact of the chemical industry 
is not exceptionally high, considering that it — 
creates few positions and demands high investments. 
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But at the same tine,   taking into  account the natu Ä 

re of the created opportunities,  the chemical  in— " 
dustry is  a great stimulant to the middle classes. 

• It cccms that a minimum of chemical industry "on a 
group basis" is necessary during all industrializa, 
tion processes, although it may only be in order 
to facilitate and accelerate the supply of certain 
more frequently used, chemical products to indus- 
try. 

The consideration of all the previous points leads 
us to propose the analysis of the following line of pro- 
duction! 

- The introduction of a chemical industry »on a group 
basis'* in Bahia. 

Mctallurcv 

This industry has been considered a sector of prime 
importance in the setting-up of the economic development» 
In addition to this,   in the case of Bahia it is imperati- 
ve to consider the  adequate exploitation of all the mino*. 
rei resources in tY~  area to the highest possible degree 
of elaboration and  transformation. 

Consequently,   the analysis of the following lines — 
has been included i 

• Metallurgy of all the mineral resources in the — 
area to the highest possible degree of transforma- 
tion. 

- Rolling, profiling and brass,  in relation to    the 
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market end  as  a base for  the  already existing in— 
W ductriec  and  those planned for. 

- Founding. 

t:-rhr>..i^i,   .1nr^1rrl   ,nd  nlrr1.,.onlc  lnrtllBt.r1os  and nf,hor<| 

v.^.th   a   hlrh   drrrop   0f   additionnl   vnlnn 

In principle,   and in agreement with the adopted stra- 
tegies of development,   these kind of industries  should not 
be considered in connection with the industrialization — 
problems of  the interior of the State of Bahia.   For this 
reason a statistical  analysis of these sectors has not be 
en conducted. ~ 

However,  the interest in these industries with high 
additional value is evident,  especially in those cases in 
which    great quantities of production are not  necessary 
to reach the exact  centre of exploitation.  This  is general 
ly the case of industries with a high percentage  of ncnual 

0 workers,  of maintenance firms and  some industries auxili- 
ary to the mechanical industry, and the consideration of 
all these cases will always be opportune. In addition, we 
shall proceed to pay attention to a certain number of su^ 
gestions about the technical specifications of the present 
project. Tokinr m this into account, the analysis of — 
the following :*        ~f production will be included! 

- Boiler for o  and metal structures. 

- Manufacture of  small boats. 

- Supply industries for the South industry,  which 
will require among others,  the following condit- 
ions s 
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To be standardized samplings. 

To have the high additional value to cover trans 
port costs. 

I.'ot to expect so much from the contract in re— 

card to its processes as to its very high addit- 

ional value, which allow the introduction of than 

outside highly integrated industrial areas. 

To constitute Brazil's imports, as an exponent 

of the difficulty of supplying the South. 

1 

• Assembly industries based on the advantage of cheap 
labour. 

- Another mechanic industry destined to local supply. 

As wo stated earlier, the proceeding preselection — 

was conducted through basically indirect processes, begin 

ning with statistical data from the years 1965 and 1D67, 

which were available in as much detail as was considered 

relevant. The latter was expressed in the consideration 

of some lines that, in the interim, had already been ini- 

tiated or at least promoted by private enterprise. In the 

case of some of them, as happened with beer, it was imme- 

diately known that the line had been dealt with, and this 

prevented it being included in the preselection. But as 

far as other products were concerned -such as tiles and 

tyres, to quote two examples- the existing enterprises we 

re only discovered or valued as the direct enquiry was — 
conducted. 

In reality, the fact that, as the result of not very 

up to date statistical information, the preselection may 

have delayed the truth in some aspects, although coinci- 

dir.,; with it, only reinforces the validity of the princi- 
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pic used in the procedure; chiefly because of the pure n¿ 
ture of the means of preselection and the flexibility of 
presentation that it was given from the very beginning. 
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2.4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Once analizad, as we did before, the main character- 

istics of the Brazilian economy and its basic unbalances 

together with the immediate prospects of the industriali- 

zation of the North-East of Brazil and the development — 

strategies of the interior of the State of Bahia, which 

were used as an indicative, although not exclusive, crit£ 

ria in the preselection of industrial sectors and, more 

concretely, in that of lines of production, we proceeded 

to a detailed survey of the preselected lines. 

The methodology of such a survey, which had to lead 

to a final selection of the sectors or lines of product- 

ion vi th prospects of development within the state, accor- 

ding to the order of priorities, included two stages of — 

surveys direct and indirect. 

Zn the following pages these two stages are descri- 

bed, and they were conducted for each of th« preselected 

lines indicated in section 2.3. 

««.e.», mm.** 
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2.4.2. INDIRECT SUUVEY 

The stage of indirect survey, which was necessary in 

order to acquire knowledge of the problems and characte- 

ristics of each line of production previous to conducting 

the interviews, comprised the following aspects. 

a) The formation of a "technical filing cardH for — 

each line of production, which would allow the definition 

of the general aspects of the line in question. 

That is, we included facts relating toi level of at- 

tainment required of the staff; competitive size, of the 

industrial plants (according to the orders in size-called 

minimum and normal, and in decentralization); dependence 

on other industries for their supply of raw materials, — 

purchasing sectors in respect to the consumer's income ~ 

and the price of the product; investment by employment; 

estimate of the additional value; relation of wages and 

sales and, normally, the general impression of the socio- 

economic impact of the line in question. 

The preparation of these "technical filing card" was 

done according to the actual experience of the team of in 

vestigatars, in the same way as the statistical data in — 

the book of "industrial profiles" published by the United 

rations and the data and industrial statistics included 

ir. r.ho "1968-1971 Plan of Economic and Social Development 

in Spain". 

The implementation of said "filing cards" gave an — 

rCcquate previous knowledge of each line investigated and 

facilitated the conduction of and the profit gained from 

the interviews. 

b) The preparation, for each line of production, of 

a "statistical filing card" giving information about dif- 
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£      fcrent qu. :.'. : tc Live aspects of the line, such as the num- 
ber of firma rnd their distribution according to the num- 
ber of employees of each one and the value of production 
and productivity. 

This information was compiled for the three zones of 
interest, that isi Brazil, the North-East and B^hia. 

c) The study of the investigation carried out by PRO- 
INTER in the interior of the State of B^hia. 

To make the study easier, a recapitulation table was 
rirawn up to allow a rapid, overall focus on the lines of 
production of said inquiry which were included in the pr£ 
selection carried out in Sectio 2.3. 

d) The study of the existing bibliography on each li 
no of production, as much in its general aspect, at a na- 
tional level, as in its partial aspects, at the level of 

Q      the North-East and Bahia. 

The aforementioned bibliography (see appendix) gave 
us a previous idea of the general problems of the line, 
as much in Brazil as in the North-East and Bahia. 

All the st .-.gor. of indirect investigation mentioned 
;..-, till now were covered by each member of the Tecnib^ric 
Group, although, as is neturai, each one of the said mem- 
bers dealt in particular detail with those lines that wc- 
!••? assigned to him for undertaking in the direct investi- 
le ion. S;.id distribution of lines was done for each cro- 
up of "two technicians", which had to give a more marked 
contrast of opinions and, in conclusion, a more trustwor- 
thy judgement. 

Subsequently, and with the aim of carrying out the t 

direct investigation, it was necessary to proceed to the 
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election of the finr.s to be visited, and to the prcpara-- 
tion of the required questionnaires. 9 

The latter included information relating to people 
to be visited and their positions in the firmi its past 
c-.r.d  present evolution in society its competitive position 
w2h respect to the local and exterior supply and the futj¿ 
re propects of the market; the availability of personnel 
and their professional qualifications} dependence on — 
other firms for the supply of raw material s » general im- 
pression of its organization, technology and the kind of 
products manufactured. 

Likewise, we also included data relating to general 
aspects of society, such as the financial situation, pre- 
sent difficulties and those which have been removed, yea¿ 
ly volume of invoicing, distribution percentages of the 
manufacturing costs, investment carried out and general 
ideas about the situation of the line of production seen 
in the perspective of the State. 
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2.4,3.   CEIIERAL DESCRIPTION  OF  THE  PHASE  OF  DIRECT  SURVEY 
1 

The preselection of firma to be visited was carried 

out, in principle, by the team of investigators, beginning 

with the dcta from the 1969 Industrial Cadastre and the 

dc.ta provided by the Secretariat of the new firms which 

were recently established and nearly all of which were un 

der the protection of the fiscal and financial profits of 

SUDENE. 

The said list was prosented to the Project Manager 

of U.N.I.D.O. for his supervision and following this,  to 

the Industrial and Commercial Secretary, who recommended 

the advantage of including some Societies which did not 

figure on the initial list together with that of choosing 

a sample with a larger proportion of small industries. 

Finally, and in a subsequent work meeting with per- 

sonnel from the Secretariat, the list of firms to be vis¿ 

ted was decided upon, just as it appears in the adjoining 

toble. As can be seen, only 29 firms of the said list are 

situated in the interior of the State, while the rest, 60 

firms that is, are situated in Salvador or the surrounding 

area. Naturally, this is due to the scarce number of in- 

dustrial plants wnich exist in the interior of the State, 

in the lines which r.ro the object of the investigation. 

Once the list of firms to be visited was decided — 

upon, and bearing in mind that the same included 14 visits 

in the Southern zone of the State, 8 in the Senhor de Bo£ 

lin-Juazeiro area and 7 in Feira de Santana, the working 

icam was divided up. Three croups were formed, two of — 

.'..cm acting independently but in the same zone, the Sout- 

hern r.or.e, visiting Jequie, Vitoria da Conquista, It ape— 

tinga, Itabuna and Ithaus, and the third in the Northern 

km^»-. . 
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zone visiting Scnhor dc Bomfim, Campo Formoso and Juaeeiro.  ^ 

Doth groups were accompanied by a member of the Se- 

cretariat's team, with the aim of making introductions — 

and facilitating human contact with the people being in- 

terviewed, a contact which, on the whole, wat very satis- 

factory and open. 

Once the visits to the interior of the State were ma 

tie, apart from Feira de Sunt ana which was visited indepe£ 

dently, the phase of industrial investigation in Salvador 

and surrounding district was initiated, a task which also 

entailed the presence and company of personnel from the 

Commercial and Industrial Secretariat. 

Finally, we proceeded to carry out another series of 

interviews with relevant people in the State, both in the 

consumer and distribution sector as well as that of the 

Bank, maintaining, moreover, contact with the Federation 

of Industries. 
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2.4.4. UTILIZATION OF THE DATA OBTATMED 

The interviews conducted were generally written up 

the none day as the interview, with the aim of conveying 

a "live" impression in the previously mentioned "filing 

cards of interviews", which were expanded whon necessary. 

These reports included both the facts relating to the « 

firm visited and a general opinion on the line in questi- 

on and the suggestions for support and the possibilities 
for expansion gleaned from the interview. 

The repetitive procedure of visits, with different 

investigations carried out on one line of production, al- 

lowed the first general impression of the line or sector 

of production to be made, and this was completed in agre£ 
ment with the previously known facts. 

Subsequently, in work meetings which were held for 

ten days, the members of the Tccniberia team proceeded to 

produce an overall critique of the lines investigated, 

each one contributing his comments and observations, and 

this gave rise to a definitive Judgement on the following 
lines. 

Finally, the Judgements which were drawn up were sub- 

mitted to the Project Manager of U.N.I.D.O. for his cons,! 

deration end  a work meeting to this effect was held with 

:.im on Monday, December 14£hj with this the process of d¿ 

rect investigation was closed. 

L M.N.»,»./U.M.h*,«. IMSUtTWat MW 
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2,5.  SURVEY RESULTS 

In the following pagos are collected, grouped accor- 
ding to sectors, the Line Reports of the various produc- 
tions whose possibilities of promotion in the interior of 
&<~hia have been analyzed in the present project* 

Although, in general, it has been attempted to omit 
the most common aspects in the production lines, such as 
the financial and fiscal problems or those of the diffi- 
culties in obtaining official credit or the lack of cer- 
tain commercial services for the industry, these aspects 
having already been considered in ether paragraphs of the 
report, a certain amount of repetition is inevitable in - 
such subjects as the insufficiency of the local market, - 
the competition of the industry in the South or, now less 
frequently,  the thortage of skilled technical personnel* 

The explanatory system generally follows the same m£ 
del in all the production lines, although it has been es- 
teemed convenient to maintain at a maximum the keynote — 
that each member of the team gave to his reports, since 
this helps to lessen to a certain extent the inevitable 
repetition and jT.ui*otony, natural in a successive assembly 
of similar analises* 

u.m.B.ß.iv.n.i.m.9. MMWTMMI tunwev 
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2.5.1, FOOD INDUSTRIES 

Mont Industries 

I&££2eH£¿¿22 

This is a production line included in the pr«-selec- 

tion because of its existing resources and its present i& 

sufficient development. 

Visits were made to a slaughter house in Simocs Fil- 

lio and a cold storage chamber in Salvador. On the consum£ 

tion side, Sr. Paes Mendonça, was consulted, a world power 

in food distribution, owner of a chain of supermarkets in 

Bahia and Sergipe, considered one of the most important 

in the north-east and included amongst the great organisa, 

tions of distribution in the country. 

Presentm§|rusturgMofM|hisM|ndu§t£)f 

At the moment the meat industry in Bahia is more ba- 

sed on low consumption than on high local production, ex- 

porting live animals (sales "a peN) to other regions« 

The lack of control in the accomplishment of sanita- 

ry standards and the custom of selling unfrozen meat fa- 

vours the disloyal competition of small slaughter houses, 

less particular at the time of refusing unhealthy and fi¿ 

cnlly uncontrolled live-stock. 

£2££¿£^££¿££¿£2.2£.£!2£..2IÍ££ 

Supplies are inadequate! there is a large number of 

W.U.»,P./V.Ml*.a. IWSMITWt tWWHV 
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middlemen in the marketing of meat, between the cattle-do 
dor end the slaughter, and it is these middle-men, in -- 
their key position as suppliers, who control the system. 

Neither does the raw material possess certain quali- 
ties. It  in very nutritious  and tasty,  but  also very 
tough, partly because of race reasons  (it is Indo-bra2i  
lien) which permits them to adapt themselves to the Sertao 
areaj partly because of this environment in which they 
ere reared;   and partly also because of the not only exten 
sivc but sometimes negligent character of developments. " 
It does not simply mean that they do not effect the action 
of fattening the stock, but also that simple physical con_ 
trol of the cattle heads is lacking. "" 

The present irregularity in the weekly rate of con- 
sumption in Salvador (60% of the weekly sales take place 
on Saturday,   after the slaughter on Friday)  creates 
serious problems of sub-utilization of the instaletions, 
with strong repercusions in prices. 

The outcome of all the circumstances mentioned is — 
that in Bchia there is no meat industry, neither modern 
nor vertically developed, a fact which, apart from repre- 
senting tho lorr. of a great opportunity, also effects the 
possibilities of other sectors such as those of leather - 
«nd skins. 

L 

••-rket 

However,   there are favourable aspects in the market. 
Sr. Paes Kendonça revealed that he was highly optimistic 

to the aspects of meat industries in Bahia,  if they or 

ni ned themselves as an integrated production line (Pur- r. 

v.u. •>»./u.M. i. »e. IMSMSîWI mtmtf 



r ~ i » chace, slaughter, sausage manufacture, cold storage,  and 

canned goods) there being a very attractive market for — 

all thcce products, especially for sausage manufacture -r 

and canned goods, of which this firm alone sells 1.000 me, 

trie tons a year in its chain of supermarkets in Bahia — 

and Sergipe. 

In mora generic terms one could also talk of favour^ 

ble aspects for sales, since Brasil exports meat and meat 

canned goods (which could allows for the maintenance in - 

the future of a position in the outside markets) and bes¿ 

des this, the consumption per person it low end will tend 

to rise. 

On the whole, authorized opinions consider that Bra- 

sil will have a shortage of bovine meat from now to 197S, 

balanced by a greater production of pork and e great con- 

sumption of fish. These predictions being, or not being, 

precise, everything seems to indicate that the meat mar- 

ket will be tight and that there will be an opportunity 

for the meat industries in Bahia. 

But, to make a reality of this bright potential futu 

re, it will be necessary to undertake with energy certain 

actions, among which it is necessary to draw outt 

a) An action on the basis of cattle-rearing, impro- 

ving the cattle farms, the sanitary and physical 

control, localisation of the cattle heads their - 

fattening, etc. Of course, it would be difficult 

to strengther suddenly this action in all the St¿ 

te; but it could be initiated firstly in a couple 

of pilot supplying - areas of another few slaughter- 

houses. (For example, promoting an area in the r£ 

gime of extensive cattle-dealing in the south with 

L U.N.S.P./U.N.I.».«.     mrnmm* mrnwr 
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slaurh-wcr nouses in Itapetinga or Vitoria da Con- 
quiste). In any case this cattle-dealing improve- 
ment action should provide a »upply with continu^ 
ty and quality. 

b) A lo^al action on sanitary conditions of every t^ 
pe in the meat industries,  at every level or pha- 
se of production. An indispensable element of this 
action would be the establishment of very strict 
sanitary controls,  equally strict in inspection 
efficiency as in the penalty rate. Also,  fiscal 
surveillance would be recommend able,  joined to ac. 
tions of tax reduction on this type of industry. 

C) The promotion of cooperative formulas for the es- 
tablishment of integrated meat plants, organised 
to operate in uniform rate because of the various 
dedication of the products (direct consumption, 
for example on Fridays,  cold storage or canning 
other days) besides the stopping of fresh meat s¿ 
les.  This cooperation should eliminate midflle-.-en, 
and financial help from the State to this coopcr¿ 
tion should relieve those current problem« that, 
no doubt, are so much due today to the prolifera- 
tion of middle-men. 

It definitely is a matter of carrying out an inter;L-¿ 

tv.ii action which goes from the cattle raiser to the "Heat 
Cooperative», also producer of leather in adequate condi- 
tions,  as head of the tanning sector. 

The means for this action will have to bei 

- Cattle-dealing promotion 

L V.N.m.P. /M.N.h».*, 
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• Sanitary legislation and its control. 

- Fiscal laws and its control. 

- Promotion of cooperatives at the slaughter house - 
level  (Subsequently,   it is even possible that 
others might realise the rest of the technically - 
integrated meat industrialization). 

- Financing means for circulating and fixed capital. 

Meat industries possess ample opportunities of re- 
sources and market (home and external )  in the State of — 
Bahia. Technically, its implantation would not offer oxc£ 
ssive difficulties of "Know-How", personnel, or invest- 
ments, neither would it be necessary to solve exceptional 
infrastructure problems. 

Human difficulties would on the contrary be much — 
greater. The mentality and production habits of the cat- 
tle-dealers would have to be changed} struggles against - 
the established interests and positions already gained of 
the middle-men and to combat the barely satisfactory pro- 
ceedings of the cattle-dealers, less demanding in sanlta- 
iy and fiscal matters. In spite of these difficulties, it 
is considered that the possibilities of this production - 
line justify its survey, including taking into account — 
ii,c projects already in existence and approved by SUDENE, 
which represent some 14 millions of cruceiros relating to 
.r.cat industries  alone. 

Poultry Industries 

The existing production of poultry and eggs in the - 
State of Bahia is lower than the market possibilities, — 
which,  in principle,   one could estimate for these products 

L UN.O.*/V.N.I.».O. mtmvtmm.mmm 
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^       in Bahia. This fact is nevertheless attributed, at least 
w       in part, to consumption habits. 

In any case, at the moment, there does not exist — 

great rationalized poultry developments, although SUDENE 

has already approved three projects with a total invest- 

ment of 7,1 million cruceiros. 

In spite of the fact that for the promotion of this 

production line it will be necessary to reach some con- 

sumption habits for poultry products, nevertheless, it — 

seems reasonable to advise meticulous study of the viabi- 

lity of poultry exploitation of a certain size in sitos - 

in the interior of the State which contain adequate clima 

tological conditions for this industry. 

The eventual development of the poultry industry will 

call for the promotion of the industry of prepared poul- 

try feed, coordinating with it, this aspect being opportu 

nely commented upon in the corresponding paragraph. 

Dairy Industries 

¿£¿£2¿H££4222 

This production line was included as a consequence 

of the mille shortage in Brazil, which forces to a great 

i...po-.-t_wio,i c- powdered milk and provides evident chances 

for these industries. 

For the survey of this production line, visits wore 

.; to the main supplier of pasteurized and sterilised - 

ri Ik in Salvador, a small butter industry made from cream 

". c-Oht from the *f azendeiros', sited in Vitoria de Con—- 

quisca, and to a big industry in Itapetinga, which is de- 

veloping an integrated mille promotion programme in the — 

ccuth of the State. 

L TICNWCWA U. M. ». P. / U. N. I. D. O. INMMTMAl SURVIV OP BAHIA 
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At the same tine on the dealers' side, two important 

store keepers and owners of supermarket chains, one of —     W 

which is of national scale, were consulted« 

A logical aim for a milk policy in Bahia could be — 
# 

that of intensifying the consumption of pasteurized and - 

sterilized milk to a maximum, and reducing that of powde- 

red milk, whose use should be limited to clearly justified 

cases of the absence of productive cattle in the area, ~ 

with the consequent necessity of large transports. 

However, the situation is just the opposite. As a — 

consequence of the milk shortage, the prohibition of sel- 

ling natural milk only served to raise the price of the - 

pasteurised milk, which because of its price, remains con 

verted in a consumptin being restricted to the wealthy — 

classes. The main part of the consumption is assured by - 

powdered milk, imported from other States or from abroad A 

and based on a reduced "per capita" consumption. It seems • 

that in Brazil he who makes an effort to obtain milk, — 

wants to benefit to the maximum from that effort and use, 

for his own profit, the misrepresentation in favour of — 

powdered milk which has been given its position by the — 

bad tradition of milk production in the habits of the cojn 

sumers. The result of all this is the lack of populariza- 

tion of dairy consumption. 

Characteristlcs^of^the^Offer 

Like practically all the industries of primary trans 

formation of the cattle-raising/agricultural sector, the 

milk industries call for the resolution of the basic pro- 

bit m of raw materials, which in the case of milk in Bahia 

is faced with the serious difficulty of indo-brazilian — 

L TIOMMMA V.N.».*/U.M.UB.9. «MMMTMAk MWMV •* **MM 
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» Q cattle,  with very low milk production. There only    exists 
the possibility of establishing  intensive farm« of dairy 
cattle,  of different or improved races, in the new irriga- 
ted lands  (like those of the lapicuré) or in good pasture 
areas  (in exactly the  same way as private initiative in - 
the Itapetinga ione is being promoted). 

Once these areas of possible intensification of milk 
production have been selected,  it will be necessary to ~ 
improve their infrastructures,  particularly in connection 
with the access ways and communications for the collection 
of milk from the farms  and exploitations. 

Another solution, already in the course of being — 
tried out and with limited possibilities, is the importa- 
tion of selective goats, good producers of milk and sus- 
ceptible to adapt themselves to the drier areas of the — 
Sertao. 

A Thejnarket 

At present 70% of consumption is assured by powdered 
milk, the other part being the market practically control, 
led by a big international firm, now based in Brazil. Th£ 
re are also private sales of natural milk? liquid pasteu^ 
rised milk is expensive and lacks a favourable reputation 
and one is able to consider in this respect that the com- 
mercial efficiency of the milk plants being operated today 
is somewhat deficient. 

The "popularization" according to prices and consumfc 
tion habits, of pasteurized and sterilized milk, is accor. 
ding to what has been said, an objective suited to the — 
zone food requirements.  The development of a network    of 

L W.N.S. A/W. «.I.**. 
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..dorn milk plants in some important population centres - ^ 
could constitute ü first  action of great interest;  on the ^ 

.e,  n.lurally,  of organizing very adequately not only — 
¿'..o  collection of natural milk but  also the distribution 
and delivery of pasteurized milk. The new plants,  on the 
other hand, would have to contribute with their efficien- 
cy,   to the reduction in the price of milk. ' 

However,  this popularization of milk, having provo- 
ked  a growth in consumption,  could make room for a stoppo, 
go of offer to a much greater extent if half-measures we- 
re not taken for the opportune action of improving the 
milk production on a grand scale through complete wide- 
spread labour,   including: 

- Creation of pastures and improvement of those in 
existence. 

- Improvement of race (artificial insemination,   im- 
portation of sires for crossing the breeds, etc.) 

- Improvement of cow-barns and of hygienic conditions 
of all types for cattle,  as weel as its veterinary 
control. 

- Organization of collecting and dealing systems. 

Actions of this type have already beeri initiated, o£ 

¿--rdin'j to what h¿_r. L/oen said, by private companies in — 

•Jr.o south of the State and they represent high investment 

and big risks. So a problem is created which will not al- 

ways find an easy solution ini 

a) findino new cones in which this work can be deve- 

lopped. 

b) successfully finishing the milk promotion work. 

L * «i.e. fc/w.«.«.».s. 
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c) Orientating such production increases  (in aa much 
as local  consumption)  in favour of liquid milk, 
pasteurized and sterilized, assigning only a porr 
tion of the consequent natural milk production to 
powdered milk, with  a view, principally, to its 
exporting to those zones of Brazil last worried 
about obtaining fresh milk* 

Rc£OTO22nd¿t¿onsAan^<pCon£lusiong 

It is obvious that the milk industry's development 
shows a great generic interest, mainly for food policy — 

reasons* 

However, resources are limited and the market is so» 
mewhat misrepresented,  accustomed already to consumption 
of high-price milk. On the other hand,  there exists   the 
problem of natural milk sales,  to which en end is    being 
proceeded to be put* 

All of this involves considerable difficulties for a 
quick and suitable development of dairy industries* 

On the first immediate  level, the objective,  keping 
to a realistic tone,  could consist of creating or updating 
(according to the case) milk plants in «orne of the main 
population centres supressing in these   (and in their coun 
try areas being  influenced)   the natural  milk sales,  repl¿ 
cing it integrally for pasteurized milk,   at reasonable — 
prices, thanks to good organization in collection,  an es- 
sential aspect for the good working of  the centres* 

On a second step,  it would be a matter of studying 
the progress of the milk in the new sones (with natural 
pestures or in new irrigated lands) by integrated program 
mes that include from the adequacy of the pastures and — 

L M.N.s.p./w.n.i>e.e. 
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cattlc-dealinç exploitations to the marketing and distri- ^ 

bution of the various products,  allowing a wider and more ^ 
rational consumption of the milk and dairy products. 

Fr^rcrvrd fruit and vegetables*  and tropical   iuices and 

rv'oets • 

Introduction 

The existence of abundant resources of products con- 

sidered "exotic" in countries of a high degree of economic 
development,   as well as the presence of new irrigated    — 
lands for which very important horticultural  productions 

are foreseen, have justified the survey of this range    of 
production lines in the fruit and vegetable canned goods. 

The survey has included the visit to an important — 

factory of tropical  Juices in the industrial centre of — 
Aratuj one of guava sweets in Salvador;   another of cocoa 

jelly in Ilheus;   and conversations on this specific mat— fp 
ter with two major store-keepers of food products having 

primary importance in Bahia, 

Fruit - Present sit.'-iM-ion 

In spite of ti.o j."ùct that,  in theory,  there should 
. ;:int a well-developed industry of products,   attractive 
at firet  sight,  the reality is that,  except for the juice 
p:ant sited in Aratu,  which is of medium importance,  what 
Lz  abundant is small  companies,   some not much more than 
"-..T.ily ones,   alnost simple shops, with their own produc- 

tion and very simple sales networks. 

The irregularity of the supply of raw materials is 

! 
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A the first  serious difficulty, even though it seems parado 
xical. Years ago, a company dedicated to the manufacture 
of coconut - with its various uses had to close down for 
this problem of supplies; tropical fruit grow in the fi- 
elds, but it is not a cultivation that belongs to anyone 
in particular and nobody bothers in consequence to organj^ 
ze a systematical collection; besides for some of them ~ 
there is the seasonal problem. 

The problem of fruit supply for the process industry 
implies sufficiently serious conditions as to make one of 
the existing companies proceed with the development - now 
or in a near future - of its own plantations. 

On the other hand, there is no need to anticipate t£ 
chnological difficulties for the procurement of normal — 
products - if wishing, on the contrary, a serious advance 
to the level of exterior market, it would certainly be ne. 
cessary to proceed with new technologies in order to remo, 

£ ve some of the less agreeable details of certain fruit, 
(e.g. fibrous fruit)  or to sophisticate the flavour, per- 
haps eliminating the habitual tendency to obtain products 
which are to a certain extent over-sweet and which quickly 
satiate. 

r.^rket 

These last observations arise from the fact that com, 
petition is high in the international market of tropical 
fruits and juices in which some large western supply firms 
operate on the basis of mass purchase of fruit at a very 
low price,  taking advantage also of perfect sale networks, 
not only for these products but also for its whole range 
of food manufactures. 

L v. H. m. P. m. «.i.e.«. iwMimm. sumwv 
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As to the interior market, it seems that the supply      ^ 

of Juices is enough (for the main factories of other  ~     • 

north-east States, and for those already existing in Bahia, 

as well as for the elementary procurement of fresh fruit 

juices in the shops). On the contrary, the wholesalers ha 

ve seen serious possibilities in the manufacture of pre— 

serves, an opinion that seems to be confirmed by the com- 

mercial results that the interviewed manufacturers supply, 

concerning themselves and this production line in general« 

Canned Vegetables 

As for vegetable canned goods, there exists a suita- 

ble market, today kept up by imports from other States or 

from abroad. The development of this production line, ho- 

wever, depends on the efective development of irrigation 

plans, that concretely seems to go favourably, in accor- 

dance with the programmes established in each case. 

Actions which are considered feasible and recommendations     ^ 

for the sector 

From all the above said, it can be deducted, in the 

first place, that the manufacture of tropical juices docs 

not ¿ppear to need to be recommended, as it is already su, 

fficiently cared for. On the contrary, the fruit conser- 

ves and, in their turn, the vegetable conserves, must be 

considered. 

But the problems pointed out, in respect of raw mat£ 

rial supplies and the competition in the market recommend 

action in the following criteria linei 

1, To integrate the fruit collection in these prociu£ 

tions, through the organisation (direct or thro- 

ugh their branches) of real plantations or, in 

L U.M.•>»>./U.U.!.•»•. IMSytWMfc SIMWIV 
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£ other cases, of built-up collection teams. 

2. To arrange a correct marketing, including propa- 

ganda in it to popularize the trade mark or namej 

quicken and make distribution in time, etc. 

3. Introduce innovations, if it is possible, overco- 

ming some of the practical limitations, which, 

day by day, reduce the commercial realities of ma, 

ny tropical products in respect of their possibi- 

lities which their exotisme suggests. 

So, it appears that interesting possibilities exist 

in tropical preserves, but the problem can only be corr«£ 

tly tackled through determined means. 

Therefore, a alidy of this production line will have 

to be made, especially finalising a meticulous analysis 
of its conditions. 

A        Canned fish 

In accordance with what was shown in the analysis of 

natural resources, fishing possibilities in Bahia are li- 

mited to the catch, principally through the art of fish 

hooks, of specior of great quality, all of this as a con- 

roquence of tho r-^ky nature of the sea-bed and the in- 

fluence of the • .   currents of Brazil. 

L 

Another important fishing resource is crustaceans — 

(shrimps and lobsters) particularly abundant on the south 
coast of the State. 

The present market (really reduced as a consequence 

o; the leck of a "hinterland" to be supplied and a low 

buying power of a great percentage of the population of 

the coastal zone) is sufficiently looked after by a pro- 

duction being rudimentarily and mechanically carried out in 
most cases. 
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However, one should not scorn the possibility of orga 

nizing fishing exploitations of the highest size in the "     • 

regime of high-sea fishery for a near future, preferrably 

situated in the south of the State and fundamentally  — 

orientated for the supply of crustaceans and fine fish to 

the market of Rio de Janeiro and Suo Paulo. Two circums- 

tances could powerfully contribute to the development of 

the fishing industry in Bahia? on one side, the general 

growth of fish consumption in Brasil which is recognized 

as really reduced at present; and on the other side, the 

putting into service of the highway BR-101, near the co- 

ast, which will represent the possibility of effecting vo 

ry rapid deliveries by road, in refrigerated lorries, to 

the markets of the south, at a distance of a little more 

than 1,000 kilometers from the south of Bahia by the now 

road. These road transports can be considered as a good 

alternative in relation to the direct unloading in the 

ports of the south, the cycles of the fish having to be 

considered in this choice, in any case achieved and the 

total costs, including transport, in the market of desti-      m 

nation. W 

Additionally, the establishment of a canning indus- 

try (principally of tuna and shrimps) offers evident oppor 

tunitioc, principally taking into account that minimum d¿~ 

mendons are not excessive in this type of the same as il 

that fact of exporte ion possibilities - without forgct- 

i-C its own local market in which distributing chains at 

;-.oacnt already effect good sales of conserves of fish im 

ported from other States of Brazil of from abroad. Consol 

quently, it seems to be possible to recommend, for the fu i 

t;re phases of this project, the study of the viability " 

for the gradual implantation of a canned fish industry in 

- '.iia, to be sited probably on the south coast of the St.- 

L 
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r "•" ~i A       Preparations of ftajge and Mixed Fodder 

The necessity for cattle-dealing development and the 

existence of abundant resources of mais« and other product» 

suggests that it would be convenient to consider these — 
production lines. 

A visit was made to a manufacturer in Peira de Santa, 

na and another in Salvador, having arrived at the follow- 
ing conclusions! 

• The factories for mixed fodder, operating at pres- 

ent, are small and mainly located in the Salvador 

area, with a limited radius of commercial influen- 

ce. Static formulas are usdd, whereby no benefit 

is gained from all the resources available in the 

tone and its corresponding facilities, 

• There exists abundant resources of raw materials, 

£ such as maise, cotton cake, wheat Mfarela" (by- 

product of the wheat-mills in Salvador) - wart- 

weed cake and others whose production should be i£ 

creased in a near future - meal made from fish, bo 

nes, meats, alfalfa to be obtained from the new i¿ 
rigated lands, etc. 

, The tech .olo^y of manufacture is simple and does 
not need qualified labourers, 

• Even though in modern plants employment is reduced 

due to automatisation, the investment/operator re- 

lationship is favourable. In any case, this line 

has an important capital for cattle-dealing deve- 

lopment. The labourers necessary are barely quali- 
fied. 

L u.M.».». mu. h »e. 
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Therefore, a study of this line is recommended, in 

accordance with the planes of poultry and cattle-dealing 

expansion. 

Cocca riorivntlves 

The importance of the production of cocoa in the II- 

heus area, as well as the generic impression that the in- 

dustrialization of these products could be profitable for 

Eohian and Brazilian economy, have Justified the inclusion 

of this production line in the pre-selection. 

However, Cocoa production in Bahia has quite a histo 

ry and a sufficient complexity, so that trying to invest^ 

gate its problems by only a small number of interviews, 

offers inadequate results. It is because of this that the 

survey has been principally based on the examination of 

fundamental texts on the matter and, more especially, on 

the excellent study by the firm "PRO-URB" on the integral 

planning of the municipality of Ilheus, in which they de- 

dicate very interesting extensive paragraphs to the exam¿ 

nation of such a delicate problem. < 

Thic elemental basis of documentation having been o¡¿ 

tained, two cocoa process companies were contacted, one - 

ir. G ni vado." and another in Ilheus. 

Structure of the Production 

Brazil holds 13.3% of world cocoa production - certa, 

inly an.important position, but in an aspect of relative 

contraction since in 1952/56 Brazil's contribution to the 

world cocoa production was 17.6%. However this does not 

implicate that production in Brazil has already reduced 

1 
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•       ^ rbr::ute terms but only that it has maintained stable 
W       w,_c world production and consumption has ricen, m  - 

¡c^utT 196° T  1967' WOrld COn5UmPti0n °f COC- -so 

occupied themselves in attending to this increase in de- 
mand, in so doing reaching the present absorbtion of 70% 
Of the total market. Definitely, like it or not, Bro.il 

he. moved down to occupy the role of second line producer. 

In ell, Brazil is basically a cocoa exporter. Only 

•- of production is destined for internal consumption/in 
.he economy of Brazilian cocoa, Bahia occupies a primary 
position in serrina 93% of the national production. 

On the other hand, the cocoa economy in Brazil, for 
the most part, is an economy of industrialized cocoa. 
This industrialization was initiated in 1926, in Ilheus 
to be precise, when the Victoria factory of cocoa-butter 
was put into action. Industrialization advanced slowly - 

0 from that date up to the beginning of the Und World War 

up to the point when in 1940 only 1.6% of exports were -1 

constituted of transformed cocoa exportations (butter, c« 
kes). But between 1940 and 1966, the post-war gave way to" 
opportunities that »xa.il did not waste. Actually about 

18% of the value of exportations corresponds to manufactu 
red exports. nat,ira,1y> this figure wavers from year to " 

year, a, when bruLo cocoa better, in price, the exportat- 
ion of butter ar.o sl.ibs automatically drop.. 

To .void going deeper into the .ubject, the recommen 
dations, apparently ebviou., would be the fight for an i^ 

L «¿«.a,»./w.u. i. »,•, 
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dustrialization of up to 100% of cocoa products. Things 
however are not so simple as to make this policy possible. W 

The basic problem probably  is that of supplies. Con- 
cretely,  in the tropics - where it is obtained - oocoa can, 
not be stored for more than 4 months without deteriorating. 
At the moment,  the construction of huge, very expensive, 
silos is being tried out, but it does not appear that the 
technical problems have been entirely solved. 

The other possibility would have been to commit one- 
self to the manufacture of the final products (e.g. choco 
late, sweets, etc.) but the companies in the countries — 
with a chocolate market (strictly speaking cold countries) 
took the lead years ago and the situation is difficult to 
reverse. 

The market consequently remained in the hands of the 
buyers of crude cocoa, whose position was reinforced,  be- 
sides, with the creation of the Cocoa Exchange in New    — A 

York in 1926,  a financer of stocks and assurer of risks 
provoked by the oscillation in the harvest. 

Even so,   and as aforementioned,  the war was made go- 
•od use of and the p^-rentage of cocoa sales through proc£ 
ssing  (butter,  cakes; was able to increase. At present, 
the Africen countries and,  principally Ghana,  are stri- 
king out to solve the problem of  supplies.  Prom being so¿ 
ved,  it is obvious that cocoa economy can pass from the 
hands of the consumers to cbose of the producers. 

Perhaps this would allow the latter to adopt a touch 
policy and exclusively plant the world cocoa business in 
terns of elaborate products. But in as much as such a    — 

L u.N.».*/u.N.i.».e. weMiTMM. mumn 
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^ thing would not  succeed, industrialization on a medium le. 
w vel of process would have to be considered  as a simple a¿ 

ternativet in »good- years it would be more economical to 
sell without processing« in «bad« years, processed! obta- 
ining a high income from the adequate distribution of the 
offer between crude and processed in a long-term basis. 

Apart from that, in concrete relation to Bahia, it 
it necessary to remember the following factet 

1. 80% of the capacity of cocoa processing in the 
State is based in Salvador, the place where the 
cocoa arrives after excessive transport costs,  — 
showing the inadequacy of the present comunica— 
tions. 

2« The actual cocoa production in Xlheus and its    ~ 
Q area, is at present confronted with serious infra 

structural problems,  over-valued lands and produc 
tivity decreasing by the acre,  due,   amongst other 
things,  to the following reasons:  excess of old 
plants,  many of more than 50 years;   it being that 
the maximum productivity of cocoa is obtained    — 
when the  plrnt is between 8 and 15 years old,    — 
plants sp,ccd 4 meters apart, where now 3 meters 
is used,   and there is talk of using 2 meters tran¿ 
port deficiencies and lack of use of scientific 
cultivation proceedings. 

3.  In all,  there is a long complicated history of 
Brazilian cocoa policy, revolving around a prote¿ 
tion that is neither convincing nor successful, 
subtle*» the employed proceedings (fiscal and ere. 

L » «.».»./»«.i.».» 
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dìto.ry)   in the end,  produces the impression that 
it has  been maintaining   a certain "status quo", 
because  if it was unsatisfactory the social and 
economic consequences of the breakdown of the sys— 

tern would be even worse. 

The visits that were made, surrounded by an extraor- 
dinary informative reserve, not encountered in any other 
sector, confirmed the alternative character that in rela- 
tion to gross sales, has an average transformation, which 
every campaign judges in agreement with the situation of 
the market and  the prices. 

The industrialization is definitely an additional 0£ 
portunity for the producer,  an element more in his strate, 
gy, »and apparently,   it is worth  the effort to maintain 
this opinion even in spite of the incidence it could have 
in the results - to maintain th« manufacturing investments, 
sub-utilized on a longterm basis« 

Another interesting aspect  is the commercial and in- 
dustrial force of the Bahian chocolate industry in compe- 
tition with the manufacturers in the southt   this terrain 
being for he who operates-on a national scale- the unsta- 
ble equilibrium of  cocoa in favour of consumption areas. 

Keeping in mind what has been add,  it is obvious    — 
thrt the formulation of opinions of firm comprehensiveness 
on the policy of industrialization of cocoa exceeds very 
nuch the frame of possibilities  of a rapid recognition of 
the industry in  the  State of Bahia. 

Besides,   the impression obtained is that many problems 
reme in to be solved on the level of the primary sector, 
before the problem of cocoa industrialisation can be ap- 
proved with stability. 

1 
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^ The problem of reconsiderating the siting of the cho 
colate industry destined for internal  consumption (which 
could constitute a starting point for the exportation)  is 
an obvious recommendation.   But, otherwise,   it does not 
seem to provide any basis for the formulation of recommen 
dations neither in favour nor against the earlier study 
of the cocoa industry, or the geographical restructure of 
the existing productive installation in Salvador and II— 
neu., searching for a situation of factories much nearer 
the plantations« 

L 
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2.5.2. PROCESSING INDUSTRIES FOR NON-MET AT,T,IC MINERALS 

Çrr.rnt derivatives 

The results of the effected survey show that the sec, 

ter has at present 50 productive centres, a great part of 

which are around Salvador, generally of reduced dimensi- 

ons, since the average figures for the number of worJc-men 

per establishment normally vary in a gap of 5 to 20. Only 

about 8 establishments of any importance exist, 4 of the- 

se with about 2C0 men per establishment, and the other 4 

grouped together have some 350 work-men. 

The 4 main industries mentioned are dedicated to the 

manufacture of pre-moulded stones, cement derivatives -c¿ 

bestos, stakes, reinforced concrete posts, and tubes, wh¿ 

le the rest of the Companies in existence are dedicated 

to the production of structures and pre-moulded stones, 

stakes, girders, blocks, handles, tubes and hydraulic — 

Lvicks, these last few being those that represent the — 

Greatest percentage of the lines in production, of the e¿ 

t^blishments of small dimension. 

There exist anoL. er two firm projects for the manu- 

facture of reinforced concrete blocks, cement blocks, tu- 

bes and other cement derivatives, such as (in the initial 

phase of planning) a project for the development of cement 

pre-moulded goods. 
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With respect to raw materials, the sector is at pre- 

sent being stifled by the lack of cement. However, once 

the foreseen expansions and new installations are in ope- 

ration, this problem will be satisfactorily solved. 
• 

Demand  in Bahia for cement by-products - especially 
asbestos,  which is being used more and more for covering 
houses and factories and pre-fabricated goods - is still 
not very high. This hinders manufacturing processes    on a 
large seule,   indispensable for reducing costs,  especially 
with pre-fabricated goods,   as well as the possibilities 
for, rapid development in the cement by-product industry, 
for example asbestos which is an industry which could   be 
expanded with low inversions. 

S£S22H2Sûaâli2û5.Sûâ.£2DSiHS42D2 

m A »urv©y of this sector is not recommended because 
on the whole,  the prices of these products prevents long- 
distance transport and moreover it is felt that the pres- 
et installations and existing new projects will cover tbe 
local market quite adequately. 

». 

Tne !ack of competition in products transported long 
f or middle distr. cos will make interior supplies balance 

the demand in cpite of the possible distortions which 
might occur from time to time in particular lines and    in 
spite of changes in the rhythm of public works. 
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Glrrr-' ttlnr, arx! ceramics in cenerai 

This sector, particularly the production of glazed 

tiles, was included in the preselection because of the — 

present availability of adequate raw material (clays) in 

the State and because production statistics used (1967) 

aid not show the manufacture of tiles nor some other cer¿ 

mies necessary to supply internal consumption in Bahia« 

The stimulus in the tile sector over the last two y£ 

ars has allowed the present production capacity in the — 

State of white, coloured and decorative tiles to reach — 

3.5 million M2 per annum. This figure is higher than 

Bahia's internal demand, which represents 25% of this pro_ 

auction capacity. 

In spite of this and owing to sales in other states, 

the two firms, which operate in mutual competition, ore 

expanding or have plans to expand. This will allow them 

to reach almost double the present production capacity and 

therefore increase their supplies to markets in the south 

of the country, Rio do Janeiro and Sao Paulo in particu— 

1er, which already absorb around 40% of both factories' 

production. 

Regarding other pieces of ceramic work such as pla- 

tes (white or decorated) and ceramic bricks, there are — 

two projects in CIA with capacity around 10 million plates 
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r T ~i ^     per annum and 325.000 m bricks, per annum respectively 

•     which will cover the local market even allowing for export 

to other markets in the Northeast. An important project 

is being analysed for the manufacture of ceramic flooring, 

with an inversion of over 6 million dollars and the pos- 

sibility of setting up two more factories is being studi- 

ed. These factories would produce ceramic bricks and 

other products in general, although of lesser importance. 

With regard to the blocks, roofing tiles, handles — 

and bricks sector, there are 150 factories of small capa- 

city distributed all over the State. The average number 

of employees is 13 and only three of the factories has — 

over 80 workers. A project for silical blocks and bricks 

is being installed and it will have a capacity of 

10,800,000 units per annum and an inversion of around — 
CCO,000 dollars. 

Rema£ks on the market 

As a result of the survey, it has bten estimated — 

that the local market receives sufficient supplies and — 

that importations from the South will be limited, especie, 

lly regarding the glased tile sector and some types of -- 
special or decorative tiles. 

The glazed tile sector is entirely an exporting soc- 

cer end a sharpened expansion would appear apparent unless 

the surveys being carried out by the country's tile prod\¿ 

cors' Association prove the possibility of «porting to 

ether markets competing in prices and quality« 

No special action would appear necessary, except for 

L UN.»,»./U.M. I. a.«, 
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adequate attention to the problems caused by lack of wor- 

king capital found in the small firms* • 

Recommendations^and^onclusions 

A survey is not recommended sine« this sector is de- 

veloping greatly and the inversions, after the foreseen 

expansion, will surpass 15 million dollars in the two gl¿ 

zed tile firms alone and Societies of firm financial stajj, 

ding are connected with the development. 

« 

Xt is felt that the future of the tile sector will 

thus be solved by the iniciative taken by the firms them- 

selves in view of the results of the survey being carried 

at present. Xt is also considered that the manufacture of 

ceramics for construction should develop in accordance — 

with the growing demand of the market« 

With respect to the ceramic industry in general and 

its working capital problems, shown in the survey carried    0 

out by PROINTER and which mainly affect the small ceramic 

industries in the interior of the State, it is hoped that 

they will receive the necessary attention from competent 

authority. The trend towards ejpansion in most of the firms 

included in the above-mentioned investigation is very si¿ 

nifleant. 
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A H Et glass 

lD£E22H££ì20 

Flat glass production was included In the preselect- 
ion because of the high transport costs (including breaks 
ge costs) for this product and the lack in Bahia of this 
line of production, essential in a State with a surface 
area the sise of Prance and 7 million inhabitants. On the 
other hand, the building plans laid out by the BNH (Banco 
Nacional de Habitaçao) would appear to assure a good mar« 
ket for flat glass. 

Since there is no flat glass factory in the Stato, 
the survey, first, was directed towards visiting a bottle 
factory in Salvador in order to be able to study the evo- 
lution in a line of production technically similar in the 
State. Looking at the market, the two building firms vis^ 
ted during interviews with consumers and distributors, aj. 

9 lowed the possibilities in this line to be estimated. Vhc 
survey was finally completed with indirect studies. 

££SS2UÍ-S^£Ü£¿Ü£S 

The fact that there are no flat glass factories in 
3hia does mean  t:.      supplies are unsatisfactory according 
to the building  £_;.i3 visited,  who had no complaints.   In 
Erasil, the flat  glass market is  suffering a bad crisis 
of insufficient demand. It is estimated that only 43% of 
the present production capacity is being used up. 
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Production is concentrated in Sao Paulo,  and only •- 
two firms cover nearly all the supplies. The present cri- • 
sis in demand has obliged these two firms,  in spite of    — 
their strong position in the market,  to close down some 
of their factories. 

Besides this, the flat glass industry in Brasil is 
feeling the costly supplies of sodium carbonat which is 
monopolised by the Com panni a Nacional de Alcalis, de Cabo 
Frio,  Rio de Janeiro. Internal    prices are four times    — 
higher than international prices. 

Apart from these aspects,  the survey carried out with 
t.o bottle industry in Salvador did not show any import- 
ant technical obstacles in the manufacture of flat glass 
in Bahia. 

Jhe^market 

The present market for flat glass in Bahia could    be 0 
estimated at around 350,000 M    per annum at its lowest. 
If the house building plans in Brasil reach the foreseen 
rhythm of 300,000 houses a year  (i.e.  50% more than rea— 
ched at present)  the consumption of flat glass would nor- 
mally reach 500,000 M    per annum,  since the construction 
of commercial buildings would not fluctuate. 

It should be realised that the BNH's building plans, 
increassing to the originally foreseen rhythm, will not 
solve the over sided crisis in flat glass production,  not 
so much from the point of view of the capacity of each — 
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plant but of the industry seen as a whole. 

Under such circumstances, it would be advisable to 

recommend this line of production for Bahia's industrial^, 

sation programme in the interior. Many years will have to 

pass before the market will allow consideration of this 

industry in the State, which under other circumstances — 

would have been logical. 

Sanitary earthenware 

Introduction 

According to the facts of the industrial survey car 

ried out by the Getulio Vargas Foundation, in Bahia there 

is a sanitary earthenware factory which produced insigni- 

ficant numbers of toilet goods in 1965 and 1967. This fac. 

tory however, was not found out in the Industrial Census 

of 1969 of the Industries Federation. Six stores for the- 

0 se products were visited in order to obtain more precise 

information. They were» CIERMA, MELO, A. FONSECA, FERRA— 

GENS, CORREA RIBEIRO, CASA BRASIL and CASA GARCIA, none 

of which knew or had known manufacturers in this line of 

production in the State. The most probable explanation is 

that these productions recorded by the Getulio Vargas -- 

Foundation were only test pieces tried out by a manufactu 

rcr of table earthenware and now manufacturing glazed ti- 
les. 

All the above mentioned stores, who are supplied from 

-he industrial areas in the South, pointed out the favou- 

rable prospects of the market, encouraged by the building 
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' plans of the Banco National  de Habitaçao  (BNH). Soma of _ 
these  stores felt that if a factory for sanitary earthen, • 
ware were put into operation, it would be able to compete 
with manufacturers in the South and not only in Bahia but 
also in other Northeas States. 

The manufacture of sanitary earthenware would seem 
to be definitely,   the typical product situated in the So- 
uth of the country and which  is not decentralised, which 
means  that transport costs are excessively high for a fr¿ 
rile and not very expensive material. 

It would appear that a survey in this line of produc 
tion should be recommended, in view of the fact that Ba- 
hia can count on its own resources of raw material as well 
as a quite important market produced by the present house 
building plans and these plans will have to be intensifi- 
ed owing to the  lack of housing. ^p 

High  and low voltage electric  insulators 

It is obvious that the State of Bahia has the possi- 
bility to manufacture porcelain industrial  insulators  and 
this is proved by the fact that a factory manufacturing 
sparking plugs for cars is already in operation in the In 
dustrial Centre of Ar atu. 

On the other hand,  Brasil imports electric insulators 
which constitutes a typical assumption for the establish- 
ment of this production line. 
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Moreover, if the existence of a copper industry which 

cculci sooner or lcter lead to a transformer industry in 

cuca a product is token into account, manufacturing 

pi ont s of high and low voltage insulators in Bahia could 

givo place to the creation of industries manufacturing — 

electrical equipment. 

1 

The possibilities of installing this line of produc- 

tion in Bahia have been proved by the fact that SUDENE 

has already approved a project for the installation of a 

plcnt for "complete insulators". Since the content and iß 

portance of this project is unknown, an analysis of the - 

possibilities for this line of production would be recom- 

mended • 

Exploitation of other non-metallic minerals resources in 

the area 

The existing exploitation of non-metallic minerals 

in Bahia, such as Brazilian pebble, talc, marbles, etc., 

is nainly to be found in the inland »ones (many of them 

in the micro-region of Juaceiro) and is of a craftmanship 

character. 

The following process factories of these resources 

have plans of installation in the Industrial Centre of — 

Aratu. 

Stege Name of Firm 
Investment 
in 106 

1,2 

Number 
of 

employees 

Setting up •'Marmores e granitos 
do Nordeste" 

76 

Approved "Sociedade Bnhiana 
de talco, Ltda." 

0,7 86 

Planning the 
project 

"Iguaçu, Industrial 
de Marmores, Lta." 

0.5 76 

Ditto. "Marmores da Bahia 
S.A." 

4.0 53 

TOTAL 6.4 291 

L 
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Fino wood* 

2&l£2fc's>Ssa2& 

The necessity of studying the present level of util¿ 
ration of the exceptional forest retour ces in Bahia in f¿ 
ne wood, mainly jacaranda'  , we« clearly pointed out    in 
the pre-election. 

The survey con ai.ted mainly of visiting two lumbery- 
ards, one in Ilheus and the other in Salvador who work — 
with lumbers fro« the forests in the Entree« South of the 
State. 

V Although the  survey was obviously incomplete since 
no visits were stade to forestry works  (¿efficient accesa 
made the visits practically impossible,  especially when 
the rains cut off the ordinary communications ih the South 
of the State,  causing  flooding) it was possible to see   a 
certain number of structural basic problems. 

To begin with, these resources are not evaluated,and 
there is no classification nor cubage of existing species 
which are unknown owing to their geographical distribut- 
ion« 

The cutting system is not appropriately carried out, 
*There is a legal atandard to reafforest proportionately 
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identical to the cutting, but,  it looks that this standard A 

is not always observed with car«. Transport problems exist • 
because of the inaccessability of the  approaches|   and the 
team from tho felling firms is inadequate as are - and this 
is more serious - their procedures* 

The lumberyards visited had modern equipment of great 
capacity;  however,  the managers reported very definitely 
that  such a situation was really exceptional in the Stnte, 
where  lumberyards with very precarious   installations wore 

dominant. The lack of financial means makes the drying 
oí the wood more incomplete than normal.  Finally the sa— 
wers alluded extensively and in great detail to the fis- 
cal problem,  especially to the point of  State imposition, 
which,   according to them,  put them in an inferior posi- 
tion with respect to their competitors  from other  neirjhlo 
u-:: .ig States.  The result,  according to  them,  WQ3  that  indu¿ 
try in these States was the true beneficiary of the pre-- Q 
cious wood resources in Bahia. Evidently,  the lack of good 
communications in the Extreme South,  the main son« given 
over to forest resources in fine wood,   plays an important 
part in this last problem 

Pine wood is used as much in the making of luxurious 
furniture by craftsmen as in the form of a noble auxilia- 
ry element in buildingi floors,  skirtings,  girders,  part¿ 
tion panels,  etcì  sales in markets outside Bahia are still 
almost unknown. 

£22£lMte22S.S2â-£2£2E22BââU2Qt 

The overall impression obtained In the survey carried 

L v. «.».». ft*. *.i.e.e. 
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• out is that,  at prosent, the valuable resources in Bahia 
of Jacareada and other f^ne wood are being physically wa¿ 
ted as much because of a deficient exploitation of the fc¿ 
rect at because of an even more inadequate marketing, 

Wc think it  is Justified,  as  a really urgent matter, 
to conduct a study of the whole rational exploitation     of • 
these high quality forest resources}   said study should  — 
comprise the entire process of its use;   felling, forest 
exploitation and its dependents,   lumberyards, manufacture 
and marketing,   (preferably abroad). The result of such  a 
survey should be a policy which duly values and preserves 
these exceptional forait reserves in the State of Bahia. 

Furniture 

Introçiuçtign 

The very snail percentage represented, according  to 
fp statistics,  by the production of furniture in Bahia,   is   a 

clear sign that  the State imports  furniture from other   — 
Stetes, considering that however low "per capita" consumn 
tion is,  local  production is quite insignificant. This  ci¿ 
cumctance decided,   in the preselection,   the convenience 
of investigating this line,  specifically clearing up    the 
reasons for these imports. 

The investigation carried out comprised the visiting 
of a total of  11 manufacturers;  two in Feira de Santana, 
one in Itapetinga,   four in Salvador,  three in the Indus- 
trial Centre in Aratú and one in Xlheus. 

L tf.H.sv»./w.N.i.aa mmt&mÊL mmtt 
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The first fact discovered in the investigation is — 
that the low figures for total production can be attribu- 
ted not only to the low capacity of existing production, 
but also to the little use made of that reduced capacity 
which is available. 

the trend of the sector is,  in fact,  provided by — 
small workshops with very modest and hardly mechanized — 
equipment, all of which want to undertake the manufacture 
of stock furniture; but lacking financial capacity, with 
r -manent difficulties four working capital (which is — 
translated to deficiencies in drying and general ineufi— 
ciency of Stocks in terms of massive production) and with 
very few possibilities for plans and new models. 

Ericicr.cv of  the manufacturers in the South 

In these conditions industry in the South,  whijeh is 0 
technically,   financially and commercially very well off, 
competes favourably in the market of  Bahia,   absorbing the 
greater proportion of sales (excluding the market for ve- 
ry high or very modest quality handmade products). 

We have included the case of firms which commercial^ 
ze furniture made in the South, and, encouraged by the 
profits of these transactions, have promoted factories in 
the actual State, although they have not yet received po- 
sitive results because of déficiences in the coordination 
of the phases of financing, marketing and the launching 
of production with suitable techniques. 

L v.u. »,*/i#. «.it.* mmmmLtmm 
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Even when some problems of supplying raw mataríais ( 

to the furniture industry are being resolved  in Bahia with 
the new plants of prefabricated goods and timber (Novopan, 
Mavasa,  Madepan, etc.) and this should automatically con- 
tribute to the development of this sector,  we should    not 
assume that  this dbvelopment will take place  as a result 
of the defects in structure observed in the  same and no- 
ted earlier. 

In our opinion, concerning the manufacture of wooden 
furniture in Bahia, it would be better to carry out a    — 
task of restructurization than promote the implantation of 
new industries, for this could contribute to heightening 
the crisis of those already in existence,  and the problem 
of misuse of the productive capacity would be perpetuated, 
an undesirable state of affairs in an undeveloped area 
and one which could doubtlessly be eliminated through an 

£ act of reconversion, taking advantage of the  existing hu- 
man and material elements,   and at the same time passing 
on to the sector the necessary competitiveness and progre, 
•sive spirit. 
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2.5.4,   RU3BER ARTICLES 

•ntr9fluïU°n 

The sector was chosen in the first preselection in 

accordance with the State's existing natural resources, 

with the future possibilities afforded by the Petrochemi- 

cal Plant being developed and with the demand of the local 

and North-east market for %used' tyres, which was the or¿ 

gin of a relatively strong retreading industry. 

Tho present situation of the sector 

This field comprises some 20 tyre retreading shops 

with an average of 10 workers per establishment. Half of 

these are in Salvador while the rest, with an average of 

7 workers, are in the interior of the State. 

Besides these, three other installations manufacture 

* Cr nel back' and laminated rubber, rubber and surgical — 

products. The latter supplies 70% of the Brasilien market 

and is exported to several European and South American co 

untries. 

Likewise, there are two projects for the manufacture 

of tyres, inner tubes and rubber products and inner tubes 

and %Cumel back', respectively. Some 12 million dollars 

would be invested into the former project. 

Problems noted 

The two above-mentioned projects have been a stimu- 

lant to the sector as far as the basic lines of tyre and 

• 
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^      tubo production are concerned« 

On the other hand, the production of technical rubber 

products, save those for surgical use, shows no apprecia- 

ble development at present, owing to the problems caused 

by the factories' lacle of confidence in the local producta 

and the shortness of floating capital and technical assis, , 

tence. This lade of technical assistance does at times pre. 

vent the manufacture of new products through lack of 

know-how which, due to the cost of th« limited series in 

demand, is difficult to obtain. 

fiecommendr.tions and conclusions 

It is difficult to establish the availability of raw 

material (estimated at 10,000 tons per annum) with respect 

to the four large groups which consume 75% of Brasil's ru, 

bber. This country imported 29,000 tons in 1968. Two of 

these groups also control half th« rubber by-products in 

fp      the country. 

However, it is felt that thia sector shows opportuni 

ties for development, although it would be easier to carry 

this out if the important firms in the South were to be 

decentralised. It is for this reason that an analysis of 

this sector is recommended. 

The products which would apparently show the greatest 

opportunities for development are those related to the — 

shoe industry, a survey of which is also proposed, techn¿ 

cal products (which require the installation of a firm — 

with know-how), pressed sheets, pipes and hoses and sport 

goods. 

L u. *•,»./w.u. •.•.«. mmmrntk twnvev < 
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2.5.5.   LEADER.   HIDES  AND  SHOE   INDUSTRY 
1 

Lrether  T. nninft 

îDîiE£$ÎU£iïS:D 

Leather tanning was included in the preselection for 

several reasons. On the one hand, it must be taken into 

account that Bahia is a State with a strong production of 

hides because of the,wide-spread cattle raising. On the - 

other hand, only a small part of this production is manu- 

factured in Bahia. Besides the cattle sold "a pe" to 

oJr.cc States, Bahia mainly exports uncured hides thus re- 
ducing the possibilities of manufacture in the State. 

Apart from the usual indirect investigation (biblio- 

graphy, statistics, "Prointer" cards, etc.) three tanning 

factories were visited during the course of the survey; 

one in Salvador, another in Juazeiro and another in Jequie. 

Brasil has a serious problem in relation to its lea- 

ther and hide production, which ist the interference of iß 

terests among the different manufacturers and dealers. 

The case is that although production is high, it ic not 

high enough to keep those in the sector kappy. In other 

words, if Brasil were to intensify its leather manufactu- 

re, the exporters of uncured leather and hides would sur£ 

ly protest; if she were to give in to the wishes of the 

exporters, this would lead to a lack in raw material for 

L U.N.ft.ft/U.N.1.*.* •UHViV •* «AHM 



r t'ru   industrie.i  produci!.<j   leather  articles   and  for  the ox- 
port of untúnned leather;   and  if she were to  satisfy the 
dcrnr.dr.  of  the  foreign market  for untenned  leather,     the 
exporters  and consumers of  cured leather would -be without 
supplies. 

Theoretically,   it would be easy to point  out  the way 
towards maximum transformation  locally,  but  in  practice 
it  is not  so  simple  since  there are different  interests 
which bring with them pressures and counter-pressures on 
the administration,  while  the hesitation of  the   latter — 
disconcerts all plans.  Recently,   a crisis  in  the  shoe in- 
dustry and a policy of development not discriminated from 
exportation  (which in fact favours the export of raw hi- 
des) has been worrying the leather tanning industry. 

¿hétoffer 

The nain leather tanning production is in the incus- 

trial sones in the South of the country where the hide — 

transformation industries are sited. This is quite logi- 

cal with respect to the market and with respect to the w¿ 

despread cattle raising in the South. 

What is not so logical, however, is that this main 

nucleus should be almost "exclusive". It absorbs the re- 

sources as well as the final market for processed goods 

from the Northeast since the double transport of the hi- 

des and the processed leather is not economically justify 

able. 

From the visits carried out, it has been deduced — 

that the leather tanning industries in Bahia are not com- 

1 
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pctitive, however, with the great tanning industry in the 

South in spite of the fact that they are favoured with re 

g.-.rds to trr.nr.port. On the one hand, the factories in Dal 

hia are snail, equipped with old machinery and the methods 

used are too traditional. On the other hand, taking into 

account that the hides from the South are only a part of 

the industry in the South and that its sales of converted 

leather is only a small percentage of its sales, it is ob 

vious that the manufacturers from the South could cause 7 

serious commercial competition on new high-level in the 
North. 

—0£¿H£a2£s_and_recommendations 

mo 
In view of this, it could be concluded that the pro- 

tion of the tanning industries with adequate and up-to- 
date methods in the interior of B.hia has its possibili- 
ties and its drawbacks. The local market is small but the 
re is the possibility of selling leather instead of raw ~" 
hide to the South. The possibility of exporting abroad is 
obvious. Countering these positive aspects and the abun- 
dance of resources, is the lack of a defined policy to- 
wards leather and hides and the financial and commercial 
strength of  the industries in  this  line in the  South. 

We believe,  however,  that the balance falls in favour 
of a more  thorough  investigation in this line of produc- 
tion during the later stages of this project. 

¿pecial   skins 

The Bahia production of wild animal skins stands out 
with respect to the *mato cat' among the mammals and the 
lizard among the reptilians,   since Bahia holds about 20% 

1 
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of  the total  production of the  country of both species. 
The Bahia production of deer  ckirns is  also relatively im- 
portant and   is about 9% of the whole output in Brasil. 

On the  contrary,   *Jacare'   skins,  which are particu  
larly valuable,  forms  a very insignificant part,   1 or 2 
out of every thousand  caught  all over the country. 

The information received  from the tanning industries 
of the inland,  especially in Juazeiro,   points to the fact 
that  at present the marketing of these  special  skins is 
orientated  mainly at Rio de Janeiro or Sao Paulo due to 
'che appreciable amount of visitors from  abroad,   tourists 
or business men,  in those developed areas,   as well as the 
local market.  So,   the  skins are sold uncured to the dea- 
lers in the   South who  tan and  sell them  in gurr ant eed con, 
dition and prices to the buyer. 

This guarantes which is essential,   especially when 
selling to  those from abroad,   is  lacking  today in Bahia,' 
but the development of this aspect could be of interest - 
not only to  the modest industrialization but also,  and — 
most particularly,  to touristic development which is hig- 
hly possible  in Bahia. 

It should be noted that    an increase in tourism 
would open new ways for business dealt with in this sec- 
tion. 

In accordance with what has been examined and set — 
out,  it would be of interest to analyse the viability of 
a small organisation which,  after collecting the skins of 

1 
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wild enir.rlr. fron tí:o inland (r.rr.mols nnd reptiles), would 

proceed with the tanning. Sales would then be effected   

through the ur.ual channels to the South, through an esta- 

blishment formed for this purpose in Salvador which might 

be a branch of a well-known firm from, the South or a dolo 

gation or exclusivist in Salvador for the manufacturer of 

skins fron the inland, or a state craftmanship shop. 

1 

Shoe Industry 

This line of production was included in the preselec 

tion because it was felt that as soon as the above-mentio- 

ned problem in leather tanning industry was solved, this 

line would be given an appreciable etimulus. 

Direct investigation showed the convenience in anal^ 

ning this line because of its relation - as far as raw ma 

terials are concerned - to certain present or potential - 

Stato productions, and as the consequence of the importan 

ce which a marmot of 7 million inhabitants has in spite 

of the small consumption "per capita", 

££££22ÍL£i£Híí;¿2I2_2£_£!22-ÍD££Í:2t 

Annual shoe sales in the State of B hia could be es- 

timated at 2 million pairs at the least, even taking into 

account the low number of buyers among the population. To 

day, this market is almost exclusively supplied with shoes 
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imported from the South, since existing industries are — 

small looked at individually or together. In the Indus- 

trial Centre of Aratu, a shoe factory has been recently - 

set up. This factory manufactures around 450,000 pairs of 

plastic shoes for children per annum. Another plastic — 

shoe factory for adults is at the moment being installed 

also in Aratu and produces around 575,000 pairs per 
annum. 

1 

££2£2££^5.l2E-ll}£-0£ar„futuro 

It is obvious that the above projects will not absorb 

the Bc-hia market, especially if sales per inhabitant in- 

crease and besides this, Bahia can count on excellent   

prospects for raw material for this industry: skins (whi- 

le the tanning industry, as explained above, is to be de- 

veloped); natural rubber and in the near future synthetic 

rubber and plastics. 

It would appear feasible for the shoe industry to   

reach a certain degree of development without having to 

resort to large investments, if the above is taken into 

account as the starting point and during the first stages 

an abundance of cheap labour would counter the need for a 

high degree of mechanisation. 

Recommendations 

According to what has been set out above, it would 

be suitable to advise that during the second stage of the 

Project market research in the shoe line in Bahia be ca- 

rried out, also the study of implementation in this line 

of manufacture in some inland points of the State. 
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2.5.6.   FIPEI AÜD CLOTHES 
1 

Textiles   pnd  Clothes 

Introduction 

This sector, seer, as a whole, was preselected becau- 
se of the possibilities shown by the contact with the pe- 
trochemical plant in development, the existence of a clo- 
thes market supplied today mainly from the south of the 
country and the abundance of labour in the clothes indus- 
try end the small amount  of inversion. 

Leaving aside the process of textile raw material  ~ 
v.nd the  production of hemp and  Jute fibres  and their by- 
products,   the State's  textile industry has  six factories 
in operation with a total  of 3,000 workers.   Three of the- 
se factories are in Salvador and manufacture  cotton thre— 
rd  znd  cloth.   Besides  these,  there  are three  projects,   c.t 
the setting-up stage,   for  the production of  polyester fi- 
bres   (short  and continuous),  nylon thread  and  cloth ami 
cotton  (poplin)  cloth,   respectively,  while  another facto- 
ry manufacturing cotton thread  and cloth is  being enlar- 
ged.  All  of these represent an investment of  over 20 nil- 
lion dollars. Two more projects  for unspecified  textile 
products  are being  studied and  likewise,  polypropilene 
products,  which will represent  an investment  of another 6 
million dollars. 

With respect to the clothes industry,   25 factories, 
with a total of less than 900 workers manufacture mainly 
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A r.cn shirts, cuits and trousers and children's clothes. 13 

of these factories are in Salvador and have around 300 — 

men. 

Likewise, another project has been aproved for the 

manufacture of socks and stockings for men, woman and -• 

children. The cost of this project is around two million 

dollars. 

Serious difficulties are foreseen in the sector, ab¿ 

vo all in the ready-made clothes industry where are pro- 

blems of floating capital caused by the lack of finished 

raw material in the State and other problems caused by — 

the low productivity of the local factories conpared with 

that in the South and the apparent difficulty of competi- 

tion caused by the lack of partial exemptions from the 

ICK tax afforded by the State. From the tax point of view, 

W       this situation allows the products from the South placed 

on the Bahia market to have a lower production cost than 

the local products which supply home demands. Besides the 

other advantages which the South can count on in its com- 

petition, which have been mentioned above, it supplies aj5 

proximately 80% of the local demand in the State. 

Actions_to_be_çarried_out 

In the ready-made clothes industry, it is considered 

necessary to pay attention to the problems caused by the 

ICM tax. It would appear that the rest of the Northeast 

States enjoy exemptions from this tax. The problem affects 

mainly to the small industry in the inland which manufac- 

L U.N.O.P./U.N. I. 0.0. INOUtTNAl SURVEY OF BAHIA 
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turcs mainly products of lower quality and which lacks —     ' Ä 

floating capital. ^^ 

Sun2££^_ûnd_rcçonm£ndation£ 

The sector is complex and for this reason a study is 

recommended in order to attempt the co-ordination of the 

different stages of production and to eliminate problems 

•uch as the lack of a finishing industry (dressing, blea- 

ching, dyeing and printing). This problem results in the 

sending of fabrics produced today in Bahia, or foreseen 

in the near future, to the South to be later returned. 

Likewise, it will bo necessary to analyse formulas 

in order to provide floating capital, technical assistan- 

ce and a mutual cooperation with the small ready-made clo 

thes industry in the inland as well as the convenience of 

a possible partial exemption from taxes if this should 

prove necessary. 

This analysis is going to prove difficult to carry 

out, not only because of the implications at country le— 

vel and the federal control under which the textile indus 

try finds itself, but also because of its dependence on 

the planned petrochemical plant and the lack of facts on 

clothes consumption in the State of Bahia, with respect 

to the different fibres and in the rest of the Northeast 

States and in Brasil generally. 

With respect to the incidence of the proposed analy- 

sis on the development in the interior of the State, it 

does not seem logical to assume that the new industries 
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of relative importance, which might prove necessary in — 

lhin line of production, h¿.vc a particular interest to be 

sited in the interior of the State. A study could be car- 

ried out, however, of the difference in costs should a — 

factory be established in the inland and thus the advisa- 

ble compensations could be worked out. 

1 

Leaf fibers - particularly hemp 

l2£.£2&¿££¿22 

ïhis line was preselected because of the availabili- 

ty of raw material in the area. Two very representative 

factories in Salvador and Vitoria da Conquista were visi- 

ted during the course of the survey. 

Keeping in mind the general world-wide trend to subs 

titute these fibers for nylon and other artificial fibers 

in their specific uses (sacks, ropes and string, etc.) it 

could be said that the Bahia leaf fiber industry is at — 

present going through an excellent stage. 

The main fact is that the supply of raw notorial is 

abundant (crops planted 6 or 7 years ago are being harve¿ 

ted). On the other hand the present low prices show the 

inconvenience of planting more crops and within 7 or 3 yr 

ars there will be a sharp decrease in the supply of raw 

material. The life of these plants is about 15 years. 

The factories, however, are expanding because of the 
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encouragement given by the conpotitivity of the low buying    ^      ' 

prices of raw materials. 

Thc^markot 

In contrast with this optimism, clearly observed du- 

ring the interviews with the Bahia manufacturers, figures 

obtained from the 1969 edition of the United Nations sta- 

tistics annual, show that the production of thread from 

textile fibers, except cotton, in 33 main manufacturing 

countries had shown a decrease to 1.3 million tons in — 

19C3, while it had increased to 1.3 million tons in 1961 

C:-.(\  to 1.5 million tons in 1964. Such figures reflect a 

clear slump in each country and at times lead to coordi- 

nated action among the firms concerned to gradually close 

down factories, as has occurred in Spain. 

Under such conditions, even though there is raw mate, 

rial available and the necessary technological Jcnow-how, 

obviously encouragement in this line of production is not 

to be recommended when taking into consideration the long 

term prospects which depend on the innovation of new appli 

cations for the fibres. 

It would seem unwise to take steps in this direction 

before the new lines of use have proved their possibili- 

ties. The assurance of success is of utmost importance in 

a programme such as in this case. 

In the meantime while the feasibility of such new a£ 

plications has not been analysed, any increase in the ca- 
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p.ûcity of production would only moke the crisis more acu- 

te-. It would seem that this crisis might occur within the 

next 7 yearn when the present excess of raw material no 

longer exists* 

Besides this, certain new applications are already 

being tested in the State of Bahia, the most notable of 

which is the project planned by "Bahiana de Celulosa, 

S.A." which will obtain 100 tons of cellulose per day — 

from hemp in 1972. 

On the other hand, the action promoted by Brasil at 

present with regard to the creation of an International 

Research Center for leaf fibers, is positive. This was d£ 

alt with in the advisory subcommittee of leaf fibers of 

the F.A.O. (Rome, October, 1970) since it was felt that 

this is the only way to solve the problems of this sub- 

sector. 

MM 
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2.5.7. cns;-:icAT. INDUSTRIES 

I 
B~.ric chnn.rcr.l Industry 

Introduction 

The sector was preselected in order to establish its 

possibilities, mainly with regard to natural resources of 

the State of Bahia and to the chemical industry needed to 

support the developing Petrochemical Plant. 

E - •ults^of ^the__su£ve^ 

It is evident that the development of a basic chemi- 

cal industry requires the availability of its raw mine— 

rais, unless local demand of a chemical product is so high 

as to make the transport of said minerals economically — 

iccsiblo with regard to the high capacity of the product- 

ion unit. 

The State of Bahia has not basic minerals, since re- 

sources of sulphur and potassium minerals are unknown, at 

least in large quantities. Even the crudes have a low suj^ 

phur content. As far as phosphorus and rock salt minerals 

are concerned, there is a small measured reserve of phos£ 

hates in Itambe and certain possibilities of rock salt in 

the Itaparica Island and West coast of All Saints Bay. 

For this reason, an increase in mineral prospecting must 

precede any development in this industry by the State. 

In spite of this lack of basic elements, a very im- 
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caustic socle und chlorine, even taking into consideration 

the high costs of transporting sodium chloride which is 

the basic raw material in this line of production. This 

project, with a cost being estimated at 37 million dol- 

lars, will cover the demand for chlorine in the petroche- 

mical plant. At the same tine, it is necessary to keep in 

mind the necessity for great coordination to avoid the — 

possibility of not being able to place the foreseen pro- 

duction of chlorine on the local market, although the pre 

sent demand for soda is high in Brasil. This would cause" 

very high production costs in soda because of the diffi- 

culty of transporting the chlorine. 

In the meanwhile, chlorine could be supplied at low- 

er consumption levels by another company in operation on 

the outskirts of Salvador. This company has a much lower 

capacity than the new plant now being considered but still 

has to send part of its chlorine production into the atm- 

osphere in spite of the danger implicated. The company is 

trying to arrive at an agreement to produce chlorinated 

solvents from propilene as well as promoting the manufac- 

ture of industrial fact alcohols, obtained by hydrogens— 

ting vegetable or animal fats in order to be able to sup- 

ply those consumers the hydrogen which is also partly sent 

into the atmosphere. In order not to poison the catalysts, 

this would require the demercurisation of the hydrogen 

from the soda plant and which is contaminated by the mer- 

cury from the electrolytic cells. 

The rest of the present chemical industry in the sta, 

te comprises mainly, apart from the vegetable and animal"" 

resources, the production of sanitary water, asphaltic — 

1 
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emulsions (water-proofing), vaseline, inks, nitrogen and 

oxygen, formol (for the agglomerated board industry), and 

titanium dioxide. The latter is at the moment the most in 

portant plant of the sector in Bahia because of the amount 

of the foreseen investment, 21 million dollars and its -- 

economic incidence all over the country. 

~l 

Still under analysis, there are projects for the ma- 

nufacture of barium salts and other chemical products with 

ar overall cost of about 6 million dollars which gives -- 

thom possibilities for the future. 

The promotion of further mining research in the Sta- 

te would be advisable and in the case of this being car- 

ried out, the installation of the new chlorine and soda 

industry, which is necessary for the future petrochemical, 

plant, would be recommended. 

Recommendation^and^conclusions 

A study of the sector is not recommended for the mo- 

ment. It is felt that the possibilities of development 

would depend on the results of the prospections made in 

the mining sector as well as the demand of the future pe- 

trochemical plant, which is at present beginning to be — 

fitted. 

It is possible that small possibilities for short- 

term development do exist for the Chemical Industry of Ba 

hia,mainly as far as the manufacture of citric acids and 

proteins by means of fermenting molasses is concerned, 

and the industry of fertilizer mixture and the less obvious 
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possibility of manufacturing aluminium chloride from bau- 

xite and chlorine, or from aluminium and chlorine taking 

advantage of the aluminium production which the State is 

soon to count on. The latter product is used mainly as ft 

catalyst. The project, at tho moment under study, for the 

manufacture of 1,000 tons per day of ammonia from natural 

gas is also very interesting. 

1 

Petrochemical Industry 

This sector was included in the preselection in order 

to see what its prospects of development are like within 

the general plans for petrochemical development in Brasil 

and its incidence in the industrial development in the — 

State of Bahia. 

5££EiL££.2£..!&£-£H£y.§v. 

The studies already carried out by the State with r£ 

cards to the availability of local basic raw materials, 

i.e. Petroleum and Natural Gus, for the development of a 

large petrochemical plant, show the large possibilities 

of a petrochemical industry and the convenience of esta- 

blishing Brasil's second large petrochemical centre in « 

Bahia. 

Attracted by the above-mentioned natural resources, 

the fiscal and financial incentives and the future possi- 

bilities of the plant, projects relating to the manu. .ctj¿ 

re of lamp black, ftalic anhydride, methyl methacrilate, 

octanol and n-butanol, melamine and polypropilene, have 

L «.«.e,*./u. ».!.•. e. 
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been established or are beinrj installed or have been appro    ^ 

ved, apart from the line of production of PETROBAS. These     • 

projects, including PETROBAS' plants for propilene, ammo- 

nia und urea, will represent all together, a cost of over 

50 million dollars. 

Also under analysis are projects for the manufacture 

of ethylene, methanol, styrene and polystirene and being 

put forward are plans for obtaining methane, benzene and 

toluene. All these would represent and additional cost of 

about 60 million dollars. 

The petrochemical problem clearly cannot be looked 

at from a purely State level since its general implicat— 

ion fall directly on the whole economy of the country. 

Likewise it is clear that the installation of an ef- 

ficient combined petrochemical plant with its economy de-     Q 

rived from this integration (from the mutual advantages 

of products and by-products, due to the elimination of un 

necessary and often expensive transport, and with the pos 

sibility to obtain common side material produced on a la£ 

ge scale) will require the availability of basic chemical 

material, such as: methane, ethylene (now manufactured in 

Brasil mainly from ethyl alcohol), propylene, butilene, 

benzene, toluene and xylenes. The State of Bahia is in — 

better conditions than any other State in the country for 

the setting of this plant because of its Natural Gas and 

Petroleum resources. 

Owing, perhaps to problems of a national character, 

production of most of the above mentioned raw materials 

ha* not yet been started and not even approved. Only the 
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foremen production of octanol and n-butanol, melanine und 

polypropiler.e will be able to count on raw material, pro- 

pilene and urea, in the area. It in clear, then, that tbe 

above mentioned basic raw materials will be needed urgent- 

ly for the development of the petrochemical plant and — 

that the lack of these is delaying the development and — 

probably causing Bahia to lose its possibilities in the 

manufacture of by-products, such as polyethilene, PVC, — 

etc., which should be withing their grasp in view of the 

abundant oil and natural gas resources. 

Also it should be pointed out that this plant will 

affect the developing textile industry in Bahia and others 

such as: resins, plastics, pharmaceutical products, deter- 

rents, paints and varnishes, pesticides, herbicides, etc., 

¿11 of which, according to the 1968 statistic?., are im- 

ported by Brasil. Most of them could be manufactured in 

Bahia in view of the raw material available and the large 

planned soda and chloride industry as well as other re- 

sources available locally which would allow a supply of 

raw materials being auxiliary of the petrochemical. 

The petrochemical problem is complex and requires — 

the necessary national coordination to avoid that the fit 

ting of oversized or undersized units, especially where "" 

products which are expensive and difficult to transport 

are concerned, causes serious financial problems or the 

stifling of the future plant, today only at its beginning. 

¿£Ü22_£aY¿££^i£.H0¿££.t!}£.£i££Hm5tanccs 

It would be advisable to hasten the coordination, si 

ring and approval of the plans regarding the manufacture" 

1 
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of the bp.sic petrochemical products: ethylene, benzene — 
p.nd tolueno, taking care thct, at least as far as ethyle- 
ne is concerned, the planned production can be used loca^ 
ly by manufacturers of side products, thus reducing ¿\G — 
much ns possible the under-usage of the design capacity 
or the necessity of expensive and difficult transport• 

Su^nary^and^reco^mendations 

It is clear that the extent of the sector and the fi¿ 
ture possibilities and its implication in the general eco 
nornic policy of Brasil do not come within the limit of — 
this survey's recommendations and doubtlessly the poscibi 
lities of the plant are being studied by competent bodies. 

Likewise, it is too early to recommend a survey of - 
the possibilities of developing another petrochemical 
plant still not designed in the interior of the State of 
Bahia. Probably such development will be confined to the 
geographic axis Salvador-Feira de Santana and the Rcconca. 
vo area, more or less accentuated, and round the geogra- 
phical area of initial development: Aiatu, Camacari, Can- 
deias. 

Later in the future,  the requirements of auxiliary 
industries and natural resources will doubtlessly affect 
appreciably the development of other areas of the State - 
further away from Salvador. 

1 
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-   pr.  rv.r] Deterrents 

Introduci-i' 

This line of production was preselected in order to 

find out the possibility of manufacturing higher quality 

soaps and to what extent the petrochemical complex will #• 

affect the synthetic detergent production. 

Result s_of_thc_survey> 

The sector of soaps and liquid detergents in Bahia - 

comprises around 25 firms with an average of 15 workers. 

All of these firms are spread around the interior of the 

State. Another six firms with an average of 8 workers ~ 

each manufacture sanitary waters by mixing its components. 

The survey carried out showed that the sector has d_i 

fficulty with the competition from the South offer, at — 

least in connection with Salvador market, because the — 

small scries manufactured in Bahia does not allow the ne- 

cessary investments to be carried out for the stamping -- 

process and aloo because of the lack of suitable adverti- 

sing. 

£^¿¿£JLí¿2e-E££££E£2SU£i22£ 

Iw is felt that the production of soap bars does not 

merit expansion owing to the fact that, as the income per 

capita rises, consumption of this product falls. 

v.N.e.ft./v.N.i.e,e, 
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With  respect   to  synthetic detergents,   the two  basic Ä 

r^uirer.er-.ts  for development are non-existent  in the Sta- © 
te.   In other  words,   there is a lack of both  necessary raw 
materials  for production and market.  The  low  income  level   ' 
in  the North east  prevents development  in  this  line  thro- 
ugh  lack of domestic  appliances,  and even though demand 
were higher,   supplies of these products  are  carried out 
by a few firms which  control the world market  because of 
their great  financial  backing and the advertising media 
used and this makes  it difficult to introduce  a product 
in the market. 

Further in  the  future,  interest  in  the decentralisa- 
tion of some of  the  large firms established  in the South 
of the country by means of special  incentives  might be — 
aroused.  This would  appear more feasible once  the petro- 
chemical  industry is  in conditions to  supply   at  least    a 
part of the necessary raw materials. 

The same conclusions could be applied to the produc- *k 
tion of toilet soap,   since the market is small  and very 
much controlled. 

The production of  liquid detergents  shows  little    — 
prospects mainly because it is a product that  can be more 
easily adulterated,  therefore acceptance would be almost 
nil,   except from commercial firms very well  known. 
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ä 2.5.8.   r/; "-••-•,  i:~7ALLUR~y.   SIDESURGV AI'D  METAL PROCESSED 

• CCCIJ 

fining • 

The existence in Bahia of important mining resources, 

some of which are  already exploited  and others having been 
found   and  studied  and with economic possibilities, consti, 
tutes one of the main reasons for industrial development 
in the inland of the State where such resources are to be 
found. 

In fact, these resources could and should lead to — 
the installation of a basic industry and eventually to a 
process industry near the sources of raw material. Trans- 
portation costs would thus be reduced because of the dea- 
ling with more valuable products; wealth and demand for 
labour would increase and other industries in connection 

with these products as raw material would be encouraged. 

Bahia has a rich  and varied resource of metal mine— 
mis,   but with regard  to this  survey,  magnesite,   lead, 
chromium and copper must be underlined,  owing to    the con- 

trete established with firms which exploit each of these 
lines. 

In accordance with this criteria and with regard to 
the carrying out of full survey from the extracting stage 
to the most advanced processing stage, visits were carri- 

ed out in the mining areas and two copper extracting firms, 
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two chromium,   ene magnesite ¿nei one  lead were contacted. 
All of these  arc  in the Srnhor de Bomfim,  Campo Formoso 
end Juaziro  órca. 

All  the extracting industries contacted as well as 
the other more important mines are joindd with industrial 
croups who take on the first process.   Therefore market 
and  selling problems do not exist  and  on the other hand, 
these products are in rising demand,  nationally as well 
as internationally. 

The basic difficulty lies in the transport of the mi 
neral to the metallurgie industries all of which are far 
from the fields. 

The magnesite has to bo transported from its depos— 
its in Brumado and Santo Se to Belo Horizonte and Sao Pau 
lo, by river way, lorry or rail with the consequent trans- 
fers. The lead is sent from Boquira to Santo Amaro cove- 
ring 1,000 kms and part of the chromium is sent from Cam- 
po Formoso to Sao Paulo and part to the Reconcavo for the 
iron alloy plants. 

The most  serious  problem is that  of  access from    the 
main net of communications  (rail or road)  to the deposits. 
The nines  at Santo Se  are completely  stopped during cert- 
ain seasons of the year when the only way of transporting 
its production is down the San Francisco River. This same 

1 
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A problem of access   frcm the mines to  the main net,  which 

is cor-non to  nearly  all the mines,   also affects the cop— 
per mines at  Juaraguari. 

Dcvclopncnt  of these extracting industries  seems     to 
be correct,  although exploitation could doubtlessly be     — 
greater,  in view of  the amount of the reserves found     and 
these still to  be   detected.   But this would mean solving 
the difficulty   (apart of infrastructure problems)  caused 
by the  lack of  professional miners,   at technical  level   as 
well  as engineers   and  intermediate posts.  The greatest  — 
problem observed  during the visits to the mines,  with  re- 
gard to internal  working,  was  the lack of technical  person^ 
r.el.  Likewise,   the  general level of education of the  popi¿ 
lation where  labour  is recruited is insufficient,   altho- 
ugh the population  is generally alert and easily adapted 
to mining, the  lack of professionals in the middle grade 
will cause a stifling in the industry. 

The mineral  extracting industries in Bahia arc at — 
present  at a good   level  of development within a policy  that 
gives preference  to the home merket. This policy could  — 
perhaps be surpassed,   although the stage of exporting  raw 
minerals would be  difficult to exceed which would lessen 
the attraction  or   intensifying  the mining industry. 

Thcmmost serious problems in the mines which are al- 
ready working or are about to work, are the transport di£ 
ficultics and the lack of intermediate personnel and se- 
cond level professionals who are sufficiently qualified. 
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Taking into account what has been set out  above,    it 
ir,  felt necessary to recomir.er.d the following i 

• It would seem convenient to promote the mining re- 
search,  coordinating  the different establishments 
connected with  this today,   just as was  pointed out 
when studying the mining resources in the State. 
This systematic  survey is indispensable for the es 
tablishing of a mining policy and for the analysis 
to see whether or not  the extraction requires to 
be strengthened. 

• A solution to the lack of  second level  professio- 
nals must be quickly found.  The problem  is so acu- 
te as to justify the  importing of temporary perso- 
nnel, while at the same time appropriate training 
centers should be set up. 

• An economic analysis of transport costs  incurred 
at present owing to the lack of access  to the dep£ 
sits,  should be  carried out.  It could investigate 
the necessity of creating  such access by means    of 
new secondary roads or by constructing new branches 
to the railway. 
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Introduction 

It is difficult to draw the dividing line between Mi 
ning and Metallurgy. Valile referring to one, almost inevi 
tably the problems and characteristics of the other must 
be  alluded  to.     • 

Thus, some of the basic problems in Metallurgy, be- 

ing common to the mining industry, have already been ana- 

lysed, e.g. transport problems. The necessity of building 

ways of access to the deposits has already been commented 

on in the last paragraph. The remarks made in the infra— 

structure study are also applicable in this case. This re 

lates mainly to railways and the necessity of modernizing 

some of the ways so that they afford the ninimum conditions 

for traffic. 

Another aspect which has already been considered, is 

the limitation of the present mines to the home market, 

which does not exclude a certain amount of export, mainly 

iron alloys. In connection with this point, we would re— 

peat the remarks regarding the need to promote the mining 

survey before coming to any really ambitious plan in the 

mining and Metallurgy in Bahia. 

The inadequate siting of metallurgical plants is al- 

so a problem which must be underlined. They are all on 

the coastal zone which mades it necessary to transport a 

not yet enriched»mineral over excessive distances. The 

VtCNtMm* U.N. ft.P./U.N. I. ft. O. MftUftTNM. ftURVIV Of 
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c::iñncos between the fielcir; and the plant is 350 kilomc-      Ä 

tre3 minimum and 600 kms maximum without taking into acco      ^ 

unt the export of mineral to the industrial areas in the 

South. 

In the case of the iron alloys and lead metallurgy, 

this problem will prove difficult to reconsider, since 

they ere already working. However, in th,e case of the fu- 

ture copper industry, for which enriching at the pit head 

from 30A. to 35% and the metallurgie installation on the 

coast have been projected, reconsideration of the sites 

would be suitable since the assumptions on which the abo- 

ve mentioned project was based have been altered. Even 

while writing it up, it was estimated that most of the m¿ 

neral would be imported which would justify the metallur- 

gie installation on the coast. But now, it must be taken 

into consideration that the minerals will come from the 

interior of Bahia and the integration of the mining and 

metal industry should be considered, only leaving the ou- 

ter sites for perhaps the extraction of electrolytic cop-     £ 

per, and even safer for those dealing in the final procès, 

sing of copper. 

The only metallurgy wholly developed in the State of 

Zk.hia is that of lead which yields 29,000 tons of metal 

ct  r.resent. From the point of view of supplies, possibile 
ty for greater production is higher and it would appear 

vhat the possibility of increasing manufacture by-making 

iz  more viable to the market, is being studied. Taking c¿ 

vantage of the galena by-products, which is not at the. ¡m 
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: .'.<... ::t  carried  out,   is   an  additional  problem. 

The i p  òro  two  iron alloy producing plants,  ono  in Po 
juca,   in the Alagoinhas zone and  the other,  which  is more 
modern,   in  the  Industrial  Centre of Aratu.  They both obta 
in the sane products:   ferrosilicium,   fcrrochrone,and  fer- 
rcnanganese,   bound  to the  Southern  industry and for  expor- 
ting   (mainly to Venezuela).   One  of  these plants had  quite 
serious difficulties because of  its equipment facults    of 
Brasilien make,   but these difficulties have now been over 
cone and  the factory  is expending  its output  capacity. 
The other plant did not suffer these difficulties  since 
its equipment  is imported.   Even when the plant began     not 
even a year  ago,   expansion was being thought of,   as  the 
plant was built so as to facilitate such expansion. 

Conclusions  and Recommendations 

In view of the important mining resources in  Bahia, 
sited nearly all  in the inland,   or  to be more precise,   in 
the mountain range called  "Chapada Diamantífera" and  its 
extensions  between the Sao Francisco River and the coast, 
an entire  and detailed reconsideration of its possibilities 
would be recommended  as a necessity. « 

The greatest difficulty found is regarding the lack 
of previous minine; prospection to determine the importan- 
ce of the existing reserves and thus take the consequent 
and necexary steps. 

These steps would start with the present planning of 
almost exclusive production for the home market and conti 
nue up to possibility, theoretically seen at least, of en 
ccuraging exploitation of processed products up to the mi 

1 
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r. ir. uri level of metals. This would go through the interme- 

diato solution of supplying, the foreign markets with raw 

minerò!.•» or modestly refined. 

1 
This an«-»lysis of possible policy demands detailed r£ 

search of the world market once the State's possibilities 

of supply» have been analysed and studied to the smallest 

detail. It would obviously be insufficient to make an es- 

timated survey without adequate information. 

5idcruray 

As such, there is no real siderurgy in the Northeast 

and Bahia, and Brasil in general, although one of the ma- 

in iron mineral producing countries, has a scarcity of — 

iron and stell products. The insufficient supplies of the 

existing industry are reflected by the low level of con- 

sumption rather than by a small market. The siderurgical 

problem is beyond this survey since geographically it ex- 

tends beyond its particular limits. 

However, the obvious scarcity of siderurgical pro- 

ducts in Bahia (consequence of the distance from existing 

industry in other regions of the country) justifies a de- 

tailed survey since it limits the development of important 

: Punches of the industry which have the possibility to e¿e 

r. and. 

Present structure of the sector 

The stell produced in the Northeast is obtained ex— 
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r cluüively  in electric furnaces  from scrap iron.  There     is 
o.-.ly one  r.tcel   foundry in Fernambuco,   which can be  consi- 
dered  es  such  for  its  sire  and  the general  characteristics 
of its installations.  There  are also other  small  electric 
furnaces  in smaller plants,   among which  the two existing 
one in Bahia must be counted. 

1 

Total output does not rise much above 60,000 tone, 

4,000 or 5,000 of which correspond to Bahia. 

Nearly all the steel obtained is destined for rolling 

with the production of rods for building and fermachine ' 

ir. the Pernambuco foundry and only building rods in Ba- 
hia. 

Ko sheets are produced although demand is important 

and rising and the same occurs with sections of which in 

the future there will be growing demand, although the pre 

sent market has not yet developed, in view of the trends 

towards steel consumption in all countries. 

This situation could change substantially within * - 

short time. A project has been approved and is being 

brought in to Bahia. It is the siting of an integrated 

plant with a starting capacity of 280,000 tons which will 

use the direct reduction of mineral method using natural 

gas. Production will be dedicated to blooms and flat pro- 

ducts.- This will be an important contribution to the in- 
dustry. 

This project is still not determined and there arc 
points still to be clarified. 

L TMMIMMA U.M. ».P. /U.N. I. D.O. 
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Ever, carrying out plc^r.od projects, it doer, not  up- 

per thac they will bC sufficient to end the present stif- 

ling difficulties in the racket, even less when planning 

an accelerated industrial development. While the demand 

for sheets and tins is being covered by these projects, 

there is still the problem of supplying commercial sect- 

ions as well as steel for purposes other than rolling and 

which should be promoted although demand woul d not be vr 

ry high. The present industry cannot even satisfy these " 
demands. 

It is noticeable, however, that some of the present 

producers, more precisely the firm »Siderurgica Sto. Ama- 

ro«, are willing to carry out up-to-dating plans because 

they can eoe that with technical development the market 

which they supply at the moment would increase greatly. 

The present producers have not decided to expand and im- 

prove their installations because they consider the large 

projects insufficiently defined, so this would call for a 

very detailed study of the adequate coordination of the 

possible expansion once the projects are working. It is 

possible for the integrated siderurgical, plant to supply 

them with semiproducts or even, as a start, with imported 

semiproducts, but it must be kept clear which lines  will 

be developed by this plant and those from the South, so 

that these smaller plants can make complementary plans to 

those made by larger. It all leads to the fact that a mi- 

nimum siderurgical base in Bahia, is indispensable for the 
industrial development of the State. 

It is necessary, therefore, to carry out a further 

survey on this line of production, preferably in order to 

clarify objectives and to coordinate the projects which 

have been determined or which are about to be determi- 
ned. 

1 
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? •' • ' c inn  ,- r.d   Fo u r d i n n 

Thoco  lines of production were preselected because 
they are both closely related to the whole industrializa- 
tion process   small though it  may be. 

The plant  in Sento Amaro  is at present working at 
full  capacity  and taking into  account  the low technical 

level of its  installations,  we feel that this proves that 
in Bahia there    is an interesting market for this produc- 
tion. 

Sufficient  forges and foundries  in  Bahia would moke 
the development of certain process industries possible. 
These latter industries have not until  now been establis- 
hed because of the lack of the two former. 

The final  industry in Bahia is generally composed of 
integrated lines which do not  require  large stocks of for 

gcd or cast  parts  according to  specific  designs.  However, 
the working   (even at a minimum)  of this   auxiliary industry 
could help bring these final  industries,   not vertically 
integrated,   to Bahia,thus encouraging  a higher level of 
development. 

An a result of the investigation,   an analysis of the 
vi.-ljility of  thcLu  two lines  of production in accordance 
with the whole range of possibilities  here described,  wo- 
uld be considered necessary for the second stage of this 
project. 

1 
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Heavy boiler forge  Industry  pr.d  H'->tnllc  structures 

v;ithin the different lines of production which cor- 
respond to the metal  processing sector,  the building of 
heavy boiler forge  and metal structures is considered    to 
be a basic element  for industrial  development. 

The   survey  and  visits to different firms in  Dahia — 
show that this line has basically reached sufficient deve 
lopment,   encouraged by the creation and expansion of    the 
Pctrobas  plants  and   secondly, by  the industry in Aratu.  In 
fact one of the firms visited is  one of the  five  largest 
in Brasil within this branch of  industry.  It  could even 
be said that it has   surpassed the basic requirements    of 
the State,  due to demand for supplies  in the past. 

Industrial development would create sufficient demand 
for the existing plants and possibly-for others. It should 
be taken into consideration that this line could be deve- 
loped separately with much difficulty apart from the pre- 
sent problems which are owing to uncontinuous demand, the 
scarcity and high costs of raw material and the uneven — 
competition among the small and large firms since the lat, 
ter are able to elude taxes and rates which must doubles«- 
sly make a great difference to the total costs. 

1 
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•i VP et ur o of  y. noi s and spare  parts 
1 

?:-. '. ..-.Iv.'crc development in the State and in the Nor 
theast ror.í-mlly, together with the insufficient existing 
industry in the South which can only supply its own mar- 
ket,  justifies the development of the hardware industry. 

Apart from four nail  factories  (which  is  the line of 
production represented in the State within this subsector 
and  surely because of  its higher simplicity)   the only in- 
du r. try dedicated to hardware is a door hinge factory 
which was visited by the Tcchniberia group. 

This contact gave the  impression that,   leaving aside 
the more complicated products  and concentrating on suppl- 
ies for building,   this  line could be developed without — 
difficulty,   as  long as  supplies of raw materials can be 
assured and this would be the only trouble.   Big investments 
or complicated  installations would not be required - ex- 
cept in the galvanizing line for some products - nor    wo- 
uld technology or skilled labour, difficult to obtain or 
form,  be necessary. 

The prospects of the market are favourable, especia- 
lly taking into account BNH's programme for building    new 
houses. 
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The manufacture of tools, particularly agricultural 

tools, could bo considered to be in close contact with ~ 
this line of production. 

1 
There in a modern factory in Aratu, but it would se- 

en that the market is large enough to allow higher produc 

tion, and, as it happens with the hardware industry, it I 

could be considered some decentralization within the Sta- 

te, since the interior offers interesting prospects for a 

ru-rkct as shown by the fact that some workshops touch on 
this production rudimentarily. 

This lest fact proves that local production would ea 

sily be able to compete with the products imported from " 

the South. A visit to several stores in Feira de Santana 

showed that the importing level is very high, since trans 

port costs of these articles of little value are a decisi 

ve point which would facilitate development. In view of I 

this, it is felt that production could easily be encoura- 

ged and if adequate technical and economical facilities 

and assistance were provided for a modest start, some of 

the present storekeepers, knowing this market, would be 

interested in the development of this kind of produc- 
tion. 

A spare parts industry could also be developed in a- 

greement, of course, with the main producers, but this. 

'•'ould be difficult and it is not felt that it could go be 

yond the almost artisan level which it is at now.     " 
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Tnlc  v.'-.s  included  in the preselection in view of the 
possible envelopment  in  the fishing  industry. 

The  industries visited  (one  river shipyard  and  two 
.-;o;. shipyards)  which  concentrate mainly on the  repairing 
, :.cl  building  of  small   boats,   pointed out  the  fact  that >'\ 
fficulty  lies  in the  lack  of market.  Fishing  on  largo sc- 
le is not carried out,   only rudimentary methods  arc folio 
wed by  snail  groups which  lack capital.  At present renova 
tiens  arc  not  called for   and the  shipbuilders  do not    see 
any probability of a  change in the  fishing  industry unless 
the State Government  takes decisive measures   as is happe- 
ning at Rio Grande do Sul:    An overall study  is being ma- 
de of the  problems in the development of the  fishing in- 
dustry,   and  the different  groups  engaged in the different 
stages  of this activity,   including marketing,   are being m¿ 
de to take  an interest. 

The existing shipyards are quite sufficient to cover 
the present demands of the market. If river navigation wç^ 
re encouraged, this would allow the river shipyard at Ju¿ 
zciro, on the San Francisco River, to use its production 
capacity to a larger extent provided that financial aais- 
tar.ee was given. The other shipyards not only cover the 
local demand but also supplie other States of the Fédéra- 
tion. 

There  is no reason  to recommend action in this  line 
of production.  With respect to plans on a higher scale 
(encouraging  the decentralisation of the largo ship indur_ 
try in the South towards  Bahia or the Northeast) this ne¿ 
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ther soems to be celled for, at least on * ahort terra po- 
licy. 

Other processed metal oood.q 

It is folt that certain lines of production show po- 

ssibilities for development because of the sufficiently 

large market and the lack of production in the State of 

Br.hia (and in the Northeast), provided that some of the 

basic problems are solved, such as the lack of raw mater- 
ials. 

Among other possible productions the manufacture of 

small motors, specially for farm use, which do not requi- 

re very advanced methods but do avail themselves of a bu- 

ilt-in or close foundry line, could be mentioned. Another 

which could be developed is the manufacture of valves — 

which could reach beyond a purely local market. 
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I.5.9. OT::ZP. TROCEr.s^.v.G INDUSTRIES 
1 

Prckr.nir.r  rrterlnl 

The  absence of  cardboard  and carton manufacturers fcr 
pecking  in Bahia,   causes a very obvious problem as could 
bo noticed during  the visits  to a number of industries, 
which have to import these elemental products  from Rio de 
Jrneiro or Sao Paulo.  The lack and  the higher  costs of pa 
ckaging  causes one  particular  problem for  certain products 
whose  packing and  appearance  holds  a great importance.  It 
is very  significant  that those who most  earnestly touched 
on this problem were the manufacturers of cloth and rea- 
dy-made clothes who were visited during the interviews — 
with users and dealers. 

On the other hand, the problem is not so simple that 
this line of production should be recommended without mo- 
re ado. The requirements of packing material is very va- 
ried, although not very numerous in each case, at least 
in the present degree of development of the Bahia indus— 
try. The largest consumer of packing material in the who- 
le State of Bahia is probably the Oil Refinery- Landulfo - 
Alves, of Petrobas who pack their paraffin in 25 kilos — 
cartons. Production in 1968 of paraffin from the refinery 
was 5,123 metric tons which would represent 205,000 car- 
tons  -  a modest  quantity. 

In any case the projects for Kraft paper approved by 
SUDENE must be kept in mind. They foresse the manufacture 
of 3,300 metric tons of Kraft paper and the production of 
52,000 paper bags  and 60,000 Kraft bags. 
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With regard to packing of <?. higher quality for goods 

whoso appearance is of the utmost importance, it will be 

necessary find other solutions which, in some cases, wo— 

uld be provided by plastics obtainable once the future pe, 

trochemical industry in B^hia is going ahead. In the case 

of high quality and valuable goods, the use of fine wood 

sheets could be studied. 

1 

We feel that since that for the moment there is no 

great demand for packing material and taking into account 

the variety of situations and necessities to be covered, 

it would be more appropriate to find other solutions, li- 

ke those mentioned above, which could take advantage of 

the already or about to be available resources and lines 

of production, before thinking of setting up an industry 

where the market does not seem to offer either the size 

or the homogeneity desired. 

Assembly 

From the economic point of view, a very interesting 

phenomenon is taking place in highly developed industrial 

countries where production demands a high proportion of 

labour. Part of the operations of these highly developed 

industries are subcontracted out to industries with a lo- 

wer level of development while counting on abundant supply 

of cheap labour. 

This sort of subcontracting out has occurred in the 

watch industry and in the assembling of electronic equip- 

ment of high precision. It hu.s been noted that the econo- 

my justifies the very high air transport costs of the — 

parts from the original country to the country which has 

been subcontracted, and back to the original producers. 

It is justifiable, in the extreme cases, owing to — 
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^fc the lack of availability of craftemen, at a reasonable cost 

ir. the producing and highly developed country. This helps 

to c1ininato the unnecessary costs of sending or bringing 

people and hes a favourable effect on the process of spa- 

ce distribution of economic progress, thus avoiding psy- 

chological tensions, individual or social, which always go 

with the migratory.phenomena. 

Evidently, there is the possibility of the State of - 

Bahia receiving some of these subcontracts from industries 

in the more developed triangle in the South, since labour 

ia abundant and cheap in Bahia and while problems of over- 

population threatens the industrial zones, mainly Sao Pau- 

lo. However, from the point of view of this survey, we — 

would only point out this existing possibility, since the 

carrying out of this will depend more on definite opporti^ 

nities and dealings rather than on theoretical considera- 

tions. During the second stage of the project research in- 

to the supply market in Brasil for this kind of subcon« 

^p        tracting could be carried out. In any case, we feel that 

this research should be quickly complemented by other ac- 

tions in order to effect these possibilities. 
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3.: cc::cLur>jC!'s AND R!:;CC;:::Z:".àTION5 

The survey made of the economical structure of the - 

State of Bahia allows us to cone to some conclusions in - 

rr.rrrd to the possibilities of development of the Seconda, 

ry Sector in the mentioned State, the first of which being 

t:-.e evident fact that the primary basis of the development, • 

taking for granted the reduced capacity it has for purch¿ 

sing products from outside, should base itself in the 

exploitation and transformation of its natural recourses, 

in view of exporting them to other countries or to other 

States of the Federation. 

Therefore, keeping within these same ideas, it is ~ 

evident that the best and most immediate possibilities of 

industrialization of the State of Bahia lie in the exploi, 

tation of its mineral and petroleum resources. 

The mineral resources are especially important becau 

se of the existing world market for the types of minerals 

A that have been detected (copper especially) and because - 

of the richness of the deposits in which mining has airea, 

dy begun. In regard to natural gas and petroleum resour- 

ces, the growing need for petrochemical products in Bra- 

sil has fully justified the establishment of a large inte, 

grated petrochemical nucleus in Bahia. 

Gr.e should keep in mind, nevertheless, that the term 

"industrialization" can not be understood only as a syno- 

rvyr, of the creation of new manufacturing plants, it also 

has to be interpreted as the perfectioning of all the in- 

dustrial production mechanisms available. Along these — 

same lines, there are industries in Bahia backed up by — 

tradition and recourses, that without a doubt possess suf 

'icient conditions to compete in the exterior market or - 

in the national market, but that, nevertheless, today — 

have a relatively precarious life because of diverse 
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structural defects, as much in their organization as in -       _ 

their equipment, financial difficulties of insufficient -      w 

commercialization. There is no doubt that any industriali^ 

zation program that could be established in the State in 

the near future should take into account these Bahian in- 

dustrial subsectors, that today need to be reconverted. A 

few structural changes, important ones perhaps but by all 

means feasible, could provide considerable possibilities 

of medium and long term growth and expansion. 

Along these same lines it is important to remember - 

the considerations made in the respective text about the 

necessary organizational and commercial improvements shown 

in the tobacco industry; the convenience of promoting the 

unification of companies in the sectors that deal in the 

extraction of oil, the production of sugar and furniture 

making, sectors in which today companies abound without - 

the adecúate dimensions obtain competitive costs. And al- 

so, the suitability of modernizing equipment and procee- 

dings, such as the completion of productive fases in the 

textil industry of Bahia. ~ 

Considering now the problems of the promotion of new 

industries in the interior of the State, a subject which 

has been treated in the Second Chapter of this study, it 

is important to point out in first place some problems of 

generic order that have been detected repeatedly through- 

out the investigation, and which do not seem particular - 

to any specific sector or line. 

The first of these problems is that of financial — 

difficulties for small and medium size companies (always 

forced to sell on credit, when they need to sell at least 
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\ A       P^<- of their acquisitions in cash), that plants the pro- 

^      blc-n of inflation, even in its actuel state of "controled 

inflation". This situation often turns into high finan  

cial costs that place the small company in a disadvantage 

ous competitive position in relation to the larger compa- 
ny with strong financial backing. 

Another important aspect, which worries a good nun  

ber of small companies, is that of the fiscal differences 

in regard to the different systems of state taxes (and to 

a lesser degree, the municipal taxes) that provoke diffe- 

rences in the total production costs, according to the — 

location of the industrial plants. Actually the most cri- 

ticized tax in this sense by the Bahian industries (not - 

only for creating difficulties in regard to their competi, 

tors from the South but also in some cases, in relation - 

to the others in the Northeastern State) has been the « 

"Imposto de Circulaçao de Mercadurías" (ICK). 

£ Finally, it is necessary to bring up the problem of 

the slowness of the negotiation of official industrial — 

credits| as well as the complexity of the documents 

through which this financing is managed and the minute de 

tails in the required controls to make these papers effec 

tive. These circumstances have discouraged to many a small 

c . pany owner for whom fast help could have been perhaps 

just as import^:.- us the quantity. Just an it has been — 

p.;4.wcc out in the text, it is possible that this type of 

difficulty could be eliminated by applying the fo;mulas - 

cf "credit insurance" that granted through official firms, 

would have no other objective than that of lessening the 

risks of private financial entities, who with their custo_ 

mary sagacity and operative quickness, could take charge 

cf the r.-.aterial realization and the efficient control of 

the operations. 
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The importance of  all these problems would  Justify, ^^i 
to our way of thinking,   an investigation and  studied ana- •j 
lysis of the same in further stages of the present project. ! 

The analysis made of the oportunities and difficul- 
ties observed in relation to the promotion of the diffe- 
rent lines of production in the interior of the State — 
leads to the following conclusions, according to its des- 
cription in section 2.5.1 

a) Lines whose promotion is considered in principle 
as being feasible on a short term basis and which 
consecuently have to be studied. 

- Meat Industries 
- Poultry  Industries 
- Dairy Products 
- Tropical fruit preserves and canned goods 
- Compound fodders 
- Pine tropical woods 
- Tanned  leather 
- Clothing manufacturers 
- Mining  and Metallurgy 
- Siderurgy 
- Forging  and rr.elting of metals 
- Elemental ironworks, tools (especially for agr¿ 

cultural purposes) and other processed metal — 
goods. 

- Acceleration of the actual petrochemical pro- 
jects and coordination with the basic chemical - 
projects relationed with them. 

- Search for oportunities for the installation of 
mounting industries. 
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A b)  Lir-c:;  whoso promotion is feasible  on a longer    — 
W tern  basis» 

- Vegetable preserves  (depending upon the promot- 
ion of irrigated lane!) i 

- Fish and  crustacean  canned goods ! 
- S> nitary  earthenware 
- Insulators 
- Rubber products 

- Tannino  and commercialization of   special skins 
- Footwear 

- r.etal processed goods more complicated than tho 
se considered  as immediately feasible. "" 

Other interesting actions,  though they do no directly 
represent the  promotion of new productive  lines  in the — 
strict  sense of the word,   are those relating to  the coor- 

dination and     systematization of mineral  explorations,   — 
the vigilance  to assure that the cement production plans 

0 are correctly  carried out,  the  promotion for  the integral 
use of the galena obtained in Brumado,   etc. 

As far as the other production lines are concerned, 
it is not considered necessary to begin any special action. 
It is thought that these lines will either acquire their 
own development through the forces of the market or that 

their pronotion is not justified, except for initiatives 
that are assured beforehand of a strong position in the 
interior or international market. 

L 

It is also suitable to refer briefly to a certain — 

number of measures of global action that can cooperate in 

-che realisation of the proposed industrialization plans. 

Among these we should mention the importance of market — 
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Etudies   es on  instrument  ol  the   State's industrial promo— ^ 
tion by way of  its diffusion through suitable means;    the • 
c :-1- blichncnt of formative programs for managers and lca- 
ci." ; personnel; the temporary employment of medium level 
^roTessionals destined to determined sectors that are af- 
fected today by the lack of personnel of this type; the 
strengthening and promotion of medium level technical — 
instruction; and the analysis of the feasibility of using 
warehouses for industrial supplies to be installed in one 
or  two strategic points in the interior of the State. 

L 

The only remaining point to be mentioned is the con- 
venience of combining efforts in the action to be taken, 
especially considering the interrelations that may exist 
between the diverse   lines whose  piomotion is  considered 
feasible;   it is  advisable  that  in certain occassions    the 
actions  to be taken  s.iould be considered jointly. 

A very important aspect in this concentration of ef- 
forts is the establishment of a certain order of geogra- 
phical  preference. 

To be specific,   v/e  suggest more  attention to be gi- 
ven  to  those geographical   points which have  the best pos- 
sibilities for  the  introduction of new industries because 
of   the  available infrastructures  that  they have been or 
arc  being endowed with;   as well  as the  attraction they h¿ 
ve  for new industries.  Such is the case,  in first place, 
of  the Municipio de Feira de Santana which is endowed with 
fcvorable location and infrastructural conditions. Other 
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A       points of interest in an inicial fase could bo the Ilheus- 

Itebuna cone and the city of Vitoria da Conquista. 

However, it should be understood that the idea of — 

geographical concentration of efforts should not be inter 

prctcd rigorously, avoiding in this way the mistake of a 

hurried or incorrect location as well as the lack of ini- 

tiative to begin new projects that could come up in other 

locations in the interior of Bahia* 
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r.-r.r-Rt'.v'r?; try POPULATION • 

2 
1«   The  ctcite of Brhia has an area of  560,000 Kms    and   a 

population of more than 7 million inhabitants. It     has 
accidentée! mountains,  with  ranges parallel to  and  250- 
350 kmc.   from the coast,  and  altitudes of up to 1,000 
meters. From these peaks the land descends into the val 
ley of the Sao Francisco River,  then rises again tow- 
ards the west some 700-900 meters. 

2*  Three of the five great Brazilian natural regions  de- 
termine the physiographic conditions of Bahia:  the  hu- 
mid  tropical  coast,  the interior  northeastern Sertao 
with little and  irregular rainfall and  shrubs,  bushes 

and the  %mato'  for its main vegetation,  and the  pla- 
in to the west of the S. Francisco River. A detailed 
study shows 5 natural œgions in Bahia,   subdivided  into 
16 physiographic districts. 

A 3«  A birth rate of 4.6%,   a mortality rate  superior to   2%, 
and an undetermined emmigration, give Bahia a rate of 
total population growth of  1.8%,   lower than the avera- 
ge of Brazil which is 3.1%.   By 1980 Bahia will have  a 
population of 8.5 million. 

4« Bahia has a young population. The potentially employa- 
ble population is 3.7 million, 1.76 of which are men. 
The presently employed population is 2.5 million, with 
1.70 million men. Of this total of 2.5 million, 2.0 mi, 
Ilion work in Primary fields; 200,000 in Secondary fi- 
elds;  and no more than 300,000 in Services. 
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I"v3ASTaT;CTU3E5 

5.  The stato has acceptable infrastructures   in what could 
be called  "developable areas'»,  composed of the area 
between the  coast  and highway BR-116,   and  limited by 
the boundaries of Salvador,   Feira de Santana,  Jequié, 
Vitoria da Conquista,   Itapetinga,   Itabuna and Ilheús. 
In addition to this zone one must include the areas of 

Alagoinhas to the northeast,   and Scnhor de Bonfim-Jua- 
zeiro,   to the northwest.  In the rest of the state    the 
other possibly productive areas are mostly inadequate. 

6.  The production of electrical power has increased in Ba_ 
hia during the last ten years  14.5%,  compared with    the 
6% for the same period in Braail. 

The source of this energy is the Hydraulic Power Plant 
of Palo Afonso, on the Sao Francisco River, which sup- 
plies various states in the northeast; 30% of this pro 
duction was  consumed by Bahia in 1969. There are    alno £ 

various Thermoelectric Plants,  of small capacity, which 
provide energy in those  zones where there  are no trans 
mission lines. 

The cost of the electrical power varies from 0.0155 
U.S.  S per Kw./h.,  for supplies between 2,300 and 

13,GOO volts  of SO:* charco,   to 0.0043 U.S.   S per Kw./h. 
for high voltage with an  80% charge in the Industrial 
Center of Aratu. 

7.  The highway network of the State covers some 70,000 ki 
lometers,  with 8,000 kms.  presently under construction. 
However,  the majority of these are unpaved. 
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^ The present   axis of communication in the state is high__ 
• v;ay BR-116  v/hich crossco Dania  through Vitoria da Con- 

quinta,  Jcquic,   and Fcira do Srntana continuing to the 
north. Fren Foira de Santana BR-324 joins Salvador and 
Capim Grosso  and at this latter point EA-130 extends 
to Bomfim-cnd  Juazeiro. 

8. There is presently under construction a second link — 
between northsouth along the coast, the BR-101, which 
will be of groat importance in the improvement of com- 
munications with the southern part of the state. 

9. Highways  perpendicular to the coast are BA-052  (Feira 
de Santana-Xique-Xiquc) ;  BR-242   (from Foira de Srntana 
to Ibotirama  and Goias);  paved up to Ibotirama along 
the Sro Francisco;   the joining of Vitoria da Conquis— 
ta-Ilhcus,   through BA-265,  BA-130 and BR-415;  and the 
connection of Vitoria da Conquista with Bom Jesus de 
Lapa,  through  BA-630,  BR-030,   and BA-252. 

10. When the coastal highway is constructed, the network 

will be acceptable for communications within the "deve 
lopable area", but -till lacking transversal roads in 
good condition. The secondary highway of Recóncavo is 
in good condition, but outside this zone the secondary 
roads are very defective, even in the "developable — 
area" previously mentioned. In the rest of the state 

the network of roads is fairly precarious* 
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I 
11. The railroad system is insufficient and poorly planned 

in its ornerai structure as it does not serve the lar     9 
Ge relations of the state, and inadequate in that it 
is excessively adapted to the difficulties of the — 
land, and due to the poor state of maintainence. 

In passenger traffic the suburban services of Salvador        • 
continue to be of importance, but the services of the 
interior are in decline. In freight service the rail- 
way assures a certain continuation of mineral traffic 
as well as building materials and food products, 
which, if they do not require quick transport terms, 
benefit from the price of transportation, of 0*8 — 
cents of the U.S. $ per Ton/Km. 

12. Of the two main ports of the state, that of Salvador, 
with a movement of 500,000 metric tons per year,  in 
addition to its limitations of space (being surroun- 
ded as it is by Ciudad Baja) suffers from a deficient 
organization of the managing company, which was recen    A 
tly intervened by the Federal Government. The second 
port of importance is Ilheus, which assures the expor, 
ting of cocoa in this zone. But its channel, with a 
depth of only 4 meters, requires the larger ships to 
dock in the bay and carry its load of goods out to it 
in small boats, with the higher «ats that this implies. 

13. The smaller ports and the private wharfs and piers of 
the state do not brighten this panorama, but result 
in an insufficient development of shipping transport, 
the same as we have seen with interior transport along 
highways. 
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14, The main improvements in shipping transport, planned 

w or under construction, include the new terminal at -- 

Aratu, which in 1973 v/ill reach a capacity of 12 mil- 

lion metric tons per year, with a 17 meter channel — 

which will permit entrance of ships of up to 100,000 

metric tons; and the new port of Uncus, with a 10 m¿ ; 

ter channel, which will open in the middle of 1971. ; , 

Likewise, the new port of Campinhc, in the Marau Bay, 

with a 10 meter channel, will open in 1971. 

15. New works of drainage and bouy marking are being car- 

ried out in the Sao Francisco River in a course of 

1,200 kms. in Pir eporta (Minas Gérai s) and Juazeiro 

(Bahia). In the latter a new river terminal is being 

built. 

16. The State has a total of 28,000 telephones, distribu- 

ted in 62 cities. The area of Salvador has a total of 

19,000, with another 19,000 petitions waiting to be 

A installed by 1971. The State interurban service is 

fairly deficient, including between larger towns. Of 

the present 61 telephone offices, only 27 can connect 

directly with Salvador. 

As for the interurban services of large cities, they 

are controlled on a Federal level, vith acceptable co¿ 

ditions, by EMBRATEL. 

17. In spite of the efforts of SUDENE for coordinated ac- 

tion in the northeast in the supply of water, the si- 

tuation of this area, and especially in Bahia, leaves 

much to be desired. Of the 335 municipalities of thi« 
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r.ly 126 hâve water supplies (53 of which do 

not purify or otherwise treat the water), which means 

?^4,000 people drink treated water, and 110,000 do 

not. Efforts have been nade for the provision of wa- 

ter supplies for the future industrial centers, as it 

is necessary to assure a coordination between indus- 

trialisation of the interior and the supply of water 

for this region, 

NATURAL RESOURCES 

18. Among the principal agricultural products of the Sta- 

te of B?hia in 1967 are the following» cocoa (186,000 

Metric Tons); oranges (317,000 M/T); hemp (93,000 

M.T.); bananas (19,000 MT); Bahia coconut (171,000 

KT); corn (260,000 MT); unhulled rice (72,000 MT); b£ 

ans (175,000 MT); manioc (3.3 million MT); sugar cane 

(3.4 million MT); tabacco (28,000 MT); and, among — 

other oleaginous plants, the mamona (140,000 MT). 

19. Cocoa is obtained in the Ilheus region and its produc 

tivity is low (due to the excessive age of the plr.r.ts, 

insufficient selection and use of the land, and the 

use of outdated means of cultivation). The lands ddcu 

cated to the production of cocoa are the object of an 

overvaluation a bit artificial due to their limitat- 

ion. The majority of the cocoa is exported. 

1 
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20. Al30 important  is  the exportation of tobacco leaves 
(primarily to  Spain)  and cigars  (of which Germany and 
the United States are the main buyers). 

21. Hemp is beine] seriously affected by the crisis in the 
world market of natural fibers, which has caused the 
rood  Agricultural Organization of the U.N., through 
a subcommittee of which Brazil is a member, to    sçck 
and study new applications. 

22. Among the vegetable extractions of the  state one must 
mention the natural rubber,   which in Bahia in 1967 to 
taled  3,400 M.T.,   or more than 11% of  the production 
of Brazil.  Other extracts of  interest  are the "placava" 
(leaf fibers),   the "licuri"   (oil and wax),  and the — 
"dendé" which provides an oil useful insiderurgy,    -- 
pharmacological industries,   and in soaps and margari- 
ne manufacturing,   and also for cooking  in Bahia. 

23. There has been no valuation of the forests cf Bo.hia, 
whose volumn of lumber represents 13% of the total of 
Brazil. Apparently,  the present exploitation of the 
wealth of  Echia's woodlands  has not been  a rationally 
planned enterprise;   a problem which also  affects the 
valuable reserves of hard tropical woods - principal- 
ly in Jacaranda - of the southern part of the state. 

24. Bahia has abundant livestock»   8.4 million head of ca£ 
tie and cows;  5.6 million pigs; 6.4 million sheep and 

1 
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goats (19C7 statistics). There ere 15.3 million fowls, ^ 

and some exploitation of horses in order to export — • 

this meat to Europe. 

25. The climatic conditions (to which in the case of cows, 

only the indo-brazilian breed which produces very lit 

tie milk, has successfully adapted) requires extensive 

rearing, with the livestock free to roam, which means 

a low production of meat per acre, and a tastly but 

tough meat. 

26. The improvement of pastures in those zones which due 

to their heavier rainfall have abundant grass, the — 

better fodder obtained from irrigated areas, the gene 

tic improvements, and improvements in the exploita- 

tion, within an extensive livestock program can offer 

great possibilities for Bahia, leading to adequate — 

commercialization and a strong meat industry. 

2?. The presence of the warm current of Brazil, and the A 

rocky, irregular bottoms and corals, limit the possi- 

bilities of fishing in Bahia to the catch of certain 

quality species (tunas, groupers, etc.). Also in abun, 

dance are shrimp and lobsters. All in all, fishincj h£ 

re, today only a minor trade, could be oriented tow- 

ards an industrialization of these expensive, quality 

seafoods, with an eye on the southern market. 

23. Hunting and trapping in Bahia produces an assortment 

of skins of "mato cat", "mato pork", veado, lizard, 

etc. for a value of 300,000 U.S. S yearly. 
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22. In spite of the efforts of the Federal Government, — 
the problcx of mineral research in Brazil, has not be 
en lily resolved, especially in regard to the coordil 
nation in this field. Due to this, Brazil has discove 
red what is probably only a small part of natural reT 
sources. 

30. Bahia produces yearly  some  230,000 M.T.  of  lead.  Cop- 
per production now under exploitation,  will  soon re- 
ach the level  of  70,000 M.T.  yearly,   due to the pro- 
jects which with 120,000 U.S.   $ SUDENE has  approved 
for the exploitation of the deposits of Jacarai. 
Other 'important mineral productions are those of mag- 
nesium  (132,000 M.T.),  manganese  (3,400 M.T.   in 1968), 
chrome (13,500 K.T.  in 1968),  and others. 

31. There are abundant resources of non-metalic minerals. 
Limestone is found in the Bay of Todos  los Santos, 
and in the region of the S.  Francisco River.  Also im- 
portant arc the exploitations of asbestos   (116,000 
M.T.,   in 1966)   presently in the reconversion stage. 
Likewise,  obtained are:  talcum (7,700 M.T.in 1968), 
marble,  brazilian pebble,   baritine  (100,000 M.T.   in 
1968)  and  salt,   though in  small quantities. 

32. Bahia assumes also all the Brazilian production of 
oil and natural gas. The first provides (directly and 
by exchange) for a 40% of the necessities of the Bra- 
zilian market (1968). In regard to gas, it is not ex- 
ploited completely due to the lack of consumption (e£ 
cept for the small part which is used in the product- 
ion of gasoline). 

1 
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INSTITUT IO! IS   A!'D   PUBLIC  SECTOR   INCENTIVES  FOR  THE DEVELOP« ^ 

?;r:T c?  INDUSTRY • 

33. The Federal Government (through SUDENE and the Bank 

of the Northeast of Brazil, "BNB") and the State Go- 

vernment, offer fiscal and financial incentives for 

the implantation of industries in Bahia. Among the —        » 

fiscal benefits offered are: a) the possibility of — 

destinating up to 50% of the sum normally paid as the 

tax on yearly income (in the case of the individual) 

or company benefits (in the case of a corporation) — 

for investments in the northeast, and consequently in 

Bahia; b) the exemption of another percentage-varia- 

ble according to the case- of the income tax to those 

enterprises of the northeast; c) the exemption - in 

some cases, and in varying degrees- from tl»e state — 

tax on the circulation of goods; d) the substitution 

of 60% of the sum to be paid as state tax on circula- 

tion, for deposits in the "Bank of the Development of 

the State of Bahia" releasable through the purchase      £ 

of stock in new industrial concerns in Bahia. 

34* From the financial point of view, an enterprise whose 

project has beem approved by SUDENE can obtain from 

30 to 75% of the resources that it needs to develop 

this project, with the percentage varying according 

to the interest aroused by the project. On the state 

level, the Bank of Development aids the financing of 

the enterprises, especially in regard to the obtaining 

of circulating capital. 
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£ 35. Another ourtstanr'ir.g aid of the Stûte of Bahia is the 

furnishing of appropriate and economic land for indus 

trial sites, such as in the case of the Aratfl Indus-- 

trial Center, and as is underway in Peira de Santana, 
Ilheus and other interior centers. 

INDUSTRIAL SERVTC-E.g 

36. In regard to credit services (well attended, like the 

insurance service, due to the number of workers empio 

yed), and beginning with official credit services, ml 

ny of the advantages which this credit could offer 

are presently rather weak in the opinion of several 

small and medium sized enterprises, because of the — 

slowness and the meticulous granting process as well 

as the releasing and control of the financiation. The 

larger enterprises on the other hand, are not dissa- 

tisfied with the present credit system. 

0       37. Private banks, affected as they are by the competition 

with Finance and Loan Associations (which enjoy a mo- 

re tolerant legal situation which allows them to con- 

ceed higher interest rates to those not presently em- 

ployed) tend to finance the traditional exportation 

of tobacco and cocoa, and other low risk operations. 

38. Statistics show that the Bahian economy, in relation 

with all Brazil, receives a financiation proportiona- 

te to its economic activity, and somewhat more inten- 

se in the case of the Secondary Sectors; but in rela- 

tion with the distribution of resources according to 
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the size of the industry, there is an unfavorable si- 

tuation for the small and medium enterprises, who are 

equally affected during a «controlled inflation« pe- 

riod due to the lack of circulating capital. The slow 

ness of the official credit transactions can create - 

serious problems for the smaller industries. Accordin 

gly, it is important to study the possibilities of ma 

king this official credit more flexible through means 

similar to tbose of Insurance Credit, which would use 

participating private funds, with a limit of risk con 

trolled by the Insurance mechanism. 

39. In other areas of Industrial service, the transport 

is adequately assured through roadway mechanical ser- 

vices. However, the commercial services of industrial 

supply are totally insufficient, causing problems for 

the smaller enterprise, and forcing the larger ones 

to stock up excessively, this anti-economy hides in- 

flation, but even so is evident from the point of vi- 

ew of the economy of production. Due to this, it is 

necessary to study the possibility of creating one or 

two industrial supplyhouses (of a cooperative type or 

under the auspices of the State of Bahia) in strate- 

gic points of the interior. 

«STRUCTURES 0? INDUSTBTAT, PRODUCTION 

40. According to the Census of December 31,1960, which ex 

eluded construction and electrical power supply enter 

prises, there were 5,980 industrial concerns in Bahia, 

employing 50,023 people. Of these enterprises, only 

1,200 were not purely trade and craft organizations, 
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and only  200  employed more than 20 skilled workers, 

41. The most relatively developed sectors in I960 were — 
the food industry,   building materiale  and  extraction 
industries  with 10,CC0,   8,500 and  7,400 employees rejs 
pectively.   The textile  industries,  tobacco  and chemi- 
cal productions  (including the vegetable oil indus- 
tries) had  between  3,000-4,000 concerns in  1960.   Bet- 
ween 1,000 and 2,000 producers were listed for each 
of the sectors of wood,  furniture,  skins,  clothing, 
footwear and metallurgy. 

42. Analyzing the 1960 Census along production  lines,   the 
only ones with a certain development were;   sugar plants 
with 2,000 employees;   tobacco factories with more    — 
than 3,000;   cement  factory with  305;  oil fields  and 
refineries with 1,800;   vegetable oil  factories with 
1,400;   and metallurgie plants of  lead and  steel    with 
150 workers  each. 

43. Analyzing the progress of the last ten years, we    see 
that the 3ahian industry has expanded considerably, 
in part clue  to the  action of SUDENE  (which  erected — 
8,891 jobs  in operating industries,   and  15,466 moro 
under construction,  or in planning). The most progro¿ 
sive industries were metallurgy,   transport materials, 
chemical  production  (vegetable oils mostly)   and  tcxt¿ 
le  industries. Those with the brightest future ore — 
the petrochemical  and metallurgical-mineral  industries. 
The tobacco  industry,  with good progress,   is present- 
ly having internal difficulties. 
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44.  Fren the geographic point of view,  Salvador is  the — ^. 
primary industrial nucleus of the State, although ite 

ir.portar.ee has diminished lately: in 1940 it absorbed 
3751 of the industrial workers of the State, a percen- 

tage which by 1965 was reduced to 25.2%. The most con 
ccntratcd industrial area is that of Reconcavo and in 
the zones of northeast and Alagoingac. The area of — 

most intense industrial growth is Feira de Santana. 
Finally, the industrial evolution of interior areas 
such as Juazeiro, Vitoria da Conquista, Itabucna and 
Ilhcus among others, has been mostly irregular and « 

has slackened off recently. 

45. Apart from the scarce development of some productions 
and sectors, Bahia needs reconversion and modernizat- 
ion in several production areas, especially in the — 
fields of: tobacco, sugar, vegetable oil, and to a — 
lesser extent in cotton textile and furniture indus- 

tries. 

BASIC  STRATEGIES   FOR THE   INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT OF   BAHIA 

46. A brief analysis of the recent economic evolution of 

Brazil shows an acceptable growth of the GNP, but — 
with certain disequilibrium: of market, of localizat- 

ion of the productive capacity, sectorial and moneta- 

ry. 

47. Since Brazil i» a country with abundant  "Natural" pro 
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^ dvcl.3,   the  growth  of thi.d;-  GII? is  duo in part  to the 
~ exploitation of new lands.  This is  the cause  of the 

importance  given  to the  Primary Sector  as the  center 
of employment;   likewise the   effort  of  construction of 
infrastructures of  penetration of  virgin lands. 

48. The development of   the Brazilian economy is  also    the 

recuit of intensive growth of industrialization. 
Along with  this process there is the  problem of ine- 

quality of distribution of benefits,   with the   result 
that at  least  70% of the population  lives in  conditi- 
ons only slightly  superior to subsistence;  therefore 
the market for industrial products  is  small,   and the 
industry runs the risk of decline within the near fu 
ture. 

49. The intensification of exportation of industrial pro- 
ducts can bo an adequate manner of resolving the unba- 
lance previously mentioned.   The larger foreign    sales 

A will also cause the established industry  (mostly loen 
ted in the industrial triangle Rio do JareLro-Belo Ho- 
rironte-Sao Paulo) to reduce its pressure on the sup- 
ply of the interior market; this would make for the 

creation of other industrial centers, intrinsicly ne- 
cessary in a country the size of Brazil, but today in, 
possible due to the power and pressure on the limited 
market by the  established industries. 

50. ¡Tot only does Brazil have a rich couth and an undcvclo 
ped northeast,  but  it also presents   strong inequali- 
ties of distribution between the rural  and urbrnn areas.. 
The creation of new industries in underdeveloped zo- 

nes, by causing the shifting of labor from agricultu- 
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ral to industrial fields and services can contribute 

to the balancing of the inequalities in the standard 

of living today evident in the rural and urban areas. 

51. Another lack of equilibrium in Brazil is in the mone- 

tary balance. The present »controlled inflation" ine- 

vitably affects distribution and leads to the tighte- 

ning of credit, and difficulties of finance and circu 

lating capital for the smaller enterprises. At the ar- 

me time, inflation provokes a considerable disorienta 

tion in the economy by favoring greatly, almost exclu^ 

sively, transactions of a speculative nature. 

52. For the time being, these unbalances cannct be igno- 

red nor eliminated in a drastic and immediate form — 

through economic politics. In regard to the industria 

lisation process in the Northeast, although the sou- 

thern industries may gradually increase their foreign 

sales, there is not a great likelihood that there — 

will be a second integrated industrial nucleus in 3ra 

zil in the near future. 

53. On the contrary the industrialization of the northo  

ast will continue developing, especially in the ?i~c  

duction of quality items at the additional high pri— 

ces, within an atmosphere of substitution of imports; 

or the growth of exports through the transformation 

of the more valuable natural resources of the area. 

54. At the same time a local and regional industry car. be 

developed in the northeast; although there might Lo 

problems with those industries, with inflationary pri, 

ces which are based in the south, with branches in — 

1 
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^ this aroa who would not welcome the appearance of com 

^ petitots in the northeast, nor would be anxious to de 

centralize their enterprise. 

55. Applying these principles of the future industrial dc, 

velopment of the northeast to the data concerning the 

Bahian economy obtained from an analysis of its reno- 

urces, its infrastructures, its services and product- 

ions, it is possible to deduce several basic strate- 

gies for the development of industry in the interior 

of Bahia. 

56. Here it is necessary to point out that the opportuni- 

ties for heavy industry will be practically void, ex- 

cept for that dedicated to petrochemistry and export^ 

tion of the natural resources, principally the mine- 

rals, of this area. 

57. In general one must count on a low adquisitive capaci 

A          ty in the local market, for which it is wiser to lend 

attention to those industries which can sell its pro- 

ducts in the richer markets of the south (through ex- 

portation of Bahia's resources, taking into account 

the possibilities offered through the less exponsivc 

labor in Bahia) and to those manufacturing concerns 

which can attend to the demands of the market of the 

various northeastern states. This demands a develop!— 

ment coordinated in a regional manner. 

58. There are no great opportunities in the field of euxJ^ 

liary industry since there is not likely to be heavy 

industry with mass production which would require suis 

contracting. 
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PRESELECTION 
1 

59. Based on the criteria previously discussed it is pos- 

sible to make a preselection by using the available 

statistics. This preselection would help determine a 

reasonable number of points for investigation, and — 

would not have an eliminatory or exclusive character. 

All points considered as having a possibility would 

be included. In the meantime, this preselection would 

make it possible to concentrate on direct investiga- 

tion without risking a disorientation. 

INVESTIGATION AND METHODS 

60. Before starting the interviews» an indirect investiga 

tion was carried out along the preselected lines, ~ 

which included! 

a) Preparation of a "technical file card" of each po^ 

sibility, including data concerning salaries, va- 

lues, dimension, additional inputs, investment per 

working post, socio-economic impact, etc. 

b) Elaboration of a statistical record of Bahia, the 

Northeast, and Brazil for each product line. 

c) A study of the elaborated cards in the "Prdnter" 

program of investigations of interior industries. 

d) A study of the available bibliography. 
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61. Le-.tor a c¿.'.eful préparation of a program of intervi- 

ews, selecting und contacting the enterprises, plan- 

ning the discussions and outlining the "interview — 

cards" which will be filed in after the actual inter- 

view. 

1 

62, 39 interviews were held, 29 in interior areas and 60 

in Salvador and Aratu, having visited the localities 

of Feira de S-intana, Senhor de Bomfim, Cempo Formoso, 

Juazciro, Jequié, Vitoria da Conquista, Itabuena, It¿ 

petinga and Ilheus. The program included not only co£ 

tacts with producers, but also a reduced number of in 

terviews with bankers, businessmen, distributors, and 

buyers of those products included in the preselecti- 

on. This gave a more complete vision of the problem» 

RESULTS CF TH5 INVESTIGATION 

63. In the accompanying tables the results of the invest!_ 

gation are briefly presented; the main existing oppor^ 

tunities for each product studied are summarized, as 

well as the outstanding difficulties for its develop- 

ment in Brazil. 

64« Also included are the recommendations gathered. It is 

necessary to remember the character of this summary, 

a ^orJ---' j.ryj of the present section, since the recom- 

mendations are the results of an analysis, whoso c ::,— 

pects cannot logically be gathered into a pure sy:.op- 

sis. The study of the resumé tables might therefore 

lead to an incomplete valuation of the investigation 

if not proceeded by a more detained reading of the — 

test. 
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65. The recommendation« of this study are included in the 

preliminary section» 
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A-l)  SAAUS'-'lCd /nOh rxl:á' SïAï;-,  t;/ ^AuIA 

Trble 1.4.1. Railway papaancer traffic. 

"     1.4.2. Railway merchaidiae traffic. 

"     1.4.5. Salvador Port traffic. 

"     1.4.4. Ilheus Port traffic. 

"     1.4.5. Vater supply fares:  ¿¿¿¿a, 

"     1.4.G. Water supply fares:  ¿àMì, 

"     1.5.1.      Agrarian surface,  cultivated erea, num. 
of workers, nun.  of explotationa. 

"     1.5.2.      Agrarian surfpce distribution according 
to applications. 

" I.5.3. Agricultural productions. 

" 1.5.4. Principal products of vegetal extraction« 

" I.5.5. Principal forestal productions. 

" 1.5.6. Cattle resources. 

" 1.5.7« Data from the fishing 3ootor, 

" 1.5.8. Savage animals productions. 

"     1.5.9«      Ketallic and non-metallic mineral produc- 
tions. 

"     1,5.10.    Petroleum production. 

"     1.5.11»    natural jas production. 

*     1.7.1»      Funded brnking balances on Dec.list. 19C8, 

"     1.7.2.      Percentaces for the State of Bahia aßoinst 
the total of Brazil. 

W.N.0.»./U. N. I. D.O. IMOUCTMM. SUftVIV OP MM» 
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Tabi© 1.8.1.      Bf.hiR manufacturing establishments die» W 

tribution by dimensions. 

•      1.8.2.      I.'uibor of 03t¡-bli3hnonto end personnel 
occupied in processing industries. 

"      1.3.3.      People cnployed in the Industry record- , 
inj to ceocrrphical  areas. 

" 1.8.4. i'ercentual distribution of people employ- 
ed in the Industry according to Geography 
cal areas. 

"      1.3.5.       Krnployments already created or near to be 
crnated by action of SbJ¿i»K according to 
geographical threes on Sep. 23rd. 1970. 

A-2)   SïATISril03 r'itui-. ¿'Mlh 

Tßble 2.7.I.      Brazil population evolution. 

n      2.2.?.      Percentual population distribution, 

"      2.2.3.      Po nuls», t ion of capitals and  percentages   — ^ 
against  total of the  State, w 

"      2.2.4.      Silviculture:  Tree felling. 

*      2.2.5.      Silviculturej  Charcoal. 

"     2.2.6.      Silviculture: Other producta. 

"      2.2.7.      Hunting:  Savage animals skins and leathers 
production, 

"      2.2.3.      Pishing: Production. 

"      2.2.9.      Principal cultivctions productions, 

•      2.2.10.    Cattle and fowls census. 

"      2.2.11.    Cattle,  p. vi cui ture and apiculture produc- 
tions. 

"      2.2.12.    Knploynent in process industries. Sector - 
distribution. 

"      2.2.13.    Processin,   industry:  production value, em- 
ployed personnel end splaries. 

L TtCMIMMA U. N. O. P. IU. N. I. D. 0. INOUaTMAL ÌUHVIY OP «AHM 
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0 Table 2.2.14.    Reçu IG of the principal industrial produc- 

tions. 

" 2.2.15. Foreign commerce:   import. 

" 2.2.16, yore i en conmerce:  export. 

" 2.2.17. Balance of capitals. 

" 2.2.1 J. structure of public expense« in Brazil. 

" 2.2.19. Governent expenses in JÍ from PiiB, 

" 2.2.20. Tributary presión. 

"      2.2.P1.    Relationship between attorney inconea and 
P.\'B. 

Table 2.2.1. Food products. 

" 2.3.2. Beverages. 

ä " 2.5.3. Tobrcco. 

" 2.3.4. Wood. 

" 2.3.5. '-Mrniture. 

" 2.3.6. paper r.nd ccrdboard. 

" 2.3.7. Natural rubber. 

" 2.3.8. Leather and skins. 

" 2.3.9. Textile. 

• 2.3.10. Clothing and shoes. 

" 2.3.11. Perfume. 

" 2.3.12. Cher.iistry. 

" 2.3.13. Kon-metallic minerale. 

" 2.3.14. Metallurgy. | 

L U.H. O.P. I U.U. 10.0. MtOUtTMAL SUftVIV Of BAMM 
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A-4)   aïAVIàïICd Ü?  DuïAIL L.  \l:¿ h./.^l'IUAÏaJ  LI ¿.¿3 
1 

îr.'ole 2.5.1. 

- 2.5.1.1. 

- 2.5.1.2. 

" 2.5.1.2. 

" 2.5.1.4. 

" 2.5.2. 

" 2.5.2.1. 

" 2.5.2.2. 

" 2.5.2.3. 

" 2.5.5. 

" 2.5.5.1. 

" 2.5.5.2. 

- 2.5.3.5. 

" 2.5.3.4. 

• 2.5.3.5.' 

" 2.5.4. 

" 2.5.4.1. 

• 2.5.5. 

- 2.5.5.1. 

" 2.5.6. 

" 2.5.6.1. 

- 2.5.7. 

• 2.5.7.1. 

I.on-r.etallic rair.errls:  reame. 

Sanitary porceltine, 

Wall-tiles. 

Insulators. 

Fiat glass. 

Textile: resumo. 

Artificirl tissue». 

Leaf fibers and several products of ve- 
getal origin. 

Knitted fabrics. 

Food products: resume.. 

Meats. 

Fish canning (even shell-fishes). 

Xaize preparations and nixed feeds. 

Fruit and greens canning. 

Milky goods. 

Furniture. 

Wooden furniture. 

Perfumery:  resume. 

Detergents and soapc. 

Wood:  resuir.e. 

Stock. 

Beverages: resume. 

Tropical fruit juices. 

L "•WflWl'wÄ U. K. O. *. / U. N. I. 0.0. moueTMM. euNviv or SAMA 



r 
Trblt 7.5.3, Clothinß p.nd ahoeßi  r«aum«. 

" 2.5.^.1. Confection. 

" 2.5.9. Lerther rr.d ßkinei resu/ntt 

" 2.5.9.1. Leather p.nd sklr.ff. 

" 2,5.10. Mechanics:  recurae. 

" 2.5.10.1. Brazier tn de. 

" 2,5.lü. 2. Kechr\ttics. 

" 2.5.11. Metallurgy* resume. 

" 2.5.11.1. Steel ahd sheetings. 

» 2.5.11.2. Ferrop.lloyn. 

" 2.5.11.5. Vires. 

" 2.5.11.4. Kon-ferric metallurgy« 

" 2.5.11.5. Pipes and smeltincs« 

L W.U. ».P./U.N. I.*«. •wnvrrer 
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A-13 1 
Wf Milt 

RAILWAY  PASSiShQarf TRAGIC 

II.T^AL  TRAPffTff òUliU.iMU  v.-flfYK 

im   vvmw mmmê umm MB   MOU^D »A.^^ MILLION ^ 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1963 

W9 

1,426 

1,150 

905 

597 

743 

165 

121 

80 

69 

90 

7,472 

6,950 

6,475 

6,390 

7,817 

93 

102 

99 

101 

132 

Joureti Ltett Railway 

L U.M.». »./U.M. IAO. 
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L 

ftttf Mt?t 

Ett..9*0;fflSp HILLIOrtS TOHlffiS      AVERAGE DISTAL 

ÏB9"^P  ÎMSS »ft KTOKffi« IH  KILQXÜTRH5I 

1S65 419 118 424 

1966 392 189 437 

1967 290 155 535 

196a 371 198 533 

1969 460 247 539 

¿U£2|t &***• Kftllvty 

U.N.A.P./U.II.I.».«. 
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IWITi TMMMS 

SALVADOR PORT  MOVEMENT.- 

LOADING AND UNLOADIWG.- 

19*0/1970 

TEAR! 
EXPORTS 

LMM 

DISTANCE 

BIO 

CAIOTAOI CAIOTAOI 
TOTAL LONG 

DISTANCE 

179.88a 

244.814 

307.381 

149.645 

197.248 

131.147 

185.586 

169.137 

246.357 

270.180 

• 9,67 % 

163*136 

217.776 

347.I7O 

135.O30 

72.933 

96.121 

88.367 

37.048 

45.131 

71.105 

• 57,55 % 

158.122 

251.382 

121.004 

262.676 

248.455 

204.585 

179.137 

122.477 

1.888 

513 

- 72,83 % 

501.122 

713.372 

675.755 

547.341 

518.636 

431.853 

453.090 

328.662 

293.376 

341.798 

• 16,50 % 

159.153 

I85.72I 

I56.972 

188.514 

"26.488 

2B2.IO2 

1966  264.301 

200.462 

204.310 

250.613 

• 22,66 % 

Biffar»*«« with 
last y«ar. 

1-15 

.VAPOR PORT    MOVEMENT.- 

M>IN0 AND UNLOADING.- 

19*0/1970 

6 

17 

J" 7 

58 

TOTAL 

. 

501.122 

713.372 

675.755 

547.341 

5IO.636 

431.853 

453.090 

328.662 

893.376 

341.798 

•  16,50 % 

LONG 

DISTANCE 

159.153 

185.721 

156.972 

180.514 

"26.488 

282.182 

264.381 

200.462 

204.310 

250.613 

• 22,66 % 

IMPORTS 

11a 

CABOTAQE 

43.914 

46.007 

36.677 

14.414 

3.651 

4.643 

6.207 

6.698 

2.910 

8.209 

• 182,09 * 

•OUNCEl  OOCAS DA BAHIA COMPANY. 

SHALL 

CABOTACI 

30.254 

28.303 

10.384 

11.899 

15.568 

10.756 

16.621 

2.000 

2.902 

3.317 

• 14,30 % 

Tablai 1.4.3. 

TOTAL 

233*321 

260.032 

204.033 

214.827 

245.707 

297.581 

287.209 

209.I6O 

210.122 

262.I39 

• 24,75 % 

GENERAL 

TOTAL 

734.443 

973.404 

879.7B8 

762.168 

764.343 

729.434 

740.209 

537.822 

503.498 

603.937 

• 19,94 % 

SECTION   1 Í    S EC TI ON   2 
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MSB 

2rbl« it?,?,i, i 
í.íA.i ikv.f'Awd  Jlaï.ïL.UÏIGI» /VJCGH^li.a yo AlrLlJAVTn 

¿ -• I A.¿      17,666,218   Hectares 

¿ <;i¿::>H;..tj ^ ¿^.^'v^¿¿     a,427,155        « 

gultlvfttionfl      2,16^,004 

Ptrarnent      857,691          « 

¿OPSOnRl      1,305,513 

^•tur,?3      6,264,151 

I;atural      3,213,004         • 

Artificial      2,951,147 

-•-. • - •• —ji :i*¡v^ ¿Uc%C¿      3,019,984          « 

' —-'^      4,612,774 

"aturrA      4,452,127 

iieforesUd      160,647          * 

Uncultivrted lands      3,3ü4 110           » 

Unproductive aurfp.o«      23,100          « 

WWhW ir..n.1      1,219,079 

Ää£££» Agricultural otr.su« on I960 - BAiilA (Iüü¿) 

L Mb «,•,»./(#, «.!.•.•. MMMfMM. MMVIV •# «M4IA 





-  AOKICUI.TUIIAL  PRODUCTIONS 

PROOÜCT8 »IT 
lf60 (Canana) 

BAHIA 

161 

SALVADOR 1LH1UB 
PBXRA 

DB 
SANTANA 

JUAXEIRÒ 
REST 
or 

STATE 
DAH, 

Cocoa TM o,o¿*3 l'*3   17 1 

Coffoo TM 77 3 10 0,709 0,921 Cl 

Troo cotton Ta 1.750   _--. 

Plant eotton Ta 31.400     45 1.314 30.049 

Bunan*                       1 lunch 12.352 3.002 2.373 335 '*lü 6.210 îa.i 

Banian Coconut LOO«. 769 219 247 5 G 291 1.7 

Orano« 100 u i 1.607 231 '»07 35 4<" íiíVi 2.9' 

»Anco too«. 239 36 1 4 lo 199 t 

Sioal Ta 1.187 3 36 1.147 6.', 

Pineapple rruit 2.012 91 1.009 143 1.567 13.2 

Ab ab or» iOOu. 23 0,029 0,028 l 2) 

Alni« Ta 145 9 12   0.59S I2'i - 

Oarlie Ta 0,770       0,005 0,76- 

Rico Ta ja 0,010 0,463 0,09/» 32 

TICNWtm* 
SECTION   1 

U M. O P.1 U M  1  D O 



Talli«I   h?,? 

AQU ICI I.TUIlAL  PnODUCTIONS - 

> 
Latest datai Tear 1968 

JUAZEIRO 
REST 

OP 
STATE 

OAHXA SALVADOR XLHBUS 
PURA 

DE 
SAKTANA 

JUAZEIItO 
REST 

OF 
STATE 

• 17 144 0,044 115   ',<> J.'> 

: •> 0,921 Ol 23 0,575 n 0,025 21 

    3   0,020 1 2 

1.31'* 3». 0*9 77 -.--_   0,090 i .~ 

4lo 6.210 18.133 2.297 5.09 3 431 602 •UK'-' 

6 291 1.750 361 276 21 3 i.oü.'i 

43 .'10'* 2.992 520 490 107 31 l.Ji'i2 

13 199 471 126 19 71 i   H 719 

36 1.147 6.7;>7     531 io 6.2'»' 

l'O 1.5^7 15.220 241 2.572 0.OÜ9 406 •). 910 

1 2).       32 "   

0,393 124 75H 40 i3 15 1 <.-,'« 

0,005 0,765 1       0,024 1 

o,oo/t 32 (,C> 0,233 2   0,1ÜO U. 

"^•""•^"i 

•<  O P   • U H I O O 5 £  C   »   I  O  N       2 tNou«TWât «uavrv or »«MIA 
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A-27 

-   AGiaCUlTUilAJ.  PRODUCTIONS  - 

1 
I 

PRODUCTS                      UNIT 
I960 (Ctnaus) 

BAHIA SALVADOR ILIIF.US PEIRA UE 
SAMT ANA 

JUAcrcino RliST   OF 
STATE HAMIA 

Spurg«                      1  Tu r':*   ;,o IV, 

1 
! 

Tomato                    •  Tm ~ 1 0,039   0,011 0.9":: n 

C«.1u                         jlOO u. lili: l') O,M>0 i i 

....   .... 
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A-27 

Tablet   1»5«3«   (Cont.) 

AGUICULTUIIAL  PRODUCTIONS  - 

> 
1 Lataat datai   ynar 1968 

I HA UE 
MANA 

JUACKXRO 

; ,,:..., |^„,   ¡ 

RliST   OF 
STATE 

DAMI A r, AT.V ADOR XMIKUS FEIHA DE 
3ANTANA 

JUACKIRO REST  OF 
STATI'. 

r, :><> l'»í!   1 l'*7 

0,011 o.9<n:: 13 r, o. 080 0,491   ') 

760 i^':              iv. 211 «<i  274 

" " " "     t                                   1                   ' o,ao', 0,001 1   1 

....|       .... (J.O^O 

i > 

¡ 
1 

•    •• -         »                   »                   •     . .., 

! 

i          »       i 

! 

•                                         * 
1                                         1 

.            •   + - -        -   -  •     -        L 

—    

  
  •     '• ' ' • • •••••   . .    • • 

UNO»     UNIDO SECTION   2 
INOUSTUIAL  SUAVIV  OF   BAHIA 
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A-31 

-  LIVKSTOCK HK!5nuilOF.S  - 

LIVtSTOCK CENSUS UMX1 1 1.90o   (Censui l) 

13 All IA SALVADOU I LI 1H'S 
FKIHA 

DF, Jl'ACE IKO 13/ 

Cattle Unit 4.595 174 4r,2 2'* 7 200 3.696 i <. '1 

Horses m 452 23 no 37 lfJ 3" 7 

Donkeya H 344 11 9 11 57 256 •. 

Mules M 
264 22 73 12 2° 135 ; 

í 

Pio» tt 1.600 60 116 ,      123 a 9 1.216 5.« 

Sheep e 
1.700 24 13 12« 26G I.27O 2.9 

Goats N 2.200 5 i ¡)G 525 1     r,--> 3.4 

Fowl « 7.510 57» 707 846 5.299 1 -. 1 

Number of está- 
bil -hatents 

910 12 7 11     -- 

Number of workers 1.819 135 170 144     - 

Slaughtered cattle 66 »> 9 4     - 

Slaughtered pio« 164 3 7 (     (s 

Milk products 1.641 53 151 ul     3.1' 

Egg« 122 6 7 i:.   >' 

tret I Behlan Agricultural Ceneus I960 (IBGE) Technical Tea« for Agropecuaiy St 

"^ SECTION   1 UNDt    UN  t O. O. 



A-31 
Table:   1.5.6 

-  LXVKSTOCK HK50UKCRS   - 

• Latast datai yonr        I.903 

IRA 

lA"A,. 
Jl'ACEIitO DAIITA * SALVADOR ILIIliUS 

Vl.lWK 
DE 

t SAHTANA 
JUACliIHO 
,(1.9673.. 

::oo 3.696 3.433 227 or,2 5 79 2C0 <».39' 

:7 m 337 961 ' 31 .   53 -"•3 30 76't 

1 57 256 949 33 33 57 .% ••• ir. 

li 22 135 091 '»9 126 62 3B 
.   . .     ... 

,,,. 

1 39 1.216 5.630    . 226 510 242 166 •'1. 4>".'7 

:f¡ 266 I.270 2.979 46 TI 96 36I * il, 425 

(, 

1           • 

525 1.577 3.43<> 2Ü 2í< IO? 550 2.7^3 

i u 5.299 I5.33O ...   -_- ... 

! 1       -.- -,- 

.4           — ... 

•'* 
—     I6O 79 92 ---   

( 63'* 77 5<) 42 —_   

1   3.000 ... -_.     

i  ", —-   265 —   16   

)  Tech nleal Tsa» for Agropscu ary Statist es* 

INDUSTRIAL SU*VIV Of tAMI» 
UNDP    UN ID O SEC1 ÍION   2 
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- JAiA i'HOW THE FlâHIhU JECÎOR - 

L 

SPECIES unii l.ftf l.fti i.ttr 

FiBhee fu. 10.433 u.aia It.tM 

3h#ll-fishpr t». I.7Ì1 ••7M a.sta 

Kolluscs tu. HS Ifl m 
Chelonirns f». 11 U u 
Others Tu* 77 ... 

TOTAL VALUE 1.OOQIICr« «.717 t.4|i 13.0e« 

!.'um.  of  -^opte 

Total F.rch •ato a.at* 1.174 

Rowbop.ts « 1.7*1 1.M4 1.735 

Vesselp H 3*4 413 40f 

î-'.otorhort« •• •3 t 10 

Total lordimi; 

^r1 ri*" h il i t"r TR. 1.S93 t.915 1.93B 

'.U"i.   ^f fisher 
raen 

»eh H.i)f •••345 al.485 

jour ce oí  i m'orar» ti om   T^chmori  t,P-i for «.-rirca^ire-cttlt 
3t?»t:rti r.r,. 

u.a. e,*.; «.«.i.e.«. 
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Table 1.3.1. i 
piun.i-jna 

BY DI; 

(I960 

.ii.SICI.jJ 

Census) 

¿tr-'loyed 

3y num. of wo rkera Fixed num. personnel 

From     1 to 4 workers 4,772 12,965 

From     5 to 19 workers 966 0,696 

From    20 to 49 workers 123 4,223 

From    50 to 
Proa 100 to o 

99 workers 
tore workers 

42 

47 

2,673 

21,361 

f,v  eatrbllahed nower 

.'ithout any power set or 

not declarated 

Lesa thfjfi   10 CV. 

Fron 10 to 50 CV. 

From 50 to 250 CV. 

From 250 nnd on CV. 

5,072 

444 

292 

99 

43 

27,084 

2,733 

3,396 

5,337 

10,873 

Tv promotion vrlue 

Under r million of Cr.jí 

Fron 1 to 5 million Cr. % 

From 5 to 25   " 

Fron 25 to 50   " 

From 50 and on  " 

4,634 13,707 

% 1,015 a, 099 
m 215 4,135 
N 36 2,409 
N 50 20,663 

L M,m.m.p.i\t.**.uo.o. tNMMTWAI. SUnVIV «f MMU 
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IrfrXQg lti^iPi 1 
1A PitÜC¿¿¡¡Ii.ii LiJuiï.iiiid 

I960 1967 

L 

Establish    Employed 

ments personnel 

1,894 

55 

-î;on-me tallio 

rainerais 

-"etallurgy 

-;:echa.nics 

-Electr.  and 

oor.aunic. mat. 

»Transportation 

material 

-rt'ood 

•burniture 

•Paper and card 

board 

•Rubber 

•Skins and leather 

• Chenistry 

•r.edicinal and 

piipr..'iac. product« 

•Perfur.es and soaps    124 

• Piratic iteas — 

•ïe::tile 

•Clothing,  shoes 

and ready-nrde 

• /ood products 

• îiîverr^ea 

•ïobacco 

•Graphic arta 

• Several 

Ï 0 ï A L  

35 
208 

512 

7 
8 

309 

57 

14 

104 

317 
1,822 

217 

56 

124 

48 

5,921 

8,525 

1,033 

47 

82 

707 

1,633 

1,903 

219 
110 

1,593 

3,497 

90 

403 

4,311 

1,85(3 

9,950 

1,404 

3,179 
1,320 

172 

42,643 

Establish. Employed 

ments    personnel 

259 

69 

6 

33 
126 

94 

12 

37 

31 
72 

9 

24 

7 

162 

64 

219 

53 

120 

79 

13 

1,506 

5,930 

2,232 

271 

141 

2,012 

2,411 

1,001 

513 

497 

6,179 

111 

351 

139 

1,690 

7,1& 

1,601 
o ~r  • 
<• t -'^ '•• 

41,551 

i;ote.- This does r.ot include the totaly of estpblieh-e: to 

but those of greater entity. 

TIONMWJMA U. N.B. P.IV.H. U D.O. IHOUtTHUU. »U«V«V O» ÍANU 
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V-.17 

8RAZIL POPULATION EVOLUTION 

(In million« of Inhabitant!) 

T All!, 1.2.1. 

... 

N 

NE 

SE 

S 

CO 

1872      1890       1900       1920      1940       1950       I960 1970 

0,33 0,48 0,69 

4,64 6,00 6,75 

4,02 6,10 7,83 

0,72 1,43 1,80 

0,22 0,32 0,37 

1,44 1,46 1,84 2,60 3,52 

11,24 14,43 17,97 22,43 27,30 

13,65 18,35 22,55 31,07 41,48 

3,54 5,73 7,84 11,87 18,04 

0,76 1,26 1,74 3,00 4,96 

9,93   14,33      17.44     30,63    41,23     51,94     70,97     95,30 

NOTE:    Tnt rotooettv« Stat« for «won r«§ion art Hi * following: 

NORTH: Róndenla, Aero, Amatan«, Rara ima, Pori, Amooé. 

NORTHEAST:    Moranhoo, Piouf, Coaró, Rio Grand« do Nerto, Poralb«, 

Parnambueo o Ftrnandod« NoronKo, Alagóos, Sorgipo, lahfa. 

SOUTHEAST:    Mina« Gsrals, Espirito Sonto, Sarro do* Atatorot, Rio dt Jonalr«, 

Guanabora, Soo Paulo. 

SOUTH: Parana, Santo Catarina, Rio Grand« do Sui. 

CENTRE-WEST: Mata grotto, Goiés a DI it rit« FotWcl. 

L 
x * 1970 estimated. 

SOURCE: Statistics 1969 y«ar-book. 
TieWMMA W.N.O.K/U.N.I.O.«. 



r /.-'.t. 
Table:  g.?.?. 

1Ö72 1920 I960 1970    * 

N 3.3 4.7 3.7 3.7 

ÜE 46.7 36.7 31.6 28.6 

SS 40.5 44.6 43.8 43.5 

3 7.3 11.5 16.7 19.0 

C'Y 2.2 2.5 4.2 5.2 

B 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

3ourcet  Statistics I969 yanr-book 

« ¿«timated 

L UM.».*/U.M. !.•.•, IMMWTMAi MWW OF MNH 
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frblei  ?.2.4. 1 
WW^bfài  Tree  fBlllng- 

'•/oori production 

(In millions of cubic netres) 

S 

1>'W 

3S 

S 

Ci 

1365        1966       1967 

X) 

1.2 

41.9 

41.4 

41.7 

9.0 

1.8 

42.0 

37.2 

40.3 

9.3 

I.íí 

44.2 

33.5 

41.6 

9.5 

135.2     130.6     135.6 

fi 1967 
10   li.Cr. $ 

7.0 

125.6 

117.6 

105.3 

30.3 

332.3 

Source i  Statistica 1969 yenr-book 

L U.N.B.K/U.N.I.O.O. ^^Hrt^WIIHR* W^^^"w»T i^^ VMHeH 
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Table;  2.?.^, 1 
SIl.VICULïmai Chrrcoal 

Production in thousand tonnen 

N 

NE 

SU 

3 

CW 

B 

1965   1966  1967 

11 

184 

745 

30 

10 

980 

10 

198 

750 

31 

22 

991 

9 

193 

643 

30 

26 

906 

6 !967 
10° N.Cr. jô 

0.6 

9.7 

22.9 

1.6 

2.6 

37.4 

Source* st&tistios I969 yenr-book 

L U.N.0.P./U.M.I.».*, 



îpble:  2.2.6. 1 
¿ILVI¿^/ibi-Li: Other nroducts 

ij.ro auctions in thousri ids tonnes 

Products 1965 1%6 1«67 
,1967 

10°r;.Cr.^ 

Caoutchouc Z*.A 20.3 29.8 29.4 

Waxes 12.9 1?.4 17.6 16.4 

rubbers 7.0 5.0 6.4 4.7 
i 

libres 37.1 41.4 36.7 17.6 

Oily goods 23Ö.6 225.6 23?.4 62.7 

Dye i ne s 10.2 9.5 7.6 0.3 

?ood 17Ö.1 192.1 164.9 30.8 

Aromatic 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.2 

Source»  ätatiotics year-book 1969 

L II.M. B.R/U.M. 1.0.0. (NMMTMAI. »URVtY Of MHU 



Tftblet  2.2.7, 
1 

fflï.l'Iî'ti»   anvpga enimraa nkinn pnd l«nthftra nroduntinn 

(in millions of pieces) 

;'r. ranal» 

Reptils 

1965       1966       1967 

1.26 

0.84 

1.29 

1.75 

1.29 

2.04 

fi 1967 

6.65 

6.04 

flourcti Statistica 1969 y«?r-book 

L W.I WOUTBMU. MVIVW 
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Tnble;   2.P.8. 1 

¥ i su i u Q i rrftfliHiUon 

(In  t.honfip.nd tonneal 

1966 1967 1968 1968 

IO6 ::.Cr. $ 

Fishes 

Shell-fishes 

Othera 

268 

58 

9 

361 

55 

12 

414 

71 

15 

219.6 

76.3 

6.9 

Total 435 428 500 302.8 

Sourcet Statistic« 1969 yoer-book 

L W.N.O.»./ U.M. 1.0.0. wMMMTMM. aunvflv < 
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Î   I?   IPAL CULTIVATI0W1 WODUCTION? 

• ) Faraanent  cu It Wat lena» 

DtfCRirrxo« PRODUCT UNIT l.9C( 

laduetrl«.! Olive rhoneejid Tue« 0,ii 

ÛMU €MM 170, li 

Ceffee Millième «ecke 3?.Coo,() l<>. 

~     tM 6,". 

•iMl 

iß,fi 

"22,G 

iDliil* Ore**« milieu« plecef ll.T^C.o IL. 

. I«« 1.ooo,0 I . 

Te«o«ri— i.9or.,o 1 4 

«••«•«• 

Milli««« clv«t«r« 

'»e«;, e 

3"5.o 

CftJn Milli««« pitee« 3.3V'-,o -i < 

Cftftti e        e 19C»,t 

«• '»0ü,0 

Met« e          e ìifi.o 

Nano« 1.951,0 'J.. 

ftara«!« 1G6,0 

»Mr 351," 

757,0 1, 

MMe* CeMMrt '•91,0 
fcvt Hi «Milli Tu«. C,M 

«         • 9,:: 

l lt«*i«U«« Ifff 

SECTION   1 

l_ 
rtCfiMMWA UHM   u w • e o 



A-33 Tallin I Stilftf 

L    IPAL CULTIVATION! WOPVCTXOttl 

P«raAn«nt cultivailana* 

l.9C( 1.967 1.968 
1.968 

10° N.C.S 

0,fi 1,0 1,0 o.c 
170,4 I9<i.7 149,3 220,0 

37.GOO.O 19.400,0 22.200,0 

6,5 6,4 4,6 9,6 

237,'» 319,0 330,3 71,8                  ; 

lS.fi 30,4 16,9 2,5                   » 

322,6 500,8 539,0 110,1 

11.766,0 12.533,0 13.5«6,0 2 37, a 

1.009,0 1.107,0 1.259,0 21,1 

1.906,0 1.957,0 2.1*57,0 36,6                 ! 

46«;, c 512,0 561,0 20,1                ! 

ì 3"5,c> 403,0 422,0 420,n             j 

.1.3V", o 4.004,0 4.540,0 "4,7             ; 

!                      I9f»,0 200,0 2O4,0 >.*          ! 
j                      408,0 •V10.0 412,0 6,1                 j 
1              iir;,o 124,0 130,o 3,n           : 

1.951,0 2.01C.0 2.155,0 45,3                  ! 

166,0 125,0 94,C 2,9                  | 

35l,o 372,0 335,0 6,2                    i 

• 

757,0 1.160,0 9O5,0 14,7                 ! 

•f;i,ü u24,0 (»90,0 I0flt4                 ] 
c,<< 0,5 0,4 0,6                   j 
9,a 10,J 14,0 17,3 

i 

I    SECTION   2 

r> .   umoo HnautrmAL lux vi v o» ìANI* 
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s) Seasonal cultivation!. 

wicftiniQt BRQOUCT UNIT 1.966 

caraau Mas Thousand Tuo. 5.801 

23 Oat 
16 

ri—m ry« 

»erlsy 35 

HàâM 
11.371 1 

WM«« 
61? 

74 

Rldawy kW 
a.ite 

••i« 595 

iMkiu IVMt  »Statt 

analisti svtst patata 

MaaiSOt 

1.913 

1.339 

at.7io 

Industrial Catte« 1.865 

895 
iltfEit 

•«aar oui "         "        be- 
maß |f«707 
^^          228 

Laaf tobacc» 
kk 

Jato 

Linon * 

Spurge 339 

MM lili llana pieces. 197 

ojÉSUa Alfalfa Taaaaana tao* 19« 

Oarlie Nililoa« plsess. 33 

Oaiaa «         w 277 

Vaiamela* m          e 83 

Halón m          * 5 

Tonate Thousand Tas« 679 

toarest fiatai itlaa iHf y—r* •••» 

SECTION   1 
TiewatoM U. M. O. ». ' U M. • O O. 



A-5 6 Tamigi ¿•¿'V'WPMxnuAti* 

PRINCIPAL CULTIVATION  PIlOtWCtlOMS 

' >)  Seasonal cultivations. 

1 1 

1.966 1.967 1.968 
1.968 

10*» M.C.t 

' 5.801 6.793 6.653 1.666,4 
33 31 35 6,2 
16 17 18 5,7 
35 

11.371 
31 

13.824 
39 

18.814 
7,8 

1.358,3 
615 

74 

3.148 

595 

639 

93 

3.547 

716 

056 

•* 

2.480 

654 

313,1 

33,6 

735,8 

136,3 
1.913 3.136 2.180 117,6 
1.339 

34.710 

1.865 

1.466 

37.368 

1.691 

1.606 

89.803 

1.999 

330,3 

1*1.7 

915,3 

*s. 
893 

400 |f .787 
238 

751 

77.006 

343 

75* 

76.610 

25fl 

806,8 

1.041,6 

307,6 
44 

* 

40 

38 
51 
28 

30,6 

10,0 

339 355 370 103,7 
*•• 197 315 225 48,1 

198 17» 169 27,9 
»•> 33 33 37 40,9 

277 850 3?2 83,1 
«3 95 104 34,7 

5 

679 

6 

745 

5 

775 

3,5 

187,1 

SECTION   2 

U M. 0 ». / U N. • D O. IMOUITMAL W*VtV Of IAMIA 
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Table:  2.?.10, 1 
gAVii-a ¡\>,j AVXCi'uïu:-.^  C.nöuj 

(¿n millions of herds) 

19»: 6 1967 i960 61968 
10 i:.Cr.;5 

¿ovine 90.0 90.0 92.3 15,283.0 

Horse» 9.2 9.2 9.? 9?6.5 

Assinine 2.a 3.0 3.0 11a.6 

Mules 4.7 4.8 4.8 743.9 

Porcine 62.0 63.4 65.6 3,745.6 

Cvine 22.2 23.0 24.6 428.9 

Crorine 13.9 14.3 14.7 2?5.9 

Ûrrkes,etc. 7.4 7.8 8.3 24.7 

r~  

1966   1967    1963 6lyó3  ' 
10 ¡;.cr./ 

Turkeys 

Hens 

Cocks r.nd 
chickens 

Drakes r.nd 
cooces 

4.1    4.3    4.5 

125.6   127.8   130.1 

130.0  135.2   141.6 

7.9    8.1    a.3 

42.3 

37?.8 

i 
257.4 

27.7 

Source :  statistics year-book 1969 

L 
* 
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r A-61 ful lililí. 

¡»rtODUCTioa m 

1 
Twr:    1968 

diCIOH 

IMÜDUCIIO* 
VAiUB 

1,000 NCr.J 

*A1J> 
SAiAftY 

1,000 NCr¿ 

I  ¿.í'ú'jjüYtiD 
Ji^iUUKh&L 

PROÖÖCX. 3ALAHY 
VALUS/   ^HOüi; 
VDRKIfi    VALUü 

XJLUUi 5l.f58.lMi 6.805.17] Itili. 87t 

14,88 

Stuf, 

0,147 .'ion-metal, minerai 1.331.963 378.331 170.108 
Metallurgy 8.084.577 640.763 •55.163 13,64 0,381 
"ft •''!'• lii. 08 8.077.818 363.970 95.780 •1.69 0,173 
Klee./-. coma, rar ter. 
Trcnroort material 

3*310.085 

5.481.518 

447.548 

818.86a 

116.117 

171.585 

•6,00 

31,96 

0,135 

0,149 
7ood 1.300.995 163.381 97.481 13.33 0,115 
''urn-i tur« 810.357 189.908 58.844 13,91 0,160 

T)f»r»«îr 1.511.089 166.167 51.500 89,45 0,107 
;ubbpr 1.133.141 IO3.85O •8.351 39,97 0,091 
3kinr?  fnd le*>th«r 475.783 60.086 •5.973 18,31 0,116 
','hem? <=try 8.317.788 497.801 106.981 60,91 O.O76 
"hTraPceutics 1.454.313 176.610 33.146 41,16 0,113 
"'erfu ien 983.885 77.913 20.069 48,96 0,079 
ilftPtiCS 884.718 90.887 19.410 19,19 0,105 
textile 6. na. 344 765.879 353.634 17,34 0,113 
"lot,¡,ine end shoes 1.841.581 139.944 110.013 15,34 0,130 
i'ood  product* 18.489.084 643.874 177.788 44,74 0,051 
!:°v«rprfi8 1.138.943 161.658 58.384 11,13 0,139 
''ob^oco 888.808 54.468 16.447 40,16 0,08a 
,'Ht.   f»nrt rr^^hicH 1.188.599 175.785 75.951 15,36 0,136 
i reell rupour 989.733 

  

153.387 56.006 0,165 

Jfturcf«  StPtisttc« 19*9 ye^r-book 

L u m.o.p.IM.m. 1,9.0. 
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Table:  2. 2*Ml 

¿v¿>U¡' Mï Oí T.i¿ ?HIi.C IPAL InUüóí.tlAL PitODüCilÜi.S 

•ÍMC'AüM li-.UJlCÏ U^IT 1966 1967 196ö 

.'•etfíHic 
minerrla lerd Thoua?nd 

tonr.ea 
9.9 4.1 n.d. 

ïin N 1.? 0.5 n.d. 

Gold lonnea 5.2 5.4 n.d. 

Silver N 6.9 14.9 n.d. 

m ir. o min     *~ Concret* hill.Tn. 6.0 6,4 7.3 

Flat ßlftBB »  .s 6.2 6.2 10.8 

Ketrllur^ ïerroguaa Thou.Tn. 2.9 3.1 3.4 

Steel brrs n        N 3.» 3.ö 4.4 

ilat eheeta «        « 1.4 1.3 1.0 

lion-flat 
sheets N            N 1.3 1.4 1.7 

Alluniin. 
(:3PTS) N            N 26.3 29.7 n.d. 

Allurain. 
(sheets) H       n 32.4 34.5 n.d. 

.Mechanics Diesel motora 

Contrif.fuid 

Thousanda 17.2 19.9 39.9 

rgSSfive n 107.4 107.2 153.0 

Sewin^-na- 
chinea N 203. Ö 39i>.U 461.6 

jäectricpl 
fiñd cônnîmi- 
cr.tions rnâTe- 
riel r'rp.c, elect. 

aso tora m 153.3 629.5 1,066.5 

¡¿lee.motors 
1-10 K? m 225.7 271.7 342.8 

1 

L U. N. •. ». / U. N. k D. O. UNHItTMAL MfftVCV O* SAHtA 



Tnble;2.2.14.(continurtion) I 

L 

(¿Sb'.-Ià  Or' ï«^ P^IûCliAL IìMJUJ'I.ilA^ imOjmJ'ilüi.d 

¿S-ivlCIÎ ¿.•^jUvï UI 1 I966 1967 196a 

JXPS'STICJ
1 1 

LJ¿\ ?S!:'Œ n\- 
rirl  (conti- 
nuation) ¿lee.motors 

ovor 10 HP Thousands 10.8 20.6 20.2 

Do Jie s. refri- 
gerators n 311. a 335.1 502.5 

Radios rnd 
transistors N »16.9 534.0 790.5 

Television 
sets H 377.8 417.0 625.3 

Trrnsport 
.-nr.terirl Motorcars 

"ediun 

H 120.1 132.0 161.4 

lorry H 30.5 2¡\.ñ 42.8 

Heavy lorry H 4.5 r.9 4.3 

Little trucks N 54.4 *    53.0 62.4 

jeeps n 14.9 8.5 a.l 

Aerinotors n 9.1 6.2 9.6 

Shins N T?a 67.4 94.0 194.7 

Che.-nistry Poliethviene N xn. 19.9 24.5 30.1 

Vinylic resins N H 19.5 26.1 35.9 

Nylon and rayon 
threads                    "    « 31.4 50.3 55,8 

rhos^hatic 
fertiliser             «    " 206.7 311.6 316.5 

Kixod fertiliz.      "    » 44U.5 694.9 951.5 

Ter tile              Cotton tissues    Kill.ra. ina.8 1,097.3 1,251.6 

wernet** u. M. e. P. / u. M. t. e. e. INDUSTRIAL SUHVIV W BAHíA 



2ñll?.ej.?.?..14.1cpr.tijuiai4¿u) | 

áiiCiú.i '    i'uOJLJÏ ul.lï 19t6 1967 I960 

L 

Text11Q _ _ 
(continuation) Wool tissues    Mill.m. 12.7           «»9           °«7 

Artificir.l 
thread tissue    "    " 95.5       126.1       167.4 

3o-ree»  âtatistioa year-book 1969 

TieNWfmA U.*O.P./U.«.I.O.O. INMWTMM. »UHVìV e# BAMM 
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r -7 n Trble;   2.2.17. I 

L 

m    ¿'AY.'.iíí.A    *iAliAi.Cl2    » 

CÜ..C à i' ï J 1966 1967 1968 

1.- :vi:<CrA..,:)Ia¿ À.à), d.v:t>j.C¿4 ¿11?1 i25ál (47?) 

r- import r'Ü-i lf7«íl 1,654 l,a?l 

b- Import >'üü (1,505) (1,441) (l,fi55) 

c- Commercial balnnce 433 213 26 

d- Services (550) (567) (499) 

2.- Ju^ilViiJ 79 77 4 

3.- TOTAL  f.?  SL-lPLii  T.ttddAC- 
tUïa .   1211 (277) (469) 

4,. OcïiiOIi.Gô Ùï AUÏOAOKIC 
CAjflïALJ 

6.- BALANCE 

7,-' ¿.utO-itâ Ai.iJ OuIAiïûili) 

8.- 1>¿/ICXT Cit aUittLUS (N2AT) lai (245) 2¿ 

(492) (582) (487) 

697 645 981 

m L2Ì1) & 

(19) (3D 7 

Souro»» Statistic» ytar- book 1969 

TMN4MMA U.N. •.»./U.M.!.•.«. IWUtTWAk »UWV1V 0» —WA 



~:G Trfrloi ..t.ly 

ACCCi'.Jl. .G TO covar::.;-; i.T SPHaSES Ili PS.iCSMAGfi S OF ÏCTAI. 

£XI' Si. ¿lì .3 

Yerr Pederation gtr tea XfixnfiMsâ Total 

I960 54.6 59.2 6.2 100.0 

1061 58.2 35.8 6.0 100.0 

1962 58.6 35.4 6.0 100.0 

1963 56.6 35.3 8.1 100.0 

1964 58.4 34.1 7.5 100.0 

1965 56.8 35.2 8.0 100.0 

1966 57.5 33.9 8.6 100.0 

1967 56.8 33.9 9.3 100.0 

1963 56.7 32.6 10.7 100.0 

dource:    Gt tulio Vargas Foundation 

L W.H.A.P./U.M.I.».«. IflWTWUl WWW O* •*** 



Trblej 2,2,1?, J 

Vmr>fn InvAfltmen^ Total 

1959 12.6 5.3 17.9 

1Q60 15.4 4.5 17.9 

1961 13.3 3.7 17.0 

1962 12.8 4.0 16.8 

1963 . 13.5 2.9 16.4 

1*64 12.7 2.8 15.5 

1965 • 11.5 4.7 16.2 

1966 11.7 3.1 14.8 

1967 11.4 4.3 15.7 

Source i Catullo Vargtt foundation 

L U.M. ft.»./U.M. I.** NMNWTMM. MWVIV «V MMM 



r A-70 

Ifftln   2,2,20 

m'tmv iv, fiiilfQÎ\ 

1959 

Srute tribu- 
tp.rv rireaion 

21.0 

Rolationship 
between transi. 
sui?«., rni m... 

5.6 

¡¡eat tribu- 
tnrv nrnaion 

15.4 

I960 20.3 5,3 15.0 

1961 lu. g 6.2 12.7 

1962 18.0 6.7 11.3 

1963 18.1 6.2 11.9 

1964 19.5 6.4 13.1 

19Ó5 22.0 7.8 14.2 

1966 24.5 8.0 16.3 

1967 21.7 8.5 13.2 

Sourcgi G«tullo Vargas Foundation 

L U.U. O.*./U.N. I. D.O. MMMTMAL «UHVIY OP BAHIA 



,.-71 
Tr.hlei 2.?.?^ 1 

B¿LA?TO;.SitIP .-„JT^gfr AÍTO.ü.^Y Iivüü^S Aài) ?¡<p 

PNB in thousend 
Iß£Xfi mill inn» of flr„ 

1961 3,498.6 

19*2 5,^98.0 

19¿3 9,591.2 

1964 18,867.3 

1965 31,033.7 

19C6 42,875.5 

Attorney inco-- 
mes in thousand 
n<i1yf"?B nf flr, 

809.6 

1,266.1 

2,272.3 

4,895.9 

8,374.5 

13,134.7 

Attorney incomes 
HuLSrsn  vn * 

( 3.1 

?3.0 

23.7 

25.9 

27.0 

30.6 

¿jour^i 32M.  »Scononie Growth of Brazil» Problems nnd 
prospects". 

L «.*.».*/U.U. I.D.». MBtMTMM. MMm OP MMM 
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gaoiiucTiva mas 

(SourMi I.B.O.B.) 

L «.«.ft. ft./» *!»*•> 





A-75 

BASIC   DATA  FOR   PRESELECTION OF   PRODUCTIVE  LI, 

PRODUCTIVE LINES 

 , 

YEAR UNIT 

E Ì    R     A     Z     ] [     L 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
C4)      (A.C.) 

t.u. 
A.C* > 
Inhal 

REPINED HOG PAT i:963 Tn. 82.529 I.776 04.305    j 1 ,03c, 

li 967 Tn. O3.493 20 02.513 fj,9r. 

BISCUITS 1Ì965 

Ü967 

Tn. 

Tn. 124.317 

...   

-    \ 

U4.317 1,'»3 

GROUNDED COFFEE 1.965 Tn. 916.051 ... 602 916.169 11,26 

1.967 Tn. 184.268 ... 184.200 _ 2,K' 

2,91 FROZEN BEEP I.965 Tn. 266.614 ... 29.782 236.03:2 

1.967 Tn. 376.101. »»* 6.398  369_.70J__ 4,27 

COMPOT SWEET I.965 Tn* 52.228 ... ___ 0,70 

I.967 Tn. 61.257 ... ... 61.357^ 

0,21' 

0 ,v 

EXTRACT OF 

TOMATO 

1.965 Tn. 17.195 _._ ... 17.195 

i.967 Tn. 42.570 _-._ ... 42.578 

LACTEAL FLOURS 1.965 Tn. 5.454 — ... 

_—_,, .—. •—- •   -. 
1 

5.454    !    0,1H 

1.967 Tn. 6.376 C6.230 ... 92.606 1 , Ob 

MANIOC FLOUR I.965 Tn. 79.486 — 23.514 55.972 o,(>-, 

0,<K' 1.967 Tn. 51.254 ... 81 51.17 3 

CORN FLOUR I.965 Tn. 71.086 9.629   81.515 0,9(1 

I.967 lYi. 71.372 19.799 ... 91.171 1,0;. 

WHEAT FLOUR I.965 Tn. I.301.437 9.402 ... 1.510.ÎÏ39 10,50 

1.967 Tn. 1.864.607 24.561 ... 1.809.168 2.2. 

COMPOT FRUITS i.965 Tn. 40.754 ... ... 40.754 
« 

o,'»y 

i.967 Tn. 18.822 ...   18.822 O.ül 

S E CT IO N   1 



A- 7 5 Table   :   ftr3t¡Lt 

ION OF  PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN POOD   PRODUCTS  SECTOR 

I L n   A 11       I       A 

% 
(7/5) 

1.967 
BRAZIL 

UNIT 
PRICE 

(5/1) 
»«. 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
14)     (A.C.) 

04.305 

t.U. 
A.e» / 
Inhab 

PROD. VALUE 
ltOO0 N Cr 
.      (5) (2/4) 

PRODUCTION 
(6) 

% 
(6/1) 

PROD.   VALUE 
1,000  N Cr. 

(7) 

1,036 73.467 2,11 1. 2 3 5. r> 

;   , 

82.513 0,95 k         103.158 Ot02'< 
--• ~"—.. — 

-_- _ -_ — — _ 1.287,71 

342, SI 

L243,2 

•  

I.297.0 '. 

12'*.317 l,'»3 160.084  7.982  

8.829 

io.432 

JLl'J: ,i_    7JL
9í

!L. A«.9?— 

0,%              3.439                   0,i.<2 
~"    • "    T "     " - • 1      
5.66   ,       3.6IO             _sj7- 

1.35   J       4.IO9                2,07 

916.I69 

184.268 

11, a6 

n   jo 

418.143 

63.077 

;• 236.O32 
n 1 

2,91 198.272 ___ 3.587 

! ' 369.703 ^,27 467.552   2.366 

443 

°J.''JL 
0,85 

3.100 

153 

0^60 

52.228 0,70 24.790 

61.257 0,70  4a.375_ 

13.597 

--"•""•- 

599 0,90 387 „q,_9ji  

17.195 0,20 

•  
42.578 0  ,4<  r>_5..25j_. 

9.237 

_ "Z— I-:•_.. _ __ 
• - -"-"—— 

5.454 0,06 
r 

L:-:. J.   :::  3.270,r/ 

202,0 

2'»l,fi» 

402,61 

  92.606 1,06 20.053 23,n , ZZI  I-- --- 
i   — 55.972 0,67 8.567   

! 

' 51.173 0,60 10.355 _ — 205 o,4o 

2,09 

25 

359 

0,24 

2,8'., ei.515 0,90 12.606 »1,77 I.50I 

..  91.171 

i.r>io.;;39 

1,05 17.258 ^li72 2.762 .X'?7_  7J 9_  ._>ji7_. 

10,58 378.389 0,622   

. 1 
1.889.168 

« 
0,49 

750.719 1.50^ —-—TZZ  — ZZZ  

40.754 I6.O62 ___ 1.197,2« 

18.822 ¡0,21 22.535 — -   ___ - — ___ 

SECTION   2 



A- 76 

BASIC DATA POR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LI!.: 

- 

PRODUCTIVE LINES YEAR UNIT 

B R     A     Z    I L 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)   (AC) 

8.538 

t.u, 
A.C./ 
Inhab 

OjlO 

r 

CRISTALLIZED 
FRUITS 

1.943 Tn. 2.701 5.837 

1.967 Tn. 2.045 7.161 ...  10.006 

230.891 

PJLU. _ 

2,03 ICE 1.965 Tn. 23O.89I ... — 

1.967 Tn. 209.246 ... ... 289.246 3,34 

0,33 COCONUT  FAT 
1.965 Tn. 27.563 __. _._ 27.-63 

1.967 Tn. 21.273 ... ... 21.27 3 

9.949 

Ot24 

0.11 
MIXED FATS 

1.965 Tn. 9.949 ... — 

1.967 Tn. '».589  _  
_._      __ 4,509 

19.604 

0,05 

TINNED 
VEGETABLES 

1.965 Tn. 19.604 — 
1 

0,21   j 

1.967 Tn.   - 19.298 ___ -__  J9_.29{i__ 

9.206 H,ll 

0,in 
    —1 

0,99 

CONDENSED MILK 
1.965 Tn. 9.206 ... ... 

I.967 Tn. 16.498   ...... —— - 16.49" 

83.084 
POWER MILK 

I.965 Tn. 61.554 21.530 

I.967 Tn. 02.262 25.640 ... 107.902 l,2'i _]_ 

BUTTER I.965 Tn. 27.237 89 — 27.326 «,32 
i- 
1_ I.967 Tn. 35.735 20 20.960 14.795    ¡0,17 

MARGARINE 
I.965 Tn. 27.676   — 27.076 0,31 

1.967 In. 35.736 

5.O33 

 J"   35_._736 _ 

67.770 

o,4l 

RCFI#D COTTON 
OIL 

1.965 Tn. 02.717 o,.-;i  j 

1.967 Tn. 66.OOI   ... 66. flot 

69.047 0,84 REFINED  PEANUT 
OIL 

1.96r) Tn. 69.S47   _-_ 

I.967 Tn. 70.729     7B.729 0,<10 1 
SECTION   1 

TfeWMM* U. N. D. P. IU. N. I. D. O. 



A-7 6 Table:     2.J.I.   UuatQ.; 

¡LECTION Or PRODUCTIVE LIMES  IN POOD PRODUCTS SECTOR 

2     1 

rs 

L 1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICK 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)   (AC) 

8.538 

t.U. 
A.C./ 
Inhab 

PROD. VALU! 
1,000 N Cl 

(5) 
.   % 
(2/4) 

PRODUCTION 
(6) 

% 
(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000   M Cr. 

(7) 
% 

(7/5) 

OjlO 3.104 68j36 U"n ,9- 

j  10.O06 0,11 5.155 JlxSl 

—  _-.—  

... "T--, 23U.891 

209.246 h 3_i_3'* 

 2.933 . 

h       6.50p 

•»90,9 

9 ?<".,''•" 

:M    ,10 

l.i. rvf/) 

-- —  

3.696,4 

1.868,3'; 

L.2r.l .:() 

1.296.r7 

. 27.563 0,33 27.542 

• • •        1 

21.273 L.PJ5Í* 21.080   
• ~—  

. 9.949 0,11 0.734 

.   4_.5_89 

19.604 

JLrPJL. 
0,21 

 %77_4.  

10.672 

--- _ 1.229 Jtí*2L. 1.150 .l2Li::.. 

"-—- 19.298 0 22 

0,11 

18.115 

14.197 

  
— • ~-~  

• -   -....-—, 

9.206 

16.49^ 0,19 33.673 ... 

::."::.!-ri: 
  

- 83.084 0,99 

1 

106.465    jalíyi 

107.902 1.24__ 

0,32 

 T 
277.931  Jai;76 

1.287      j    4,71 1.916 3,<°M - 27.326 49.508 ... 

-960  14.795 

27.676 

 35_. 7J»6 _ 

67.770 

0,17 

0,33 

o,4l 

0,fll 

96.357 

7,42 

I.516     i    '.,u4 

...         (    __. 

.__         i      

2.6O3 

j :::  

.2,70 

j..-:-.. 

!•::•• 
J  

24.489 

66.785 

50.09 3 

:.  6C.80I 

69.047 0,84 

83.606 

65.970 

  
  -- - - f.......... | .-.-:... 

- 76.729 0,90 IO2.078 ... —   — — 

SECTION   2 

.) P. I U N. I. D. O. INDUSTRIAL «UHVf V Or «AHI* 

L 
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A-77 

BASIC   DATA FOR PRESELECTION Or PRODUCTIVE I 

PRODUCTIVE LINE YEAR UNIT 

B R     A    Z     I L 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)      (AC) 

t. 
At, 

Inh. 

REPINED CORN 
OIL 

1.965 Tn. 12.70'* ...   12.704 0, 

1.967 Tn. 9.328 — — 9. 330 0, 

REPINED SOJA 
OIL 

1.965 
Tn. 

20.665 l          6.203 34.06« 0, 

1.967 Tn. 47.720 14.700 62.420 °i 

TINNED FÌSH 1.965 Tn. lB.^10 117 18,027       o» 

1.967 Tn. 25.649 553 „___a6«ÄQ2„ 

33.2*49 

°i 

CHEESE 1.965 Tn. 33.2^9 __. 0, 

1.967 Tn. '»2.539 164 42.70.3 0, 

NIXED FOOD FOR 
POHLS 

1.965 Tn. '»75.760 ___ 475.7('0 5. 

1.967 Tn. 071.618 17.574 65 4.0 VJ ... 11 

NIXED FOOD FOR 
CATTLE 

1.965 Tn. 193.523 -v 193.523 «- 1 

1.967 Tn. 191.823 19I.O2.3   , 

FINE  .SALT 1.965 Tn. 4OO.503 460.503 

1.967 Tn. 444.57O  "". . H 444.5Vß 5,- 

... 

í...  , 

• 
  , 

SECT UN   1 
U.M. OP /UN. I. ».0. 

L 



A-77 

.ECTION Of  PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN FOOD PRODUCTS  SECTOR 

Tifrlfi»      ?t3tlf     (Contd.) 

I    L 

ITS 
APPARENT 

(CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (AC) 

12.70'i 

9.320 

3'». 060 

t.U. 
AéC./f 

Inhab 

0,15 

62. ten 

I?????. 

JáAQZ. 

33.2^9 

_J».?,_70J 

475.760 

193.523 

0,10 

0,4l 

.2i¿o 

o,4o 

5,05 

-7iJ5?. J. 

2,32 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(5) 

l'è. 2 36 

10.012 

26.260 

1/4) 

!7i7? 

62.'t04  |21.55 „ 

_17..5_97 _Ì0j6?l. 

-12.975. 

40.949 

II 

PRODUCTION 
(6) 

% 
(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr. 

(7) 
r««i 

41 

2jJLl_ 

90.2k1   iO,)04 

52.51? 

. 1.0.4. QZ2 _ 

15.966 

_19liOa3.„ 

460.503    | 

-Í/*A»5.*¿0_.. 

 i 

2i2l__ _39.511. 

47_.82?_ 

.5A«Q6y_.. 

77 

1.914 

_j%aii. 

o,: 

0,23 

(7/5) 

12 

u.iG 
• -*•---•,• 

_0A°- J. 

JL37 

_165_ 

392 

0,07 

V, 20 

V.tiT 

...PISCJ._J ...i.ïiàç   ; otv\  
Ia » c> 

J>7?. 

1*060. 

4-- 

a64. 

ili.1.?.. 

1967 
BRAZXft 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

3)01!., , 

I.3O7,; ] 

L2.'V.,o;: 

• 
2.307.'• ! 

2'»'» ,30 

i:-3,o'» 

1      'llO     - 

SECTION   2 

) P. / U. N. I. B. O. INOUITMAL tUAVtV OP BAHIA 

L_ 



r A-7Ü 

•ASIC DATA POR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LINE 

PRODUCTIVE LINE ¡ YBAR UNII 

B     R A     2     I     L 

PRODUCTION 
 ,     [})    ,,,„ 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION   1  .. 

(4)     (AC)I 

BOTTLED  BEER 

•i.    •  il            ...          — .,,,-, 

1.965 L. 673.089.705 — 

• • . •  A*f — I¥I>. 

673.0B).vor, f* ; 

1.967 L. 722.677.601 -__   722.67 7. f.Ol 

BARREL   BEER I.965 L. O3.663.365 83.663.3',«-, 
t   • 

7, 1 

1.967 L. 6l.066.737  6UC_f/,ii37_. 

692.r>3 ..C u 
REFRESH1ENTS 

I.965 L. 692.535.05« 

I.967 L. 688.045.740 

_ 12.713. n-4 

.„p3._i30.C30 

i3.lC0.ono 

FRUIT  JUICE 
EXCLUSIVELY 
FROM GRAPES 

_1.965 

I.967 

L. 

L. 

12.713.164 

23.i3O.63u 

— 

 ZZI  

GRAPES   JUICE 
I.965 L. I3.I8O.900 — 0   : 

1.967 U 7.(¡'»5.276    h — — 7.64:.276 
Î 
0, 1 

GRAPE  V/INE 
I.965 

1.967 

L. 

L. 

152.647.204 

232.80'». 376 

301.432 

1.742.550 

  153.02B.7f-6 

234.67 «'.V34 

196.124.132 

1, 

2,7 

SUGARCANE  RUM 
I.965 L. 196./*96.476   372.344 2, ' 

I.967 L. 206.99O.674   906.746 206.091.92« 2.- 

- 

  

L 
SECTION"! 

U. N. O. P. / U. N. I. D. O. 



A-7Û Table 2,t3T2, 

5M OF PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN BEVERAOES SECTOR 

1     R    A     2    I 

UTS 
APPARENT        t«U. 

CONSUMPTION      A.C,/ 

673.889.705 8,28 

PROD.VALUI 
1,000 N Ci 

(5) 

13 f„ 059 

•  % 
(2/4) 

D     A     II     I     A 

PRODUCTION 
(6) 

% 
(6/1) 

PROD. VALUE 
1,000 N Cr. 

(7) 
% 

(7/5) 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

L.HU« » ; Jin« 

".37 

o.Vi 

0. "ìli 

1,2a 

<V>r 

o.:"i 

••M' 

722.G77.f-0l 

83.GG3.365 

C.3'* 

1,00 

268.042 

I5.65I 

_6K0Gfu737_ ibli_ 
692.535.0,r<0 

688,845.jfro 

I2.7I3. J 64 

8.."51 

0,15 

_22'|.?15. 

8.675 

.33«>.57»A37_ 

4.000 

23^30^630 

13.1C0.900 

0,26 

0,13 

28..3 9 J. 

4. '»69 

 21. f>00      i    Oj uy 

.-'*'ß.l 

0,03 

12.G20 

On 

(5 

7.645.276 

153.O20.766 

0,oijO 

1,34 

'1.226 

27.279 0,247 3,000 

1 

•i--- 

0,001 6 

24 

390 

-I 
1 0,02 

¡34.671'.934 2,73 

544 

46 

196.124.1 32 

206.091.928 

2,36 

2,37 

GO.158 

IP.593 

36.12r; 

0,7/»2 6.672      .0,002 

1 

2.CoiJ.70f>       1,33 
r 

Ll--.V_J. 
- t 

o, o4 

2,10 

1.931.«'93     j», 94 

 -X-...A. 

9 3 2,20 

 >   

-1 - i 

SECTION   2 

t>. P. I U. N. I. O. O. INDUSTRIAL tURVtV OP iAHIA 



A-7't 

BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION OF 

———————    1 

PRODUCTIVE LINE!   YEAR UNIT 
BRAZIL 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
ZONSUMPTION 

(4)     (A.C.) 
! 

CIGARETTES 
1.96r> 1 OOO u. •iñ.ur.-w!, — -3.6,'i'i '^."l.i.'H- 

1 

L 
l 1.967 1000 II, M . f, 13. r> 1 r> — ::73.'» ì'i 1 '». V.!'.(i:;i 

REFINED AND 
ELABORATED 
TABACCOES 

1. 9f> 5 Tn. lr7.H07 — — 1   • . ."0- 
f- 

1 
1 .9^7 Tn. 77.'i20 — — 7 7 . '. L'.O 

w - 

i 

SMALL CIGARS 
1 .96", 1000 P. 1 37.6 ~,() — 11.211 1 2'.. '1 1 ') 

—< 

1.967 1000 11. 91.96'1 — JO.f.íí ! •1.-J.' 1 
1- 

CIGARS 
1.96-, 1Ü00 H. '¿'}. r>>'<i —   

—< 

1.967 1 000 11. 31 .<»'•'.1 —   M .';:;i 
... 

    

•          » 

(— 

-—-••«••    ,1   ——1 

1 
SECTI8N   1 

. 1. o. e. 



A-7'i 
Table 2.3.3. 

\  POR  PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE  LINES   IN TOBACCO  SECTOR 

> 

R     A 2     I    L 11      A      II      I      A 

"•• ••' •  

1967 
BRAZII 
PRICE 
UNIT 
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:ONSUMPTI0N 
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A-Hü 

•use BATA ron mscueno» or «owctiv* LIME 

MOtOCTXVB LIME2 

CtOSS TIMBERS 

WA* 

PRESSED VEWESnS 
FRON FIBRE AMD 
gD£9 EUCATEX 

COMPENSATED 
WOOD 

WOOD IN FOILS 

LAMINATED 
TIMBER 

1.965 

WÎT 

1.967 

1.967 

J.\9-C.5. 
1.967 

1.965 

1.967 

•3 

*3 

if 
.2 

»   •    A    2    t    t 

FÄOOÜCTIOe 
(1) 

.—ÄWU7. 

znrotTs 
<2) 

txpears 
(3) 

cowsuKpric i A.C 
(4)  (A.C.) -, »tnh« , 

14.410.319 

21.513.753 

12.dlO.471 

29.086.au1; 

SAVED OR 
DEROÖOHED 

I TIMBER 

PARQUET rvocm 

1.96 -15 

1.96 

U_6.5 

I.967 

1.965 

1.967 

m* 

m3 

1Ó7.C45 

2^0.626 

33.3 37       io,cr 

1 r 
'V 

-rr i liiiJ..   ! °J?? 

lii.4lo.ii9       I o. 1 

5.053.8OQ 

13.956.401 

5.971.997 

5.745.26O 

3.234.660 

5.81I.I56 

iz - ? 1 • 212' >2J_ 0.2« 

12.410.,71 n,l<-, 

.._--.* 29.OH6.,?05_ __ I o^-j 1 

K>7.-)'•"•       '(),()(• 

!   _    220. ,2<)       ]ofO< 

5.053. ;oo      'riv. 
  1 

-- ^12?J5£ï »PJ _ .4 0, 1 r.-¿ 

5.971.>97       io,i«71 

 5J2¿¿- -î.60 10j o vj_ 

•" h 
3.547 ._...,,, _ 
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Ifrfì^ff.t   m M Alfa 1 
OF PKODVCT1V* LI«3 SN «QOO SCCTOfl 

t .... 

î   t 

APPARENT 
ICONS UKra&ii ¿¿fi»«* 

t.u 
A 

trtub 

T 

(4)     (A.C«)*fm*gf       <3> 
T 
i 33.337      10,001 

HCl*' 
<*/4) 

2.20r 

' H-OG. 1 J0'001 3.C73 

„íK2ü.r¿2- 
I2.<êl0.f*7l 

PxJfi. 

o, ir» 

^9.pnG.2op_ 

H.7.0^-3        *0,0O2 

i XiO.'>26 2iP*'2 

S.Ciri.ìOO 

l_3.95G.VOJ_ 

%971.997 

 -J«IJ.5;260_ 

3.231.121 

0.06 

jajtfyO—U 

30.049 

1.087 

0,33 C>7.CoV    ] ^-r lOo.64p_. 

„Ì.32J 

14.527 

0,071       177.70:. 

0,063 

0,040 

! 

7.900 

B   AHI    A 
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f 

209 

j¿oo_  

0t24 
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A-81 

BASIC  DATA  POR  PRESELECTION OF  PRODUCTIVE  LINE.: 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES YEAR UNIT 

D R       A       Z         I L 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS 
APPARENT 

CONSUMPTION 
(4)        (A.C.)¡ 

t. 
A.. 
Ii. 

WOOD FURNISHER 
1.965 N.Cr.   

. 
188.072 -      ! 

1.967 N.Cr. __*iOn.$63 570.1¿3  _ ! 

METAL FURNISHER 1.965 N.Cr. _-_ _.- 27.755  :." 1 
1.967 N.Cr.   — 48.987 '»0.987.013 

74.3O2 
METAL TABLES 1.965 U M  A 74.302 — — 0, 

1.967 UNA 145.198 —   145.190   ; 

96.465   ! 

0, 

0, 

0. 

METAL PILING 
CABINETS 

1.965 U H 96.465 —   
... 

1.967 
  
U M IOO.358 ...   IOV.358 

METAL 
CABINETS 

1.965 U M 146.342     1*8.342 0, 

I.967 U M 214.324 __. ... B14.324 0. 
1 

VENTTIAN BLINDS 
OP ANY TYPE OR 
MATERIAL 

1.965 U M  A 638.140     638.140 0, 

1.9<<7 l   M   A 567.294   — 567.294 0, 

HORSE HAIR 
CORDUROY AND 
STRAW MATTRESSES 

I.965 U M 217.Or5 —   217.053 0. 

1.967 V M 233.727 _--   233.727 0. 

SPRINO- 

NATTRESSES 
I.965 

I.967 

U M 

U  M 

522.731   — 522.731 0. 

53O.655     538.655 0 

. 

1 ._ 

SECTION   1 

TfCNlBfwlA 



A-81 Tftbl«;     2.3.5 1 
PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN FURNISHING SECTOR 

I 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

t.u. 
A.C./ 

(4) (A.C.)   Inhab 

 r 
PROD.VALUÄ 
1,000  N  Gl•% 

(5) 

 _- - - JJ ¿1.70S.OOP 

(2/4) 

4O.9B7.013   ! 4l.036.OO0 

74.302 ¡0.OÖ1 

14%_198 '0,001 

96.465   10,001 
-•-•   '--r  
100.358  0,001 

3.6831 

12*860 

1%8.342 

614.324 

638.140 

567.294 

217.055 

+ 
0,001 

0,002 

0,007 

6.197 

13.565^ 

7.235 

14.671 

6.918 

0,OO6 

0,002 

233.727 

532.731 

538.655 

0,002 

O.OOl 

0,006 

14.326 

3.02c' 

4.642 

I!      I     A 

PRODUCTION       % 
(6) ¡(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr. 

(7) 
% 

(7/5) 

"...4. 2.133.OOO 

1 

 r zi~       __7CAî0U0  I 1,G5 

_47_1 

423 

0,63 I 10   ¡   0,27 
 -1-  

! 0,29_   | 

I•.. 
14 

J...:-: 
I.450 ¡lt4p 

17.050 

32.061 

316 

4.772 

300 

0,21 

2j23_ 

0,05 

207  !   4^3 

4^!      0,f,2l 

54}_! ,JiJ^ 

0,07- 

1967 
BRAZIU 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

135,16 

(Ul 

12.196 

12.733 

r),62 

5¿4 r>    , 

I2.O9O 

12.677 

2,47 

¡2,35 

1«(> 

170 

^,94 

3,66 

943 

3,49 

2,94 

._L. 

*_-- .. 

l'),36 

59,52 

SECTION   2 
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A-82 Table:    2.3.6. 

BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN  •   R0DUCTIVE LINES  If| pApM AND CARDiOARD SECTOR I 

PRODUTTIVI LINES YEAR 

1 B n     A     z I       L 

UNIT PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

APPARENT     t.u.      1 
EXPORTS       CONSUMPTION    A.C./   1 

(3)             (4)        (A.C.  Inhaï   1 

SHORT FIBRE 
CELLULOSE 

» 

126.7JÌ   126.7 3«   Il 
r>2        1 

1.967 Tn. 146.241 —   146.241   J 1,60       1 

OROUNDWOOD 
PULP 

— ... 38.077 0,46     1 

1.967 Tn. 41.676 —. 41.676 0,48     J 

LONG  FIBRE 
CELLULOSE 

41.625 — 41.625 0,50       1 

1.967 Tn. 71.409 ... — 71.409 0,02     J 

NEWSPAPER 

 — 

116.224 —   116.22 > 1,48 

1.967 Tn» 103.528 —   I03. ',20 1.19       1 

WRITING AND 
PRINTING PAPER 

(EXCEPT  NEWS- 

115.584 —   115.584 1,42     1 

1.965 Tn. 205.402 171 322 205.251 

268.313 

TT..109 

2,37     J 

PACKING PAPER 1.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

268.333 

335.109 

------  
5.JO 

3,fit-    I 

MULTIFOIL PAPER 
SACKS. 

1.965 

1.967 

1000 u 

1000  u 

56.53'* 

295.473 
    

'6.534 

295.473 

0,60 u 
 j 
3,41 «j 

CELLOPHANE 
SACKS 

320.979 ...   320.979 3,94 

1.967 1000 u. 566.965 —   566.965 6,r'4 .  

KRAFT PAPER 
SACKS 

— —. 2.875.106 J5.r 

1.967 10O0 u, 3.442.136   ... 3.442.116 
-            ""'"•" 

39,7' 

PLAIN PAPER 
1.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

86.133 

88.505 

  
»36.13 5 

80.505 

l,03r 

1,02 

BOARDS 

...   30.149 0,45 

11.967 Tn. 69.9)8 .— r- 69.938 0,80 

1 

I       L 

—    ,-•••                   1                      •                                —                  1  •      1    1                                     11      <  m 

BAH        I       A 

• • 

1969 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

APPARENT 
:0NSUMPTI0N 
(4)       (A.C. 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
Inhab 

PROD.VALU! 
1,000 N Ci 

(5) 
% 

(2/4) 
PRODUCTION 

1 

PROD.VALUE 
%    1,000 N Cr. 

[6/1)             (7) 
% 

(7/5) 

126.738 1,52 35.621 ... .__ — ___ — '»40,92 

146.241 1,68 64.481 ... ... ... — — 

38.077 0,44 2.641 
1 — — 107, .'H 

382,24 

 1 
142,70 

980,96 

824,41 

200,7- 

il.676 0,48 6.994 — — 
 .  

— - 

41.625 0,50 11.616 —   — 

71.'»09 0,82               27.296 ...   

116.22'. 

103. ,;>B 

1,41 

1.19 

27.756 

35.480 
  

115.ri84 i.4a ... —   

205.251 2,37 203.135 

09.871 

276.277 

0,08)   L— J — 

_?l^55. 

01G'O__ 

3,14 

268.333 

vr,.l09 

J.JO 

3,86 

I.434 

4.10G 

0,534j                 409 

1,23   1              1.777  _—— 
>   •-      •        .   .—1 

1               r6.334 

295.473 

0,68 uJ            7.194 

3,41 u.          61.681 

— 14.630 2',, 00 240 

120.979 3,»4 2.826 —     — 15,80 

11,83 

512,97 

• 

566.965 6,54 8.961 ...     — 

Ot4l2 

1,16 

1  .:- 

2.875.106 

3.442.I36 

AVA6. 
39,76 

27.143 

40.736 

..-::. 
43.O6O 

20.O8O 

1 ,50 

0,583 

112 

234 
1 1 • •   ' -• 11       • 

»Ì6.I35 

OO.505 1,02 

23.133 

45.401 
  

2.441 2,8 3 209 

1 1          • '   •     '• » — 

30.149 

| :        69.938 

o,45 

0,80 

17.355 

59.464 

  

:: t""-  
1 

\.7¿ 
850,23 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 
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A*53 «3 
Table:     2.3.7» 1 

BASIC DATA  FOR PRESELECTION OF  PRODUCTIVE  LINES PRODUCTIVE  LINES  IN NATURAL RUBBER  SECTOR 

I 

APPARENT; ] t 
CONSUMPTION /• 
(4)     (A.C.),Ii 

APPARENT? ] t.u. [PROD.VALUE 
CONSUMPTION A.C.¿1,OOO N Cr 
(4)    (A.C.),Inhabé (5) 

~ i T 

SECTION   1 •» •» S £ CUl N   2 

TfCNlMMtA U M 0 P 'U• N. I O  O 
U   M   I O O 

INDUIT»»*!. SU«Vf* O* •*H'» 



A-l% Tablr:  2.3.7. (Contd.) Ì 
BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION Or PRODUCTIVE LINES IN 

DUCTIVE LINES IN NATURAL RUBBER SECTOR 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES 

• • 

YEAR UNIT 

D     n     A     z r     L 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS 
(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (AX.) 

t.u 
A.C 
Inh 

RERUBBERIZED 
TIRES. 

I.965 U M 78O.77O ___ 78O.770 0,0' 

1.967 U M 177.999     177.999 0,0' 

• 
—.  

•   

 -. 

  

 ——- . _  

1 
1 

1 

1. n   A   11   1 A 1967 

BRAZIL 
PRICE 

mi 
APPARENT 

CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (A.C.) 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
Inhab > 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(5) 
% 

(2/4) 
PRODUCTION 

(6) 
% 

(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr. 

(7) 
% 

(7/5) 

78O.77O 0,009 18.V.2 27.500 3.r>2 7<>2 <».i«; 157,90 

— -t 

3 77.999 0,002 20.107 -__ 65.310 JL
6
J1° 2.127 7,57 

• 
—— 

1 
__~. „ — . —.  .    

1 

1 

k . .  1 , ~  1  

 __„.   - 

   .    — •- —  — - 

  ........ 1  
l 

    ** 
| 1                                > 

j J  

  

::::::[. ; _i  r 
1       1 1 

r  
  

!  4....I-  
  Ì i 

... j. •~ t 1 

1   ... 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 

TSCMMfM V. M. D. 9. I U. N. I. D. O. 
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tNOUITRIM. tUBVfV OP »AHtA 



A-85 
A-0' Table»     2.3.8. 

BASIC  DATA POR  PRESELECTION OF  PRODUCTIVE LINES     IN  SKIN 
RODUCTIVE LINES     IN SKIN AND LEATHER  SECTOR 

»RODUCTIVE LINES YEAR UNIT 
B R       A        Z I        L 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 

APPARENT        1 t.U. 1 1 

EXPORTS      ZOWSUMPTION       A.C./4 
(3)          ^4)       (A.C.) .Inhab. ] 

ALL LINES 
—     ] 

1.967 
mJ" 

— 3a.213.8?9cJ.,      — 2^1.1 

LEATHER TANNINC 

1.967 Tfcu 

633.002 

784.823 

T 
889 

784,813         j 

0,002, 

PIO LEATHER Tm 

1 * '   *— 

1.842 ... 181 I.659 0,020 

1.967 Ta 4.019 ...  21.. >••* 0,0O.. 

PINE PURS 

1.967 

M3 

H2   . 

540.895 

446.101 
1 •     i          1 

?1_ 

540.895 

446.078 

5*988 

0,006 

o,oor,   1 

OTHER  LEATHER Tm 5.988 ... __. 0,073 
r        " " • 

1.967 Tm 24.373 ... ...  84^7J  

31.628 

.°t2"  ^ 

SOLE  LEATHER 
Tm 31.628 .... — 0,3"   ! 

1.967 Tm 32.409 
¡i.           — 

38.409 

n.2r.8.r,C2 

ll.901.0OO 

'0,131' 

0^117.. 

COWHIDE 1.96'i 

I.967 

M2   _ 11.228.682 

11.901.000 

 -""-    

GLASSED 
LEATHER 

1.965 M2 711.758 — — 71U 7 53 o,oo;i 

1.967 M2 045.963 — — 949.863 0,011 

COMPLETE 
HARNESS SETS 
(MOUNTS ) 

1.90 5 Xf.' 16.164 — 16.164 -- 

1.967 A<- 37.751 — — 37.751 

3.4:51 

- 

COMPLETE 
HARNESS-DRAUGHT 
SETS 

I.965 If' 3.481 — — ..„ 

I.967 .<*' 9.448 — — 9.448 

WASH-LEATHER 
I.965 M2 665.967 — — *>'»c).9'>7 o^eer, 

1.967 M2 743.192 . .    , —       .- . ..     —1 
743.198 

Oip09 

SECTION    1 
S E CT ÍO N   2 

1  O.P. /UMIDO 
IHOUtTWAL iU"VIV Of «AMIA 

TICMtMMA U. N D P. /U.N. I.O.O. 



A-06 Table:  2.3.8.(Contd*) 

•ASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION Or PRODUCIVI LIKES IN s, •  ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

1 

PRODUCTIVE LINE: YEAR 

B    R    A    Z     I L 

UNIT 

PRODUCTION 
(1) 

IMPORTS 
(2) 

EXPORTS     C 
(3)         < 

APPARENT 
:ONSUMPTION 
4)     (A.C.)    ] 

t. 
A. 

[rth 

CHROMES 

1.96f 

M2 

M2 i.770.«73 

— ¿,204^10; 

3.770.27 3 

9i^ 
0,0 

i 

, 

\ 

i . 

H«, - •' •• • M.»..«   - • —— 

.. 

• 

• •••' •>     •• » .  

L IT  

c 

BAHIA 

1 " —< 

1967 

BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

APPARENT         t.U. 
ONSUMPTION      A.C./ 
4)    (A.C.)    Inhtb 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(5) 
% 
2/4) 

PRODUCTION 
(6) 

% 
6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr. 

(7) 
% 

(7/5) 

. ¿i_2-0*?>P7  

3.770.173 0,044 2^.159 

--"--"- 

4,594 0.121 Va .9tW\, 

7,73 

„ '_ . _»_ . 

4 

__._,.. .—— • 

--J T 

>  

,_, _.^_ - - —— —. _—   

    

-J ~ — —   

 -—  .— 

 1  
^ 

I 
\  

.,   ... .     _. _ ,,,. . t] —. - - 1 

II 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 

v n. ». P. i u. N. i. o. o. 
H, I. O. 0. 

(MOUSTfWAl «UBVtV Of «AMI* 



A-87 -07 
Table:     2.3.9. 1 

BASIC DATA FOR  PRESELECTION OF  PRODUCTIVE  LIN   M  F   PRODUCTIVE LINES  IN TEXTILE  SECTOR 

PRODUCTIVE  LIME! YEAR UNIT 

B R     A     Z     I L 

Er.l 
PRODUCTION 

(1) 
IMPORTS 

(2) 
EXPORTS 

(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION   ! 
(4)   (A.C.)      ¡ 

COTTON 
CLOTH. 

1.965 M 1.261.987.OOÜ 9.O52.252 1.252.934.740 

1.967 M 1.230.399.213 ... 1.230.398.213 

YUTE  CLOTHS 
I.965 M 4a.454.456 ... ... '1 :>.454.456- 

I.967 M 52.161.036 ._. ... 52.l6l.O36 

ARTIFICIAL 
LINEN CLOTH 

1.965 H 1a6.8a3.983 ... ... I26.823.9ni 

1.967 H 158.687.952 ••••• I5O.687.952 

WOOL CLOTHS I.965 H 11.505.864 ... ... 11.505.864 

1.967 M 6.288.652 ... ... ^_    6,a88.652i    J 

KNITTED 
CRESSES 

I.965" U M 481.999 ••a»» ... 481.999 0  J 

1.967 U M 1.399.561 1.399.561 O  i 

KNITTED 
BLOUSES 

1.965 

I.967 

U M 

U M 

4.469.380 

6.847.608 

.—   4.469.3^0 

0.847.608 

0   j 

0, i 

SHIRTS I.965 U M A 4.095.194 ..- _•»- ;»s095.194 °'1 
1.967 UM A 16.642.940 ... 16.642.940 

BATHING SUITS 
(HALLIOTS ) 

1.965 U M 926.113 ... • •a 926.II3 o.J 

1.967 U M 953.56I .- . -«. 952.56I o.{ 

CANVAS 1.965 M 6.394.OO9 ... 9.052.252 ... - J 

I.967 M 22.049.791 — ~. 2£.049.791 oJ 

CHILDREN*S 
SOCKS 

1.965 

1.967 

PAR 

PAR 

8.262.249 

13*001.516 

    U.262.249 

13*001,516 

0,: 

oj 

MEN'S  SOCKS I.965 PAR 23.953.875 ... ... 23.953.275 O.î 

1.967 PAR 26.4ai.112 --- 26.421,112 0  '. 

I L BAHIA 
1967 

BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)    (A.C.) 

t.U.   PROD. VALUE 
A.C./L,000  N Cr 

Cnhab.   (5) 

% 

(2/4 
PRODUCTION 

(6) 
% 

(6/1) 

PROD.   VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(7) 

/t. 

(7/5) 

L       '' 

1 
1.252.93^. 740 15. k\ 601.529 ... 

1 

18.118.777 1,44 6.9^4 1,16 0,84 

1.330.39Ö .213 l!^2\ 1.042.040 18.860.349 
 1 

1,53        14.342 1,38 

42.454.4r>6- 

52.1O1.036 

0,51 

0f60 

17.080 

35.633 

— 2.326.985 

2.463.965 

5,40 
1  

4,72 

1.117 

I.785 

-A'.5.'*... 0,68 

2,80 

10,37 

1G, 42 

9,18 

126.823.983 ..A'JS. 218.014 ... ... ... 

150.687.952 1.8 445.727 ... —. ~ZZ ZZZZ-- 

11. 05.864 1    0,13 52.434 ... ... 

^    6.888.652 

431.999 

0,06 65.259 ... 

.....-." J ."--... 0,005 4.792 ... 

U399.561 0,016 22.992 100 -Oj.OÇU. 

1 0,011 

 s_ 

0 .QiÇiA. 6.847.608 0»07^ 62.875 760 

'i »095.194 o,oy> 3-774 

1 

1,3c 

16,(>42.940 0.19a 22.699 ... 1 

1 

t.."".. 926.113 o,ou 
""•"~ — •*'            ' 

2.606 ... ... ... ... 13,71 

952.56I 0,011 I3.O66 — i — 
2 ... ... 7.65I ...   2,49 

Lie.049.791 0,254 55.019 """              1 . , ~~.~ . 
... - - - 

y. 2 (> 2.24 9 0,099 3.697 ... 
I 
1     - — ... ... 0,72 

13»)Oi,5i6 0,150 .    9.417 

23.953.275 0,28 15.624 ... ... ... ... 1    1,07 

26.421,112 9i?0., 26.361 ... ... ... ... 1   , 
I 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 

U. H. O. P. I U. M. t. e. o ' U. M. I. O. O. INDUtTWAL «UKVtY Of «AMIA 
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Table»  2.3.9 (Cont.) 
1 

BASIC DATA fOR PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN T3_H\JCTIVE LINES   IN TEXTILE  SECTOR 

PRODUCTIVE LINES YEAR UNIT 
BRASIL                                                                  1 

PRODUCTION 

(1) 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (A.C.)   1 

t.u.   1 
A.C..  J 

Cnhab. 1 

LADIES 5TOCKINC 

1.967 

PAR 

PAR 

_17.879.573  

28.959.894 

,._17_.879_.57;__ 

28.959.894 

1 
0,33    1 

- • 

•* 

i 1 

• 

' 1 
i 

BAHIA I 
1967 

ÎRAZIL 
'RICE 
JNIT 
¡5/1) 

'PPARENT 
NSUMPTION 

-.)   (A.c.) :: 

t.U.   »ROD.VALUE 
A.C./L,000  N Cr 
nhab.       (5) 

% 

(2/4) 
PRODUCTION 

(6) 

\ 
% 

C6/1) 

PROD. VALUE           %       I 
L.OOO  N Cr                    I 

(7)                 (7/5) 

:3.959.894 

1 
0.33 32.55S _,. __._._—^ _____ » 

1,12 

 .  

! 

i 
i 

•        —• 

1 

 J - 

t 

 1 , 

SECTION   1 
SECTION   2 

u. N. p. p.iv.n. i. e. e. i. o. e. 
INDUSTRIAL tUnVCY Of BAHIA 
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Tablet  2.3.10  (Cont.) 

BASIC DATA FOR  PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE l^È^N OP  PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN CLOTHING AND  SHOE SECTCR 

1 

i 

PRODUCTIVE LINES 

  

YEAR UNIT 
B R       A       Z 1       L 

PRODUCTION 

(I) 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

API ARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)(A.C. 
L| 

LEATHEa SHOES _1.?65 

1.967 

.-CAR-. 

PAR 

___5U380.264__ 

58.725.OO8 

 64.724  

,        62.019 ^8,662.989   | 

7.056.38O 

;.151.292   j 

SANDALS AND 
SLIPPERS OF 
ALL TYPES 

_1.?_5 

1.967 

PAR 

PAR 

__7.056.__O_ 

7.151.293 , 

  

BLOUSES ALL 
TYPES  EXCEPT 
KNITTED 

1.967 U M 1.953.949 

1 
1.953.94? 

MEN'S  TROUSERS 
ALL TYPES 

1.965 UNA 6.811.928 ——•» f.. 811.928 

1.967 UMA 15.657.698 ... 

14.26I.364 MEN'S  SHIRTS 
ALL TYPES 

1.965 UMA 14.261._64 •>«••• 

1.967 UMA 17.595.250 17.^?¿,250 

CHILDRE *S 
SHIRTS ALL 
TYPES 

1.965 UNA 1.848.660 _,_„ mmm 1.8'i8.6GO 

I.967 UMA 1.868.055 I.868.055 

HE'S  SUITS 

I.967 U H 

 hZ?2_W}2__ 

1.314.591 

 ---_J d __1.7?0.483_ 

10.^»5?1 

-- 

• "1 

• 

Z I B *       H       I       A 
1967 

BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)(A.C. 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
Inhab 

PROD. VALU! 
1,000   N Ci 

(5) 

% 

(2/4) 
PRODUCTION 

(6) 
% 

(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(7) 

% 

(7/5) 

58.t62.9B9 0,67 38I.889 286.904 0,490 8.95T 2,34 

6,50 

7.1 -1.292 0,0» 2 17.164 99.408 1,39 314 1,83 

Ö, 00 

    ~f 

7,6? 

4,61 

2.U71.157 0,025 IO.034 -_- 800 

...      't 

o,o4 •   9 0,09 

i.1-; 3.949 0,023 15.649 2.5OO 

1,62 

 17„.  |_.?_iIL.. 

6.   11.928 0,031 44.015 .._<• 110.141 742 1,09 

15.1 '7.698 0,181 120.249 _-_ 250.247 1,65 2.097 

0,46 

_..9i£9_. 

1,3« 

„      _    lZ*:^i250 Oi3.0 127.996 

118.481 

202.099 

1,32 

. „              ......         ^ 

•>.r>7        J 

 __nj  

¡to 1«; 18.660 0,022 5.787 24.489 

1.868.055 0,021 8.626    [ — 25.000 i--a Jb**  - 

....  i_71>S>?4?3__ 

1.J14.591 

_0_021 

0,015 

3b.66'» _ 

54.500 

rrr._.   41,45 

1 
1 

  

SECTION   1 !     SECTION   2 

u. n. 0. P. 1 u. w. 1. o o /UNIDO. INDUSTRIAL aUftVfY O* BAHIA 
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r 
A-90 Table: 2.3.11 (Cont. ) 1 

BASIC DATA POR PRE SELECT! OH OP PRODUCTIVE I, IKE J IN 

PRODUCTIVE LXNEÍ YEAR UNIT 
B      R AZI L;  

APPARENT    1 
CONSUMPTION  1 

t.u. 
A.C. 
nhal 

- .04 

.¿1-.. 

0,o 

PRODUCTION 

(1) 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

DOMESTIC SOAPS 1.965 

1.96? 

Kg 

KO 

231.l45.495 

282.922,412 

  

! 

231.145.4')'      1 

282.922.412     j 

INDUSTRIAL 
SOAPS 

1.965 Ko 5.215.656 879.000 ___ 6.094.6'.     [ 

1.967 K() 6.225.480 936.000 .__ 7.l6i.4o0 

DETERGENTS 1.965 

U967 

,    K0 

Ka 

3i.862.6ll 

63.042.145 

3.065.000 

3.698.0O0 

— 34.927.611 

66.740.1 »f, 

o,4: 

OI77 

1 ! 

[.... 

SECTION   1 

ODUCTIVE LINES IN PERFUME SECTOR 

T" 
APPARENT 

:0NSUMFTION 

4)   (A.C.? I nhab. 

^ 11.1 '* *"> -_'*9p_ 

-'82.922.412 

6.oq;.G:>6 

7,K)1.'*80 

34.Vu7.6ll 

I 66.74».14g 

2,34 

•3J?.6. 

0,073 

OjQjBa 

0,42 

2x21. 

t.u.  PROD.   VALUE     % 
A.C./pL,000  N Cr 

•iLi  

120.971 

194.837 

2_.69ß 

5.658 

_3_3_._4lO 

82.699 

UJ± 

14*42 

13.0? 

.§i7? 

B H 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

% 

¡MU 

6.602.660 

ji. 079.677. „2^ 

6.300 

:,G6 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(7) 

í.79f5 

0,lî 

4.700 

JLllik 

0,075 .  

.vi j»\ 

% 

(7/c>\ 

1 ' 1 , J 

2J2J 

o, 1 1 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

0,071 

o,bO 

o,9'> 

1,31 

+- 

wrar:*-'" :i::: 
SECTION   2 r» 

v.mop.iu H.y.%. 
* s.o. INOiWTMAL tUHVfY OF BAHIA 
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BASIC  DATA  POR  PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE LI" 

A-91 

Table: 2.3.12 (Cont.) 

Ir: OF PRODUCTIVE LINES IN THE CHEMISTRY SECTOR 

f 

PRODUCTIVE  LINE YEAR UNII 
BRAZIL                                                | 

PRODUCTION 

(1) 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)      (A.C.) 

t..| 
A.   1 
Inni 

CELLULOSE 
ACETATE 

1.965 Tn. ... ... 

I.967 Tn. 16.590 774 335 I7.029 0,1 J 

ACETYLENE 1.965 Tn. 5.087 ... 3.037 0,( 1 

I.967 Tn. 6.738 ... ... 6.738 0,( 1 

ACETONE 1.965 Tn. 3.400 209 ... 4.309 0,1 i 

I.967 Tn. 3,838 1.176 ... 5.o-'«4 0,Q i 

ACETIC ACID I.965 Tn. 9.664 ... ... 9.6 64 V 
I.967 Tn. 9.734 ... ... 9.73'* °l    I 

CITRIC ACID 1.965 Tn. Q76 876 ... 1.752 0,(  1 

I.967 Tn. 1.501 1.104 ... 2.005 °I11J 
ISOOCTHYLIC 
ALCOHOL 

I.965 L. l.OOO.OOO ... ... 0,0.1 

I.967 L. 2.220.000 ... ... 2.220.OO0 o,c; 1 

FTALIC 
ANHYDRIDE 

I.965 Tn. 3.799 2.309 ... C.K'8 o,c 1 

I.967 Tn. 5.686 2.326 ... ;;.i'i2 0,0 1 

KALEIC 
ANHYDRIDE 

I.965 Tn. 190 42.3 ... 613 o,f 

I.967 Tn. 201 406 ... i')0" o,c- 

BENZENE I.965 Tn. 120 1 ... in 0,0. 

I.967 Tn. 12.170 13.756 ... 23.92* 0,3 

CARBON 
BISULFITE 

1.965 Tn. 5.308 ... ... 5.303 0,0 

I.967 Tn. 11.823 ... ... ll..°: 3 0,1 

POLIVINYL 
CHLORIDE 

1.965 Tn. 15.481 ... ... 15.4: 1 0,2 

I.967 Tn. 20.142 ... ... 20. l'i 2 0 *•> 

BAH I     A 1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)      (A.C.) 

t.u. 
A.C. 

Inhab 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(5) 

% 

(2/4) 

PRODUCTION 

(6)         ; 

%         PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N  Cr 

(6/1)         (7) 

% 

(7/5) 

... 1,792,70 

17.029 0.19 29.741 <»í5 

^         5.087 0,06 —likPJä—, ... . __. ... ... 2.281,83 

6.733 0,08 15.375 ... ... -__ ... ... 

,          4O09 0,05 3.387 4,9 ... --•» ... ... 1.115 

5.0^4 o.«6 4.335 23,2 

9.664 Ojll 7.346 ... ...                       ... I.039 

9.734 0,11 10.116 
— 

50 

2.603 °f°3 3.315 42,4 

—.. 0,00. 2. ... ... ... ... 0,16 

2.220.000 0,03 357 ... ... ... ... 

Citi.: 0,07 3.690 37,3 ... ... ... 1.220 

0.01.2 °i°? 6.963 ,  39,0 — 

607 0,007 368 66,9 

I.O3I 

121 0,002 18 .9,9 ... ... ... ... 309 

23.92r- o,?o 3.755 53,1 ... ... ... 

5.30V, 0,06 I.77O ... ... ... ... 421 

II.823 0,13 4.980 ... ... • o. ... ... 

20.142 ota3 30.252 

SECTION   1 (     SECTION   2 

TtCNIMMA Ü. N. D. P. I U. N. I. D. O. 
N. I. D. O. INDUSTRIAL «URVtV OF BAHIA 
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BASIC DATA  FOR  PRESELECTION OF  PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN THE   Ol 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES 

DIPHENYL DICHLO- 
RO TRICHLOETHANE 

(D.D.T.) 

YEAR UNIT 

CTHANE 

STYREME 

I.965 

1.969 

I.965 

I.967 

I.965 

PRODUCTION 

(1) 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

Tn. 

Tn. 

I.967 

PHENOL 

FORMALDEHYDE 
100% 

1.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

1.499 

3.423 

1.418 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

7.211 

Tn. 

Tn. 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

10.309 

13.408 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)   (A.C.)tnhn 
M.».—•— • «I.  ill»»» I. 

t.'l 
A. C 

3.423 

2.91: 

3.944 

5.015 

FREON 

PHTALATE  OF  DI- 
BUTYL AND   ISO- 
BUTYL 

1.965 

I.967 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

5.657 

I7.38O 

1.427 

ill 

10o3''V 

13.40-1. 

0,1 

PHTALATE  OF 
DI0C7YL0 AND 
inoOCTYLO 

GLYCERINE 
100  % 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

1.965 

1.967 

HEXACHLOROCYCLO- 
HEXANE 

RAW  NAPHTALENE 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

731 

863 

239 

  

Tn.      I        4. 

2.010 

3.082 

5.913 

32I 

1.137 

3.94 1 

1l44_'L 

5.65. 

17.3" ' 

731 

f. G 3 

0,1 

0,1 

0,1 

030 

I.315 

2.005 

5Ó1' 

3.1^7 

o,« 

o,' 

o. 

0,( 

0,1 

0,t 

0,1 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

i 
I.965 

1.969 

Tn. 

Tn. 

4.655 

10.175 

3.733 

205 

2.598 

3.359 

3.917 

'i. 3? 7 

7.91-* 

4.03- 

4.6; 5 

lc.i; , 

3.7:3 

3.5"' 

o. 

o, 

o,* 

OJ 

o, 

O,' 

o,' 

SECTION   1     I 

TtCNIMRl* 
U. N. D. P. I O. N. I. O. O. 

I- 12 
Table :   2.3.12  (Cont.) 

LINES   IN THE  CHEMISTRY  SECTOR 

D     A H     I     A 

1967 
JRAZIL 
»RICE 
HUT 

5/1) 

APPARENT 
.:CN5UMPTI0N 

M) (A.c.):: 

t.U.    'ROD. VALUE 
A.C./.,000  N Cr 
nhab.       (5) 

% 

(2/4) 

PRODUCTION 

(6)               1 

*       FROD.VALUE 

.6/1) 1'°?°7)
N Cr 

% 

(7/5) 

3.423 

?..91" 

0,042 

0,03 2.201 

100 

40,6 

—   ... 
•-"-"-"— 

1.522 

—. - —-—•      • - 

_' 
... ... ... ... ... ... 429 

7.211 0,08 30O96 ... ... ... ... ... 

10O:¡9 0,1 7.O5O ... ... ... ... ... 1.020 

13.403 0,15 I3.663 ... ... ... 

3.9'»'» 0,048 4.004 ... ... ... ... ... 1.046 

6.442 0,07 5.244 33,1' ... ... ... ... 

">.6;7 0,070 2.IO9 ... ... —. ... — 515 

17.3' 'o 0,w    -' 8.944 ... ... ... ... 

731 0,010 2.244 ... ... ... ... ... 4.70- 

i             '"-3 0,01 4.063 ... ... ... ... ... 
_|  

5-..0 0,000 342 ^7,3 ... — ... 3.009 

3.1'7 0,036 6.048 36,1 ... ... ... ... 

4.3V7 0,0f>'. 4.071 30 ... ...   1.572 

7.910 0,09 9.294 ... ... ... ... 

0,049 -    '»-605 ... ... ... ... ... 1,941 

4.0; 5 0,05'k 9.036 ... 27 0,6 ... "i7~ .. 
.-4—- •  

H.17'3 0,12 4.145 ... ... ... ... 760 

1  j          3.733 0,041 2.837 ... ... ... ... ... 

1 ;        ;.f>''->4 

L.L_   -rd\ 

0,043 

0,07 f. 

231 

595 

_94_,2_ 

r-4,0 

-;•-  ...:::.  :rr  —rrr_. 229 

SECTION   2 

N  I.O. O 
INDUSTRIAL «U*VIV OF «AHI* 

1 

H 

r 
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BASIC   DATA  FOR   PRESELECTION ( i'   PRODUCTI VF. 

PRODUCTIVE LIÍC' 

REFINED  NAPH- 
TALINE 

ETHYLIC  AND 
METHYLIC  PARA- 
THYNE. 

PROPANE 

YEAR     UNIT 

1.965 

1.967 

I.965 

I.967 

I.965 

I.967 

CARBON TETRA- 
CHLORIDE 

TOLUENE 

TRICHLORETHY- 
LENE 

71 RE A 

XYLENE (ORTHO, 
METHA AND PARA) 

METHYL ALCOHOL 

ETHYL ALCOHOL 

1.965«   Tn. 

1.967 

I.965 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Ü      u 

PRODUCTION 

(1)  

Tn. 

Tn. 

102 

Tn, 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

I.967 

1.965 

I.967 

I.965 

1.967 

I.965 

I.967 

I.965 

I.967 

ISOPROPYLIC 
ALCOHOL 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

510 

4.501 

IMPORTS 

(2) 

EXPORTS 

(3) 

1.120 

2.3OI 

I.3I6 

2.914 

3.091 

Tn, 

Tn, 

Tn, 

L. 

L. 

I.965 

I.967 

L. 

L. 

Lo 

L. 

1.041 

\ 

11.415 

7.302 

10.23a 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(«U   (C.A/Î 

102 

»10 

'i.50l_ 

1.120 

275 

1.000 

9.391 

457.uf20.OO0 

683.935.235 

2j5ö9oOOü 

¿•130.000 

5.746 

2.56O.OOO 

3o521.000 

53.903.000 

O.OOO 

101.000 

: .301 

1 

i: .731 

:.9i4 

!.09l 

,.3°2 

11.279 

< .021 

5.400.000 

2.561.000 

3.:,3<'.ooo 

451. 00.000 

737.91C.215 

r;. '67.000 

1.231.000 

'-93 Table:   2.3.12   (Cont.) 

ION <,r  PRODUCTIVE  LINES   IN THE  CHEMISTRY  SECTOR 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(-IÌ    (CA/) 

'. .'1. 
\.C./ 
Inhab. 

102 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(5) 

510 

1.120 

0,001 

0,005 

% 

(2/4 

13     A     1!     I     A 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

(V 
¿0 

(6/1) 

19 

3.264 

^V05 

0,013 

2.38I 

1 

i:_:.73i 

2.914 

0,030 

306 

302 

PROD.VAtUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(7.) 

% 

(7/5) 

-4 

i.e.57 

1.599 

100 

0,1'» 

- 
0,033 

3.O9I 

,302 

11.279 

o,o4r> 

0,090 

.12 90 

2.002 

4.327 

0,13 1.906 
• 

6.021 

t 
2.56I.OOO 

5.530.000 

451.roo.000 

o,07u 

0,031 

0,04c 

16 

34,9 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

193 1.3,1 

f).4cn 

66,0 

700 

100 

90,0 

121 

5 

5.494 

737.910.215 

2.067.000 

I.23I.OOO 

5,55        51.061 

95,4 

100 

99,7 

0,52 

o,oj5_ 

0,014 

Il4o0l9 

2.523 

216 

7,3 

?09 

1.0.*i9 

1.900 

0,3 

8,2 

:-:: 

440 

._____._. 

0,5»! 

0,16 

0,19 

SECTION   1 

TICNIBim* U.N. O.P. /U.N. ». O O 

o   « U. N. t  O. O. 

SECTION   2 
INDUSTRIAL 8U»WtY Of «AHI* 



A-9'» Table;  2.3.12   (Cont.) 1 
BASIC   DATA  FOR  PRESELECTION    OP  PRODUCTI VC  LINE 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES YEAR UNIT 
n       l\      A      Z        IL 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

t.u.   1 
A.C.    1 
nhnt.   ] 

NYLON FibRES 
AUU  RLOJ-N 

1.965 Tn. I3.I9I 349 —. 13.54o 0,1 (,    1 

I.967 Tn. 14.900 795   15.¿9r> 0,1'Ï    j 

KEROSENE 
(AVIATION) 

I.965 

1-967 

L. 

L. 

— 

i99.96l.OOO 

276.O99.OOO 

222.OO3.OOO 

276.099.000 

421.964.000 

3,3^ 

4,8;     1 

EXALIC  ACID 1.965 Tn. I.I34 ... 554 DOO     0,00", 

1.967 Tn. 1.404 — 007 2c 241 0,02 

MIXED FERTI- 
LISER:. 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

'«43.022 

II72.579 

471.001 

762.976 

  9I5.703 

 1^63% 555 

575.307 

11.2 

i.n-' 

LIQUATED  GAS 1.965 Tn.. 575.307 —   7,07 

1.967 Tn. 644.379     644.179 7,44 _  j 

''•P.   Í! 

76/) 

o,or.( 

•'.ASOLINE   BELOW 
no OCT. 

I.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

5.599.795.000 

6.574.072.37^ 

—. 3» 399.735.000 

6.374.072.37^ 

POLYESTER   RESINS I.965 Tn. 3.-67 1.199   4.666 

1.967 Tn. 6.875 

10.295 

"52   7.427 0,0V 

POLYSTYRENE 
RESINS 

1.965 Tn. ._.   10.299 0,12 

1.967 Tn. 21.392 552 ... 21.944 0,25      1 

UREA RESINS 
1.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

14.014 

4. or, 6 

30tí 

405 

... 15.122 

4.471 

31'5.591 

0,10 

o,o;u 

ASPHALT 
1.965 Tn. 3«5.591 ...   4.74 

1.967 Tn. 454^769 — ... 454.769 5.23 

SYNTHETIC  RUBBER 1.965 Tn. 37.257 ... 37.257 0,45 

lo967 Tn; 51.627 ... 51.627 °«5 

SECTION    1 

10DUCTIVE   LINES   TN   THE   CHEMISTRY   SECTOR 

'PARENT 
•.•SUMPTION 

U&tfcJ. 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
nhab. 

13.540 

1^.695 

76.099.000 

21.964.000 

0,16 

0,13 

PROD. VALUE 
1,000   N Cr 

Ï5) 

% 

(2/4) 

D     A     II     I     A 

PRODUCTION 

(6) (6/1) 

IOI.347    2,6 

140.553 

3-iW 

4,87 

GOO 

2  241 

915.703 

0,007 

0,025 

11,26 

1 •£55.555   I }jM_ 

575.307     7,07 

644.379     7i44 

16.19< 

901 

5,1 

100 

52,6 

>ROD. VALUE 
L.OOO N Cr 

(7) 

11967 
3RAZ1L 
RICE 

... 

1.610 

r>o.096 

162.936 

•>9.755. OOO 

|< .  ;4.1172.37R 

4.666 

7.427 

10.299 

-7.010 

',6,131 

;i.: 

46,5 

% 

(7/5) 

J NIT 

623 ), 00 . 

140.042 

137.202 

60,07 29O.25I 

76,9¿ 

0,057 

0,085 

21.944 

15.122 

4.471 

0,12 

0,25 

416.966 

14.C24 

47.026 

946.191.000 

_>i « 

7.5 

0,19 

o,o'< 

122 

IvA...- 
23.7 

16,9 

•      19.407 —        19.437 

14» 13;'' 

0,10 

0,05i 

v:;,.59i 

'1 > 4.769 

4.74 

35.673 

13.56ÍÍ 

3.O03 

25.3UI 

2.4 

2  O 

9,0 

13.ÍÍ20 

19,1*-?!- 

51.313 

°J± 

M^ 

n7 

22 (> 

5.2: 

37.257 

*> 1   Ö2"7 

0,45 

PLL 

43.963 

36,046 

7O.713 

133." 

17_;4__J     o,u6 

4r7  

30.07" 

6.927 

l.fC >/ 

6,6 2.568 

nf. 

96,7 

_5_»o_ 

.!_=,- 

1.5: 

SECTION   2 

It 

TICNIKMA UN   OR /UN. IDO. O  O 
INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF  BAHIA 
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BASIC DATA FOR   PRESELECTION OP  PRODUCTIVE LINI 

D R       A       Z        I [      I. 

PRODUCTIVE  LINEÎ YEAR 1 UNIT   - 
1 PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 

CONSUMPTION  h 
(4)   (C.A.)   I 

t 

11 ' 

POLYVINYL                ] 
ACETATE 
RESINS 

... (• 

L.967 Tn. '».805 ... ... ¿.¡ÍQ5  L„ 

PHTALIC 
ALCHYLIC  RESINS 

1.967 Tn. 2.055 

1 

0» 

NON BENZENIC 
ALCHYLIC 
RESINS 

.. . ...  13Q... \i 

1.9'''7 Tn. 121 ——— ... . __X2J  ... 

PHENOFORMAL- 
DEHYDE  RESINS 

I.965 

I.9C.7 

Tn, 

Tn. 

I.I70  

3.241   " "  

 A.iZQ. 

 J._1ÍU_ 

| WQTJl... 

 LuL  

 :ìO.J.'LV-_- 

MELAMI NE   FORMAL- 
DEHYDE  RESINS 

I.967 Tn. 404 .1 

POLYEÍHILENE 
RESINS 

1.9Û5 _ 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

1J_._9_6.7_  

23Î507 

 _2_._3_9.a___ 

11.265 

_-_-_-_  ( 

_ 

 . 

CHLORHYDRIC 
ACID 100% 

...   37.59» 

I.967 Tn. 28.392 ...   2O.392 

PHOSPHORIC 
ACID  100% 

1.597   1.597 

I.967 Tn. n 2.001   2.003 
 — 

NITRIC  ACID 
100% 

...   3.454 

1.967 Tn. 31.'»51 
  3l.;*5.L_ 

SULPHURIC 
ACID 

I.965 

L.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

252.279 

365.II3 

— — 'J.7'2V 'S¡') 

365.II3 

AMMONIA 
i 

... ... 15.336 

^.967   |Tn. 143         J — ii3_ 

SECTION   1 

TICNIMRI* 
U. H. O.P. IM- N. •• O. O. 

Table»   2.3.12  (Cont.) 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES   IN THE  CHEMISTRY  SECTOR 

Ì 

I      h 

APPARENT I t.u. 
CONSUMPTION   \.C./ 

(4)   (C.A.) fcnhab 

 i«loo__. 

PROD.VALUEI   % 
1,000 N Cr 

o«oi3 

(5) 

13Q 

.JUL. 

. .o.Qa.3 

.1.4Ú2-. 

Jt9g? . 

D     A    N     I     A 

PRODUCTION 

2/4) I     (6) 

% 

(6/1) 

_____•_ 

2.660 

 3.a¿a_- 

Q»QQ1 _164_ 

__29A 

PROD.VALUE % 
1,000 N Cr   I 

+ -""• 

O^PJI 

At.oi;l---U^= 

 liUh^Aii+onLl — -J~i 

 2.qa6j¿... 

 j'i.Bna 

27.598 

9-xZ'i. 

P.4Q- 

$±221 

2.003. 

0,33 

JijJiO.„ 

_1_Ç7___ 

í>21L 

27.'»12 

41.068 

1967 I 
BRAZIL! 
PRICE I 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

I.656 

1.295 

12 

32,3 

2.397   j 

1.453 

I  1.6 68 

0,02. 

2.26I 

  

100 

3.454        lo ,042 

 ¿i_-i»5i  

279 

36IÌ.113. 

i!*JL 

.lull. 

Apo. 

1.741 

11! 

I.500 

il. 28 a. 

3,10 

,'jr-- 

L5-_33.6_. 

__Aia 

o_o65_ 

_1_4._45_Z. 

40.: 

01 

0-ü2_U ¿55. 

3 
359 

lio 

I.726 

.,,-_! 

I     SECTION   2 

INDUtTWAL «UKVtY OC «HI* 

P. /U N. I.D. O. 



A-9b 
<-it- 

Table:   2.3.12  (Cont.) 

riODUCTIVr, LINES  IN THE CHEMISTRY SECTOR 
BASIC  DATA FOR   PRESELECTION OF     PRODUCTIVE LINE? 

PRODUCTIVE             > 
LINES 

CALCIUM 
CARBONATE 
(PRECIPITATE) 

—— —— - 

rEAR     1 r       ~ R        A       Z T        I. 

JNIT    - 
I PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 

CONSUMPTION 
(4)   (C.A.) 

io, Mi 

t. 
A. 
In 

I.965 Tn. 10.Ml u. 

I.967 Tn. 10.193   — 10.ir,3 

79.639 

93.9f>6 

";! 

SODIUM 
CARBONATE 

I.965 

I.967 

I.965 

Tn. 

Tn. 

75.033 

91.965 

4. GOG 

2.001 

<),   1 

1,   ' 

CARBURET Tn. 6'*. 401 140 — 64.541 o,   ] 

OF 
[CALCIUM              ] I.967 Tn. 02.266 5OI   O3.I67 <),   | 

CHLORIDE 

I.965 In. 10.653     IO.653 0, : 

I.967 

I.965 

Tn. 17.214 —   17,214 

"71 

0, 

TITANIUM 
DIOXIDE 

Tn. 071     0. 

1.9'.'7 Tn. 59 — _— yi c, ' 

AMMONIUM 
PHOSPHATE 
(MONO  &  BI) 

1.96r- Tn. 100   — K'O .. 

1.967 Tn. 303 3" 3       <V 
              

TRIPLE 
SODIUM 
PH03PHATE 

1.96r. Tn. 1 5.427   5.423 o, 

l.'.»67 Tn. 2.'»64 13.027   15.491 0," 

SODIUM 
HYDROXIDE 

I.965 

I.967 

I.967. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

90.293 

113.289 

96.309 

127.340 

10G.602 

241.137 

SODIUM 
HYPOCHLORITE 

34.UU2     34.002 0. 

I.967 Tn. 

Tn. 

29.292 _  —-   29.29- 0, 

CARBON  BLACK 

I.965 22.644 2.015   2  .V-" !; 

I.967 Tn. 30.GO7 5.356 50 3-.    ' ' ( 

AMMONIUM 
NITRATE     100 % 

I.965 Tn. 6.53«     •'». " '3 ' ' 

jl.967   [ Tn. I         21.334     ri.33-'» ( 

1            ! n    A   n    i   A 
L967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)   (C.A.) 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
Inhafc 

PROD.VALuè 
1,000 N Ci- 

(5) 

% 

(2/4! 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

% 

(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000   N  Cr 

(7) 

% 

(7/5) 

in.411 0,12 ___ -__ ...   'lOO 

10,153 0,11 4.00O _-_ ___ _-.     

t 
79.639 0,95 20.364 5,8   —     431 

93.966 1, OO 4.O80 2,1 — —     

4 
64.541 0,77 r».C24 0,2   —     314 

. • — — 3.167 0,96 r's.9iii o,7   —     

j 
IO.G33 

17»214 

0,22                 Li.3II 

0,20                 2.9<>7 

      
ir,ii 

071 0,010 1.39")   —   
-"I.-i 

1.949 

1-4 

59 0,^7 115 -__ —     

loo 0,001 11   —     

3O3 0,004 5e* ._- ___     

3.420 0,06 4 100 — —   426 

13.491 0,170 1.0-30 04,1 — —     

1V,C>,()02 2,24 12.516 51,6 — —     427 

241.137 2,79 4a.302 53,0 —   

34.302 0,42 2.309   — —     H3 

29.292 0,34 3.309   — —     

.:". 4 -•') 0,11 \-).lV' 11,1 
— —     95O 

i              3r."'" 0, '1 2 2'„T(0 15,0 — —     

H  

fi.53Ü (;,ny 1.9M   — —     I67 

|           : 1.334 0, : 'j 3.5r>5   — __-     

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 

N 1. o. o. 
INDUSTRIAL SURVEY OF »AHIA 

TtCNIMMA 
U.N. O.P. /UN. I. D.O. 
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BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LINE 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

ÍEAR UNIT 
D       it       A       Z       I L 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 
CON3UMPTI0N 
(4)   (C.A.) 

5 7. M 7 

i 

CALCIUM 
NITRATE 

1.9''5 Tn. 57.687 - —» 1. 

1.967 Tn. 35.434     35.4y(_ 

f«v.'<) 

5.04- 

i 

LEAD  OXIDE 
I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 10 596 

  
i- 

i 

IRON OXIDE 
I.965 Tn. 4.2O5 760 ( 

1.967 Tn. 7.563 1.1G0  R.743  

4.062 

4. ('.-.<, 

29."31.o'n 

43.611.759 

ZINC  OXIDE 
1.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

4.062 

4.856 

    ( 

i 

OXYGEN 
I.965 

I.967 

m 3 

»3 

29.331.943 

43.611.759 

— _   

V 

HYDROGEN 
PEROXIDE 

I.965 Tn. ... ___   - 

I.967 Tn. 432 ___ __- 431! 0 

SODIUM 
SILICATE 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

20.874 

24.221 

 13 

I.O26 

  

25. .247 (1 

V 

AMENTUM 
SULFATE 

i.965 Tn. 2.942 --_ -_- 2  942 (.' 

I.967 Tn. 12.915 — - — 12. 915 (> 

GLAUBER  SALT 
I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

 .1A,.2A3.-.. 
1.260 

IO.476 

14.691 

  23.709 

I5.95I 

0 

SIMPLE  SUPER- 
PHOSPHATES 

(IN TN.   OF P20«;¡ 

1.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

264.921 

34.059 

-_- 2U.92I 

314.O.-9 

3 

90 OCTANES 
GASOLINE 
OR ABOVE 

I.965 

I.967 L. 

33.32I.OOO 

53.13^.000 
- - 

  33.32I.OOO 

53.I34.OOO 

o 

SECTION   1 

1 
Table:  2.3.12   (Cont.) 

PRODUCTIVE LINES IN THE CHEMISTRY SECTOR 

APPARENT    t.U. 
CONSUMPTION A.C./ 
(4) (C.A.)  Inhabj. 

.'I  • < '  > ( 

35.434 

0,<>9 

0,41 

:-.o45 

fi. 74 3 

4. of. 2 

4. (!-•(> 

29.331.943 

43.6ll.759 

0,007 

0,0(>2 

0,101 

PROD.VALUS 
1.000  N Cf 

(5) 

2.32; 

6.714 

% 

(2/4* 

432 

0,049 

o,or.6 

0, 1" 

0,50 

9,029 

0,004 

20.Í1B7 

25.247 

2.942 

12.915 

23.709 

I5.95I 

2(^.921 

3I4.O59 

0,2: 

0,03c 

4.345 

_6,90S 

15.9 55 

37.202; 

15 

13,5 

A 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

% 

(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(7) 

,,, 

% 

(7/5) 

 1 
1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

I>9,5 

I.567 

4.322 

6.90; 

0,01 

4,1 

i.:: 

".00 

    t 
1 .'• 2 3 

1. 

0,150 

0,28 

0,10 

3,62 

33.32I.OOO 

¡3.I34.OOO 

0,4 

0,6 

1.9'.» 

4.330 

1   0'Î2 

27-571 

36.345 

44,2 

92,1 

4.- 

2.111 

3.905 

~"--1  

II 

I.O67 

(1. 

SECTION   2 

TIONWim* U.M. O.P./U.N. I. DO. J. N I D. O. 
IN0U8TWAL SUWVeV OF BAHIA 



A-9U 

BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LIKE. 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

KEROSENE 
FOR OTHER 
USES 

YEAR UNIT 

IS        H 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS 

COMBUSTIBLE 
OIL 

DIESEL 
OIL 

LUBRICANTING 
OILS 

LIQUID AND 
PASTE 
FLOOR WAX 

RAYON THREADS 

I.965 

I.967 

1.9<>5 

1. 9f'7 

L. 

1.. 

I. 965 

1.96? 

I I .965      Tn. 

• .->r,7 

1.965 

1 .'X'7 

Tn. 

Tn, 

547.062.000 

603.191.004 

5.304.627 

3.767.814 

EXPORTS   TAPPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4) (C.A.) 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

3.418.326 

3.89I.272 

47.652 

t.u 
A.C 
Inhn 

FORMICIDES 

MATCHES 

1 .9('5 

I.967 

1.96r) 

1.967 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

62.733 

16.905 

30.352 

23.52I 

23.369 

66, 

41,) 

Tn. 

Tn. 

looatw 

îooau 

5033 

4.75" 

INSECTICIDES 
EXCEPT 
FORMICIDES 

RAW COTTON-* 
SEED  OIL 

PEANUT OIL 

l._9_65 

1.967 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

9O.O62.912 

122.4C.1.3W 

347.^.2.000 

C03.59i.001> 

5.384.62", 

 5.7.17_.§14 

3.413. 324 

 liü^Lí.27p_ IV»j 

'»7.6S2    (),<'. 

i6.9nr- 

23.521 

20.309 

o,.: 

46_._079_ 

49.092 

1,9681    Tn. 

100.619 

67.446 

10.53_6_ 

10.866 

_50_3A 

4.750 

0*> 

90.062.912 

122.401.3'*» 

o,o» 

PtiL 

1,0 

lx!l. 

56.615 

49.892 

74.056 

"078 

2.943 

7.791 

100.619 

(.4.503 

o, 

i'jl 

67.065 

,46.730, o. 

SECTION   1 

TieWMMA 
U.N. O.P./U.N. I. D.O. 

rp^ir».     3.3.12   (Cont.) 

PRODUCTIVE LINES   IN THE  CHEMISTRY  SECTOR 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)   (C.A.) 

»i7.O'>2.000 

f 03.yji.QQ4 

• --• 
5.384.627 

5.717.814 

t.u. 
A.C./ 
Inhabi     (   5) 

•»-' 

~X»fl- 

PROD.VALUÊT 
1,000 N Crj 

29. 9''12 

50.98I 

% 

(2/5) 

II     A     II      I     A 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

to 

(6/1) 

.66t?.J..Ji3-1-'-9.0.7.-.. 

• 66,04- 

t--- 
3.418.324 

47.652 

.62.73JJ. 

30.352 

41,1 

 % !j? 1.2TÍL- Íí»i9. '¿Ili.! °.í'*r - - - ""— 

23.52I 

 20.369 

0,6 

0,2 

282.498 

203.239 

244.49 5.000 

5.333 

4.750 

•)O.0'<2.912 

122.4' 1. 348 

0,28 

3_1.6_97_ 

57.894 

15.095 

: 2«'.775.opP 3 ?! J'L 

,3_34_._7_45_ 9_L7_. 

..„3D7..?3J  . JxT. 

.ViLL 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(7) 

I2.2r)3 

(7/5) 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

479.92". A'íiA'J-- U 

19 

21 

pa35 45 .Poi»       --r_ _ 

 494..¿»li*..» .-12_,i (..- • -17 

 _5..0_17.[..10tüj 

I 

0.O6r 

0,05 

l>2.<></' 

1_12.88>1 

2.O69 

3.781 

l,0li 

IXIJLL 

56_._6_1_5_ [0,7 

49.892 

100.619 

(-''Q»3 

67.065 

0»6 

1   *. 

£IÜL 

23.033 

_55_.6V)_ 

1J&_._6_7_5_ 

r,4 o, 

'--1 
4 

•_u 

.ill'. 
2,' 

(.0.74'• 

A2^°L 

iH«7 3,0, |o«5     1 

,70 

Jg.279. 

1 

I 

SECTION   2 
INDUSTRIAL SUnVEY OF BAHIA 

N.I  O. O. 

I 



A-99 

BASIC DATA FOR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LI!. 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

BABAÇU 
RAW OIL 

MAMONA 
RAW OIL 

RAW 
CORN OIL 

RAW 
SOY   BEAN  OIL 

BAR  AMD 
POWDER   30APS 

YEAR 

l.9r>r' 

1.967 

1.96 s- 

1. 9G7_ 

1.97'î 

1.9<>7 

UNIT 

Tn. 

Tn. 

»       II I 1. 

PRODUCTION 

Tn. 

Tn. 

51.815 

52.204 

165.635 

79.273 

Tn. 

Tn. 

I ,96'i 

' .9 ; 

1.907 

WATER 
BASED INK 

OIL BASED 
INK 

SYNTHETIC  INKS 

1.90 e! 

1.167 

1.9 6 5 

I.967 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Tn. 

3.772_ 

5.104 

20.901 

21.657 

15.483 

14.699 

IMPORTS 

69.055 

31.944 

3'i.u20 

27.435 

35.641 

EXPORTS 

12.017 

4.19." 

140.152 

74.648 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (C.A.) 

T'. 7" 

'• ' . 00 

< .u t < < 

•k. I». 

J. li;4 

liti.«KM 

i   .• ' • 

1 ».t..'.r> 

3'.4_3J 

31.944 

34.820 

0, 

0. 

21.4 3 " 

33.641 

o 

(j 

SECTION   1 

1 
Table;   2.3.12   (Cont.) 

PRODUCTIVE  LINES  IN  THE  CHEMISTRY   SECTOR 

.  

APPARENT t.u. 
CONSUMPTION  C.A./ 
(4)     (C.A.)   Inhab 

i'ji7- 

o_,3_ 

0,0'iC, 

Vi.7" ' 

'Hr ,OQ>. 

_4.u^2._ 

_3.JJ2_ 

3.1"'» 

PROD. VALUE 
1,000   N Cr 

(5) (2/4) 

32.383 

31. Cr, 

n_ A    u    1 

PRODUCTION :       %     PROD.VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

.,_. 

(6) (6/1) (7) 
j à • — »mi • -» >•  •*• 

4r)9 .L5L0U 

20.'.)() 1 

2i_.ty_7 _ 

1 ..•- '""• 

14.099 

09."35 

3. -.2Í        i 22,» •>>¿¿¿l' I' 

 76.3.76. 

J^OMM lî^'tJ.."-  

0,2" _ 1 _3-_3??_ 

0,25    l_6.97ß 

0,1," 

22.041 '.».» 

U.f.'i.0» 

" .397 

% 

(7/5) 

•'J...r.. 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

l^i 

0,V3_ 

o,;1.! 

31.944 

r     OTO 

7.J21J.rjiz_4 
"' 

0,3c 

34.820 0,40 

^7.433 

33.641 

25.068 

76.124 

39.91» 

Oj33_ 

o,4 1 

7 • 7Jü 

Oí. j 

• -1- 

'.'..»22_ 

]<>4. l'il 

• I":- 

.4-— 

 4— 

J  •[ 1 
f     SECTION   2 

INDUSTRIAL SUBVEV OF BAHIA 

TtCNIMMA UN  O. P. /UN. I.D. O U   N  I.D. O 



A-lOO 

BASIC DATA POR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LINES If 

Table : 2.3.13 

'DUCTIVE LINES IN NON-METALLIC MINERALS 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

 1 

YEAR 

UKAZ 1      r 

UNIT 
PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 

CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (C.A.) 

t. 
C.A 
Inho 

WALL-TILES 

1.965 »2 IO.2U.O35     if'.rii.o}' '• 

1.967 m2 
14.05O.9C5     ] 'i.n-rî.9.",- 

LOW TENSION 
INSULATORS 
(PORCEL..GLASS 

1.96r; 1000 u 20.960 ___ :(j,9''" 

1.9'>7 lOOOu. 10.30'* 
1 '. • 3 * » '• 

HIGH TENSION 
INSULATORS 
(PORCEL.,GLASS 

1.965 

) I.967 

1000 u. 

1000 u. 

 _i_._3.3j_. 

5.952 ;;; 

I.
I
)I 

'•, 

VIRGIN  LIME 
1.905 

i.9<<7 

Tn. 

Tn. 

562.035 _ 

502.103 

_   --_-  —_-.-.-  
••".'¡.ID ' 

i r,()   /•',,', 

1 ') 

HYDRATED LIME 
I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

Vi4.l06__ 

350.400 

 _-_-_-_  
1. " 

',,0 

WHITE  CEMENT 
I.96S Tn. 33.163 __« ; », :• •. 1 0,'»' 

I.967 Tn. 38.321 _._ ?.:,T71 U,V' 

SIMPLE 
PORTLAND 
CEMENT 

I.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

 _5/_50_l_.O_3_5__ 

6.396.312 

 4_2_._6JU.__ 

.       124,P72__ 

 2_,JV)_ 

1.4. 2M. 

5.    :".« " ) 

. 1 1 

FIBRECEMENT 
SHEET:: 

I.963 m2 6.369.763 
1.. ;t  .'. " -1 0,0 

I.967 na 7.023.357 
7.t::';i. .r ".<. 

CERAMIC 
PAVING-TILES 

i.9'<5 

1.967 

------- 

«2 

7.O3O.066 

1.O.OO2.760 

—--"-"-   -"-"-"-  
7..; •< .06'. 

10.002., 0. 1 

SIMPLE     BRICKS 
1.965 m^ I.022.262 - .- - -,, 1.02".. 7 '•• ", 

I.967 
n m *- I.294.2O2 ( !'' ' ,:">•).;i-^ 'v: 

CHINA 
I.965 

I.967 

Udadr. 

I'dad. 

1.122.402 

1.IO7.5I6 

 _V."  

•M 

_ _J_»_ij_2. •'_<_:__ _ 

1.15;.297 

0,<r 

.IUI. 

SECTION   1 

TiCNinra* 

• lì A      II      I A 
19G7 
BRAZIL 
TRICE 
UNIT 

(VI) 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 
(4)      (C.A.) 

t.u. 
C.A./ 
Inhab^ 

PROD.VALUï 
1,000   N  Cx 

(5) 

12.371 

% 

(2/4) 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

%        PROD.VALUE 
1,000   N  Cr 

(6/1)             (7) 

% 

M'.r.i.or- 0, '2   V) 0,00. 1 0,00. 6,06 

i :.f--:;.
r;i'.' 0,l<, 5-..2 7"   — T ._    

: 0.960 <••,.:' 2.'»O'I — — 

] ¡. •)<>', u.:;l 5.412 
 , 

— 
 ....  _"„ 

1 . >3''i 1 j. " ' '• 2.2I   —   

      t ..'/•:'.      «v • 17.or.» 

IO.91. 

  

15.1 5, 'i T        '•>                                                              1   <l    ' 
' 1 • <<i.;y-< '•(>2 

• ••.. loi 
• » » •' ' 

21 .;'"'! — 

12.177 

'      I1 

3," 

• 

'• ':. 1«M> '•'21 , 711 .-- 
- 

•¡30.'5W; 4, o'. I ' > • V-1 <". .-- »'i.< 71 9, 5 - '   ! , _ 

1 

• i, •'') 0,40 2. ; 10   — _    _     i                    .. 

ì ,171 U,V* 6.194   — 

''• 1 ••' 

-   ....--•  

i,4 

... .. 

72,9 

-,   /, • 

•>.     'V>79 2,4 5 21 n..2 :•'. ('7,1 LflG.O'.o 

<>., •">..! i:i 77,4' ' •.,6.1 •'..'. 1,05 ir.4.:-5-, J.r..:_ '   ..2lw ! * 

'.. 1   '.~'>1 0,000 1 7."1   
i 

•; .1 .'5'l. 3' 7 0,0a :"),<• •••• 
  '5 5.61 1 

1     " . ' Oc 1             .      • 
', .     ' .066 0,09' >.i. ••;'')   35.460 

0. .002.,   •', f), 11 V4.2 1 7 
  

2 "•. - ."• •• i "-5- 
1     9,2 

"h  
|    7,'!o 

(),00. 

2 0 

l.02"..71"1 

.. '.l.'««50 

O , 0 ; v 

OjOl - 

',4.032 

4.4;'7 

0,013 •.-'''•• 
  1 

1.1   7.267 .•___!   ,5:l,_ 
  2 " 0 0,1 --- 

SECTION   2 

4 1.0.0. 
INDUSTRIAL 8UHVEV OF •»HI* 

U. N. O. P. / U. N. I. O. O. 
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Table   :   ?.3.13   (Cr'"t._) 

BASIC  DATA  FOR  PRESELECTION OP  PRODUCTIVE  LINES   V. H_DTJCTIVE LINES  iN  NON-METALLIC MINERALS 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

  

YEAR 
B       H       A      Z I        L 

UNIT 
PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT            t..| 

CONSUMPTION CA   1 
(4)      (CA.)   Inhal 

FIBRE- 
CEMENT TILES 

I.965 

I.967 

»2 158.609 

2.363.675 

    
I53.6O9     0,0'  1 

2.363.675    0,0   I 

CLAY   TILES 
1.96r» 1000 u, 36I.653 ... 3r'l.ß53 0,*.   1 

1.967 1000 ui 
        1 

364.676 —   364.676 0,<    J 

CEMENT  BRICKS 
I.965 1000 u, 7.4BO ...   7.480 0,0   \ 

I.967 1000 u I.432 ... — 1.432 0,0   \ 

FIREPROOF 
BRICKS 

I.963 

1 .'K>7 

1000 u, 

1000 u, 

176.733 

83.250 

... ... 17 ..733    2,1. 

M3.250     0,9   J 

FLAT GLASS 
1.96r» 

1. 907 

u2 

m2 

5.892.265 

9.650.307 

12.703 

10.925 

724 

4.637 

5.904,244 

9.656.495 

0,0 j 

0,1 

SECURITY GLASS 
1.965 

1.967 

«a 530.399 

697.655 

—— 53O.399 

697.655 

o,-e ' 

0-,-OH 

• -              

• 

• 

APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

4)      (C.A.) 

SECTION   1 
SECTION   2 

TICNIMMA 
U. HOP /U.N.I O O 

N.l O  O. 

tNOU*THI*L 9URVIY OF »AMIA 



A-102 
A-K>2 

Table   ;     2.3.14 

BASIC  DATA  FOR PRESELECTION OP  PRODUCTIVE LINE3 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

YEARS 

B       H       A       Z        I L 

UNIT PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS       APPARENT              t. 1 
CONSUMPTION     Cit. 
(4)   (C.A.)        Ir.h, 

"TE EL   BARS 
1.965 Tn« U'.h2.2'i(, i.C'i2.:.-'i' WW. 

1.967 Tn. 2.;:iij.90o     ::."'Jr.'<"(' 11' 

ALUMINIUM  IN 
BARS   AND 
LAMINATED 

1.965 

I.9G7 

Tn. 

Tn. :/3.137 •19. KU 

697 

16', '61."   - 0. 

ANTIMONY 
PRIMARY  SHAPES 

I.965 Tn. J 1 'ti   " 3 Ul' 

I.967 Tn. 1 26 , 0   ")(\ U.i. 

BARBED  WIRES 
1-90*5 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 19.774 59.2'»G 

  

..9."i< J.,' 
- 

GALVANIZED 
WIRES 

Tn.       

Tn. 37.267   - ' • ..   . 

FLAT  WIRES 
1.965 Xn.     -   -   

1.967 Tn. 70.f32<»     
,'..''•    •• 

PATENTED 
WIRES 

l.'M> " Tn.       1 _-- 

1 . )'" Tn. '7.9'V,   
  1 ,'. '•' ._':.'..- 

OVAL  WIRES 
1.90'- in.     

-•• 

I.967 Tn. l.i'O     l.i - (.. 

BRONZE 
I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

'i.Of,.". 
   

1.. 

COPPER   IN 
PRIMARY SHAPES 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn* 

2.u23 

6 . 1 '( -\ 

    —  • ------- 
' 1, 

STEEL SLABS 
1.967 Tn. 107•w5" 1              13.296 148.17 ' "J62.«>79 '«,. 

SECTION   1 

PRODUCTIVE LINES IN THE METALLURGY SECTOR 

l       1 

Ì PPARENT 
(CONSUMPTION 
(4)    (C.A.) 

1 .n'i:.::'j'>     22, o 

t.u. 
C.A./ 
Inhab, 

;'.   'i'.'XKi .ITjJi 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

,(5) 

220.571 

362.56*1 

1.12 

72. 
\j)() 

0,HU 

0,00. 

Ü.00. 

6.6')' 

% 

(2/4 

B      A     II      I     A 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

: ' l.oy 

•'. > 1 

').i)l Ut' 

1 .",:'<!     0. . 

»,'> 

% 

(2/4) 

PROD.VALUE 
],000 N Cr 

(7) 

% 

(7/5) 

2. "-61 

ì' ,6 

I.«)' 

M 

Oil 

1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

.»).<! , Í ' 

i<>. .,;.<> 

!>6.6 

1 •'»(-», ^ 

39,' 

—- -"- 

-1 
o,i 

,'.9' 

i.i'n 

A.O'.'i 

12.10' 

o. (! 

... 
i>,o'f9 

/,./,, o 

-2.21 

i>. 

" 

1 l.6<;< 

!),<'•>/, 

20.M!¡ 

1   1'")    ~ 

'».0 

J 362.979     I   V 

,65" 

• •••'!.. 

i.;;-,. 003 

,__! 

.:*J5-J 

JUL 

;'rv;,r 

'».57>v 

i.n.'K,. 

tz 
SECTION   2 

TICNIMMA U. N. O. P. / U. N. I. D. O. 
IHOU»TWAL tUMVIV Of «AHIA 

P. I U N. I. D. O. 



A-103 

BASIC   f>ATA POR PRESELECTION OP  PRODUCTIVE  LINES   IN T 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

• '    * ' 

YEAR UNIT 
P       1 A        Z        1 I, 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT            t.U. 
CONSUMPTION C.A./ 
(4)     (C.A.)   Inhab, 

' 

SHEETS   AND 
COIL IN 
COLD AND HEAT 

1.96 •", 

1.967 

rn. 

Tn. 

437.314 

5U.--91 

i.'*9r 

7.10;: 

r.2.311 

94.. 220 

379.990         '•,<< 

'*()•»./*" 3         '•,•'• 

- 

GALVANIZED 
SHEET 

1.96" Tu. 3O.2O/1     ri.2o.'i 0,'. 

I.967 T:i. Vt. 716     ' ».716 »1 

LEAD 
I.96 - 

I.967 

T11. 

Tn. . 

15.448 

19.667 

2.171 

6.rl 3 
   

r:.Gi9       0,2 

2>.l8o        0,- 

TIN 
1.96r> Tn. 2.COG   1.943 0,02 

I.967 Tu. 1.9^3     2.600 u,i.- 

1    . 
  

CAST-IRON 
I.965: Tn. 1. .-43.92 3   

  
l.'-'i 0.923 

BRASS 
I.96:, 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

2.GGÓ 

lO.GOO 
.   

2.8Gb 

10.680 0,12 

GOLD 
I.96" Tn.       

I.967 Tn.         

SILVER 
I.96: Tn. 1 23   24   

I.967 Tn. 1 20   :,()   

SHAPED 
OVER 80mm 

I.96:; 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

116.0.11 

09.979 

    
116.cm 

97.'* 79 

1,'* 

1,13 

- 

SHAPED 
BELOW 80 mm 

I.9GÑ 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

42.'* 09 

103.091 

    
42.409 

100.091 

MIDDLE  PRODUCT! 
PROM SPECIAL 
STEEL 

1.96n Tn.   10.337   10.337 0,1-. 

I.967 Tn. ir.C.509 1.912 r'*.327 10'*.c¡9* 1,1 

Table   ;   2.3.14  (Cont.) 

UJCTIVE  LINES   IN THE METALLURGY   SECTOR 

;;    A    11     1    A 1967 
BRAZIL 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

• PPARENT            t.U. 
ONSUMPTION C.A./ 
4)     (C.A.) Inhab« 

PROD. VALUE 
1,000  N Cr 

(5) 

% 

(2/4 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

% 

(6/1) 

PR OD. VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(7) 

% 

(7/5) 

379.99" 4,6 UO.077 1,4 — — — — 34'./; 

4(>4.4ï3 "•, 4 I89.996 1,6 — — — — 

3P..204 0,4 i6.7:r>   — — — — ' .48,2 

V../K> », •'   .98,G   — -   - — — 

17.619 

2l..l-".0 

0,2 13.0-.7 

22.o< ' 1 24.9 

5.11". 

12.497 

3 M i • 2 i '• 

13.«06 

12 - •   ».' 

-,"7     O 
1   , " 

l.lf.3,4 

 1 

1.943 0,02 16.62'.   
1 

11.8 r¡3, a 

2.6O0 (.1,03 23.032   — —     

l.r.4ñ.923 1 M    ' 1" » 106.2 3". 
       

68 

2.3Gb 0,03 1^.4 38,   — 
- 

    722, 3 

I               I.O.680 0,12 7.714   — _..     

1                    __-           --- 9.392   — —     

___ 13.360   — —     

1                         "''   97 IOO — —     I1.4 

1                      :M>   164 100 — —     

1             116.881 1,4 30.077   — i     — 
1 

    
377,9 

1               97.479 1,13 34.004   —       i   —     

1              42.409 

1            108.891 

0,1 

1,2 

'•).G69 

42.31r> 

...:::. --—  

T 

    
383,6 

1              10.337 0,1. r;   100 —       
239,1 

1            1.04.094 1,1 37.418 
.       .. • 1 

1.8 —     

SECTION   1 
SECTION   2 

TECNIBEBIA U.N  D. P. /U. N. I  O.O O   O 
INDU8THIAL 8UBVEY Ol* BAHIA 
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Table   :  2.3.14    (Cont.) 

BASIC DATA FOR  PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE LIh JES   IN   il 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

YEAR UNIT 

1)       lv       A      2        I       1- 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT 
CONSUMPTION 

(4)      (C.A.) 

t.u. 
C.A./ 
Inhab *  1 

SINTER 
1.965 Tn.   —   — 

1.967 Tn; I.59O.432 ___ I.59O.'»32 10,46 

STRIPS AND 
TAPES 
11 TO  30 mm 

1.96o 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

42.293 

56.649 

4. 2'. 6 

1 . ' > 2 2 

4 6. .3 9 

C'..i71 0,, 

RAILS AND 
ACCESSORIES 
FOR RAILWAYS 

1.96:. Tn. 97.616 41. CG'. GO. 10-, 70.002 0,0 

1.967 Tn. 102.415 GH.902 104. \i.-> (>(..') l'i O,íJ 

STEEL PIPES 

WITH SEAM 

1.965 Tn.   ~o -1 ', 'i " 
0,(>< 1 

1.967 Tn. 74.co: 123 ', ',2 ii.i 

STEEL PIPES 
WITHOUT SEAM 

1.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

62.235 

05.102 

2 04 

. t >L_0 

I.092 

12:: 

6 1 . •'. 1/, 

9o.ti;,o 

- 1 

CAST-IRON 
FOR MELTING 

1.9(5 Tn. — _._ —   

I.967 Tn. 270.354 2-,'Vl-/, 3.21 

CAST-IRON 
FOR STEELING 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 1.914.555 1.914.55" -¡.'i, 

CAST-IRON 
FOR OTHER 
USES 

I.965 Tn. ___ ___ _ -- 

I.967 Tn. 243.694 240. H" '1 2,7 

MELTINGS FROM 
SPECIAL STEEL 

I.965 

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

22.084 22.004 __0_,27 
""i 

FERROSILICOM 
I.965 Tn. 9.475 4 5 — 9.520 0,1] 

I.967 Tn. 15.560 3ri — 10.927 i),i;, 

rtRRCMANflAMCSE 
I.965 
--  

I.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

26.536 

30.849 

   
7.260 

Ilio 

19.276 

31.159 0,3-. 

CTIVE LINES   IN THE METALLURGY SECTOR 

1. n A      11      1      A 1967    1 
BRAZIL! 

RENT 
. UMPTION     1 

(C.A.) 

t.u. 
-.A. / 
Inhab 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cx 

(5) 

% 

(2/4) 

PRODUCTION 

(6)            < 

%       PROD. VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

6/1)                (7) 

% 

(7/5) 

PRICE 
UNIT 

(5/1) 

— — — —   •!0, •> 

,'.«>0.432 10,46 33.442   —   

0,6 17.242 ___ — —   •V;4,'. 

••4.471 0,7 37.075 1   ,1 
_ _- — —   

0.092 

• •(..914 

o,G 

0,0 

24.649 

37.052 100,2 

 -"-"-" ------  ."    

- 

4-7 0,O(i ___ — — — „,„•, 1 
, '.. 4 ' 1 - 0  49.027 0,16 —. — 

41.769 0,4 _-_ — —   1.001,7 

5X..O0O 10.4 ,76.011 5,0 ——— —   

—     1 lf>,.. 

:•, '.r-4 3.2L 30.7 .-7 —     

... _.. — ... 0" 

1    1 . *.' 14.5 ' '.r- 22. 101.479 

... —     102 

\       240.0"4 2»? 25.041 ---   — 

22.004 0,27 19.272_ 

7..: 
151 .-°JL- J36  .--JJ- — 

042  2 

0,11 3.573 

* 

3.519 37,1 I.434 4o,i 
71   ,2 

1 ..927 0,10 0.O22 2.3 3.363 21,6 2.227 .. 27io. 

1           IO.276 

3U 179 

0U3 

o,3r 

7.6 2_ 

13.(>''T --- 

-------  ---  ------ 

442,2 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 

TtCNtMBIA U. N. D. 9.1 U. N. I. D. O. 
INDUSTRIAL SUAVtY Of iAHIA 



A-105 

BASIC DATA POR PRESELECTION OP PRODUCTIVE LINES IN ? 

1 
h05 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

YEAR UNIT 
B       R       A       2       1       L 

PRODUCTION IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT           t.u.  PI J 
CONSUMPTION    C.A./l   1 
(4) (C.A.)     rnhab.     1 

PERROCHROHE 
1.965 Tn. •      3»<*5 247 ... 3.294 0,04 

1.967 Tn. I.662 1.908   3.65O 0,04 

FERROS ILICON 
MAGNESIUM 

1.965 Ta. 12,382 ... ... 13.382 0,16 

1.967 — ... ...   — 

•              ' '   '      • • "—• 

FERROTUNOSTEN 
1.965 tn. 19.196 ...   19.196 0,23 

I.967 Tn. 200 ... ... 200 0,002 

NON-ELECTRICAL 

KITCHEN RANGES 

I.965 Tn. 598.951 ...   598.951 7,36 

I.967 Tn« 830.222 —   830*222 9,58 

ELECTROLYTIC 
BRASS 

I.965 

1.967 

Tn. 143.515 —   143.515 1,7     1 
1 

Tn. 196.03a ... ... 196.032 2J 

SMELTED 
IRON PIPES 

I.965 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

84.205 

93.015 

 .JUS6A- 

7.898 

 TJUttl. 

85.117 1 " 

ACCESSORIES 
FOR  SMELTED 
IRON PIPES 

1.965 Tn. 19.866 175 105 19.936. 0,2 

1.967 Tn. 23*824 294 317 23.801 o,3 
» •• -1 

IRON BARS 
I.965 Tn. ... 10.396 5.007   ... 

1.967 Tn 879.961 20.083 3,088 896.956 10,3 

BARS OVER 
80 mm 

1.965 116.115 ._. — — ... 

I.967   —   —   

BARS UP TO 
80 mm 

1.965 Tn. 138.785 — —. — 1- 
1.967 — — — —. 

CARBON STEEL 
BARS UP TO 
80 mm 

1.965 Tn. ••— — — _-¿   

1.967 Tn. 118.175 ...   118.175 1,36 

Tibial   2.3.14  (Cont.) 

PRODUCTIVE LINES  IN THE METALLURGY Í SECTOR 

1. 0    A     H    X     A 
1067 
BRAZU 
PRICE 
UNIT 

5/1 

 -••..       — — »     —     •'          ~ * 

APPARENT           t.U.  PROD.VALUE 
CONSUMPTION    C.A./1,000 N Cr 
(4) (CA«)     rnhab,       (5) 

% 

(2/4 

PRODUCTION 

(6) 

% 

(6/1) 

PROD.VALUE 
1,000 N Cr 

(7/5) 

3.294 0,04 1.566 7»5 
... 643 

3.650 0,04 1.401 PS? 1.317 79.2                 1-185 85,0 

13.382 0,16 3.102 -\— ...   ... 250,5 

205 

 1 
9r>,6 

625,6 

... ... ... ... ...   — 

19.196 0,23 3.277 ... ... ... ... — 

|                       200    0,002 41  . ... 
.. ".."... 

...         .1   ... 

598.951 7,36 44.933 ... — ... ... ... 

|             830.222 9,58 79.378 ... ... ... 
_ _— . — — — 

... 

I              143.515 59.747 ... ... — ... 

196.032 »J 122.647 ... ... ... 
.       - 

LÌ .ZSU&ti. 

l'           85.117 1 

487 

45.295 ... ... L.:-"- 
... 

••{ •  — 

1 !             19.936 0,2 11.687 0.9 ...   
V 1.267,6 

1 1             23.801 Ol* 30.200 1,8 ... ... ... 

1 t              ... ... 

», ,„ —. — 

... ...   ... 426,4 

1 1           896.956 10,3 375.256 2,2 3.559 o,4o 1.595 o,4a 

... 33.128  •:.: U".   ... 274,6 

-.* ... ... 
l_4  

... 68.980 ... ... — 497 

... ... ... ...   
- "• » 1  (                

... ... — —. ... 405 

|   j                 118.175 l,36|      47.926 ... ...  ~~~ . „. _—.. 

SECTION   1 I     SECTION   2 
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A-106 
Table i 2.3.14 (Conta) 

BASIC DATA POR PRESELECTION OF PRODUCTIVE LINES IN THE •< ODUCTIVE LINES   IN THE MATALLURiY SECTOR 
I 

PRODUCTIVE 
LINES 

YEAR UNIT 

B       R      A      2       I.     L                                              J 

PRODUCTION     1 IMPORTS EXPORTS APPARENT            t.U.   PRC.J 
CONSUMPTION   :.A./   lfCA 
(4)   (CA/)       Inhat        | 

REINFORCED 
BARS 

1.967 Tn. 28.362     * 0*13 

TWISTED BARS 
FOR CONCRETE 

1.967 

Tn. 64.196 ... 64.296 JMJL 

Tn. lit.170 ... na. 170 hai •» i 

FLAT BARS 
FOR CONCRETE 

... — -_. ... 

^.967 Tn. 192.9J0 ... 71.198 ... 

WIRES 

1.967 

Tn. 

Tn. 

¿9.12.5 

230.830 2.849 

k  JÄ..J25.. Oj48 

L,    i \ 

.        1       | 
-' 

. 

, 

/ 

s. 

I       L BAH    I     A 19Ô7 
BRA2I1 
PRICE 
UNIT 
(5/1) 

APPARENT           t.U.   »ROD .VALUE 
CONSUMPTION   :.A./   LtOOO It Cr 
(4)  (CA/)      XnhAta      (5) 

% 

(2/4 

PRODUCTION 

(«> tt/1) 

PROD. VALUE 
1,000 M Cr 

(7) 

% 

(7/5) 

169.244 

0T11 

..üRrA°7....  Jl*J!ÄZ.„.. ..iUA. . ¿jtAftJl  o 3'*2,8 

28.262 9.68o -4- -S.~T.. __. i«""TT i "i 

64.296 >°J73L 19.66?   „ 

'" A 
373.3 

NM70 l.ai 41.871 
.... 

71ihl9j, 71^198 

..-.v.. 
.1-5?« 

... 
>.a.... 

a 1.59?' 2,2 

369,0 

L.   . .... -      -1 

0,48 -« 

1 

)44,o I 

210^959. a.67 79.419 1.2 

1 

_....—_^ 

i 
V 

! 

Ì 

• 

•-r- "        7  ì  —__— 

SECTION   1 SECTION   2 
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